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Title 

Hal Lawrence collection 

Dates 

1939-1995 

Extent 

2.3 m of textual records 
ca. 180 sound cassettes [~300 hrs.] 
71 photographs 
60 slides 
7 maps 
10 map transparencies 
3 posters 

Biographical Sketch 

Hal Lawrence was born in 1920 in the Royal Engineers Barracks in Catham, Kent, England. His 
family later moved to Halifax, where Lawrence joined the Royal Canadian Navy in 1939 and 
served for 28 years. He was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for helping to sink a 
German submarine in World War II. Lawrence completed his wartime service with the destroyer 
Sioux, sailing long convoy runs to Russia. On June 6, 1944, off the coast of Normandy, Sioux 
participated in the direct bombardment of inland targets that precipitated the assault on Fortress 
Europe. Following service during the Second World War, he made a career with the peacetime 
navy. His last sea appointment, before retirement in 1965, was as senior officer in command of 
the Eleventh Escort Squadron. At the age of forty, Lawrence started his BA at the University of 
Ottawa and by the time he retired had his MA and began teaching at the University of Ottawa 
and later, at the University of Victoria. In 1970, he started an interpersonal and socioeconomic 
communications company in Ottawa and transferred it to Victoria in 1980. He was accepted as a 
fellow in the Royal Historical Society in 1993 and is the author of several books, including A 
Bloody War (1979), Tales of the North Atlantic (1985), and Victory at Sea (1989). He died April 
11, 1994 at his home in Victoria, British Columbia. 

Scope and Content 

The collection consists of audio tapes of 120 interviews that Lawrence conducted between 1980 
and 1990 with naval personnel, several female officers and ratings. Collection includes several 
interview transcripts, correspondence relating to one interview, a captain's night order book 
(HMCS Portage), and the text of an address. The collection also consists of manuscripts for 



books and articles written by Hal Lawrence, correspondence, clippings and photographs related 
to his navel career. The collection also includes personal and professional documents and 
correspondence, naval oral history material, several naval maps and transparencies, 
miscellaneous publications and ephemera. The collection is arranged in eight series: 1) 
Manuscripts; 2) Oral histories; 3) Correspondence; 4) Photographic materials; 5) Newspaper 
clippings and reviews; 6) Personal and professional documents; 7) Published materials and 
ephemera; 8) Maps and transparencies. 

Finding Aids 

Inventory and summaries of interviews available. 

Title Source 

Title based on the contents of the collection. 



Hal Lawrence fonds 
Acc. No. 1993-008 

7 Boxes 
 
 
 
Box 1:  Transcripts -- Report of Interviews 

Filed Alphabetically 
 
1.1 Adams, Kenneth F. -- Rear Admiral 
1.2 Budge, Patrick D. -- Rear Admiral 
1.3 Charles, John Alexander -- Rear Admiral (1) 
1.4 Charles, John Alexander -- Rear Admiral (2) 
1.5 Collier, Andrew L. -- Vice Admiral 
1.6 Collins, David Alan -- Vice Admiral 
1.7 DeWolf, Harry George -- Vice Admiral 
1.8 Dillon, Charles Joseph -- Rear Admiral (1) 
1.9 Dillon, Charles Joseph -- Rear Admiral (2) 
1.10 Fulton, J.A. -- Vice Admiral 
1.11 Hannington, Daniel Lionel -- Rear Admiral 
1.12 Hennessey, Ralph L. -- Vice Admiral (2 copies) 
1.13 Hibbard, J.C. -- Rear Admiral (1) 
1.14 Hibbard, J.C. -- Rear Admiral (2) 
1.15 Landymore, William Moss -- Rear Admiral 
1.16 Lay, H. Nelson -- Rear Admiral 
1.17 Leir, Richard H. -- Rear Admiral 
1.18 Murdoch, Robert Waugh -- Rear Admiral 
1.19 Porter, Harry A. -- Vice Admiral 
1.20 Sivertz, Ben -- Merchant Seaman 
1.21 Stephens, Robert St. George -- Vice Admiral 
1.22 Stirling, Michael G. -- Rear Admiral 
1.23 Storrs, Anthony H.G. -- Rear Admiral 

 
Box 2: Transcripts -- Report of Interviews 
Filed Alphabetically 

 
2.1 Boulton, Angus George -- Commodore 
2.2 Bridgman, A. Graham -- Commodore 
2.3 Caldwell, Frank, B. -- Commodore 
2.4 Hayes, William P. -- Commodore 
2.5 Hendy, Robert Ian -- Commodore 
2.6 Manfield, William Alexander -- Commander 
2.7 Piers, Desmond W. -- Rear Admiral (1) 
2.8 Piers, Desmond W. -- Rear Admiral (2) 

 
Box 2: Transcripts -- Report of Interviews 

Filed Alphabetically 



 

 

 
 
 
 
2.9 Piers, Desmond W. -- Rear Admiral (3) 
2.10 Piers, Desmond W. -- Rear Admiral (4) 
2.11 Robertson, O.C.S. -- Commodore (1) 
2.12 Robertson, O.C.S. -- Commodore (2) 
2.13 Summers, Kenneth J. -- Rear Admiral (1) 
2.14 Summers, Kenneth J. -- Rear Admiral (2) 
2.15 Tidy, George H. -- Lieutenant Commander 
2.16 Timbrell, Robert W. -- Rear Admiral 
2.17 Turner, Maurice Aikins -- Commander 
2.18 Watson, Alan Graeme -- Lieutenant Commander 
2.19 Welland, Robert P. -- Rear Admiral 
2.20 Willson, William Herbert -- Commander 
2.21 Wurtele, Alfred Charles -- Commander 
2.22 Yorke, Winnifred Mary ("Mollie") -- Wren 

 
Box 3: Transcripts -- Report of Interviews 
Filed Alphabetically 

 
3.1 Beveridge, Alexander Allan -- Paymaster Lieutenant Commander 
3.2 Blandy, Walter Stairs -- Commander 
3.3 Bowerman, Leslie Russell -- Chief Petty Officer (Motor Mechanic) 
3.4 Brooks, G.W. Stirling -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.5 Buckingham, Robert George -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.6 Burk, Charles Arthur -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.7 Burke, Cornelius -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.8 Butterfield, James -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.9 Campbell, Alexander Craig -- Commander 
3.10 Chadwick, Ernest Maurice -- Commander 
3.11 Chance, Peter Godwin -- Commander 
3.12 Choat, Russell Frederick -- Captain 
3.13 Cupples, Alex Moncrieff -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.14 Davis, James Sinclair -- Commander 
3.15 Downton, Eric J. -- Commander 
3.16 Dzioba, Larry -- Captain 
3.17 Evans, William -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.18 Fynn, Derrick Arthur -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.19 Goad, James B. -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.20 Grant, John -- Captain 
3.21 Hayes, Godfrey H. -- Captain 
3.22 Higgs, David A. -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.23 Jenson, Latham Bereton -- Commander 
3.24 Kellington, Thomas E. -- Lieutenant Commander 

 
Box 3: Transcripts -- Report of Interviews 

Filed Alphabetically 



 

 

 
 
 
 
3.25 Kirkpatrick, James R.H. -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.26 Knox, Malcolm C. -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.27 Ladner, Thomas Ellis -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.28 Law, C. Anthony -- Commander 
3.29 Maitland, J. Douglas -- Lieutenant Commander 
3.30 Makovski, Hugh Eric Francis -- Commander 
3.31 Mason, John William -- Captain 
3.32 Musgrave, Alured P. -- Captain 
3.33 Nixon, C.P. -- Captain 
3.34 Pullen, Thomas Charles -- Captain 
3.35 Richardson, W.J. -- Chief Petty Officer 
3.36 Stiner, Fred -- Chief Petty Officer (Gunner's Mate) 
3.37 Tingley, Hall W. -- Lieutenant 

 
Box 4: Transcripts -- Report of Interviews 

Filed Alphabetically 
 
4.1 Beere, Muriel (nee Farquhar) -- Wren 
4.2 Brooker, Dorothea -- Petty Officer 
4.3 Cahill, Gordon Merle -- Stoker (Motor Mechanic) 
4.4 Chaffey,  Charles Donald -- Lieutenant 
4.5 Chance, Margaret Olga (nee Parker) -- Leading Wren W/T 
4.6 Chaplin, Philip -- Lieutenant 
4.7 Charron, Walter -- Lieutenant 
4.8 Clark, Joseph A.P. -- Lieutenant Commander 
4.9 Coates, John Anthony -- Lieutenant 
4.10 Coleman, John Charles -- Seaman Gunner 
4.11 Doyle, Donald Francis -- Chief Patty Officer 
4.12 Elwood, Catherine (nee Popham) -- Wren 
4.13 Forrester, Thomas H. -- Leading Stoker 
4.14 Grimsdick, Joan -- Petty Officer 
4.15 Harrison, Donald C. -- Sub Lieutenant 
4.16 Hauff, Winona -- Wren 
4.17 Hay, Ian Maclachlan -- Lieutenant 
4.18 Hinton, Jean (nee Davidson) -- Petty Officer 
4.19 James, Richard Edward -- Chief Petty Officer, Gunners Mate 
4.20 Joy, Alex P.G. -- Lieutenant 
4.21 Lang, Daniel -- Lieutenant 
4.22 Lauder, George Albert -- Chief Petty Officer 
4.23 Lawson, Andrew A. -- Able Seaman 
4.24 Lawson, Robert Hutchinson -- Petty Officer 
4.25 Macbeth, John Kenneth -- Lieutenant 

 
Box 4:  Transcripts -- Report of Interviews 

Filed Alphabetically 



 

 

 
 
 
 
4.26 MacFayden, Edward Arnold -- Lieutenant 
4.27 McDowall, Grace (nee Lovatt) -- Chief Officer 
4.28 McClelland, Jack G. -- Lieutenant Commander 
4.29 McLean, William Moodie -- Petty Officer 
4.30 Miller, Robert Charles -- Petty Officer 
4.31 Moyse, Robert J. -- Lieutenant 
4.32 Neave, Penny Lee -- Sub Lieutenant 
4.33 Parker, Frances -- 
4.34 Parry, Leslie -- Lieutenant Commander 
4.35 Pember, Wilfrid -- Lieutenant Commander 
4.36 Percy, Herbert Roland -- Lieutenant Commander 
4.37 Pike, Jenny (nee Whitehead) -- Petty Officer 
4.38 Poapst, Thomas Osborne – Lieutenant 
4.39 Rimmer, John Bretheton -- Chief Petty Officer Gunners Mate 
4.40 Robertson, Ian W. -- Lieutenant Commander 
4.41 Schober, George S. -- Lieutenant Commander 
4.42 Trenholme, Harry Edgar -- Lieutenant 
4.43 Vander Hagen, Charles George -- Chief Petty Officer 
4.44 Wright, David Christopher -- Leading Seaman 
4.45 Bugle Calls -- List 
4.46 Correspondence -- Bill Holms 
4.47 Research Files -- Biographical data -- Directorate of History 
4.48 Research Files -- Oral History tape files -- UVic Reg Roy Series 

 
Hal Lawrences Collection -- Manuscripts:  Loc: 04/03/58b 

 
List of Manuscripts 

 
7.1 Address given by Vice-Admiral C.M. Thomas, to the Royal United 

Services Institute of Vancouver Island, 20 January 1993 
7.2 Paddon, W. Anthony (Lieutenant) - "Over The Bounding Main" 

Plus covering tls to Jack McLelland, 09 April 1986.  Tss part of a book he is 
writing 

7.3 Captain's Night Order Book -- HMCS Portage, 23 April 1955 to 25 October 1956 
(holograph entries) 

7.4 A Sickly Season: The Death of a Navy by Hal Lawrence -- Vol. I 
7.5 A Sickly Season: The Death of a Navy by Hal Lawrence -- Vol. II 
7.6 Desert Sabre: A War of Mine by J.T. Hewitt -- TS with corrections; no TP. 

[Persian Gulf War 1990]  (1) 
7.7 Desert Sabre: A War of Mine by J.T. Hewitt -- TS with corrections; no TP. 

[Persian Gulf War 1990]  (2) 
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Accession Number: 2008-011 
 
 
 
Title 

 
Hal Lawrence fonds. 

 
Dates 

 
1939-1995. 

 
Extent 

 
75 cm of textual records. -- 71 photographs. -- 60 slides. -- 7 maps. -- 10 map 
transparencies. -- 3 posters. 

 
Biographical Sketch 

 
Hal Lawrence was born in 1920 in the Royal Engineers Barracks in Catham, Kent, 
England. His family later moved to Halifax, where Lawrence joined the Royal Canadian 
Navy in 1939 and served for 28 years. He was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross 
for helping to sink a German submarine in World War II. Lawrence completed his 
wartime service with the destroyer Sioux, sailing long convoy runs to Russia. On June 6, 
1944, off the coast of Normandy, Sioux participated in the direct bombardment of inland 
targets that precipitated the assault on Fortress Europe. Following service during the 
Second World War, he made a career with the peace-time navy. His last sea appointment, 
before retirement in 1965, was as senior officer in command of the Eleventh Escort 
Squadron. At the age of forty, Lawrence started his BA at the University of Ottawa and 
by the time he retired had his MA and began teaching at the University of Ottawa and 
later, at the University of Victoria. In 1970, he started an inter-personal and socio- 
economic communications company in Ottawa and transferred it to Victoria in 1980. He 
was accepted as a fellow in the Royal Historical Society in 1993 and is the author of 
several books, including A Bloody War (1979), Tales of the North Atlantic (1985), and 
Victory at Sea (1989). He died April 11, 1994 at his home in Victoria, British Columbia. 

 
Scope and Content 

 
This accrual consists of manuscripts for books and articles written by Hal Lawrence, 
correspondence, clippings, and photographs related to his naval career. The accrual also 
includes personal and professional documents and correspondence, naval oral history 
material, several naval maps and transparencies, miscellaneous publications and 
ephemera. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
The accrual is arranged in eight series: 1) Manuscripts; 2) Oral histories; 3) 
Correspondence; 4) Photographic materials; 5) Newspaper clippings and reviews; 6) 
Personal and professional documents; 7) Published materials and ephemera; 8) Maps and 
transparencies. 

 
Title Source 

 
Title based on the contents of the fonds. 

 
Series Descriptions 

 
Manuscripts [textual records]. – [197-?] -1994 
32 cm of textual records 
Series consists of sub-series for monographs and articles of mainly unpublished 
manuscripts written by Hal Lawrence. 
Title based on the contents of the series. 
Box list available 

 
Oral Histories [textual records],--1980 -1992 
4 cm of textual records 
Series consists of lists of interviews and summaries conducted by Hal Lawrence, an 
interview transcript, typescript and correspondence. 
Title based on the contents of the series. 
Box list available 

 
Correspondence [textual records]. -- 1979 -1995 
2 cm of textual records 
Series consists of sub-series for Buckingham Palace related correspondence, Royal 
Historical Society correspondence, correspondence to Alma Lawrence, correspondence 
related to A Bloody War and miscellaneous correspondence. 
Title based on the contents of the series. 
Box list available 

 
Photographic materials [graphic]. – [19-] 
71 photographs 
60 slides 
Series consists of sub-series for photographs and slides and depict mainly naval-related 
subjects. 
Title based on the contents of the series. 
Box list available 

 
Newspaper clippings and reviews [textual records]. – 1965-1993 
2 cm of textual records 
Series consists of newspaper clippings and photocopies of reviews of Hal Lawrence’s 
books and clippings and photocopies of articles written by Hal Lawrence. 



 

 

 
 
Title based on the contents of the series 
Box list available 

 
Published materials and ephemera [textual records]. – [19-? -1967] 
7 cm of textual records 
Series consists of serial and other miscellaneous naval-related publications, posters and 
ephemera. 
Title based on the contents of the series 
Box list available 

 
Maps transparencies [cartographic material]. – [19-] 
10 map transparencies 
Series consists of naval map transparencies 
Title based on the contents of the series 

 
Item Level Description 

 
King George VI [graphic] 
[19-] 
Ottawa: Karsh 
1 photograph: b&w; 26 x 33 cm 
Item is a formal portrait of King George VI 
Title appears in abbreviated form (KG VI) in Hal Lawrence’s handwriting on verso of the 
photograph 

 
Copyright by Karsh. Reproduction without written permission strictly prohibited. For 
private use only. Not to be syndicated, rented or loaned. 

 
Box List 

 
Box 1 

 
1.1 Buckingham palace correspondence, invitations, etc. 
1.2 Miscellaneous professional documents & correspondence 
1.3 "My Black Eye!" typescript, miscellaneous clippings, correspondence, personal & 

professional documents 
1.4 Miscellaneous articles, photocopies & clippings, navy badges chart 
1.5 Alma Lawrence correspondence, "Spindrift" (publication), photo of Hal Lawrence 
1.6 Miscellaneous Royal Historical Society papers, correspondence, and publications, 

clippings and memorabilia 
1.7 Miscellaneous publications, barogram, Beaufort wind scale (17-27 Feb. 1945) 
1.8 Review clippings, correspondence & notes for "A Bloody War" 
1.9 Article typescripts & notes ("Author’s preface," "Birth of the Royal Canadian 

Navy," "Survivors," "Combined Operations," "Am I Still Steering for You?" "On 
the Etymology and Present Naval Use of "Fucking,"" "Pomp and Circumstance 
and other Sexual Activities.") 



 

 

 
 
1.10 Article typescripts ("What is Worth Resigning For?", "Battle of the Atlantic", 

"Gift from the Heart"), correspondence, clippings, photographs, etc. Original 
folder cover included holographic note, "Lots of interesting items in this folder 
including copy of invitation to speak with H.R.H. Prince Phillip" 

1.11 Transcript lists and finders’ guide for naval oral history tapes 
1.12 Miscellaneous correspondence, clippings and article typescripts 
1.13 "Dunkirk" (typescript) 
1.14 "Battles in the Mediterranean" (typescript) 
1.15 "Power of Command" (typescript) 
1.16 "The Various Ventures of HMCS Venture (typescript) 
1.17 "Training Ships" (typescript) 
1.18 "A Doomed Convoy" (typescript) 
1.19 "Battles in the Mediterranean" (typescript) 
1.20 Membership certificates (Hal and Alma Lawrence) 
1.21 Miscellaneous clippings and photographs 
1.22 Miscellaneous photographs 
1.23 Service documents and certificates (1939-1965) 
1.24 Rear Admiral Kenneth J. Summers, OMM. MSC. C.D. (interview transcript) 
1.25 Miscellaneous ephemera 
1.26 The Crowsnest-- Christmas 1962; vol. 3, no. 4; vol. 11, no. 1; vol. 11, no. 9 
1.27 Canadian Armed Forces Tattoo (1967) 
1.28 60 photographic slides 
1.29 "The Queen’s Canadian Navy Prepares for War" (unpublished?), photographs 
1.30 "The Queen’s Canadian Navy Prepares for War" (unpublished?), photographs, 

newspaper clippings 
1.31 "The Queen’s Canadian Navy Prepares for War" (unpublished?) (Typescript) with 

revisions), photographs 
1.32 "The Queen’s Canadian Navy Prepares for War" (unpublished?), photographs, 

newspaper clippings 
1.33 "The Queen’s Canadian Navy Prepares for War" (unpublished?) (Typescript) with 

revisions) 
 

Box 2 
 
2.1 "A Bloody War correspondence, title page, copyright statement, contents, 

prologue 
2.2 "A Bloody War" chapter 1 
2.3 "A Bloody War" chapter 2 
2.4 "A Bloody War" chapter 3 
2.5 "A Bloody War" chapter 4 
2.6 "A Bloody War" chapter 5 
2.7 "A Bloody War" chapter 6 
2.8 "A Bloody War" chapter 7 
2.9 "A Bloody War" epilogue 
2.10 "Queen’s Navy" dedication, contents, author’s preface. 
2.11 "Queen’s Navy" (chapters 1-2) 



 

 

 
 
2.12 "Queen’s Navy" (chapters 3-4) 
2.13 "Queen’s Navy" (chapters 5-6) 
2.14 "Queen’s Navy" (chapters 7-8) 
2.15 "Queen’s Navy" (chapter 9) 
2.16 "Queen’s Navy" (chapters 10-11) 
2.17 "Queen’s Navy" (chapter 12) 
2.18 "Queen’s Navy" (chapter 14) 
2.19 "Queen’s Navy" (chapter 15) 
2.20 National Defense correspondence. 28 Sept 1992, "Multinational Naval 

Operations: The Canadian Navy in the Persian Gulf 1990-91" by Lieutenant (N) 
Richard Gimblett (article copy) 

 
Oversize Map Folder 

 
7 large maps transparencies 
3 small map transparencies 
3 posters 
Photo of King George VI 
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ID No. 354 
Interviewee Adams, Alice 

Title My Naval experiences by P.O. Wtr. Alice Adams, WRCNS, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place  7 August 1989, Victoria BC 
Summary  Petty Officer (Wtr.) Alice Adams 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

P.O. Adams joined the WRCNS on Oct. 28, 1942 at Saskatoon, Sask. after 
hearing the "sales pitch" of Chief Officer Dorothy Isherwood, WRNS. 
Waited in Saskatoon until sent to HMCS Conestoga in Galt, Ont. for basic 
training. Later took wireless training at Scarborough, Ont. where she was 
taught a key speed of twenty-five words per minute. Next sent to the 
wireless station at Gloucester, Ont. where she intercepted signals to and 
from U-boats in three-group cipher. She was eventually able to recognize 
the hand of German operators and thus the boat number. 
Drafted to HMCS St. Hyacinth to be trained in KANA which required a 
four-level typewriter (KANA is the system by which Japanese words use 
normal English letters and thus can be transmitted by a wireless key). She 
was never able to identify Japanese operators by their hand as it was very 
erratic. Transferred to the Y Station at Gordon Head, Victoria, B.C., 
where the enemy wireless traffic was Japanese. The station operated on a 
24-hour basis at what is now part of the University Of Victoria. While at 
Gordon Head she and others were sent to Bremerton, Wash. for training 
with U.S. Navy WAVES. The Wrens replaced male telegraphists at 
Gordon Head when the men were sent to a new Y Station at Masset in the 
Queen Charlottes. The war with Japan ended, the station closed, and at 
HMCS Naden P.O. Adams was involved in documenting and 
photographing personnel returning from Japanese prisoner of war camps. 
Returning to another time in Gloucester, in a Huff-Duff Station (High 
frequency direction finding) thus able to locate the position of U-Boats in 
conjunction with another such station Adams states that the shift-work 
consisted of nine days on and then three days off. Speaks of the 
considerable esprit de corps of the WRCNS. Discharge in Nov. 1945. 
 

• Adams, Petty Officer Alice E., WRCNS -- Interview 
• Conestoga, HMCS (Training Establishment, WRCNS) 
• Gloucester, Ont. (HFDF Station) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Base) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Prisoners of War, Japan 
• Wireless Communications 
• Wireless Interception, Japan 



 

 

 
 
 

• Women’s Royal Canadian Naval Service 
• World War II 
• Y Station, Victoria, BC 

 
 

ID No. 254 
Interviewee Adams, Kenneth F. 

Title My Naval Experiences by Rear Admiral K.F. Adams, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (90, 90). 
Date/Place 9, 11, 12 June 1985, Sidney BC 

Box/File 1.1 
Transcript  tss, corr. 63 leaves 

Notes Includes mss -- photocopy of 75 leaves, not a transcript -- Adams’ own 
account (with covering note 1 leaf) -- covers mostly the same period. 

Summary  Rear Admiral Kenneth F. Adams 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Born in Victoria in 1903. Attended the Royal Canadian Naval College, 
Esquimalt. The Navy reduced in size so Adams not accepted after 
graduation in 1922. Joined Merchant Navy, first in a salvage tug then 
Imperial Oil Tankers where he rose to Second Officer, later was a tugboat 
captain. Joined the Naval Reserve as a Sub-Lieutenant and in 1928 was 
accepted in the RCN as a Lieutenant. Sent for a year to the Royal Naval 
College, Greenwich and on technical courses at Portsmouth. Two year 
posting to a Royal Navy cruiser, HMS Calypso in the Mediterranean. 
Subsequently appointed Navigating Officer in HMCS Skeena (Cmdr. 
V.G. Brodeur), a destroyer then building in England. After commissioning 
Skeena sailed for Halifax, then to Esquimalt (1931). Comments on Lieut. 
H.N. Lay. Much coastal navigation, in which Adams was an expert. Posted 
to England in 1933. Incomplete course, broken ankle as Physical and 
Recreational Instructor but appointed to HMS 
Cairo as PT Officer of the Home Fleet Destroyer Command (27 
destroyers). Returned to Halifax to supervise Royal Military College 
cadets looking to the RCN as a career. First Lieutenant in HMCS 
Champlain (Cmdr. R.E.S. Bidwell) (destroyer), a ship much damaged by 
rust. Exercises with the RN American and West Indies Squadron but no 
anti-submarine training. To England to commission HMCS St. Laurent as 
First Lieut. and the only officer who had some anti-submarine training. 
Comments on early preparations for war. Appointed to command HMCS 
Venture (training schooner). In 1939 was Executive Officer HMCS 
Stadacona (shore base). 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 



 

 

 
 
 

Offers an account of Ventures' construction including seizure by the 
Sheriff of Digby county and subsequent passage to Halifax with Adams 
as captain and Deputy Sheriff! Purchase of yachts in the US for coastal 
patrols. Great stress at Stadacona with new entries flooding in and 
subsequently the manning of ships. In 1941 in command of HMCS Prince 
David (armed merchant cruiser -- AMC), formerly one of the "Lady" 
ships of the Cdn. National Railway. Stationed in Bermuda with a routine 
of 21 days at sea, three in port. Comments on the sinking of the British 
AMC, HMS Voltaire, by a German AMC. Sent to Saint Lucia for a rest 
and to keep an eye on Vichy French shipping in Martinique. Other patrol 
experiences including attempting to shadow a German AMC and towing 
a disabled British ship 1,000 miles to Bermuda. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Appointed captain of HMCS Assiniboine in 1943 with a brief interlude as 
captain of HMCS Ottawa, relieving the ill captain, Cmdr. H.F. Pullen. 
Assiniboine rammed a U-boat but failed to destroy her. Further anti- 
submarine training at Derby House in Liverpool. Assiniboine refitted 
with the latest anti-submarine and navigational equipment in England. In a 
letter to Canadian Naval Headquarters, Adams complained at lengths 
about the general lack of modern equipment in HMC ships. Caused a 
furore, ordered to Ottawa where V/Adm. Percy Nelles appointed him 
Director of War-time Training. He established a Fleet Equipment and Co- 
ordinating Authority that streamlined the acquisition and fitting of 
modern equipment. New winter training schedules led to the creation of 
HMCS Somers Isles, a "working-up" base in Bermuda. Several months 
later became captain of HMCS Iroquois (Tribal-class destroyer). 
Originally on the "Monster Run", meeting inbound troopships. Now 
based in Scapa Flow, Adams was senior officer of three Canadian Tribal 
destroyers. Attacked coastal shipping off Norway and in 1945 joined a 
Murmansk convoy. Escorted Prince Olaf to Norway on 14 May, 1945. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Guarded the German cruisers Prince Eugen and Nurnberg moving from 
Copenhagen to Wilhelshaven. Later transported released Canadian POWs 
to Halifax. Appointed commanding officer of Stadacona for a short time. 
Captain of HMCS Uganda (cruiser) in 1946. Much training of Ordinary 
Seamen. Mainguy Report. Returns in time to comments on the Halifax 
riots in 1945. Mention R/Adm. L.W. Murray and V/Adm. H.T.W. Grant. 
Next to Ottawa as Director of Naval Reserves and Deputy Chief of Naval 
Personnel. Later became commanding officer of Naval Divisions 
(Reserve) in Hamilton, Ont. Retired five years later. Speaks of Brooke 
Claxton, Minister of National Defence, who started the integration of 
common defence functions. Later Unification caused much unhappiness 
which was ignored by the Prime Minister. 

 
SEE ALSO: R/Adm. Adam's hand-written account (75 pp.), (photocopy) 
of his career. This adds much to the interview by Hal Lawrence, 
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Headings 

particularly of naval service in the ten years proceeding WWII. 
Unfortunately this account ends with Adams' appointment to HMCS 
Iroquois near the end of the war. 

• Adams, R. Adm. Kenneth F., RCN -- Interview 
• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Cairo, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Calypso, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Champlain, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Claxton, Brooke, Minister of National Defence 
• Fleet Equipment and Co-ordinating Authority 
• Iroquois, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Murmansk, 1945 
• Naval Equipment, Technical 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Norway 1945, Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Prince David, HMCS (Armed Merchant Cruiser) 
• Prince Eugen, German (Cruiser) 
• Riots, Halifax, NS 
• Royal Naval College of Canada, Halifax and Esquimalt 
• Royal Naval College, Greenwich 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Somers Isles, HMCS (Training Base, Bermuda) 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Depot Ship, etc. Halifax, NS) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Unification of the Armed Forces Canada 
• Venture, HMCS (Training Schooner) 
• Voltaire, HMS (Armed Merchant Cruiser) 
• West Indies/Caribbean -- Naval Operations 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 355 
Interviewee Beere, Muriel (née Farquhar) 

Title My Naval experiences by Pay writer Muriel Beere, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 29 August 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.1 



 

 

 
 
 

Transcript  tss, corr. 21 leaves 
Summary  WREN Muriel Beere 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

Joined the WRENS in October 1943, sent to HMCS Conestoga for basic 
training, November 1943. Experience in a bank stood her in good stead in 
the pay-writers course later at HMCS Cornwallis. Drafted to Ottawa 
Personnel Records where she assisted in the set-up of the first IBM 
computer. Three months spent in coding all personnel records for the 
entire navy. This equipment was a keypunch operation with a sorter and 
collator. Any ships company could be easily accessed with this 
equipment. Promoted to Leading Wren. Drafted to HMCS Naden where 
she lost her "hook" due to no requirement for a Leading Wren in her new 
position. Points out that in her pay-writers courses she had the option to 
become a Pay Writer or a Captains Writer, opting to become the latter. 
Drafted to Ottawa in 1944. As a result of the sinking of HMCS 
Athabaskan the WRENS were awakened at night to produce the IBM 
cards for the ships company. Describes her dormitory in Ottawa. Sent, 
with others, for three weeks to HMCS Peregrine, the drafting depot at 
Halifax, in order to straighten out some confusion in Personnel Records. 
Remembers that she thought the food was excellent. With two others in 
New York where the U.S.O. gave them tickets to see Porgy and Bess. 
Drafted to HMCS Naden in 1945 where she worked for the Mechanical 
Training Establishment records office. Speaks of the church services at 
Cornwallis and talks with Lawrence about naval ritual and that they were 
all so proud. Because of her work in records she was not de-mobilized 
until March of 1946. Remembers the excitement of VE and VJ days. 
Mentions various friends and assorted officers. Wonderful comradeship 
and would gladly do it again. 
 

• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Beere, Wren Muriel -- Interview 
• Computers, IBM 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Establishment) 
• Naden HMCS (Naval Barracks, Victoria) 
• Naval Services Headquarters, Ottawa 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Peregrine, HMCS (Drafting Depot) 
• Records, Naval Personnel 
• Women’s Royal Canadian Naval Service 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 295 
Interviewee Beveridge, Alexander Allan 

Title My Naval experiences by Pay Lieut. Cdr. Alexander A. Beveridge, as 



 

 

 
 
 

compiled by Hal Lawrence. 
Extent Audio cassette not available. 

Date/Place 20 June 1982, Victoria BC 
Box/File 3.1 

Transcript  tss. 37 leaves 
tss, corr. 37 leaves 

Summary  Paymaster Lt. Cmdr. A.A. Beveridge 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
Lt. Cmdr. Beveridge joined the Navy in November 1940 but was not 
"taken in" until March 1941. This began in Halifax with training that 
turned out to be entirely by members of the RCNVR. Brief stint in 
Admiralty House where he was involved with mess accounts. Comments 
on the food and his interest in naval discipline. Sent to Gaspe HMCS Fort 
Ramsay (naval base), to work as a writer in the office of the N.O.I.C. 
(Capt. PB German). Comment on the landing of German spies from 
submarines on the St. Lawrence shores. Beveridge discovered a German 
agent on a train because of his use of the older issue (large) Canadian bills. 
Anecdotes about Capt. German and Beveridge's missing promotion 
papers. Transferred to Newfoundland on the Flag Officers staff (R-Adm. 
H.E. Reid). Describes Newfie rum: The Four Yard Screech -- if you 
could walk four yards after consuming a two dollar bottle you would be 
given another one! Additional anecdotes: Polish destroyers and German 
POW's, Johnson's folly and barracks, Chinese restaurant destroyed by 
sailors. Went before selection board, commissioned after training at 
HMCS Cornwallis. Joined in every activity possible. Credits this 
"exposure" not academics, in passing the course. Appointed to HMCS 
Bytown (Ottawa) as secretary to the Commanding Officer. Comments on 
the secretary to Vice Adm. J.C. Jones, a very efficient secretary and 
administrator who seemed to survive on sandwiches and pink gins! Much 
self-training in his career -- no formal training by the RCN. Considerable 
methodology initiated by the RCNVR because it seemed logical, and in 
many fields. In 1946 Beveridge left the Navy to attend Queen's 
University. After which he was asked to rejoin the Navy, with promotion 
to Lieutenant. Worked for Captain H.S. Rayner, a somewhat austere man 
of great principle. Later he was seconded to the Privy Council office with 
a two-year appointment. Beveridge could see that some form of 
unification was creeping in (1958) and left the Navy four years later. 
With the Privy Council he was involved with NATO committees and 
information, preparing material, supporting documents, minutes, etc. 
Beveridge attended the NATO Defence College for six months, then the 
Naval Supply School for six months. Appointed to HMCS Algonquin 
(Destroyer), the temporary home of the Fleet Commander (Cmdr. Debbie 
Piers) who was awaiting the arrival of the new aircraft carrier, HMCS 
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Bonaventure (Lt. Fleet Carrier). Piers was hard to work for, a detail man 
in Beveridge's opinion. 

• Algonquin, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Beveridge, Pay Lieutenant Commander Alexander -- Interview 
• Bonaventure, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• Bytown, HMCS (Depot Ship, Ottawa) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Establishment) 
• Fort Ramsey, HMCS (Naval Base, Gaspe) 
• NATO Defence College 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Privy Council Office 
• Spies and Spying, German 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 283 
Interviewee Blandy, Walter Stairs 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander Walter S. Blandy, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 13 April 1988, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.2 
Transcript  tss, corr. 24 leaves 

tss. 22 leaves 
Summary  Commander Walter S. Blandy 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
After two years at Victoria College Cmdr. Blandy joined the Navy as 
Acting Probationary Sub-Lieutenant. Sent to HMCS Chippewa 
(Winnipeg) then to HMCS Kings (Halifax) training new entries and 
learning for himself. Appointed to Fairmiles in Newfoundland, most 
often doing harbour patrols and the same later in Halifax. Volunteered for 
service in MTB's in England (October/November 1944) then to MTB 726 
as navigator. Their base was at Ostend and their operational area was north 
of the Scheldt estuary. They were directed against German E-Boats by a 
destroyer out to sea. Part of his job, when morphine was given, was to pin 
chits to jackets of injured members of the crew. Describes his first action 
although as Navigating officer his position was in the chart room and he 
saw very little. The boat was in refit so was not involved in the 
fire at Ostend that destroyed a number of boats. Fairly modest action 
against E-boats, apparently little damage being done to either side. 
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Comments on the camaraderie in the MTB flotilla. Gives his impressions 
of the excellent German boats, structurally well finished and faster than 
the British boats. On leave, describes London on VE day. Routine ashore 
in Belgium. In refit the WRENS did much of the work on the engines and 
with the armament. Some remarks about the captains of the MTB's, 
efficiency and teamwork. Returned to Canada at war's end as a passenger 
aboard HMCS Iroquois and applied to join the RCN. After several odd 
jobs was appointed to HMS Bermuda (cruiser) in the Far East for a year's 
training. Comments that patriotism was a real force in war but feels that it 
is very much changed now (This as Blandy and Lawrence both speak). 

• Blandy, Commander Walter S. -- Interview 
• Chippewa, HMCS (Winnipeg Naval Division) 
• E-Boats, German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment, Halifax) 
• Motor Launch, Fairmile 
• Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla, 65th 
• Motor Torpedo Boat, 726 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ostend, Belgium (MTB Base) 
• Scheldt Estuary -- Naval Operations 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 269 
Interviewee Boulton, Angus George “Gus” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commodore A.G. Boulton, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 18 March 1986, Victoria BC 

Box/File 2.1 
Transcript  tss, corr. 38 leaves 
Summary  Commodore AG Boulton, DSC 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
Joined the Winnipeg Half-Company on 23 February 1933 as an Acting 
Sub-Lieutenant (Provisional). Took holidays in training at HMCS Naden 
where HF Pullen was gunnery officer. Joined HMCS Skeena for the 
winter cruise (HE Rastus Reid, captain) on whom he comments. Remarks 
on Lt. Cmdr. John Stubbs. Very lean years, lack of funds for fuel etc. To 
HMCS Ottawa in 1939. C.G. Jones as captain who remarked that no 
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RCNVR would ever command a ship. Succeeded by Cmdr. Rollo 
Mainguy, a first class captain. Rammed a tug in Halifax harbour. First 
Lieutenant in HMCS Ottawa. HMCS Rimouski, in command, 1941. Mid- 
Ocean Meeting Place (MIDOMP). Earlier in Ottawa much convoy work, 
including picking up survivors of ships earlier sunk. In command of 
HMCS Annapolis, a former American four stacker, a terrible sea boat, 
although it handled reasonably well. Comments on good ship handlers, 
Stubbs and Hennessy in particular. Anecdote of steering chains installed in 
reverse. Mentions Mainguy's Crow's Nest cocktail parties in 
Newfoundland. In March 1944 appointed to HMCS St. Laurent, in 
command, left in November 1944. Appointed to HMCS Somer Isles, the 
working-up base in Bermuda in March 1945 as Senior Training Officer. 
New ships and crews spent a week or ten days there. Regrettably, only late 
in the war were proper work-ups available -- with many surprise 
inspections. Tale of St. Laurent breaking ice flows. Gives an account of 
St. Laurent attacking and sinking a surfaced U-boat in 1944. Later took a 
destroyer group close to the French shore and came under fire. Signalled 
a "Blue 180" and the group turned away with the last ship now leading. 
They also came under attack by glider bombs. 
 

• Annapolis, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Boulton, Commodore Angus G. D.S.C. -- Interview 
• English Channel, Naval Operations 
• Glider Bomb, German 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks, Victoria) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Rimouski, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Somers Isles (Working-up base, Bermuda) 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Submarine, German 
• Winnipeg Half Company, RCNVR 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 342 
Interviewee Bowerman, Leslie Russell “Les” 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer Leslie R. Bowerman, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place  12 February 1988, Victoria BC 



 

 

 
 
 

Box/File 3.3 
Transcript  tss, corr. 19 leaves 

tss. 9 leaves 
Summary  Chief Petty Officer Leslie R. Bowerman 

Royal Canadian Naval Reserve 
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C.P.O. Bowerman joined the Navy as a leading stoker in January 1942, 
after serving four years in the hydrographic vessel C.G.S. William J. 
Stewart. On course for three months in Victoria then drafted to Fairmile 
Q-099. After work-ups the boat operated in the St. Lawrence from the 
depot ship HMCS Fort Ramsay. A quiet life so Bowerman volunteered 
for MTB's. Joined HMS Attack, a shore base for motor mechanics for 
two months training. Posted to MTB 748, one of the larger D-class with 
four 12 cylinder 1350 HP supercharged engines. To Holyhead for training 
then to Brixham for operations (about February 1944). Mid-channel Z 
patrols, often closer to the French coast than the English. Saw action off 
the Channel Islands. Shell fire holed a fuel tank off Cherbourg and 
despite the self-sealing tanks they dripped 100-octane fuel -- a dangerous 
situation. In various actions several were wounded but only one man 
killed (AB W Calverly). Comments on his captain, Lt. Cmdr. J.R.H. 
Kirkpatrick, RCNVR. Very competent and aggressive. Bowerman felt 
very secure with Kirkpatrick. Proud that his engine room operated so 
efficiently -- no breakdowns at all. Base moved from Brixham to Great 
Yarmouth in May 1945. Celebrated with a keg of beer, bought by the 
captain. Returned to Halifax, then home to Pender Island. 
 

• Attack, HMS (Training Base, MTB’s) 
• Belgian Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Bowerman, Chief Petty Officer Leslie R. -- Interview 
• Channel Islands -- Naval Operations 
• Cherbourg -- Naval Operations 
• E-Boats, German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fairmile (Motor Launch) 
• FLAK Ships, German 
• Kirkpatrick, Lt. Comdr. J.R.H. RCNVR 
• Motor Mechanic -- Navy -- Canada 
• Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla -- Canada -- 65th 
• Motor Torpedo Boat, 748 
• Navy -- Canada 
• R-Boats, German 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 270 



 

 

 
 
 
Interviewee Bridgman, A. Graham 

Title My Naval experiences by Commodore A. Graham Bridgman, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 11 May 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 2.2 
Transcript  tss, corr. 36 leaves 
Summary  Commodore (E) A. Graham Bridgman 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
Cmdre. Bridgman graduated from the University of Saskatchewan in 
1941 with a degree in mechanical engineering. He joined the RCNVR and 
was sent to HMS Kings as part of the first class, graduating as an Acting 
Probationary Temporary Sub-Lieutenant (E) RCNVR. Underwent 
intensive study of naval engineering -- boilers, turbines, auxiliary 
machinery, etc. Joined HMS Despatch, an elderly cruiser, suitable for only 
warm climates (no heating). Ship repairs necessitated a return to Chatham 
Dockyard where Bridgman mistakenly contacted the Canadian Naval 
Mission in London and was returned to Canada. Joined HMCS Quinte 
(minesweeper), which went aground shortly after. Appointed to another 
sweeper (HMCS Clayoquot) for a few months. Became Engineer Officer 
to HMCS Stadacona, where the appointment of junior engineer officers to 
ships was undertaken. In addition he was responsible for all engineering 
personnel at Stadacona, especially in providing boiler- cleaning parties for 
naval vessels and very large ships that called at Halifax, occasionally as 
many as 900 stokers for the largest. Administrative difficulties occurred in 
forwarding personnel and pay 
related papers when stokers were sent particularly to Royal Naval vessels. 
The problem lasted in some cases for years. Joined HMCS Stonetown 
(Frigate) as Engineer Officer and found that he had only enough 
experienced hands to provide for one watch. This was the cause of much 
juggling to provide for some measure of efficiency through all watches. 
Workups at HMCS Somers Isles that did little for the engineering staff. 
They were part of a new escort group, C-8, in Londonderry, sailing for 
Fort St. John's. Finished the war on convoy duty. Claims that during the 
war, the engineering staff never quite caught up with the demands of the 
new ships. On their last convoy from Londonderry they came across a 
submarine on the surface, sailing to the UK to surrender. He was then 
sent to Ottawa and in 1946 Bridgman transferred to the RCN. An early 
duty was to return to their original owners yachts taken over by the 
wartime navy, accompanied by a considerable sum of money for 
refurbishing. In 1947 appointed chief engineer in HMCS Haida 
(destroyer). Posted ashore to convert the frigate HMCS Stonetown into a 
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weather ship. Promoted to Lieutenant Commander in 1948. In 1950 
became the senior engineer in HMCS Ontario (cruiser) under Capt. Hugh 
Pullen. In July 1952 as a commander (E) was sent to Ottawa to Naval 
Headquarters where he became involved in ship design and remained there 
for the rest of his career, except for two and a half years standing by 
HMCS Bonaventure (Lt. fleet carrier) building in Northern Ireland and as 
chief engineer serving in her from early 1957 to the summer of 1958. 
Returned to ship design. Concerned with the new destroyer escorts. There 
was a great shortage of draftsmen and technicians and thus the Naval 
Drawing Office in Montreal was established. Through CD Howe, who 
pressured the shipyards to hire draftsmen in the UK and lend them to the 
Navy, the drawing Office eventually had a staff of two hundred and fifty. 
Bridgman (1970) became Commodore in charge of technical services. 
Recounts some of the problems (financial) in building the new ships and 
how the rank structure in naval engineering was affected. Later, for two 
years, he was the deputy chief of the Operations Research Department 
(Defence Research Board). Gives an account of, in 1951, carrying Princess 
Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh from Quebec to Charlottetown in 
Ontario and accidentally pumping the bunker fuel all over the upper deck. 
With many brooms and buckets of diesel oil the 
mess was cleaned up overnight so the Royal passengers, and the press, 
did not hear of this near catastrophe! 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Bonaventure, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• Bridgman, Cmdre. (E) A. Graham -- Interview 
• Canadian Naval Mission, London 
• Clayoquot, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Design, Naval -- Canada 
• Despatch, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Destroyer Escorts -- Canada 
• Engineers, Navy -- Canada 
• Escort Group, C-8 
• Haida, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Integration, Naval -- Canada 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment, Halifax) 
• Naval Drawing Office, Montreal 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Operations Research Department, Defence Research Board 
• Somers Isles, HMCS (Working-up Base, Bermuda) 
• Stadacona HMCS (Deport Ship, etc. Halifax) 
• Stokers, Navy -- Canada 
• Stonetown, HMCS (Frigate) 
• World War II 



 

 

 
 
 

• Yachts, Armed -- Canada 
 
 

ID No. 359 
Interviewee Brooker, Dorothea 

Title My Naval experiences by P.O. Wtr. Dorothea Brooker WRCNS, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 31 July 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.2 
Transcript  tss, corr. 27 leaves 
Summary  Petty Officer Dorothea Brooker 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Services 
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Applied to join the Navy in 1942, accepted in March of 1943. In civilian 
life was an accountant in an insurance office in Calgary. Reported to 
HMCS Conestoga (WRCNS training establishment), Galt, Ontario. 
Describes the course for pay writers, particularly the large ledgers then in 
use, the rough and fair ledgers. A cumbersome system. Speaks here of the 
first WREN reunion, traveling in the old colonist railcars where they 
brought their own food and cooked it. Drafted to HMCS Cornwallis 
(training establishment, Halifax) then building, as one of 29 WRENS 
living in mud and in temporary quarters. In Cornwallis for 13 months 
then drafted to HMCS Avalon (Depot ship, St. John's). Sailed to 
Newfoundland as part of a small convoy with two minesweepers as escort. 
Recounts the routine of paying other ranks, money on the cap, etc. Closed 
her ledgers when HMCS Valleyfield (frigate) was torpedoed and 
sunk. Went on leave, able to fly out, courtesy of the RCAF for a period of 
about 30 days. Returned via the North Sydney ferry and the Newfie 
Bullet to St. John's. Promoted to petty officer in May 1945. Speaks again 
of Cornwallis and of being invited to a Newfie home for Christmas. April 
1946 received her Good Conduct badge. Now a one badge PO. 
Discharged to civilian life. 
 

• Avalon, HMCS (Deport Ship, St. John’s) 
• Brooker, Petty Officer Dorothea -- Interview 
• Conestoga, HMCS (WRCNS Training Establishment, Galt) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Establishment, Halifax) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Pay Branch -- Naval -- Canada 
• Valleyfield, HMCS (Frigate) 
• World War II 
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Interviewee Brooks, G.W. Stirling “Bud” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander G.W.S. Brooks, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 1, 2 January 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.4 
Transcript  tss. 37 leaves 

tss, corr. 37 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Cmdr. G.W. Stirling Brooks 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

Joined the first two-year class at HMCS Royal Roads (1942). After fair but 
strict training he graduated as a midshipman. Joined HMS Devonshire 
(Cruiser) at Scapa Flow. Helped escort the Queen Mary, carrying 
Winston Churchill returning to England after the Quebec Conference. 
Appointed to HMS King George V. (Battleship) also at Scapa Flow. 
Sailed for Alexandria, Egypt. Undertook "practice" bombardment of 
German installations on a Greek island. Passed through the Suez Canal 
after picking up Vice Admiral Bernard Rawlings, second in command of 
the British Pacific fleet. Christmas in Trincomalee. Sailed to attack the 
oilfields in Sumatra. Attacked by 12 Japanese bombers, but all were shot 
down. The fleet made successful air attacks on Sumatra despite vigorous 
action by Japanese fighter aircraft. To Australia for a short time while the 
fleet re-formed for the attack on Okinawa. Joined three American task 
forces that spread out over about fifty-five miles of ocean. Their task was 
to stop Japanese air reinforcements from reaching Okinawa from China. 
Brooks had a position high up in the superstructure thus providing him 
with a very wide view of the fleet and the air action. First kamikaze 
attack on HMS Indefatigable Describes the RN method of attack 
followed by the Japanese style. The kamikaze pilots would closely follow 
British aircraft to the carriers and suddenly attack. Considerable 
casualties could result, however they were modified by the deck of the 
RN ships (cf. the American carriers whose decks were un-armoured). 
HMS Victorious suffered very badly when a Japanese aircraft crashed in 
the midst of thirty aircraft just ready to take off. Despite a terrific 
explosion and a warped flight deck the ship was eventually able to 
continue. King George V. returned to Sydney for a few changes to the 
ship, then rejoined the fleet in July 1945. Operated in the Inland Sea also 
attacked Tokyo, Yokohama. Ordered to withdraw 100 miles prior to the 
atomic bomb being dropped. The account returns to an earlier time when 
KGV joined five American battleships in a bombardment of a steel mill 
at Hamamatsu, east of Tokyo. Brooks found it nerve-wracking and 
suffered from the blast of the 14-inch guns. He saw the Japanese 
surrender (USS Missouri) from a distance of about five hundred yards. 
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Later as released POW's were sent home the fleet would "clear lower 
deck" and cheer the POW's on their way. Anecdotes re: the reaction of 
the Japanese population to the conquering forces. To Hiroshima where he 
drove and walked around all day. Free Japanese labour aboard his ship -- 
they did all the labour, such as cleaning and polishing. Returned to Canada 
via San Francisco in April of 1946. Attended Sub's courses in the UK 
returning to join HMCS Micmac (destroyer), then to HMCS Warrior 
(LT. fleet carrier) and later to the weather ship HMCS St. Stephen (1947). 
Returned to the UK for submarine training and posted to the 3rd 
Submarine Flotilla. As a torpedo officer he fired a very high number of 
torpedoes during exercises (250-300). Returned to Canada in 1952 and 
appointed to the new Prestonian class frigates. Returning to the Pacific 
War, he recalls receiving a letter asking if he wanted to volunteer for that 
war, after having been in it for months! A short tale of Admiral Rawlings 
reaction to the Japanese surrender. 

• American Task Forces 
• British Pacific Fleet 
• Brooks, Lt. Cmdr. G.W. Stirling -- Interview 
• Devonshire, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Far East -- Naval Operations 
• Hiroshima -- Japan 
• Indefatigable, HMS (Fleet Aircraft Carrier) 
• Japan -- Air Attacks 
• Japan -- Naval Operations 
• Kamikaze Attacks 
• King George V. (Battleship) 
• Naval Aviation 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Great Britain 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Prisoners of War -- Japan 
• Rawlings, Vice Admiral Sir Bernard 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (Naval College) 
• St. Stephen HMCS (Weather Ship, 1947) 
• Submarine -- 3rd Flotilla 
• Victorious, HMS (Fleet Aircraft Carrier) 
• Warrior, HMCS (Lt. Fleet Carrier) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 318 
Interviewee Buckingham,  Robert George “George” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander R.G. Buckingham, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 



 

 

 
 
 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 3 July 1987, Pointe Claire PQ 

Box/File 3.5 
Transcript  tss. 19 leaves 

tss, corr. 30 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Cmdr. Robert G. Buckingham, DSC 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the navy in May 1940 at HMCS Montreal (later HMCS 
Donnacona) and commissioned in December 1940 as an Acting 
Probationary Sub-Lieutenant. Sent to Halifax for officer training followed 
by three months in the first MTB to train Canadian crews. Served in 
Fairmiles for a short time before volunteering for Combined Operations 
in the UK (January 1942). Stationed near Portsmouth then to the 
headquarters of Combined Operations at Inveray, Scotland to train in 
various landing craft. Prepared for the invasion of North Africa. Joined 
Force G. under Adm. Troubridge. Practiced landings from HMS Ettrick 
(landing ship, infantry), formerly a passenger liner. Sailed from the Clyde 
in HMS Otranto (LSI) carrying British commandos. Landed at Sidi 
Ferruch, near Algiers, Anecdote re HMS Bulolo, the headquarters ship. 
Spent about 10 days in Algeria, landing troops to reduce various points of 
resistance. Returned to Loch Fyne for additional training. Appointed 
Executive Officer for the 61st LCA flotilla operating from HMS 
Strathnaver, a larger LSI. Sailed to Egypt via South Africa. Trained with 
part of the 8th Army. Carried German POW's to the UK. Appointed to 
HMCS Prince David after a quick trip to Canada on leave. Two months' 
training in the UK where they picked up their LCAs (6) and two LCMs. 
Returns to an account of landing British troops in Sicily from the 
Strathnaver. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Returned to the UK to train for D-Day June 1944. They landed the 
Regiment de Chaudière at Brenieres Sur Mer at H plus 10 minutes -- Juno 
Beach. Landing was no problem but reversing out against the wind and 
swell resulted in every LCA but one losing its stern to explosive charges 
attached to beach obstacles. Buckingham returned to Prince David via a 
passing LCT. The ship was next sent to the Mediterranean to take part in 
the invasion of Southern France. Landed French commandos on a 
German held island then troops to Southern France. Later to the Greek 
Islands where they landed troops, and to the Gulf of Athens. At Piraeus 
the Germans blew up the dock as they approached. Civil war broke out 
and many of the Greek military evacuated as well as some of the 
government. Just prior to Christmas Prince David hit a mine and was 
withdrawn for repairs. Returned to the Greek Islands for a time. 
Buckingham appointed to a new destroyer then building. Returned to 
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Canada for discharge in November 1945. Comments on various landings 
and how he had enjoyed a "good war". 

• Algeria 
• Amphibious Operations 
• Buckingham, Lieut. Cmdr. R.G. -- Interview 
• Combined Operations 
• D-Day -- Normandy 
• Etterick, HMS (Landing Ship, Infantry) 
• Force G 
• Greece, Naval Operations 
• Landing Craft, Assault 
• Landing Craft, Medium 
• Loch Fyne (Training Base, Landing Craft) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Otranto, HMS (Landing Ship, Infantry) 
• Prince David, HMCS (Landing Ship, Infantry) 
• Regiment de Chaudiere 
• Sicily, 1943 -- Naval Operations 
• South France -- Naval Operations 
• Strathnaver, HMS (Landing Ship, Infantry) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 255 
Interviewee Budge, Patrick  David “Pat” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Patrick D. Budge, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 4 audio cassettes (120, 120, 120, 90). 
Date/Place  1, 3, 5 June 1984, Victoria BC 

Box/File 1.2 
Transcript  tss, corr. 92 leaves plus 13 leaves -- 1st Part 

tss. Hal’s evaluation of Budge and outline of his career -- 2nd Part 
Summary  Rear Admiral Patrick D. Budge 

 
First Interview 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Comments on the initial battle trainer and the operational training of 
newly commissioned corvettes. The battle (RYPA) trainer had a bridge 
built on it to improve the training of look-outs, captain and bridge staff. 
Refers to improvements made by Capt. J.C. Hibbard. Notes that the early 
ASDIC training required the use of a seaman's cap and a pom-pom shell 



 

 

 
 
 

case. Later the real equipment was issued. Then to HMS Vernon 
(gunnery training establishment) where Budge qualified as torpedo 
gunner and where he first used ASDIC equipment (worked by bicycle 
pedals). Joined HMS Moosejaw (corvette) for work-ups. The operations - 
- WACI's: Western Approaches Convoy Instructions. Promoted to 
Lieutenant and sent to HMCS Huron as First Lieutenant. Mentions early 
radar training. R/Adm. Budge was born in Dover, England, brought up in 
Canterbury. Choir boy at the Cathedral at seven years of age. Joined the 
Navy at sixteen, January 1921, as a Boy Seaman, second class. Sent to 
HMS Impregnable, an old dreadnaught moored at Plymouth. Drafted to 
HMS Courageous (battle cruiser) to undergo training. Offers an account 
of his illness and tonsillitis under somewhat rough conditions. Posted to 
HMS Despatch (cruiser) preparing for the Far East (June 1922). Details 
of Boy Seaman instruction, school in the morning etc. Rapid early 
promotion. Opted to be trained as a torpedo-man which necessitated 
much electrical instruction. Became a leading Torpedo Operator. His 
action station was in the TS (Transmission Station) where he operated the 
gunnery switchboard. Sailed to Yokohama to offer assistance after the 
1923 earthquake. Qualified Seaman Torpedo-man and posted to HMS 
Badminton (minesweeper) where he was responsible for all the electrical 
systems. Excellent training in seamanship. Promoted to Leading Seaman 
and was also Leading Hand of the mess. (Note: a "Killick" is a Leading 
Seaman). He was responsible for cleanliness and discipline and also to 
ensure that meals were provided. They were on canteen messing in which 
meat, vegetables, tea and sugar were issued and if more was desired, the 
men had to pay for it. The mess was responsible for preparing the food 
which was then taken to the galley to be cooked. Desert was often a 
"three decker", a layer of pastry, currants and more pastry, the ingredients 
for which had to be bought at the canteen. Extra messing was limited to 
one shilling a day/man. The account was kept by the Leading Hand of the 
mess. Budge qualified as Leading Torpedo-man. Joined the RCN in 1928, 
Many instructional duties. Studied hard for his Higher Education Test. 
Names a number of RCN officers who assisted him. Acting Petty Officer 
in 1929. Qualified Torpedo Gunners Mate and appointed to the newly 
built HMCS Saguenay (destroyer) in 1931. After a year's training at HMS 
Vernon became Warrant Officer , Torpedo Gunner (1935). Returned to 
HMCS Saguenay in that rank. Escorted Great War vets to the dedication 
of the memorial at Vimy Ridge and participated in the Royal Guard with 
Lieut. Cmdr. H.F. Pullen as Colour Officer. Later to England for the 
Coronation. Anecdotes: Budge's quarterdeck party allowed a mooring 
line to become entangled in a propeller, etc. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
During WWII Budge was sent to England for the commissioning of 
HMCS Assiniboine. Later they assisted in the capture of the German 
merchant ship Hanover. They were in company with HMS Duneden 
(cruiser). More sea time and training duties, especially with corvettes. 



 

 

 
 
 

HMCS Sambro (former US yacht) was their depot ship. Promoted to 
Lieutenant. Appointed to command of HMCS Sorel, a corvette training 
ship. Seaman killed during gunnery practice. Appointed First Lieutenant 
in HMCS Huron, then building in Newcastle. Brief accounts of various 
actions against German shipping, damage sustained etc. Ship visited by 
R/Adm. A.H. Downing and subsequent invitation to dinner. In 1944 
promoted to Acting Lieut. Cmdr. And given command of HMCS Ontario 
(cruiser). Appointed to command of HMCS Cornwallis (training base near 
Halifax). The account now returns to Naden and an anecdote where on a 
frosty day at morning divisions the band played the Skater's Waltz. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

Second Interview 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
More of the Assiniboine. Speaks of his brother aboard HMS Empire 
Audacity (escort carrier) formerly the German Hanover. At Cornwallis he 
trained naval reservists and RMC cadets, including W.M. Landymore 
who later became an admiral. Experiences with Capt. A.P. Musgrave. 
Several anecdotes about naval choirs directed by Budge. Strict training at 
Cornwallis. Participated in the celebration of the Halifax bicentennial with 
a 200 man gymnastic team performing to music. Established a Petty 
Officer's Leadership course with Lieut. Cmdr. J.C. O'Brien after a fact 
finding trip to England. 
 

• ASDIC 
• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Badminton, HMS (Minesweeper) 
• Battle Trainer -- Navy -- Canada 
• Bay of Biscay -- Naval Operations 
• Boy Seaman, RN 
• Budge, R/Adm. Patrick D. -- Interviews 
• Canteen Messing, RN 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Naval Training Base) 
• Coronation Contingent, RCN 
• Courageous, HMS (Battle Cruiser) 
• Despatch, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Discipline, Naval 
• Duneden, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Empire Audacity, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Food and Rations -- Naval 
• Gatineau, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Hanover, Merchant Vessel -- German 
• Huron, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Moosejaw, HMCS (Corvette) 



 

 

 
 
 

• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Naval Ceremonies 
• Naval Personnel -- Chief of -- Canada 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Nootka, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Qu'Appelle, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Quebec, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• RYPA Trainer 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Sambro, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• Seamen, Education and Training 
• Staff Officers, Navy -- Canada 
• Vernon, HMS (Torpedo -- Anti-Submarine Training 

Establishment) 
• Vimy Ridge -- Dedication 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 377 
Interviewee Bugle Calls 

Title  RCN Bugle Calls, as compiled by Hal Lawrence. 
Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 

Box/File 4.44 
 
 

ID No. 298 
Interviewee Burk, Charles Arthur  “Bones” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander C.A. Burk, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 28 May 1987, Bai D’Urfe PQ 

Box/File 3.6 
Transcript  tss, corr. 28 leaves 

Summary  Lieutenant Cmdr. Charles A. Burk, D.S.C. 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Begins with some discussion of former MTB officers and types of 
MTB's. Joined HMCS York in Toronto in Sept. 1939. In 1940 was sent to 
HMS Raleigh (naval barracks) in the U.K. where he took his basic 
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Headings 

seaman training (10 weeks). Ordered to defend the beaches against a 
German invasion threat armed only with a lead truncheon. Returned to 
Halifax to take over an ex-American destroyer which required several 
months of repairs. After an officer review board he was sent to HMS 
King Alfred for officer training. Chose to join Coastal Forces. For a short 
time was appointed to an American-built Higgins boat which was not 
really very effective. Later joined a new British MTB as First Lieutenant 
commanded by Doug Maitland. Discusses other officers, Tommy Ladner, 
and in particular, Corney Burke. Discusses "Z" patrols off the east coast 
of the U.K. protecting coastal convoys. Battles against E-Boats. Often 
hard to see if fire was effective. However in various battles Burk had five 
killed and a number wounded. Crossed to the Belgian coast on one 
occasion to fight a battle for which he was reprimanded by the Admiralty 
for leaving his patrol area. Transferred to MTB 442 and when 29th 
Flotilla was formed he became captain of MTB 461. Comments on a 
famous MTB captain, the best tactical commander: Hichens. Describes 
tactics in battle. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Recalls the heavily armed German trawlers protecting the German 
convoys. Patrolled off the coast of France the night before the D-Day 
invasion. Returned in the morning to see the huge invasion fleet. 
Eventually used a Mulberry harbour as a base and then followed the army 
up the coast as far as Ostend. When moving up the coast they had an 
opportunity for fire their torpedoes, with a probable hit but difficult to see 
at night. For a while based at Arromanches, Normandy. Recalls an attack 
on a small convoy on which star-shells were used. This mode not much 
used as the approved convoy night attack was to sneak quietly in before 
opening fire. Describes a kind of home-made hydrophone on the end of a 
15 foot pipe that worked quite well when the boat was stopped. Could 
pick up propeller sounds at seven or eight miles differentiating the type of 
vessel by the pitch. Also could decide bearing and direction of 
movement. Later at Ostend Burk contracted jaundice. Hospital in 
Belgium and later in England during the time of the gasoline fed fire that 
destroyed four boats in his flotilla as well as several RN boats. Returned 
to Canada on leave and finished the war there. 
 

• Arromanches, Normandy (Temporary Base) 
• Belgian Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Burk, Lieutenant Commander Charles A. (Bones) -- Interview 
• E-Boats -- German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• “Four Horsemen” (North Sea Trawlers ) -- German 
• Hydrophones “Harry Tate” 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officers Training Establishment) 
• Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla, 29th 
• Motor Torpedo Boat, No. 461 



 

 

 
 
 

• Navy -- Canada 
• Ostend (Belgian Naval Base) 
• Raleigh, HMS (Naval Barracks) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 317 
Interviewee Burke, Cornelius “Corny” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Cornelius Burke, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (90, 90). 
Date/Place 21 February 1986, Vancouver BC 

Box/File 3.7 
Transcript  tss, corr. 48 leaves 

Notes Plus 10 leaves of photocopies [“Horatius At The Bridge” and cover in 
tls]. 

Summary  Lieut. Cmdr. Cornelius Burke, D.S.C. 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy in Sept. 1939 at HMCS Discovery. To Halifax in 1940 
with his wife and four other prospective officers. Then to the U.K. with 
his wife. HMS King Alfred for training. Sent as part of a demolition team 
to blow up the docks at Le Havre. Rescued from France by a trawler and 
returned to England. Applied to join Coastal Forces after a few months 
serving in an armed merchant cruiser. Joined MGB 42 at Fowey in 
Cornwall and due to a navigational error on his part, MGB 42 hit a mine 
entering Penzance harbour and the stern was blown off. Burke 
unpunished, no casualties to the crew. Given command of MGB 90 
(1941). Unfortunately, one round left in a Lewis gun was fired into some 
Oerlikon ammunition on the deck of the boat alongside which exploded 
and the other boat as well as his burned to the water line! Appointed to 
command a boat in the 20th MGB Flotilla. He and two other captains 
complained that they were not aggressively led resulting in the flotilla 
commander being replaced. In action protecting East coast British 
convoys and attacking German convoys off the Dutch coast. Later sent to 
the Mediterranean in a new flotilla of Fairmile "D" boats. Slow trip (to 
save fuel) to Gibraltar. Worked-up in North Africa. Describes armament, 
eventually consisting of two semi-automatic six pounder guns and hand- 
operated Oerlikons -- deemed better than power-operated weapons. MGB 
658 participated in the Sicily invasion, then to bases in Sardinia and 
Corsica. In action around the Island of Elba. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Off Elba they sank a German flak ship, Burke closing to about 200 yards. 
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MGB 658 was then attacked mistakenly by MGB 636 and as a result sunk 
by Burke who then attacked another German ship approaching at close 
range and sinking it. Returned to pick up survivors of MGB 636. Burke's 
score at this time: two flak ships, one MGB! Reads an account of that 
action in the book Gunboat 658 by L.C. Reynolds. Reads part of Chapter 
11, page 83, same book. Burke emphasises that in action with U.S.N. PT 
boats, with superior radar, they preferred to use their torpedoes and did 
not like "mixing it up" with their Oerlikons. Sent to an area between 
Leghorn and Elba where an E-Boat was sunk and other German craft 
were attacked. Describes the E-Boat, engines, speed, etc. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Sailed to the Adriatic Sea, speaks of Tito and his wish to form a communist 
government. Comments on the partisan fighters and their freedom to fight 
almost any way that they wanted. Speaks of other MGB captains who 
captured enemy ships and were thus able to replenish their supply of fresh 
food. Comments on the aggressive 57th Flotilla and their C.O. Next, off to 
Split, they caught Germans evacuating an island and sank ships with large 
numbers of Germans aboard. Later acoustic mines became their main 
problem. Once a boat astern was mined, losing four dead and 
ten wounded. Sent to a small cove, Sigale Cove, a base for German 
explosive motor boats, which were about twelve feet long, directed by a 
crewman who aimed the boat at a target, leaped off and with luck was 
picked up. Returns to the Sicily operation, at Augusta, where they suffered 
an air attack. At the end of the war he was south of Venice and frankly 
scared of the shallow waters and the acoustic mines. Such patrols risked 
the boat for no purpose. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Lawrence speaks of one of his wartime experiences and Burke returns 
with a tale of obtaining a picture of their Majesties for the wardroom, 
which was to be returned to Buckingham Palace when the boat was 
decommissioned. Burke wrote off the picture as being destroyed by 
enemy action, unfortunately picking a day that his boat was not in action! 
However, he got away with it. Returned to Canada in May 1945 and after 
reporting to Ottawa reached Vancouver a week or so later. 
 

• Adriatic -- Naval Operations 
• Burke, Lieut. Cmdr. Cornelius -- Interviews 
• Discovery HMCS (Vancouver Naval Division) 
• East Coast/Eng. Channel -- Naval Operations 
• E-Boats -- German 
• Explosive boats -- German 
• Gunnery -- Naval 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officers Training Establishment) 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Motor Gun Boats (D Boats), 42 -- 90 -- 658 -- 636 
• Navy -- Canada 



 

 

 
 
 

• Officers, Education and Training 
• Sicily/Corsica -- Naval Operations 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 297 
Interviewee Butterfield, James “Jim” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander James Butterfield, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place 1, 2 October 1982, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.8 
Transcript  tss. 22 leaves -- Part 1 

tss. 20 leaves -- Part 2 
Summary       Lieut. Cmdr. James Butterfield 

Royal Canadian Naval Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Through a fortuitous meeting with the General Manager of the Canadian 
Pacific Steamships (Pacific Service) in 1935 he found himself entered as 
a prospective cadet (for 1939) provide that he successfully graduate from 
HMS Conway, the British merchant navy cadet training ship. Describes 
HMS Conway, life, schooling, and a "flick of the rope" if one did not 
move quickly enough. Graduated in 1939 and returned to Canada as a 
working cadet in the Duchess of Bedford (C.P. ship) and joined the 
Empress of Russia (C.P. ship) in Vancouver. Within a few weeks it was 
in the Esquimalt graving dock to be painted grey and have guns mounted 
at the stern. The crew was largely Chinese with only 82 Europeans. She 
was a coal-burner and describes the boilers, engines, coal consumption, 
etc. The ship remained on the regular Pacific run until November 1940 
when she was directed to New Zealand. Near night collision with a 
British armed merchant cruiser and subsequently "played tag" with a ship 
that they believed might have been the German raider Atlantis. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
In New Zealand they loaded about 1500 airmen for passage to 
Vancouver. Notes that the Chinese crew were entirely run By the No. 1 
Chinese in each department. Later in Liverpool the ship was damaged 
during an air raid by large concrete bomb debris. Sailed with a troop 
convoy around South Africa to Suez. Returned to the UK via Cape town, 
the South Atlantic, and Newport News in the USA where about 90 
Chinese stokers deserted and many passengers, including the now Duke 
of Edinburgh had to take their place in the stoke-hold. In December 
Butterfield passed his exam for Second Mate. He joined the Edna 
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Kristenson in San Francisco and old steamer of Panamanian registry, 
built in 1911. A few months later he joined the Port Royal Park fitting out 
at Sorel, Que. Pneumonia forced him to miss sailing and he later had to 
do a pier-head jump as second mate of the Jasper Park. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
The Jasper Park was torpedoed in July 1943 in the Indian Ocean. Good 
description of the sinking and a subsequent cross-examination by German 
officers of the submarine. Picked up by two Australian destroyers. 
Landed in South Africa and returned to the UK as Distressed British 
Seamen aboard the former liner Dominion Monarch. That voyage took 
several weeks, calling at a number of ports. Returned to Canada in 
October, 1943. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
In Vancouver, while on survivors leave he joined the Navy as a Sub- 
Lieutenant RCNR. Sent to Halifax to join HMCS North Bay (corvette), as 
navigator where he was introduced to the Gladstone Plot (a hand plotting 
device) and spent a few days learning to use it effectively. Very short 
work-ups at St. Margaret's Bay. Good senior ranks in the crew, including 
the cook! Convoy duty, St. John's to Londonderry. Describes the routing 
and the air cover, or lack of it. The CAM ships carried older Hurricane 
fighters that could be airborne by means of a catapult. Speaks of a search 
and finding a downed aircraft and the subsequent funeral. At the end of 
the war was given command of the Algerine minesweeper HMCS Border 
Cities. Sailed from Sidney, N.S. to Esquimalt, arriving Dec. 23, 1945. Left 
the Navy to obtain a B.A. at the University of Toronto, although he 
remained in the Reserve. Joined the RCN in 1949. Mentioned that he had 
signed the Pacific War form after much thought. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
Additional ill comments on the phrasing of the question of volunteering 
to go, stay, or leave the Pacific war. He remains saddened by the general 
downturn the services -- unification and a lack of awareness in Ottawa. 
Refers to his current position as Master of the Queen of Prince Rupert, 
sailing to Prince Rupert for B.C. Ferries. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Atlantis, German A.M.C. 
• Border Cities, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Butterfield, Lieut. Cmdr. James -- Interviews 
• Canadian Pacific Steamships 
• Catapult Aircraft Merchant Ships 
• Coal and Coaling 
• Conditions of Service -- Navy 
• Convoys 
• Conway, HMS (Merchant Navy Training Ship) 
• Crew -- Chinese 
• Duchess of Bedford -- Cdn. Pacific Ship 



 

 

 
 
 

• Empress of Russia -- Cdn. Pacific Ship/Troop Ship 
• Intelligence -- Naval 
• Jasper Park -- Cdn. Merchant ship 
• Merchant Service, Education and Training 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Bay, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Troop Ships 
• Unification 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 349 
Interviewee Cahill, Gordon M. 

Title My Naval experiences by Stoker (Motor Mechanic) Gordon M. Cahill, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place  12 February 1988, Victoria BC (original) 

Box/File 4.3 
Transcript  tss. 14 leaves -- Part 1 (edited) 

tss, corr. 25 leaves -- Part 2 
Notes First part appears to be edited version of part 2 (but dated earlier). 

Summary  Stoker (Motor Mechanic 1 Cl.) Gordon M. Cahill 
Royal Canadian Naval Reserve 

 
Stoker Cahill joined the navy in May 1943, age eighteen. Prior to that 
date he had been a fireman in the Princess Mary (CP Ships). Joined at 
HMCS Discovery and ten days later was in HMCS Cornwallis and later 
HMCS Stadacona. Volunteered for the MTB flotilla being established in 
the U.K. (Dec. 1943). Sent to HMS Attack, the motor mechanic training 
base. Forward party to Brixham the base for MTB 748 and the Flotilla 
where he opened a stores room for engine parts. After an interview with 
Chief Petty Officer Bowerman he became part of the crew of the MTB. 
The captain was Lt. Cmdr. Kirkpatrick whom Cahill sometimes thought 
was a bit too aggressive. His action station was at the stern smoke- 
generator. First action off St. Malo. Base moved to Great Yarmouth. 
Comments on the efficiency of the German naval crews. As the army 
moved up the coast they were able to use Ostend as a base. Still in action 
against E-boats and coastal convoys. Social life in Ostend. Continuing 
patrols. Returned to Great Yarmouth and de-commissioned the ship and 
odd jobs until June 1945. Details about life in a MTB, Engine room was 
very noisy. Night patrols very tiring; in port by 9:00 A.M., re- 
ammunition, repair ship if necessary and hopefully finished by 11:30. 
Lunch, Sleep until three o'clock and then time for the next patrol. 



 

 

 
 
 

Completely dead ship when re-fuelling due to the danger of fire. At the 
start of a patrol there was some opportunity to get a little sleep but one 
couldn't sleep much -- just waiting off the Belgian coast. One seaman 
killed in action -- Calverly -- the youngest man aboard. Speaks of a 
missed opportunity to attack E-boats as the six pounder gun had missed 
the sailing! 
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Note: In some cases Motor Torpedo Boats are referred to as Motor Gun 
Boats by which is meant the Fairmile 'D' boats. In the Canadian Navy it 
usually referred to 65 Flotilla and those boats with Canadian crews in the 
Mediterranean. 
 

• Attack, HMS -- Training Base 
• Belgian Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Brixham -- Shore Base 
• Cahill, Stoker (MM) Gordon M. -- Interview 
• Conditions of Service 
• E-Boats, German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Great Yarmouth -- Shore Base 
• Motor Torpedo Boat (D) 748 
• MTB Flotilla 65 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Ostend -- Belgium 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 271 
Interviewee Caldwell, Frank  B. 

Title My Naval experiences by Commodore Frank B. Caldwell, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 4, 8 June 1982, Ottawa ON 

Box/File 2.3 
Transcript  tss. 22 leaves 

tss, corr. 22 leaves 
tss. 22 leaves (47 -- 68) -- 1st Part 
tss. 46 leaves 
tss, corr. 46 leaves 
tss. 46 leaves -- 2nd Part 

Notes On side 2 R/ADM R.W. Timbrell Interview Begins (5 June 1982). 
Summary  Commodore Frank B. Caldwell 

Royal Canadian Navy 



 

 

 
 
 

Part I 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined HMCS Venture in October 1938, remaining until April 1939. 
Recounts the beginning of sail training in the RCN. After some financial 
difficulty Venture had been launched, despite a lien on unpaid sails, and 
commissioned in 1937. Joined HMCS Saguenay. Anecdote about the 
civil disturbance in San Salvador. Refers to midshipman training in HMS 
Dragon (cruiser). 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Anecdote: HMCS Skeena at Acapulco. In Skeena there was some 
"difficulty" regarding the loss of the key to the Confidential Books 
locker. Joined the Royal Military College in 1932. Summer training with 
the RCNVR for two years and was accepted into the RCN, Speaks of 
time in the old coal burning mine sweepers. Names some RMC cadets 
who joined the navy. 

 
Part II 
There are no audio cassettes for Part II. Transcript (46 pp) only. Comdr. 
Caldwell discusses the motivation for joining the navy. In his case an 
interest in the large ships of the Royal Navy when visiting Halifax. 
Attended RMC with summer naval training (RCNVR) then joined the 
RCN in August 1934 as a naval cadet. Sent to HMS Frobisher (cadet 
training cruiser). Two cruisers, one to the Mediterranean and the second 
to the West Indies, in the first year. In 1935 cruised in Scandinavia. 
Frobisher attended the Jubilee review in 1935. At Chatham 
upon graduating as a Midshipman he was awarded the King's Dirk (top of 
the class). Joined HMS Dragon (cruiser) on the West Indies Station. Due 
to the Italian war in Abyssinia the ship was required to keep an eye on 
Italian and German shipping. Later joined HMS Royal Oak (battleship) 
on the Spanish patrol, protecting British Ships taking legitimate cargo to 
Spain. Joined HMS Courageous (aircraft carrier) for indoctrination 
including the last of the Sopwith aeroplanes which were very light and 
actually flew straight off the hanger deck and out the bow of the ship. 
Joined HMS Excellent (Gunnery Training Establishment) at Portsmouth 
for his Sub-Lieutenant courses which were completed in 1938. Took 
passage to Canada in HMCS Ottawa (Capt. Victor Bordeaux). Joined 
HMCS Saguenay (destroyer) and for a short time MHCS Venture. 
Returned to Saguenay in time to escort the Empress of Australia to 
Quebec with the King and Queen. World Fair in New York then home to 
be fitted with Asdic, leaving dry dock, 
on Sept. 3, 1939. Part of the escort for the first convoy to the UK. In 1940 
appointed executive officer in HMCS St. Laurent. The ship and Skeena, 
Restigouche, and Fraser were rushed to the UK to aid in the evacuation of 
the Army from France. Off St. Valery they fired on German artillery. Part 
of the escort to the Second Canadian Division as it approached England. 
Comments on the TSDS (Two Speed Destroyer Sweep) minesweeping 
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gear. Participated in the rescue of the sinking ANANDORA STAR 
carrying large number of German and Italian Prisoners of war. Picked up 
several hundred. Convoy work then posted to HMS Vernon for the Long 
T course (Torpedo) including a land/sea mine course. Course completed 
and after a while was appointed executive officer in HMCS Ottawa (1941) 
then to HMCS Niobe (shore base) at Greenock where as well as trying to 
locate Canadian stokers lent to the RN, Caldwell had to run a 60 acre farm 
attached to the base. In the autumn of 1942 he was appointed XO of 
HMCS Athabaskan, then building. Joined the Home Fleet at 
Scapa. Autumn 1943 returned to Canada on sick leave. After a month 
appointed to HMCS Ontario then building in Belfast. In the meantime 
four months spent on "cruiser time" in HMS Belfast. Rejoined Ontario as 
Second Torpedo Officer then as First Lieutenant. Volunteering for the 
Pacific War caused trouble. Caldwell feels that a better way would be to 
say that the crews could avail themselves of an opportunity to return to 
Canada if they wished to. In the event only a few left to ship and could be 
replaced at Greenock before Ontario left for the Far East. Ontario did one 
"sweep" out of Colombo then in August formed part of the force re- 
occupying Hong Kong. Much work in attempting to get the city 
machinery operating again. HMCS Prince Rupert arrived to pick up 
former Canadian P.O.W.'s. To Esquimalt where they were greeted by 
Abbot, the Minister of Defence, and de-commissioned the ship. 
Accounting for stores including a missing stop watch and a 4" shell later 
found in luggage storage in Calgary! To London to wind down the staff 
operations there. This account ends in late 1945, early 1946. 
 

• Anandora Star (Ship) 
• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belfast, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Caldwell, Cmdr. Frank B., RCN -- Interview 
• Courageous, HMS (Aircraft Carrier) 
• Dragon, HMS (Cruiser) 
• English Channel, Naval Operations 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery Training Establishment) 
• Far East, Naval Operations 
• Frobisher, HMS (Cadet Training Cruiser) 
• Hong Kong, 1945 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niobe, HMCS (Shore Base, Scotland) 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Pacific War, 1945 
• Prince Robert, HMCS (A.A. Ship) 
• Prisoners of War (Italian/German) 
• Royal Military College, Kingston ON 



 

 

 
 
 

• Royal Oak, HMS (Battleship) 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Venture, HMCS (Training Schooner) 
• Vernon, HMS (Torpedo/Anti-Submarine Training Establishment) 
• West Indies, Caribbean, Naval Operations 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 284 
Interviewee Campbell, Alexander Craig “Craig” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander A.C. Campbell, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 30 April 1985, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.9 
Transcript  tss, corr. 47 leaves 
Summary  Cmdr. Alexander Craig Campbell 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Cmdr. Campbell joined the Naval Reserve at Vancouver (1937) as a 
midshipman. Comments on former C.O's. of the Naval Division. Called up 
for war service on 31 Aug. 1939. The Vancouver Division (HMCS 
Discovery) had little organization at the beginning. Campbell now a Sub- 
Lieutenant and with no instructions from Ottawa the Division took the 
names of recruits, obtained meals, bedding, etc. on the initiative of the 
C.O., Jeffrey Brock. Served as Examination Officer at the mouth of the 
Fraser River -- a boring job. In June 1940 posted to HMS King Alfred in 
England for additional officer training. Appointed to the fast motor boat, 
Creole II for use as a crash boat off the Isle of Wight. Appointed to the 
destroyer HMS Bulldog (7 Sept. 1940) and immediately went to sea to 
attack a German convoy off the French coast and came under fire from 
German coast defence guns. Sent to Scapa Flow then to Port Z (the Kyle 
of Lochalsh) where passenger liners converted to mine layers were based. 
Provided escort to these ships as they laid mines off the Outer Hebrides. 
Later experienced very considerable storm damage on the way to Scapa. 
Obtained watch-keeping ticket. Left Bulldog in March 1941. Joined HMS 
Mackay (destroyer) in Harwich where they escorted East Coast convoys 
from March 1941 to January 1942. Good description of attacks by 
German E-boats, including the fact that the German ships spoke to each 
other in the clear thus giving the convoy escorts the ability to know where 
the enemy was. RN German speaking "Headache Operators," were 
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aboard the destroyer. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
The convoys were shadowed by German aircraft and attacked. Describes 
the rapid sinking of a small coaster. Served in HMS Furious (Aircraft 
carrier) for a short time, then returned to Canada in late 1942 to take 
command of Fairmile, ML 090. Convoy work on the East Coast. Hunted 
submarines in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, by now commanding six boats 
based at Ingonish (Cape Breton). Took then flotilla to Bermuda in the 
winter of 1943. Left the Fairmiles in May 1944 to attend a command 
course appointed to HMCS Clayoquot (minesweeper) -- "Milk run" to St. 
Johns, New York and points between. Call back from Xmas leave in 
Chester, NS to take the ship to sea. Then on Dec. 24th while forming up a 
convoy was torpedoed by an acoustic torpedo (a gnat) by U-806. Campbell 
was uninjured despite a depth charge exploding, luckily he had the 
presence of mind to float on his back. Picked up by HMCS Fennel 
(corvette). In an aside, apparently Fennel had a rum shortage (on paper) 
so was able to write off the shortage as being provided to the surviving 
Clayoquot crew! Survivors leave. Appointed to HMCS North Bay 
(corvette). Work-up in Bermuda, then a couple of convoys. The war 
ended and on the last convoy returning from the UK and reaching west of 
30 west all the seventy ships turned on their navigating lights. It seemed a 
blinding display. Later appointed to HMCS St. Therese together with 
HMCS Swansea -- both frigates -- and sailed to the West Indies to 
conduct experiments on the effects of hot weather on crews. Six weeks of 
"yachting", going wherever they liked, but conducting exercises and 
recording the results, as they affected the crew. VJ day returned to 
Halifax. 
 

• Acoustic Torpedoes (Gnats) -- German Torpedo 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Bulldog, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Campbell, Cmdr. A. Craig -- Interview 
• Clayoquot, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Discovery, HMCS (Vancouver Naval Division) 
• East Coast (U.K.) -- Naval Operations 
• E-Boats (German) 
• Examination Vessel/Officer 
• Fairmile 090 (Motor Launch) 
• Fennel, HMCS (Corvette) 
• “Headache Operator” -- German-speaking RN Telegraphist 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Mackay, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Mines and Mine-laying 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Bay, HMCS (Frigate) 



 

 

 
 
 

• Port Z -- Kyle of Lochalsh 
• Quinte, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• St. Therese, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Swansea, HMCS (Frigate) 
• U-806 -- German Submarine 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 286 
Interviewee Chadwick, Ernest Maurice “Chad” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander Ernest M. Chadwick, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 10 January 1986, Victoria BC 

13 January 1989 
Box/File 3.10 

Transcript  tss, corr. 30 leaves 
Summary  Cmdr. E. Maurice Chadwick 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

Cmdr. Chadwick stood the Civil Service exam in 1938. Passed -- passage 
to Liverpool -- uniforms at Gieves then to the old monitor HMS Erebus 
for about three months. In January 1939 to the training cruiser HMS 
Vindictive for two cruises. To HMS Revenge (battleship) in August 1939 
as the fleet was being mobilized. Promoted to Midshipman in Sept. '39. 
Carried gold bullion to Halifax and returned escorting the 1st Cdn. 
Division and later the 2nd Cdn. Division. Recounts the sinking of a gate 
vessel by Revenge in Halifax harbour. In 1940 Revenge bombarded the 
docks in Cherbourg. Chadwick participated in the takeover of French 
naval vessels in Plymouth (describes). Sub-lieutenant courses taken at 
Rhodene (former girl's school) and was returned to Canada on leave. 
Appointed to HMCS Skeena on convoy escort to Iceland. Took part in 
the sinking of U-588 with the corvette HMCS Wetaskiwin. Appointed to 
HMCS Gatineau as a Lieutenant -- a relatively quiet time. Appointed to 
the newly commissioned HMCS Uganda (cruiser) in Charleston, N.C. 
Some conflict between RCN senior officers and seamen (reservists) who 
never served in a large ship before and to some extent found the routine 
objectionable. Sailed for Halifax, then the UK to repair certain items not 
correctly carried out in the U.S. shipyard. Sent to the Far East where the 
ship joined the British Pacific Fleet in Australia. Joined the Americans in 
Task Force 57 during the bombardment of Sakishima. Uganda spent 
much time in the anti-aircraft role. Bombarded the island of Truk. 
Volunteering for the war in the Pacific. Only a few said that they did not 
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want to stay in the ship but naval headquarters wanted to hear specifically 
from those that did want to stay. Chadwick and Lawrence agree that this 
was the wrong thing, particularly when the crew was informed that 
anybody who wanted to quit was, in fact, a quitter. This offended much 
of the crew -- so a majority decided they wanted to go home! The RCN in 
particular considered the whole matter a gross insult. Uganda returned to 
Esquimalt and Chadwick became part of New Entry Training there. 
Cmdr. Chadwick returns to the time of his subs courses and his short 
training in RM submarines. Later he was considered for command of the 
first post war Cdn. submarine -- which did not materialize. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• British Pacific Fleet 
• Chadwick, Cmdr. E. Maurice, RCN -- Interviews 
• Erebus, HMS (Monitor) 
• France -- Navy (Ship Internment) 
• Gateneau, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Japan, Naval Operations 
• Naden, HMCS (RCN Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Pacific, Naval Operations 
• Revenge, HMS (Battleship) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Submarines -- German (U-588) 
• U.S. Navy -- Pacific 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Vindictive, HMS (Cadet Training Cruiser) 
• Volunteer, Pacific War 
• Westaskiwin, HMCS (Corvette) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 319 
Interviewee Chaffey, Charles Donald 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant C.D. Chaffey, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent  1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 3 July 1987, Pointe Claire PQ 

Box/File 4.4 
Transcript  tss, corr. 36 leaves 

tss. 36 leaves 
Notes Plus includes 2 hls from Chaffey, 1987 and 1 tls to Chaffey, 1987. 



 

 

 
 
 

Summary  Lieut. Charles D. Chaffey 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCNVR at HMCS Discovery in the summer of 1940 at the age 
of twenty-one and as an ordinary seaman, Officer Candidate. Halifax for 
a short time then sailed for Scotland in the liner Andes. To HMS Raleigh 
near Plymouth Hoe for basic training. Posted to a Hunt class destroyer, 
HMS Pytchley on the East Coast, Rosyth to Sheerness convoy run. 
Attacks by E-boats and aircraft which were very difficult to see, 
particularly at night when the flash from your own guns caused a loss of 
night vision. Sent to HMS King Alfred in 1940 for Officer training. 
Graduated as Probationary Temporary Acting Sub-Lieutenant. Appointed 
to the new ML 309 then building in Weymouth, commissioned, and sent 
for work-ups, Coastal Forces operations, etc. East Coast convoys. Then 
appointed to an MTB flotilla commanded by Peter Dickins. First Lieut in 
MTB 232 which was a 70-foot Vosper boat working from Lowestoft. 
They were ten in company with Hitchens, a well-known MTB 
commander and technical innovator. Considerable action against merchant 
ships and E-boats. MTB 232 was shot-up in action and Chaffey took 
command. Repairs took weeks. During this time he re-joined ML 
309 as part of the screen for the attack on Dieppe (1942). MTB 232 
returned to patrols off the Dutch and Belgian coast. Comments that some 
E-boat commanders had known some MTB commanders pre-war and 
were inclined to treat their friends a bit differently. Friend prisoners were 
"accidentally" released to find their way home through the underground! 
Points out that they were all much focused on sinking coastal shipping, 
not necessarily an E-boat vs. MTB. Long, usually quiet, patrols at sea 
rewarded by a scarce egg for breakfast. Home on leave in February 1943. 
Posted to Greater Yarmouth in a training flotilla where he commanded 
MGB 21 until nearly the end of 1943. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Appointed to the 29th MTB Flotilla (under Tony Law) then building and 
after commissioning working up on the West Coast. Much thought to 
modifying working tactics. Remarks that French MTB's were excitable 
and as a result, a bit unreliable. The Norwegians were another story -- as 
good as the Germans perhaps "even better than the US". The flotilla 
worked out of Ramsgate. Very favourable comments about Tony Law, 
the flotilla commander, despite a feeling that he might occasionally have 
a tendency to be a little rash -- Chaffey thought bravery had its high 
limits! Operational area from Holland to Cherbourg. During the Invasion 
operated on the left flank. His flotilla was involved in the fire at Ostend 
and his boat was lost. He was ashore at a movie and the first he knew of it 
was when torpedoes began exploding! Considerable time spent at the naval 
enquiry. Decided that he would not volunteer for the Pacific, as he said, he 
wasn't used to daylight fighting! Speaks of a fellow MTB 
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commander, David Killam whose boat was completely destroyed by a 
mine off Le Havre. Returns to comments on operations and the Ostend 
fire. Left the navy in June 1945. 

• Belgian Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Chaffey, Lieut. Charles Donald -- Interviews 
• Coastal Convoys 
• East Coast -- Naval Operations 
• E-Boats -- German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Great Yarmouth (MTB) 
• Motor Torpedo Boat 232 
• MTB Flotilla 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ostend (Belgian Naval Base) 
• Pytchley, HMS (Destroyer) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 358 
Interviewee Chance, Margaret Olga “Peggy” (née Parker) 

Title My Naval experiences by Leading Wren (W/T) Margaret O. Chance, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence revised. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 2 April 1988, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.5 
Transcript  tss, corr. 21 leaves 

tss. 21 leaves 
Notes Plus “A Wren’s Story” by Peggy Chance (tss 15 leaves). 

Summary  Leading Telegraphist Margaret O. Chance 
Women's Royal Naval Service 

 
Peggy Chance joined the Navy in July 1942, age nineteen. Sent to Dundee 
for basic training. Then to HMS Cabbala for training in Morse code, both 
by key and light. After qualifying was sent to HMS Caroline at Belfast, 
and from there to the village of Portrush where she and eleven other Wrens 
manned the station under a cockney Leading hand ("Jonesy" who always 
talked about 'my bloody Wrens' and was a "most wonderful guy"). This 
was mostly a "sending station rather than a "listening" one. Describes 
some of the procedures. At the time of D-Day she volunteered to cancel 
her leave period since the wireless traffic was so heavy -- she was by this 
time the senior telegraphist. Comments on her good social life at Portrush, 
almost entirely due to large members of air force and army 



 

 

 
 
 

officers nearby. Met her future husband, Peter Chance, in June 1944, 
married him in September. Returned to Portrush but managed to be 
transferred to Londonderry where her husband was on survivors' leave. 
She obtained her release from the Wrens (pregnant) and sailed from 
Halifax in a very crowded ship. Return to her time in Londonderry and 
the many Canadians she met there. 
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Note: A Wren's Life is a good account if life in the Wrens and early 
marriage etc. 

• Cabbala, HMS (Shore Base) 
• Caroline, HMS (Shore Base, Belfast) 
• Chance, Leading Telegraphist Margaret O. -- Interview 
• Chance, Sub. Lt. Peter, RCN 
• Navy -- Great Britain 
• Portrush (North Ireland Village) -- Signal Station 
• War Bride 
• Wireless Communications 
• Women’s Royal Naval Service 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 285 
Interviewee Chance, Peter Godwin 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander Peter G. Chance, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 4 audio cassettes (90, 90, 60, 90). 
Date/Place 1 October 1981, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.11 
Transcript  tss, corr. 30 leaves -- Part 2 

tss. 30 leaves -- Part 2 
tss. 19 leaves -- Part 1 
tss, corr. 30 leaves -- Part 2 
tss. 30 leaves -- Part 2, Second draft 
tss. 41 leaves -- Part 3 
tss, corr. 30 leaves -- Part 2 
tss. 30 leaves -- Part 2 
tss. 19 leaves -- Part 1 

Summary  Cmdr. Peter G. Chance 
 

First Interview 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Cmdr. Chance was born in Ottawa in 1920 and attended Lisgar High 
School. Influenced by neighbouring naval officers, in 1938 he joined the 



 

 

 
 
 

Ottawa Division RCNVR as a Cadet passing shortly to Midshipman. 
Posted to Halifax June 1939. He was the first Midshipman RCNVR to 
report. Not knowing anything about it Mid. Chance became officer-of- 
the-day for the Dockyard complete with Chief Petty Officer, bugler, 
lantern bearer an another who made sure that assorted persons stood aside 
as they proceeded. Appointed to HMCS St. Laurent (destroyer) where he 
was to be in charge of the confidential books and to stand watches with 
one other officer. Early convoy duty out to about the Grand Banks. Fog 
made for a harrowing experience dodging huge ships, ably handled by 
Harry de Wolfe, the captain. In 1940 Chance resigned (Midshipman 
RCNVR) and became a cadet RCN and sent to HMS Britannia (Royal 
Naval College, Dartmouth). Upon graduation in Jan. '41 joined HMS 
Mauritius (cruiser). He and one other were the only Canadians. The ship 
was in Scapa Flow, a grim place in winter. Put to sea to chase the two 
heavy German ships that had put to sea. Glad to return safely. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Anecdote of life at Scapa. Mauritius sent to Freetown, Sierra Leone and 
visited Gambia. Sent in a 45-foot launch, with two depth charges to patrol 
the mouth of the Sierra Leone River -- because of a submarine warning. 
Two weeks leave in Simonstown and Capetown, South Africa. Sailed to 
the Seychelles, Mauritius and Durban, patrolling for enemy surface 
raiders. Escorted troop convoys into the Red Sea, then six months 
working out of Trincomalee. Mentions "Port T" at Adu Atoll, defended by 
Marines and eventually a large port was established there. Elaborate 
compliments were presented by the local Sultan and returned by the slip - 
- the Captain, guard, band etc. Ship-board food was poor -- lime juice, 
oatmeal, dehydrated milk that tasted like chalk, herrings in tomato sauce. 
Terrific heat, up to 120oF below deck. Midshipmen attended classes that 
eventually were cancelled due to the heat. Drydock in Singapore. 
Midshipmen sent on tours of Malaya and had a six-week air course on 
ancient biplanes. Returned to the ship in the Dockyard and on Dec. 7, 
1941 were bombed by the Japanese. Part of one of three heavily armed 
groups commanded by midshipmen who were to board "Japanese junks" 
in the harbour. Some Japanese casualties. Junks were found to be full of 
Japanese-made cigarettes -- by a British company in Tokyo -- and small 
Japanese flags to be used by British P.O.W.'s to the incoming Japanese 
army (propaganda pictures). The ship required stores, fuel, and 
ammunition -- the aircraft crane and the "Old Purser's Stringbag" (walrus 
aircraft) were ashore. Worked day and night for 72 hours and escaped 
Singapore. The ship was unable to fight as the Director Control Tower 
wasn't in service. Eventually to Plymouth, via Ceylon, South Africa, 
Sierra Leone. Appointed to HMS Liddesdale (destroyer) for three months. 

 
The following (TSS) supposedly part of the first interview does not 
appear on the recording. Possibly added by Lawrence as an indication of 



 

 

 
 
 

things to come. After three months in Liddesdale, Chance went to HMS 
Anson (battleship) to prepare for sub-lieutenant courses that lasted to 
January 1943. Recovered from malaria and jaundice and in April 1943 
joined HMCS Skeena. Lost Skeena in Oct. 1944, grounding in Iceland. 
HMCS ships Gatineau and Ottawa as Executive Officer. After the war 
took the Long Navigation course. Korea (HMCS Cayuga) in 1951 as 
Squadron Operations Officer. All to be covered in subsequent interviews. 

 
Second Interview 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
After a short leave was sent to Hunt-class destroyers. Patrolled the East 
coast of U.K. from Sheerness north to Rosyth and escorted convoys. In 
error they shot down a Wellington bomber, because of flying at an 
unauthorized low level. Polish crew very annoyed! No direct encounter 
with German E-boats that would tie up to a channel marker and await the 
convoy. Hard to pick up on the not too efficient radar. A stressful time. 
Joined HMS Anson (battleship). Large complement of midshipmen, of 
whom Chance was senior mid. (Note: Anson's statistics as quoted should 
be checked.) "Welsh Schooly" -- a Welsh school master officer. Claims 
that the midshipmen crammed from 6 A.M. to 9:30 or 10:00 P.M. Sent 
for a short time to King George V (battleship) then to sub's courses and to 
HMS Excellent at Whale Island where it was traditional that the 
graduating sub-lieutenants must produce an incident for the history 
books. A tree was planted at night in the middle of the parade ground and 
upon the order to remove it was blown up. Mentions former zoo on 
Whale Island -- stocked by returning naval personnel. Returning to 
Canada ship accidentally sunk (collision) and ashore he assisted in 
fighting fires due to incendiary bombs. Finally, in another ship, began a 
32-day Atlantic crossing ending in Halifax including storms and pack-ice. 
Attack of jaundice then in April 1943 joined HMCS Skeena. In 
Londonderry there existed a method of obtaining equipment -- 
particularly U.S. radio equipment -- which involved the paper-work 
following a very tortuous route to the degree that equipment could be in 
use for months before anyone in authority could read or authorize. 
Account of cutting a hole in the deck to get a piano into the wardroom 
and of very rough storms with Chance in danger of being swept off the 
ship. In April 1944 to Plymouth to prepare for the Normandy invasion. 
attacked enemy submarines and flak ships off Brest. Attacked Germans 
fleeing Brittany. Suffered damage from a collision with another 
destroyer. (HMCS Qu'Appelle). Drydock repair. Married -- seven days 
leave. Back to sea. Anchored in fiord in Iceland -- anchor dragged -- 
seventeen lost -- and Skeena went aground becoming a total loss. Chance 
was able to save the money from the canteen and eventually it was divided 
and sent to the families of the lost crew. Saved some of the wardroom 
liquor supply! Halifax for the Inquiry into the loss. Returning to 
Londonderry in HMCS Sea Cliff assisted in the sinking of a submarine 



 

 

 
 
 

-- rescued many of the survivors (Dec. 1944) including an SS man, who 
was kept segregated. Joined HMCS Gatineau and HMCS Ottawa on late 
convoy duty, then trooping, Greenwich to Halifax -- 45 officers and up to 
250 men (ends @ c. half-way). 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Served as XO in Gatineau and the XO in Ottawa, paid off in Sydney, N.S. 
-- story of Chance's family. Then the story of a character named Bunker 
Hill bosun of the repair yard and first met at Shelbourne. Chance became 
manager of the Navy hockey team. In 1946 appointed the first permanent 
force Staff Officer at HMCS Carlton in Ottawa. Good account of the 
Veteran's unauthorized takeover of the Barracks at HMCS Carlton. In 
1947 sent to the UK on the Long ND course. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
After was able to take a flying course at HMS Gosport with apparently 
some close shaves but was successful in that he obtained his license. 
Joined HMCS Magnificent (aircraft carrier). Reflects on the RCN and the 
general morale. Some were criticized for too much emphasis on the RN 
traditions and subsequent unrest. Discusses at some length including 
extended RCNVR commissions. Was in Magnificent when she ran 
aground on an unmarked rock at Port Mouton. To West Indies for flying 
exercises with unfortunately some casualties. Spent a short time in 
HMCS Iroquois (destroyer) then Senior Staff Officer at the Navigation 
School. Appointed Squadron Navigating Officer in HMCS Cayuga on the 
West Coast to return the ship for a second tour of the Korean war. Drove 
across the continent by car. Suffering from an infected toe he thought he 
might have to miss his sailing. But Joseph Sear, the infamous ship's 
doctor sorted it out and not very active Chance was able to eventually 
sail. (Lawrence calls this "Tape 2 of Peter Chance". It is the second tape 
re: Korea but the last tape of the Chance series.) Comments on the 
officers abroad. Hawaii first for work-ups then to tiny Johnston Island and 
Kwajalein. Then Guam and Tokyo. Based in Sasebo in the SW corner of 
Japan. Patrol area was north of the 38th parallel helped by the excellent 
radar with which they were now equipped. Also involved in support of 
guerrilla operations. Chance was in command of the ship's movements 
and in that situation actually wrote the Captain's Night Order book 
approved and signed by the Captain. Relied heavily on radar (down to 
200 yards range) to carefully navigate in shallow water -- mud flats a 
danger. Ventured up the Yalu River, stemming the tide, with many course 
changes. Bombarded junks by an island and carefully crept away. Co- 
operated with the RN, particularly in the guerrilla support operations. 
Came under artillery fire from the shore when anchored between two 
islands and went astern at speed -- the "bow" wave was coming over the 
quarter deck. Anecdote about coming alongside their tanker, about 
extracting the Captain's tooth, tending wounded ROK personnel. Account 
of the discovery of the imposter Joe Sear, their "good" doctor and very 
well thought of as part of the ship's company. Last seen at a Cayuga 
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(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lieut. Chaplin was born a Canadian but as his family moved to England 
when he was four years of age, all his schooling was British. When war 
broke out he was directing buses of evacuees at a London bus station. 
Joined the navy as an ordinary seaman and after some basic training was 
drafted to HMS Alynbank (an A.M.C.) but instead was required for guard 
duty during the summer of 1940. Later drafted to HMS Vernon and then to 
MDV 2 (Motor Dispatch Vessel 2), a 70 ton boat built in France for 
use in the Spanish Civil War. Describes the light armament and the 
somewhat unreliable engines, clutch, etc. Returns to his early days in 
Collingwood and then to his participation in the taking-over of French 
naval vessels in British ports. Chaplin was designated as an interpreter. 
Good description of the operations, including the Royal Marines. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
The account returns to the MDV's. (No. 1 was sunk in an air raid and the 
crew transferred to MDV 2) speaks of the 19th century repair yard 
(Gunboat Yard) at Portsmouth. Drafted to HMS Queen Elizabeth 
(battleship) for a very short time and then, still an Ordinary Seaman, to 
HMS Wrestler (destroyer). Trials down to "GUZ" (Plymouth). Sent to 
Gibraltar (March 1941). Local escort at times and also supported Force H 
(battleship, carriers, etc.) occasionally. Speaks of 286 radar -- not much 
use. Boiler clean in GIB. Now an Able Seaman. Freetown -- some trouble 
with malaria. Escorted troop ships part of the way to the Middle East. 
Three weeks off Brazil supported by a tanker. Returned to Plymouth for 
fuel and then to Portsmouth. Four weeks at signals school then a week at 
HMS Excellent. Drafted to HMS Adamant (submarine depot ship) in Feb. 
1942. Leading Seaman and during this time Adamant spent about sixteen 
months in Mombasa. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Leave to the high country. Went east to Ceylon. Drafted ashore for a radar 
course, choosing Radar Pilot rating, as distinct from Radar Control. 
Additional thirteen weeks training in the U.K. Joined HMS Phoenix -- an 
RN air repair depot at Ismailia (Egypt). To Liverpool, by then an Acting 
Petty Officer. Took a draft to HMS Berwick (cruiser) at Scapa Flow. At 
Xmas 1944 took a draft of 800 men to North Africa and returned via 
Malta taking troops home on leave. In Loch Ewe on V.E. Day. The first 
Allied forces in Trondheim (1945). Notes that the Germans were still 
armed -- for their own protection as there was only a couple of hundred 
armed Norwegians, some from Sweden. Returned to Scotland and brought 
a thousand occupying troops to Norway. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Took supplies to Spitsbergen and then to Iceland. Radar Petty Officer 
(acting). Returned to Portsmouth. Volunteered to go to the Eastern Fleet. 
Rejoined HMS Collingwood then a troop ship to Ceylon where he stayed 
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a month. Confirmed Petty Officer. Returned to the U.K. to Chatham Camp 
nr. Portsmouth for discharge in January 1946. Requested that the 
Canadian navy return him to Canada in one of their ships and was told 
that as he was ex-R.N. they couldn't do that. Obtained Canadian passport. 
Had a wait of six weeks then signed on as an able seaman on a Canadian 
merchant ship. Left for St. John after a twelve day passage (April 2, 
1946). There is an additional 20 pp (TSS) of tales and naval reserve 
service: 
Speaks of meeting Canadian radar officers and ratings widely dispersed 
in the world. Comments that as tropical sun helmets when out of use so 
did the degree of prestige enjoyed by members of the British forces in 
Africa and the East. When in HMS Adamant in Mombasa he took 
German from the Paymaster commander for 16 months. Discusses his 
schooling and his failure (twice) of his first year Chemistry exam at the 
University of London. On leave from his African service Chaplin 
volunteered to assist an English lady who, for the Russian embassy, was 
translating a Russian naval autobiography into English. Applied to 
McGill -- had all Canadian veterans' benefits except the right to wear a 
Canadian discharge button and preference in going to work for the civil 
service. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Entered McGill and joined the UNTD (University Naval Training 
Division), Describes joining the navy before the war -- Spring 1939. 
Summer training on the West Coast. Later went to HMS Sheffield since 
there was a shortage of suitable Canadian ships for training. Served under 
Admiral Tennant, the C. in C. West Coast cruises. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
Completed his B.A., was commissioned, and returned to university to 
obtain his B.L.S. Anecdote of lecture given by HMCS Carlton in Ottawa, 
including one about R/Adm. Pullen (the CNP). Anecdote by Hal 
Lawrence. Due to a surplus of officers some, including Chaplin, had to go 
on the retired list. Two years later he re-joined the active Reserve. 
Worked at the Defence Research Board and the National Library then 
spent twenty-five years in DHist. as a Naval Historian. Involved in 
approving ships badges etc. Last day of the blue uniform. 
 

• Adamant, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Africa/Indian Ocean -- Naval Operations 
• Berwick, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Chaplin, Lieut. Philip -- Interviews 
• Collingwood, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Directorate of History, Ottawa 
• Excellent, HMS 
• French Navy -- Internment etc. 
• M.D.V. 1 and 2 (Motor Dispatch Vessels) 
• Navy -- Canada 



 

 

 
 
 

• Navy -- Great Britain 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Radar 
• Sheffield, HMS (Cruiser) 
• World War II 
• Wrestler, HMS (Destroyer) 
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tss. 1 leaf -- Hal Lawrence analysis and summary of J.A.C. 
tss, corr. 177 leaves -- missing 1 page (authors draft and transcript) 

Summary  Rear Admiral John A. Charles, C.M.M. 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Born in Rouleau, SK (1918). Attended the Royal Military College of 
Canada (RMC) in 1935. Describes the strict life at RMC and the very 
strong attachments to the members of his class. Opted to join the Navy 
and ten of his class did naval training at Halifax in the summer of 1936. 
The "Snotty's Nurse", the officer in charge of midshipmen and cadets, 
was Lt. Cmdr. W.B.L. Holmes. With Charles were "Scruffy O'Brien" 
(later V/Adm. J.C. O'Brien), "Frew", Freddie Frewer (later Capt. F.C. 
Frewer). In 1937 was interviewed by Cmdr. E.R. Mainguy regarding the 
posting to the Royal Navy as a cadet and later, midshipman. Sailed for 
England in August, 1937 with several of his class and a few others 
including two from Conway, the British Merchant Navy training college. 
Ten days in London including uniform fitting and sightseeing. In Sept. 
they joined their training ship, HMS Erebus (monitor). The uniformity of 
training for all cadets of Empire countries was a distinct advantage in the 
future. Discusses ships routine. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Posted to HMS Vindictive (cadet training cruiser) for two terms. Cruise 
to the West Indies. Describes constant boat work. NOTE: The term 
"Tankey" -- a cadet or midshipman who assisted certain officers, 
originally one who sounded the ship's tanks: water, oil fuel, etc. 
"Doggie", one who did errands, carried messages for the Captain and 
perhaps for the Commander (XO). Instructions by "Boomer" Hope 



 

 

 
 
 

(Cmdr. G.B. Hope) on the proper attire for naval gentlemen. In Madeira 
was late returning to the ship due to a bit too much time spent in a winery 
and was punished by leave stoppage and several days of No. 11 
punishment, doubling around the upper deck with rifle and full pack. 
Comments on the high quality of their instructors. Senior term, again in 
Vindictive and a cruise around Britain. Describes 'day clubs' in London as 
an entertaining place for a drink. Later to the Baltic in Vindictive. With 
O'Brien and Frewer was posted to HMS Royal Sovereign (battleship) in 
Sept. 1938. Sailed for Scapa Flow. Considerable time spent preparing for 
war, a common expectation at that time. Describes gunnery practice 
including rudimentary anti-aircraft equipment. Commanded a steam 
picket boat when in harbour and his duties in her. Midshipman's Journal. 
Training in the Home Fleet intensified after the Munich Crisis. Played 
hockey with a local team, the Dumfermline Flyers. Account of serving in a 
RN drifter (basically a fishing boat used as a tender in harbour) on a 
voyage to Sheerness. Slang terms for naval Port Divisions: Guz -- 
Plymouth, Chats, Chatham, Pompeii, Portsmouth from which ships were 
manned. Ticketed by the police for driving a car without a license in a car 
without insurance. Got off!! Appointed Midshipman to HMS Berwick, a 
County Class cruiser and sailed to the West Indies in Jan. 1939. This was 
the America and West Indies Squadron (AWI) (Berwick, Exeter, Ajax, 
and Orion). 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
The squadron practiced paper operations against German pocket 
battleships. Tales of running a boat, drunken liberty men, life in 
Bermuda. Summer cruise including the World's Fair in New York. 
Visited Canadian ports. Lt. Governor's reception in PEI where liquor ran 
short and was renewed by prescription at a local drug store! After a 
month's leave Charles rejoined the ship in Halifax. Comments on the lack 
of a motorized whaler that would have been a valuable sea-boat. 
Compares British system of discipline with the American. Prepare for War 
message rec'd on Sept. 1, 1939. Explains the "degrees of readiness" and 
the watch system. Charles is in charge of an air defence position (ADP). 
HA (high angle) directors control the 4" anti-aircraft guns. The Berwick 
sent to New York to try and catch the German liner Bremen. KR 
& AI (King's Regulations and Admiralty Instructions) laid down the 
appropriate procedures. Order rec'd (3 Sept. 1939) to commence 
hostilities. To Halifax to refuel and take on ammunition. AWI squadron 
required to deal with German pocket battleship and merchant ships. 
Limited to visual sightings, no radar. Sailed with the first convoy from 
Halifax and another from the West Indies. Charles was midshipman of a 
boarding party inspecting foreign merchant ships. To Portsmouth in mid- 
December and then joined the 1st Cruiser Squadron (CS1), Devonshire, 
Suffolk and Norfolk patrolling the North Atlantic, north of Iceland. 
Extremely cold and only inefficient electric heaters in the ship. Scapa for 
fuelling then returned to patrol. Met and escorted a Canadian troop 



 

 

 
 
 

convoy. Boarded the German ship Wolfsburg but the crew set it on fire 
and opened the sea-cocks. Chief ERA: Chief Engine Room Artificer. 
After saving the Wolfsburg's cat the boarding party returned and the ship 
was used for gunnery practice. They picked up the crew and shortly after 
found the Uruguay (Ger.) which was also scuttled by its' crew. Carrying 
110 prisoners they put them ashore in the Orkneys. Arrived in Scapa to 
find the Home Fleet there. Air raid. Northern patrol again. Midshipman's 
seamanship board. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
To Rosyth in Scotland to take about 700 troops on board (6 Mar. 1940) 
for transport to Norway. Did not sail and troops disembarked. Rejoined 
the Home Fleet and sailed north to be attacked by German bombers. 
Mentions some of the ships involved in this sweep toward the Norwegian 
coast. In action against enemy aircraft near Tromso. Comment on the 
Norwegian campaign. 
Ashore for sub-lieutenants' courses, leave in London, then Whale Island 
(Portsmouth). Air raids. Delegated as part of a gun-mounting party (6" 
naval guns) at various places around the coast of England. Describes this 
and their authority to requisition any sea-front building required. In 
Cardiff they also requisitioned a railway crane from Birmingham to assist 
them. When France surrendered he led a party of 50 seamen to take over 
(at 4 a.m.) a French destroyer in Portsmouth harbour. Introduced to RDF, 
early radar. Successful in his courses and returned to Canada. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Appointed to HMCS Annapolis (former US destroyer) then in October to 
HMCS Restigouche (destroyer), names officers. Began convoy escorting. 
Signal officer, discusses duties. Considers Cmdr. Nelson Lay a good 
captain. At sea, hunted for the German Deutschland (pocket battleship) 
with two ex-American destroyers of "uncertain quality". To the UK 
escorting convoys westward. As signal and cipher officer Charles knew all 
that was going on. Convoy communications. Almost run down by a large 
liner due to a missed convoy signal. Anti-submarine work-up at 
Tobermory on the Clyde. Put up Canada shoulder flashes for the first 
time. In 1941 they had some concern that their convoy was right in the 
path of Bismarck (Ger. battleship). Returned to Glasgow for a boiler- 
clean and to be fitted with RDF. Leave in London. Problems operating 
the RDF but it was a considerable improvement. Returned to Canada in 
May, 1941. Debbie Piers (Lt. Cmdr. D.W. Piers) the new Captain. Went 
to sea with a film crew for "shots" for the film Corvette K 225. 
Experience in Iceland. Formed part of the screen for HMS Prince of 
Wales (battleship) carrying Winston Churchill to Argentia to meet 
Roosevelt. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
Anecdotes of the meeting. Uncharted rock damaged one of Restigouche's 
propellers. Returned to Halifax and posted to HMCS St. Hyacinthe 
(signals training base) as First Lieutenant. Here, Charles refers to his 



 

 

 
 
 

notes and photo album. Comments on the naval preparations for war in 
1938/39. Points out that in early 1939 no one was bothered by the fact 
that Canadians in RN ships were fighting a war for a few days in which 
they were not legally entitled. Arrived in St. Hyacinthe (Cmdr. A.P. 
Musgrave) on 3 Dec. 1941. As First Lieutenant his duties included 
discipline, routine, working parties, leave, etc. Lt. R.W. Murdoch was 
Signal Officer responsible for communications training. Describes other 
officers. Anecdote re the train (Ocean Limited) between Montreal and 
Halifax, which was met daily so that service personnel who had 
celebrated a bit too much could be taken off for a 24-hour sobering. Good 
relations with the French-Canadian civilians in St. Hyacinth. Every night 
between 2:00 and 4:00 a.m. Charles inspected the camp since the buildings 
were only heated by large stoves which could be a fire hazard. Favourable 
comments about Cmdr. Musgrave. Mentions Sam Worth, 
later Capt. G.A. Worth, Director of Signals. Sent to HMS Mercury in 
England for the Long S (Signal) Course. There were twelve on the 
course, the other Canadian being Lt. J.C. O'Brien. Outlines course. 
Included an army officer (Capt. G.B. Southerland, Royal Corps of 
Signals) training for Command Operations. Upon graduation Charles was 
appointed Signal Officer to the 19th Destroyer Flotilla shortly to be sent 
to the Mediterranean. HMS Lafory (Capt. R.N.J. Hutton, Captain D.) 
Explained his duties and the equipment carried, including the ability to 
monitor high frequency German transmissions. The latter operated by a 
cockney who spoke fluent colloquial German. Fast convoy to the 
Mediterranean. Troopship Strathalan torpedoed off North Africa and 
eventually sank while under tow by Laforey. Describes the Signal 
Officer's duties in establishing anti-submarine and anti-aircraft 
configurations. Basically this required ships of the same radio frequency 
to keep close to each other. A real learning period. Then to Bone to 
provide anti-aircraft protection and at night to attack German shipping 
between Sicily and North Africa. Heavy bombing attacks. 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) 
To sea to "sink at sight" area in shallow but mined areas. To Gibraltar 
where Canadian corvettes were met for the first time. HMCS Louisberg 
torpedoed and sunk shortly afterwards. HMCS Camrose severely 
criticised by Captain D. for picking up survivors rather than hunting the 
submarine. Corvettes generally concentrated on anti-submarine tasks 
since they had no anti-aircraft armament. Mentions landing craft and 
motor torpedo boats. Charles became very adept at pirating radar and 
wireless equipment from ships hit by bombs. Provided gun-fire to assist 
the army. NOTE: Part of a signal "number fives, negative sword" means 
best uniform as for a parade, but not including the naval sword. (re 
Camrose, above) Night sweeps as far as Malta, returning to port before 
day-light. The sweeps were very tiring as the crew were at action stations 
for twelve or thirteen hours. Sunk several supply ships. Also, in one 
night, sank three German E-boats, one by ramming which caused some 



 

 

 
 
 

flooding and reduced speed. To Algiers for quick repairs. Operation 
Retribution -- ordered to sink, burn, or destroy all German ships engaged 
in saving the German army in Tunisia. For identification all ships were 
painted with red lead. Shore bombardment during which Laforey was hit 
by German 88mm return fire. Sank three German ships by very accurate 
radar sighting and picked up four survivors, one of whom was forced to 
plot a course through a minefield off Tunis. Accepted the surrender of a 
small island (Plane Is.) off Bone. Later picked up a number of soldiers 
leaving North Africa in small boats. Sailed for Malta for more permanent 
bow repairs. Acquired an artillery BLO (Bombardment Liaison Officer) 
who worked in co-ordination with a FOO (Forward Observation Officer) 
ashore. Explains communication procedure, largely a form of Morse code. 
Aside: In 1943 Laforey expended fifty-five hundred rounds of 4.7' 
ammunition and wore out the gun-tubes four times. Bombarded the island 
of Pantelaria, which surrendered. 
(Cassette 4, Side 2) 
Huge convoys assembled for the invasion of Sicily and offered close in 
fire support once the landing started. On July 15th picked up Gen. 
Alexander, Admiral Ramsey, Admiral Hewitt (U.S. Navy) and Air 
Marshal Conyingham for an inspection tour of the invasion sites. 
Remarks on the Air Force and IFF (Identification Friend or Foe) and 
some improper use. Much shore bombardment with army FOO's and 
several returns to Malta for fuel and ammunition. Firing on shore was a 
delicate business since it was nearly all indirect fire with considerable 
difficulty identifying our troops, made even more difficult by the 
movement of the ship. Describes ranging shots and subsequent 
broadsides. Returning to Malta they avoided two torpedoes and blew the 
submarine to the surface. The Italian survivors were taken to Malta. 
Missed naval opportunity when the Germans retreated across the Strait of 
Messina. Poor intelligence? Crowded condition of Malta. Anecdote: 
Admiral A.B. Cunningham visits Laforey. Operation Avalanche: 
Supported British troops in landing at Salerno. Suffered considerable 
damage from German 88 mm battery before knocking it out. Hole in the 
hull plugged by stuffing hammocks in it. Direct fire against the enemy and 
on D+1 returned to FOO-directed fire. To Malta for repairs, returned to 
Salerno where for the first time came under fire from very effective radio- 
controlled bombs. Night collision with HMS Berwick (Cruiser). Some 
repairs done in Salerno. Acquired an 80-bottle wine supply in 
return for cans of Spam and supply of cigarettes. Escorted the first 
convoy of several into Naples. Returned to Malta and acquired a new 
Gunnery Officer, Lt. Bud Boyer, a Canadian. Capt. Hutton replaced by 
Capt. "Beaky" Armstrong. Dropped agents on the coast of Yugoslavia. 
Bombarding the Italian coast. Serious casualties from a bomb attack. 
Charles hit in the hand by shrapnel. British rations were not great but 
meals considerably better when along-side an American destroyer (their 
food and movies and our RN liquor). Sailed for Sardinia and Corsica to 



 

 

 
 
 

negotiate with the Free French navy for anchorages prior to the invasion 
of southern France. Provided close support for the landing at Anzio in 
Jan. 1944. HMS Sparton (cruiser) sunk by a flying bomb. Laforey 
avoided another. HMS Jervis (destroyer) close by had her bow blown off. 
Comments on Anzio. Received message that he was to return to Canada 
via Algiers and England. Sailed in the Aquitania (liner/troopship) to New 
York and then to the Signal School at HMS St. Hyacinthe. Tells of the 
loss of Laforey during a hunt for a submarine. Suggests that, for a 
destroyer, Laforey had a longish life in the Mediterranean, more than 18 
months. At the end there were only two L class left out of eight. Found 
many changes at St. Hyacinthe. In April, 1944 there were about four 
thousand personnel there. Capt. A.B. Musgrave still in command. Training 
consisted of new entry telegraphists, RCNVR signal officers, Wren signal 
officers and for the first time, a Long Signal Course. describes the training 
establishment and some of the officers and their qualifications. Charles 
was the second most senior wireless instructor. Explains the different 
training for Reserve and Wren signal officers. Telegraphist trained to 
eighteen words/minute in Morse code. Charles did all the radio technical 
training, instructed in the Long Course and officers courses. Many types 
of equipment, British, Canadian, and eventually, American. Discusses 
various radio equipment, RDF/Radar training and equipment. 
(Cassette 5, Side 2) 
By Oct. 1944 consideration had to be given to the USN system if Canada 
was to send ships to the Pacific War. Visited HMCS Uganda (cruiser) in 
refit at Charleston, S. Carolina and partially fitted with American 
equipment. Obtained his qualification in American communications, 
methods, procedures and tactics. Started conversion courses for 
Canadians. Canadians required to volunteer for the Pacific. Some 
discussion of the effect of the large English-speaking group on the 
French-Canadian town. Partly smoothed out by having special trains with 
personnel "going ashore" from the base to Montreal. Unruly sailors did 
cause some trouble, but on VE-Day a party was held on the base and then 
the sailors were offered a train-ride to Montreal. In Charles' opinion the 
Canadian signal school was the equal of other schools in his experience 
and better than the UK in Electrical Engineering. Taught great emphasis 
on convoy work. Comments on the Canadian Wrens, limits to 
fraternization and some information of the establishment of Canada's 
Wrens. The base was quickly run down after VE-Day although a certain 
capability was retained due to the uncertainty of the Pacific War. In Sept. 
1945 posted as Staff Communications Officer to R/Adm. V.G. Brodeur, 
initially in Vancouver. Prime job was to convert to the American signal 
system. The Admiral, unlike many others, favoured this change. West 
coast operations were with the US Navy but exercising with east coast 
vessels they had to revert to the British system. This was very awkward 
until the NATO signal books came in to use in 1949/50. Comments on 
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the efficiency of the American ships vis-à-vis our own and the Canadian 
problem of the lack of the latest modern fighting equipment. Noticeable 
during the Korean War, especially in gunnery. As senior naval officer and 
captain of HMCS Haida Charles commanded our three destroyers in 
Korea, HMC Ships Cayuga (Cmdr. W.P. Hayes) and Crusader (Lt. Cmdr 
W.H. Wilson). Later the St. Laurent class with their sophisticated 
operations room tended to even the score. Mentions HMCS Uganda at 
Esquimalt in 1945 and how badly Capt. E.R. Mainguy felt about having 
to return early from the Pacific War. In Nov. 1945 the naval headquarters 
was organized in Esquimalt. Val Godfrey (Capt. V.S. Godfrey) was Chief 
of Staff. R/Adm. V.G. Brodeur retired to be succeeded by Commodore 
E.R. Mainguy. Other officers in that difficult time included Duchy 
Edwards (Cmdre J.C.I. Edwards) Creery (Capt. W.B. Creery) 
Commandant of Royal Roads, Fluffer Hart (Capt. F.G. Hart), Tingley 
(A/Cmdr. Hall R. Tingley) and others. Speaks of Dr. Jack Arnell 
(Defence Research Board) who was a source of much information 
regarding major decisions affecting the Navy during the period 1953- 
1967/68. 
 

• American and West Indies Squadron 
• Anzio, 1944 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Berwick, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Camrose, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Charles, R/Adm. J.A. -- Interviews 
• Coast Defence, 1940 -- Great Britain 
• Destroyer Flotilla, 19th 
• Discipline, Naval 
• Erebus, HMS (Monitor) 
• Gunnery, Naval 
• Haida, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Malta, 1943-1945 
• Mediterranean, Naval Operations 
• Merchant Ships -- German 
• Mercury, HMS (Naval Signal School) 
• Midshipman 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Great Britain 
• Navy -- U.S. -- Communications 
• Norway, Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Radar 
• Radio-Controlled Bombs -- German 
• Rations 
• Restigouche, HMCS (Destroyer) 



 

 

 
 
 

• Salerno, 1944 
• Sicily, 1943 
• Signals and Signalling 
• St. Hyacinthe, HMCS (Naval Signals School) 
• Submarines -- Italy 
• Vindictive, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 321 
Interviewee Charron, Walter 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Walter Charron, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 3 July 1987, Pointe Claire PQ 

Box/File 4.7 
Transcript  tss, corr. 35 leaves 

tss. 35 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Walter Charron 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserves 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCNVR in Montreal (HMCS Donnacona) and in 1940 went to 
HMCS Stadacona for training. Sent to HMS Aurania (AMC) on convoy 
duty, they went as far south as Bermuda and north to Iceland, these were 
slow convoys. He got on well with the RN crew. In Halifax Charron was 
sent to a torpedo course, which was half completed when he was sworn in 
as a Probationary Acting Sub-Lieutenant and sent to Royal Roads as part 
of the second or third class. Being conversant with the latest information 
of the torpedo field he gave lectures on the topic. Speaks of his fellow 
classmates. In January 1942, as an Acting Sub-Lieutenant he was lent to 
the RN to go into Combined Operations. He went first to Hayling Island 
on the south coast of Scotland to train in Landing Craft Assault. He was 
later billeted in an army camp on the Duke of Argyle's estate where they 
trained the army in amphibious operations. He served with a Landing 
Craft, which was used, as a reserve for the Dieppe Raid. Feels that the 
experience at Dieppe resulted in new and better landing craft and used in 
a more effective way. It led the way to more effective landings in North 
Africa. Considers Mountbatten a real leader. Sent to a camp on the Clyde 
for additional amphibious training. From there Charron sailed with 
American troops to North Africa for Operation Torch. Landed troops at a 
small town called Arzew. The crews of the landing craft had to keep 
operating continuously for 24 hours and were given "pep pills" after 
twelve hours (in fact, they worked for 30 hours). Most slept off the 
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effects in about 18 hours -- with no ill effects (Charron believes the pills 
were Benzedrine). He then went back to the UK, then the Middle East, 
complete with landing craft. Their camp was in Little Bitter Lake, half 
way along the Suez Canal. Up at 5:30 am, no work between 11:00 and 
4:00 due to the heat, but the British played soccer at that time! To 
Alexandria for alterations to the landing craft. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
For the invasion of Sicily they sailed on a Dutch merchant ship named 
Baram. They had 8 motor landing crafts and were occupied landing 
various vehicles. They were bombed and abandoned ship (the landing 
craft were away), there were no casualties. Transported 2 Royal Marine 
commandos behind German lines. He was then evacuated to Algiers and 
appointed First Lieutenant of Landing Craft Infantry (LCI(L)). 
Hospitalized with jaundice. Spent Christmas 1943 in Canada (on leave) 
before returning to the UK to take command of an LCI(L) at Tilbury (No. 
229), part of the 264th flotilla. Ferried troops from the large ships to the 
shore at Normandy, landing 5000-6000 troops. His LCI was damaged on 
a submerged wreck and had to return to Southampton for repairs. Feels he 
had a good war. Comments on the habit of the Americans to circle their 
assault boats until they were ordered to land, making them perfect targets 
for enemy artillery. Remembers Mulberry Harbour. When asked to 
volunteer for the Far East he said that he would serve "anytime anywhere 
at His Majesty's pleasure" and wasn't going to volunteer again to satisfy 
some politician. He went on leave in November 1944 and was asked to 
assist in selling war bonds (with extra leave time). Charron requested sea 
time but his watch-keeping ticket was for a ship not operated by the 
Canadian Navy. He was sent on a three-week attack course and joined a 
corvette HMCS Halifax on the Newfie/Derry run. Returning from 
Londonderry they escorted a surrendered German submarine to St John's. 
Charron left the Navy in August 1945 and joined his family business. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Aurania, HMS (AMC) 
• Baran, SS (Landing Ship, Infantry) 
• Charron, Lieut. Walter -- Interview 
• Combined Operations 
• Halifax, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Landing Craft (Assault) 
• Landing Craft (Infantry, LCI(L) #229) 
• Middle East -- Egypt 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Normandy -- D-Day 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (Naval College) 
• Sicily -- 1943 -- Naval Operations 



 

 

 
 
 

• World War II 
 
 

ID No. 275 
Interviewee Choat, Russell Frederick “Freddy” 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain Russell F. Choat, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 26 January 1988, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.12 
Transcript  tss, corr. 30 leaves 
Summary  Capt. R. F. Choat 

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
Part of Capt. Choat's youth spent near Duncan, B.C. Went to England in 
1936. At age 18 obtained entry to HMCS Royal Roads but the ship in 
which he and his family were returning to Canada was torpedoed (City of 
Benares). In 1942 he joined the RNVR, served in the sloop HMS 
Guillemot, based on the east coast of England. Sent to King Alfred for 
midshipman training (1943). Posted to another sloop, HMS Stork, again 
on the east coast. In action against German E-boats. Describes broad-side 
messing -- where each mess prepared their food and took it to the galley to 
be cooked. Describes wartime run -- to Freetown (Sierra Leone) to 
Alexandria (Egypt) and back to the UK. Sank one submarine at that time. 
By 1943 they were getting fighters support from North Africa. Anecdote 
regarding the captain's attitude toward midshipmen -- Choat could not 
remain in the wardroom if the captain came in. Next posted to Royal 
Marine Assault Landing Craft flotilla as a Flight Commander (of six 
boats) and Navigational commander. They were attached to the 
Llandgibby Castle and landed Canadian troops on Juno Beach at the start 
of the invasion. His boat was hit and sank close to shore but all the crew 
and the troops managed to wade ashore. Many other boats were sunk 
after they had landed troops. Choat waded out to be picked up by another 
landing craft and returned to his mother ship. Later in June 1944 he was 
posted to a coal-burning trawler (HMS Cape Cormorin) in the Azores on 
patrol to protect supplies being unloaded by the Americans constructing 
an air base. Promoted to Acting Sub-Lieutenant and next posted to an RN 
frigate, HMS Riou (Jan. 1945) operating off the Dutch coast against U- 
Boats and directing our MTB attacks. (Spring 1945). The Controllers for 
the MTB's were experienced MTB Officers carried especially (one of 
whom was a Cdr.). Describes the MTB/E-Boat Operation. HMS Riou 
was a Captain-class frigate, built in the U.S. and was occasionally in 
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action against E-boats, usually returning home. Discusses the radar and 
other direction-finding equipment. At the end of the war the Riou was the 
first naval vessel to enter Hamburg. Later picked up half a dozen U-boats 
to be escorted to Scotland for final surrender. After the war Riou was 
engaged in sinking floating mines in the English Channel. In September 
1945 left Riou on transfer to the RCNVR and promoted to Lieutenant on 
appointment to HMCS Crusader then building in UK after a six-week 
course at HMS Osprey as a torpedo and Anti-Submarine Control Officer. 
Eventually ended as Navigating Officer. Sailed to Esquimalt and was 
immediately decommissioned. Choat stayed aboard to de-store and pay- 
off the ship. Joined HMCS Uganda (cruiser). Anecdotes about Capt. Ken 
Adams as a captain and ship-handler. When Uganda became Quebec he 
served under Capt. Finch-Noyes who unfortunately suffered a break- down 
at sea on a cruise to South Africa. The officers gathered around to protect 
and allow the captain to recover which, after some time, he did. Then to 
the West Coast to the Navigational Direction Training Centre before 
joining the destroyers HMCS Crescent and a year later, HMCS 
Assiniboine. Then to HMCS Cornwallis as a training officer. Anecdote of 
his romantic escapade and final marriage to his wife -- on a date ordered 
by his commanding officer! Returns to a more full account of the sinking 
of the City of Benares from which he was saved, although his father was 
not. A last comment on the value of training and how wearing the four 
on, four off watch system was, especially when the weather was bad. 
 

• Assiniboine 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Azores 
• Cape Cormorin, HMS (Trawler) 
• Choat, Capt. R.F. -- Interviews 
• City of Benares (Liner) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS 
• Crescent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Crusader, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• East Coast (U.K.) -- Naval operations 
• E-Boats 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Guillemot, HMS (Sloop) 
• Hamburg, Germany 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• LCA -- Landing Craft, Assault 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Raleigh, HMS (Shore Base) 
• Riou, HMS (Frigate) 
• Stork, HMS (Sloop) 
• Uganda/Quebec (Cruiser) 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

ID No. 322 
Interviewee Clark, Joseph A.P. “Joe” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Joseph A.P. Clark, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 10 March 1983, Toronto ON 

Box/File 4.8 
Transcript  tss, corr. 70 leaves 

Notes Beginning with Lt. Cdr. Hanbury tapes and Lt. Coates at the end. 
Summary  Lieut. Cmdr. Joseph A.P. Clark 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the navy as an Ordinary Seaman in January, 1941. Influenced by 
his father and uncle who had done well in the First War. Cadet corps in 
high school and attempted to join the navy while there. At university he 
joined the navy through a "special course" in which he learned the whole 
theory of asdic. Passed the Officer Selection Board and sent to Royal 
Roads for training, with five others. Discusses the requirement for the 
Officer training as he saw it in 1941. Anecdotes and description of Royal 
Roads, training and personalities, punishments, etc. Left Royal Roads at 
nineteen to become Training Officer in Vancouver. Describes the officers, 
some duties, including collecting Japanese fishing boats, and in early 
1942 found himself with six officers, petty officers and "close to two 
thousand new entries requiring training". Anxious to leave Vancouver, in 
the Fall of 1942 was sent to Halifax and appointed to HMCS Arrowhead 
(corvette) under Cmdr. E.G. Skinner R.C.N.R. (Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Clark moves ahead to 1978 and his submission to DND, The Armed 
Forces and the Public that is a report on the public affairs requirement of 
DND. Returning to 1942 and the Arrowhead. Cmdr. Skinner had been a 
very senior captain with Imperial Oil and was strong, intelligent and 
rough. Good seaman but undisciplined in some respects. Clark went 
aboard as gunnery officer and at his first meeting with his Captain he 
discovered that Skinner had no use for paperwork and Clark had to help 
with the throwing out of a great deal of messages, receipts, instructions, 
etc. that greeted any naval vessel returning to port. Also the "fine art" of 
throwing drunks into the ship's chain locker -- preferably having them 
land on their heads. Apparently there were no repeat offenders! Remained 
in Arrowhead during 1943 and part of 1944. Clark had a major problem 
with sea-sickness -- all the time. Got used to being sick but eventually his 
weight reached about 124 pounds. Anecdotes about life in Arrowhead 
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and Cmdr. Skinner. Clark was desperate to get overseas, where the action 
now was, and finally was appointed to new construction in Scotland that 
became HMCS Loch Achanalt (frigate). Many of the crew were plainly 
incompetent but eventually it became a happy ship. Comments on the 
more casual way they dealt with submarine contacts in 1945. Occasionally 
not even going to action stations, just firing their squid at 
the enemy. Part of the hunter/killer group under A/Cmdr. Ted Briggs and 
participated with the group in the sinking of U-1006. (Note: "blue 18" 
means a 180° reversal of course.) 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
HMCS Tene was torpedoed but did not sink. Towed into Plymouth. 
Speaks of hitting a whale in Arrowhead, losing the asdic dome and the 
"creative report" of an investigation of possible enemy contacts. Tale of 
Loch Achanalt moving too quickly through rough seas that resulted in the 
revelation of a basic flaw in the hull. Water was pouring in faster than the 
pumps could handle. Luckily they made Holyhead without sinking. At 
HMCS Niobe, before returning to Canada Clark became the C.O. of a 
former army camp near Greenock established for Canadians who had 
volunteered for the war in the Pacific. He finally got sent home by 
holding a parade in the pouring rain for the Canadian High Commissioner 
(Massey) but the troops dressed in rain gear, oil skins, etc. -- and because 
of the rain gear on parade and the rage of the Commodore accompanying 
Massey, Clark was sent home -- much to his satisfaction. He found his 
way to Londonderry and worked his passage to Canada in a Canadian ship. 
Released from the navy. 
 

• Arrowhead, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Clark, Lieut. Cmdr. Joseph A.P. -- Interviews 
• Discovery, HMCS -- Vancouver Naval Division 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Japan, Fishing Boats Interned 
• Loch Achanalt (Frigate) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niobe, HMCS, (Shore Base, Scotland) 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (1940) 
• Ships, Repair 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Teme, HMCS (Frigate) 
• World War II 
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Interviewee Coates, John Anthony 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant John A. Coates, as compiled by Hal 



 

 

 
 
 

Lawrence. 
Extent  Audio cassette not available. 

Date/Place 6 September 1984, Pickering ON 
Box/File 4.9 

Transcript  tss, corr. 61 leaves 
Notes Beginning with Lt. Clark tape and end on Comm. Robertson (Tape 1). 

Summary  Lieut. John A. Coates 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Coates joined the RCN in August 1941, and left Vancouver as a naval 
cadet for Kings College in Halifax and quickly to the Armed Merchant 
Cruiser HMS Laconia for passage to the U.K. The last group of RCN 
Cadets to be sent to the Royal Naval College at Dartmouth. Thereafter 
cadets were sent to HMCS Royal Roads. Remained at Dartmouth to 
March 30, 1942. Promoted to midshipman. Appointed to HMS Warspite 
(battleship) then at Mombasa. Comments on the street segregation of 
black and white, particularly in Durban where they were for a few weeks. 
In July 1942 sailed for Mombasa in the Warwick Castle. Remained in 
Mombasa until March of 1943. In Sept. 1942 participated in the attack on 
Madagascar. Short refit at Durban. Returned with a convoy to the U.K., 
to the Clyde. After leave the ship sailed to Scapa Flow to prepare to 
support the invasion of Sicily. Sailed for Alexandria then to Sicily for the 
invasion, then Malta. Returned to support the 8th Army in Sicily and later 
bombarded the enemy on the boot of Italy. Came under torpedo attack by 
a German aircraft. Escorted the surrendering Italian Fleet to Malta. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
For his destroyer time Coates was appointed to HMS Inglefield where 
they patrolled off the Italian coast. Landed in Brindisi just after the 
Germans had left. Obtained more charts and an Italian pilot. Describes 
some of the damage to his former ship (Warspite) after having been 
struck and badly damaged by two glider bombs. Returned to the U.K. for 
a boiler clean and then returned to the Mediterranean where they escorted 
Churchill on his way to Cairo and Tehran (December, 1943). Subs courses 
in Britain. Met his future wife there -- a Wren who brought him his 
morning cup of tea! Comments on the huge amount of military stores 
stacked in the open waiting for D-Day. Returned to Canada on leave and 
was on Mayne Island by June the sixth. Returned to the Clyde where he 
was appointed to HMCS Chaudiere (destroyer) under A/Cmdr Pat Nixon. 
Feels he was not properly trained for anti-submarine war. Not particularly 
satisfied with the RN wartime method of training young officers. Joined 
Chaudiere in Plymouth -- patrols off the enemy coast, attacking U-boats 
in the Bay of Biscay, August 1944. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
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Chaudiere was part of the group commanded by Chummy Prentice, about 
whom Coates reacts sourly -- but not about his ability as a seaman. 
Chaudiere was with Skeena when she was driven ashore at Iceland. 
Escorted troopships from Halifax. Joined HMCS Algonquin as navigator 
where they prepared for the Pacific war. Sailed for the Mediterranean, 
reaching Gibraltar where they heard that the Japanese had surrendered. 
Got as far as Alexandria before being recalled. They sailed through the 
Panama Canal to Esquimalt where the ship became ready to pay off. 
Spent some time at HMCS Naden dealing with New Entries (1946). 
Undertook some long night watches and found he was very tired and 
unable to "keep up"! A chest x-ray found T.B. and after a period in 
hospital he was boarded out of the navy. Government put him through 
law school (as a veteran). Coates reiterates his concern that the small 
British fleet in Mombasa could not help the American navy in the Pacific. 
Speaks again of the supposed better training in the U.S. navy and the 
obsolescent RN ships. Very satisfied that the RCNVR had been a breath 
of fresh air but what a waste of time it was for Canadians to serve in 
capital ships? Comments on the lack of good, efficient training which 
war-time cadets received -- up to the time of the opening of Royal Roads. 
Lawrence adds his comments. Lieut. Coates considers there was a general 
lack of "education" in the navy -- lack of opportunity he feels. 
 

• Algonquin, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Bay of Biscay -- Naval Operations 
• Chaudiere, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Coates, Lieut. John A. -- Interviews 
• Inglefield, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Laconia, HMS (A.M.C.) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Naval College, Dartmouth 
• Sicily -- Naval Operations 
• South Africa/Indian Ocean -- Naval Operations 
• Warspite, HMS (Battleship) 
• World War II 
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Interviewee Coleman, John Charles 

Title My Naval experiences by Seaman Gunner John C. Coleman, as compiled 
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Extent 2 audio cassettes (60, 60). 
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Transcript  tss, corr. 42 leaves 
Summary  Seaman (Gunner) John C. Coleman 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
In 1942 he joined the Lincoln and Welland Reg't (Militia) near Fort Erie. 
Left and joined the navy through HMCS Star at Hamilton (August 1943). 
Found that discipline in the forces was not a problem having come from a 
family that provided good parental control. Comments on his drill 
instructors, tough and mean, especially at HMCS Cornwallis Gunnery 
School where the punishment for dozing during an instruction film was to 
stand for the balance of the picture holding a thirty-five pound shell in 
your arms! In March 1943 was drafted to HMCS Niobe in Scotland, a very 
dreary time. Drafted to HMCS Huron in Devonport as a Seaman (Gunner). 
Heron sank a German mine-sweeper and Coleman describes 
his part working "Y" gun during this action. Incident with Patrick Budge, 
the First Lieutenant and how he ran a "tight" ship. Later in company with 
HMCS Haida, HMS Ashanti, HMS Esquimo and the Polish Blyskawica 
and Piorun although basically with Haida when they chased one Narvick 
destroyer and drove it aground off Brest. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Describes a few casualties suffered by Huron, Lt. Cmdr Rayner, Lt. 
Budge and his insistence on a clean ship, Alan Watson, the Gunnery 
Officer. A fair number of RCN crew that added to the sense of 
professionalism aboard. Explains the drill during a miss-fire of the 4.7 in. 
gun. Speaks of going ashore in port -- a little fighting but nothing serious 
until Narvick at the end (1945) where two broke ship, drunk, picked up 
by a German patrol and taken back. They received ninety days detention! 
In July 1944 returned to Canada for leave. Returned to UK in October 
1945. Worked out of Scapa Flow, often escorting battleships. On a 
beautiful afternoon Coleman describes an acoustic torpedo hitting another 
ship's trailing cat gear. A surprising explosion and despite searching, no 
trace of the submarine was detected. One trip to Russia in the 1944/45 
winter where the Red Navy Club provided some shore entertainment. 
Under quite heavy torpedo attack at the start of the return trip. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Some thought that, due to publicity, that Haida got more credit than did 
Huron -- perhaps because Haida was senior ship? Speaks of successive 
captains and executive officers. Toward the end of the war there was not 
a lot of action -- more anti-submarine patrols for the protection of torpedo 
ships. Sailed into Trondheim in May '45 very proud. Mentions the two 
Canadians again who jumped ship and later sent to cells. Invited some 
Norwegian civilians into the mess-decks and they could hardly believe 
the jam, butter and bread that they were served! The Germans were 
shipped to Hamburg. Many Russian P.O.W.'s were found. The ship 
returned to Halifax with the paint removed from the scuttles and the brass 
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polished! Before he left the ship Coleman managed to get hold of the 
ship's name in stainless steel letters and hide them in his kit. He had them 
mounted when he left the navy to go to his job. 

• Coleman, Seaman (Gunner) John C. -- Interviews 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Huron, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Narvick (Ger. Destroyer) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niobe, HMCS -- Naval Base, Scotland 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Russia -- Naval Operations 
• Seamen, Education and Training 
• Star, HMCS (Hamilton Naval Division) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 360 
Interviewee Collier, Andrew L. “Andy” 

Title My Naval experiences by Vice Admiral Andrew L. Collier, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 3 October 1985, Victoria BC 

Box/File 1.5 
Transcript  tss, corr. “Report of Interview with Vice Admiral Andrew L. Collier...” 

56 leaves 
Summary  Vice Admiral Andrew L. Collier, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Pre-interview comments: Three centimetre radar sets not available at 
Chinnanpo. Later HMCS Athabasca obtained a set. V/Adm Collier 
attended the Royal Canadian Naval College (HMCS Royal Roads) Oct. 1, 
1942 to September 1943. This was the first entry into the College by 
RCN cadets. Interview board, curriculum. HMCS Niobe in Scotland and 
then to HMS Anson (battleship), part of the Home Fleet. Patrols to 
Iceland and Murmansk. Comments on Life in the Gun Room, academic 
and naval instruction. As a midshipman was in charge of a picket boat -- 
his first command. Preparations for the air raid on the German battleship 
Tirpitz in April 1944. R.N. cruiser used as a dummy target for the 
aircraft. Joined HMS King George V (battleship) for a short time and 
then HMS Ramillies (battleship) in December 1944 for his midshipman 
exams. Destroyer time in HMS Zest. Russian convoys, air and submarine 
attacks. Picked up survivors of sunken ships. In company with another 
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R.N. destroyer HMC Ships Sioux and Algonquin. Picked up about 100 
refugees from the island of Soroy. Sub-Lieutenant's courses in March 
1945. HMS Vernon, Excellent, etc. Comments on Capt. Hugh F. Pullen, a 
valuable association during which he learned much. R/Adm H.F. Pullen 
and R/Adm H.S. Rayner considered true Christian gentlemen (in the old 
sense). Problems of morale in the lower deck and the different methods, 
R.N. and R.C.N. in dealing with it. Feels that R.C.N.V.R. Officers who 
remained in the navy for two years after the war, until Sept. 1947 were part 
of the problem. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Qualified navigator in 1948/49. Later joined HMCS Cayuga (destroyer) 
when Korean War broke out. Sailed for Sasebo, Japan via Hawaii, 
Kwajalein and Guam under Capt. Jeffrey Brock. Comments on Brock as 
a leader. Shore bombardments. Use of a conglomerate of Japanese, 
British and American charts that made a navigator's life somewhat 
complex. Leave in Hong Kong. Korea invaded by the Chinese. 
Evacuation of Chinnanpo with a series of very difficult navigation 
problems. Shelled the oil tanks in the town before leaving. Capt. Brock so 
intensely focused n the operational requirements that some of his regular 
duties (vis-à-vis the crew) had to be delegated to the First Lieutenant. 
Later Collier went to HMS Dryad in England for an advanced navigation 
course. Captain of HMCS Skeena, Royal Navy staff course, and then 
Halifax as Captain. Sea Training. Later to Ottawa as Director of Naval 
Plans and then under Integration, was joined by army and air force 
planning officers. Involved in the organization of the NATO move from 
France to Belgium and Germany. Training Command in Winnipeg -- 
many tri-service problems to be resolved. Discusses Unification and the 
dismissal and retirement of senior officers and how it affected him. 
Collier, a Captain at the time, felt that he could do more in preserving the 
navy by staying in than by leaving. Eventually promoted to Commodore 
serving in Halifax and as Naval Attaché in Washington. Chief of 
Maritime Operations in Ottawa, then Flag Officer on both the west and 
east coasts. Improved communications afloat and ashore. Opinions of 
older ships and the officer training role. Points out that it is important to 
have good training so that when new equipment is supplied it can be 
rapidly placed in use. Retired in 1979. Mentions his time as President of 
the B.C. Ferries Corp. 
 

• Anson, HMS (Battleship) 
• Cayuga, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Chinnanpo -- Korea 
• Collier, V/Adm. Andrew L. -- Interviews 
• Korea -- Naval Operations 
• Korea, 1951-53 
• Midshipmen 
• Morale -- Navy -- Canada 



 

 

 
 
 

• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Pullen, Capt. Hugh L. 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (Naval College) 
• Russia -- Naval Operations 
• Soroy -- Evacuation 
• Staff Officers -- Navy -- Canada 
• Unification of the Armed Forces -- Canada 
• World War II 
• Zest, HMS (Destroyer) 

 
 

ID No. 361 
Interviewee Collins, David Alan “Al” 

Title My Naval experiences by Vice Admiral David A. Collins, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (60, 60). 
Date/Place  21, 22 February 1988, Victoria BC 

Box/File 1.6 
Transcript  tss, corr. “Report of Interview with Vice Admiral David Alan Collins...” 

37 leaves 
Summary  Vice Admiral David Alan Collins 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy in June 1940 with a group of friends. At that time Collins 
was a clerk and junior salesman with an insurance company. Joined the 
navy as a Writer, since he had poor eyesight. Anecdotes of his interview 
board. Training at Esquimalt among a group keen to learn and do well. 
Speaks favourably of a number of petty officer instructors. (Anecdote by 
Hal Lawrence re Supply). Briefly a Petty Officer then a candidate for the 
rank of Commissioned Writer, interviewed summer, 
1942. Became an Acting, Probationary Pay-Master Sub-Lieutenant 
RCNVR (Temp.) Posted for courses at HMS Cornwallis in Halifax where 
he was for a short period. Recounts the torpedoing of the escort carrier 
HMS Nabob and comments by Nelson Lay (Capt. H.N. Lay) and Charlie 
Dillon (Pay Cmdr, C.J. Dillon). Anecdote. Loaned to the Royal Navy at 
HMS Canada -- a holding centre for R.N. personnel in Canada -- as the 
captain's secretary. Later to HMS Sheffield for training prior to 
appointments to HMC Ships Ontario and Uganda. Accelerated promotion 
to Lieutenant, a "makee-learnee" in Sheffield, which still carried a proud 
hold in the ward-room made by Bismarck. Became the Captain's 
Secretary. 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Excellent training by RN senior officers. Discusses routine at Scapa 
Flow. Sheffield and others were a distant screen for convoys to 
Murmansk. Talk of the German battleship Tirpitz. Spent much boring 
time in the cipher cabin. Sent on a course then posted to HMS Nabob 
(Escort Carrier) which at the time was a disappointment (Spring 1944). 
Captain H.N. Lay, Ronnie Jackson (Lt. Cmdr. R. Jackson, RCNR) was 
the First Lieutenant Cecil I. Inchcliff (Cmdr. (E)), Forster (Lt. Cmdr. D.T. 
Forster RCN) Many of the crew as well as the air-crew were R.N. Collins 
became Captain's Secretary who at one point became so displeased that 
he wouldn't talk to his secretary. Later, however, he was recommended as a 
suitable candidate for the RCN. Anecdote re Commissioned Gunner 
Mercer Edward Priske and a bad night in the ward-room. Nabob torpedoed 
in August, 1944 but stayed afloat and was able to steam at two knots. 
Much of the crew taken off. Excellent work done by the damage control 
party. Nabob shadowed by U-Boats and despite a list was able to fly off 
two aircraft in a successful effort to discourage the Germans. Eventually 
reached Rosyth. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Ship's company dispersed with a few, including Collins, staying to pay- 
off the ship. As might be expected the ship's ledgers were "lost" as 
(officially) was the ward-room liquor supply! The dead crew were 
removed by a few of the officers as the ship was pumped out. Mentions 
the complete and very clear report by Capt. Lay. Nabob carried a mixed 
RN and Canadian crew with great differences in pay. Lay managed to 
obtain the Canadian pay scale for the RN members and Cdn. rations as 
well. Comments on the fine quality of Reports of Proceedings. Roger 
Bidwell (R/Adm. R.E.S. Bidwell). Collins attempted to obtain a posting 
to a RN cruiser but was unsuccessful. After a period of leave he was 
posted to St. John, N.B. in a rather routine position. Appeared before a 
Board for approval to join the RCN. Tony Wright (Cmdr. R.A. Wright) 
and Cmdr. H.E. Hubbard were members. Accepted and shortly after 
posted to HMCS Sioux (Lt. Cmdr. R.A. (Jumbo) Webber, Captain) Tribal 
destroyer. Both Collins and Lawrence comment on the requirement to 
volunteer for the Pacific war. Appointed Secretary to the Chief of Naval 
Staff (V/Adm. G.C. Jones). Promoted to Acting Lt. Cmdr. at 25 years of 
age. Jones died and Collins became Secretary to Rastus Reid (V/Adm. 
H.E. Reid) of whom Collins thought very highly. Some discussion of 
V/Adm. Percy Nelles, Angus L. Macdonald, the Minister, G.C. Jones and 
Reid. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2: Blank) 
 

• Air Crew -- Naval 
• Canada, HMS (R.N. Personnel Centre) 
• Casualties 
• Collins, V/Adm. D.A. -- Interviews 
• Cornwallis, HMCS -- (Training Base) 



 

 

 
 
 

• Jones, V/Adm. G.C., RCN 
• Lay, Capt. H.N., RCN 
• Minister of Nat. Def. for Naval Service Macdonald, Angus L. 
• Nabob, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• Naval Aviation 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Nelles, V/Adm. Percy, RCN 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Reid, V/Adm. H.E., RCN 
• Russia -- Naval Operations 
• Sheffield, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Sioux, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Staff Officers -- Navy 
• Tirpitz (German Battleship) 
• Volunteers -- Pacific War 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 356 
Interviewee Crane, Lavinia 

Title My Naval experiences by Leading Wren W/T Lavinia Crane, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 9 August 1989, Victoria BC 
Summary  Leading Wren (W.T.) Lavinia Crane 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
 

Joined the WRCNS at Vancouver, Sept. 1942. Interviewed by Chief 
Officer Dorothy Isherwood W.R.N.S. in 1941. Drafted to HMCS 
Conestoga at Galt with some comments on her instructor, Isabel 
MacNeill and Sandy Sanderson. Wireless training at Scarborough, Ont. 
and then to Gloucester near Ottawa to intercept and obtain bearings on U- 
boats. Also able to recognize the enemy hand on the key. At Gloucester 
they listened to a number of enemy shore stations while transmitted on a 
fixed frequency for a time, then changed. The Wren Operator had to 
locate the new frequencies as rapidly as possible. Drafted to HMCS St. 
Hyacinthe for further instruction then near Moncton to open a new 
station. Returned to St. Hyacinthe for Leading Wren course. Some 
information on the C.O. Captain Musgrave. When the war in Europe 
ended some Wrens were sent for KANA (Japanese) training, others to a 
LORAN station in Nova Scotia, some to Bremerton for courses. 
Demobilized in November, 1945. 

Subject • Conestoga, HMCS (Training Establishment, WRCNS) 



 

 

 
 
 

Headings • Crane, Leading Wren Lavinia -- Interviews 
• Gloucester, Ont. (HFDF station) 
• Musgrave, Capt. A.P. 
• St. Hyacinthe, HMCS (Naval Signals School) 
• Women’s Royal Canadian Naval Service 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 299 
Interviewee Cupples, Alec Moncrieff 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander A. Cupples, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 9 May 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.13 
Transcript  tss, corr. 16 leaves 
Summary  Lt. Cmdr. Alex M. Cupples 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

Joined the RCN as a Cadet in August 1941 and sent to Dartmouth Naval 
College as a Special Entry Cadet. To sea in the spring of 1942 in HMS 
Rodney (battleship) and HMS Jamaica (cruiser). First in action off Oran 
and were fired upon by French destroyer. Later to the North Atlantic 
patrolling against possible German raiders. To Scapa and the Murmansk 
convoys. Participated in the Battle of the Barents Sea against a heavy 
German ship. After stay in hospital Cupples went to HMS Anson 
(battleship) to do his seamanship exams prior to starting his Sub Lieut. 
course. Destroyer time south coast convoy. Returned on leave to Victoria 
then Halifax to join HMCS Gatineau (destroyer) in refit. Temporarily 
posted to HMCS Coaticook (frigate) for a short time. Work ups in 
Gatineau. Later Gatineau was part of a hunter-killer group sailing from 
Londonderry. Returned to Halifax. Comments (favourable) on 
Commander Patrick Budge. Peace-time cruises from Esquimalt. New 
entry training at Naden then to UK for flying training in 1946. Returned 
to Canada, again to New Entry training. Took a Communications course 
in Halifax (the long C) which became his specialty, not flying. 
 

• Anson, HMS (Battleship) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Cupples, LT. Cmdr. Alex M. -- Interviews 
• Gatineau, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Jamaica, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Naval Aviation -- Great Britain 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 



 

 

 
 
 

• Royal Naval College, Dartmouth 
• Russia -- Naval Operations 
• Seamen Education and Training 
• Stevenson, HMS (Destroyer) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 287 
Interviewee Davis, James Sinclair “Jim” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander James S. Davis, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place 21, 28 April 1983, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.14 
Transcript  tss. 127 leaves 
Summary  Commander James S. Davis 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Cmdr. Davis joined the Navy in the fall of 1939 (HMCS York). In 
January 1940 he joined the Stone Frigate (at RMC) in Kingston. The first 
two classes went to the "mouse traps" in Halifax (Jr. officers 
accommodation), but his class went to the West Coast. He was appointed 
to the HMCS Wolf (armed yacht), as first lieutenant. Comment on the 
vagaries of Wolf, including poor stability and erratic gun practice. 
Carried stokers under training as far as Comox. The Captain of Wolf took 
Davis with him when he was appointed Captain of HMCS Quesnel -- the 
first corvette built by Victoria Machinery Depot at Bay Street. Work-ups 
to Prince Rupert in the spring of 1941. Returns to some comments on his 
time with Stone Frigate. Mine sweeping training for Royal Roads. Took 
the Long N course in Halifax. Anecdote about blowing up a house in 
France (JW Colby). Made unsuccessful efforts to get to the war. Refers to 
a Japanese submarine with small aeroplane, which took air photos of the 
strait and even Bremerton, Washington (pre-Dec. 7, 1941). After the 
Long N course he was appointed to Q060 (Fairmile) working out of 
Halifax -- describes three patrol loops they undertook. Experiences in 
HMCS Charney (patrol vessel), particularly her grounding and re- 
floating. Returning to his account of Fairmiles, now in Sydney, NS and 
later in Newfoundland. Initially in the North then around St. John's. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Describes heavy winter clothing and the cold. He was appointed as 
captain of HMCS Malbaie (corvette) to sail for Londonderry (12 
February 1943) after meeting a convoy at the West Ocean Meeting Point 
(WESTOMP). Describes the course, initially steering 000! Returns to his 



 

 

 
 
 

first experience in taking a corvette out of a port (St. John's). Remarks on 
pilots directing the ship at Loch Foyle and his experiences with them. 
Anecdotes on training exercises. An account of a destroyer seriously 
damaging her propellers on ice. Convoy anecdotes. Appointed as the 
captain of HMCS Royalmount (frigate) in 1944, describes Christmas 
celebrations aboard. In total he escorted 22 convoys. Comments on the 
training and great expansion the Canadian Navy experienced. Describes 
the sinking of the Foundation Franklin (merchant ship) while he had her 
undertow in the Malbaie 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Davis recounts the rescue of the crew. He speaks of his brother who was 
torpedoed in HMCS Greysborough (Bangor minesweeper), but survived. 
Describes his old uniform with gold up to the elbow and rows of "medal" 
ribbons made from striped material, including old pyjamas. He had a gold 
earring in his left ear. Returns to a tale of the Wolf and HMCS Sans Peur 
(armed yacht). Anecdote about decommissioning ships at war's end. 
Comments on Cmdr. Trigger Wadds (and how he got his nickname) and 
Lieutenant Howard Quinn. When Davis was in command of Royalmount 
he was quickly taken off to be senior officer on a convoy to the UK, 
sailing in HMCS Hallowell (frigate) -- just after VE day. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Discussion of the gap between the officers and the captain -- especially 
when at sea -- and what characters some were. In Royalmount Davis was 
part of the largest convoy to cross the Atlantic, 153 ships, and ten and a 
half miles wide, side to side. Possible fuel shortages in the North Atlantic 
due to the amount of time it took to cross. Comments on storms and the 
damage that they could do to a ship. Remarks on the Halifax Riot in May 
1945. Issued rum to the crew on VJ Day, with him first in line! Neither 
Davis nor Lawrence were hesitant to sign their "volunteer" forms for the 
Pacific War. After joining the RCN and after his leave, he was appointed 
to HMCS Venerable (light fleet carrier) in Australia. Davis makes 
unfavourable remarks about the Admiral, Sir Philip Vian, efficient but not 
pleasant. Tells anecdotes of his time with the RN- Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Ceylon, UK and later in HMCS Magnificent and once again 
went to the UK (in Venerable). All of the Chinese staff were disembarked 
prior to joining another ship. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Story of passing through the Suez Canal. Docking in Malta was an event. 
Returned to the Clyde and eventually Plymouth. Appointed to HMCS 
Iroquois (destroyer) in the reserve fleet. Recalls the collision by HMCS 
Micmac as the reason the Iroquois was reactivated. Took Iroquois out for 
speed trials. Later appointed to HMCS Athabaskan (II) (destroyer). 
Second interview, same side and cassette; In command of Athabaskan in 
1948, sailed with the destroyers Cayuga and Crescent to Prince Rupert, 
exercising along the way. They sailed to Honolulu in company with 
HMCS Ontario (cruiser). Taken ill, lost his command and spent two 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

months in the Naval Hospital at Pearl Harbour. Eventually reached 
Esquimalt and then to the Queen Mary Hospital in Montreal for three 
months (1949). In the spring of 1950 Davis returned to Esquimalt as 
commander of the Dockyard, Kings Harbour Master, CO of HMCS 
Rockcliffe (minesweeper) and senior officer for ships in reserve. To staff 
college in Toronto, then worked for Flag Officer Naval Divisions. Speaks 
of summer training (including Hal Lawrence). Went to Ottawa to the 
Directorate of Inter-service Development; a very boring position with little 
to do. Davis retired in 1959. He reminisces about the night the Knights of 
Columbus Hall burned down in St. John's (1942), believed to have been 
set by a Fifth Columnist (sabotage). Interesting story of a convoy escort 
that found and picked up a man in the sea who was the 
subject of an attempted murder and the resulting account. Next, a tale of a 
tanker in convoy. "Fifth Columnist" killed the Captain in his bunk and set 
fire to the ship. The fire was extinguished and the Captain was buried at 
sea -- thus destroying all the evidence of murder! Anecdote of a corvette 
going to D-Day. Ends with a birthday party for a little girl. 
 

• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• British Pacific Fleet 
• Charney, HMCS (Patrol/Training Ship) 
• Davis. Cmdr. James S. -- Interviews 
• East Coast, Canada -- Naval Operations 
• Fairmile (Motor Launch) 
• Foundation Franklin (Merchant Ship) 
• Iroquois, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• La Malbaie, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Preserver, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• Quesnel, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Riots -- Halifax 
• Royal Military College -- Stone Frigate 
• Royalmount, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Staff Officers -- Navy -- Canada 
• Venerable, HMS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• West Coast, Canada -- Naval Operations 
• Wolfe, HMCS (Armed Yacht) 
• World War II 
• York, HMCS (Toronto Naval Division) 

 
 

ID No. 365 
Interviewee DeWolf, Harry  George 



 

 

 
 
 

Title My Naval experiences by Vice Admiral Harry George DeWolf, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  2 audio cassettes (60, 90). 
Date/Place 8 June 1982, Ottawa ON 

Box/File 1.7 
Transcript  tss. “H.G. DeWolf” 68 leaves 

Fax from Directorate of History (DND) 5 leaves 
tls. from DeWolf to Lawrence 1 leaf, 13 April 1990 
tl. to Bob? from Lawrence 1 leaf, 29 September 1990 re DeWolf 

Summary  Vice Admiral H.G. DeWolf, C.B.E., D.S.O., D.S.C. 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
V/Adm DeWolf was born in Bedford, N.S. 26 June 1903. Naval College 
in Esquimalt, graduating in 1921. Midshipman in HMS Resolution 
(Battleship) for more than two years. During that period the ship was sent 
to Smyrna where in the Turko/Greek war the Greeks had been defeated. 
Later anchored off Constantinople with the ships of ten other nations 
(Canada did not support England in this situation). Describes gun-room 
discipline, including caning for various infractions and other aspects of 
gun-room life. Returned to Plymouth at the end of 1923. Leave in Canada 
then a year at the RN College at Greenwich. Technical schools at 
Portsmouth later to Canada as Acting Sub-Lieutenant in HMCS Patriot 
(East Coast). In 1925 a shortage of funds kept Patriot at Bermuda for 
some months, during which time DeWolf met his future wife. Speaks of 
his Captain, Cuth Taylor, and other officers. Lack of funds prevented the 
winter cruise again so the Canadians went to sea for their winter exercises 
with the RN of the North America and West Indies Squadron. Describes 
the efforts to maintain some heat in Patriot during Halifax winters, 
including a Quebec heater in the middle of the wardroom. Sent to a 
navigation course in the U.K. preceded by a short appointment to various 
gunnery schools. Became assistant navigator in HMS Argos (Aircraft 
Carrier). Comments on his work in this old ship and some aircraft 
landings of note. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
To HMCS Naden under Capt. Len Murray and of Mrs. Murray who kept 
a firm hand on the social behaviour of the officers. Appointed to the chart 
office at Ottawa for a short time then to Halifax in command of the 
minesweeper HMCS Festubert. Appointed executive officer in 
Vancouver (Destroyer) and to HMCS Skeena (Destroyer) as navigator for 
two years. To Ottawa in 1935 in Naval Intelligence. Planning in Ottawa 
to obtain four new destroyers from Britain over a five-year period. Due to 
a decrease in the RN budget Canada obtained HMC Ships Ottawa, 
Restigouche, St. Laurent and Fraser sooner than envisioned. In 1937 as a 
Lt. Cmdr. attended Staff College at Greenwich with time out to be Flag 
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Headings 

Lieut. to Adm. Nelles at the 1937 Imperial Conference. Passed staff 
course. Appointed assistant staff navigator and operations officer to the 
Admiral and served for a year. In 1938 appointed to HMCS Ottawa on the 
West coast as a Staff Officer planning exercises for destroyers. When 
the war started he joined St. Laurent in Halifax. First troop convoys. Sent 
to the U.K. on short notice. Ordered to St. Valery, France, to evacuate the 
51st Highland Division but the army insisted in holding their position and 
was captured by the Germans. Evacuated a few French troops. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
First Australian troop convoy to Britain. First Lord of the Admiralty 
visited the ship. Promoted to Commander. Escorted HMS Nelson 
(Battleship) south and assisted in rescuing survivors of the torpedoed 
liner Anandora Star and returned to Greenwich with 859 P.O.W. and 
others aboard. Later at Rosyth the ship accidentally fired a torpedo 
inboard with luckily no explosion. They left the damaged torpedo on the 
jetty and sailed! Next to Halifax as operations officer. British seamen sent 
to take over ex-American destroyers nearly rioted when fed corn. They 
claimed it was cattle food. The admiralty short of seamen which resulted 
in the Canadians accepted a few destroyers. Points out that the proportion 
of RCN men to "virtually untrained" RCNVR was very much larger in 
Canada than the equivalent in the Royal Navy. This was one of the 
problems of the Canadian navy which was seen as a lack of efficiency. 
Appointed as Director of Plans at Naval Headquarters and also acted as 
secretary of the Chief of Staff Committee. Anecdote of Lord Louis 
Mountbatten. Appointed in command HMCS Haida (Destroyer). Flew to 
England, commissioned ship 31 Aug 1943. Attack in Norwegian waters. 
Two convoys to Murmansk. Glad to leave Scapa and go south to 
Plymouth where they joined in a flotilla with other Tribal class 
destroyers. Sweeps of the French coast. Sank a German Elbing destroyer. 
Escorted a fast mine-layer to the French coast. Describes the sinking of 
HMCS Atabaskan and that the Haida had to leave men in the water due to 
approaching daylight. Gives an account of the 10th Destroyer Flotilla 
intercepting German naval vessels and small convoys including the 
sinking of a German destroyer. Sank a submarine in the Western 
Approaches. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
In Oct. 1944 Haida sent to Halifax for a refit. DeWolf appointed 
Assistant Chief of Naval Staff to V/Adm. G.C. Jones. In 1947 
commanded HMCS Warrior (Light Fleet Carrier) and for a few months 
her replacement, HMCS Magnificent (Light Fleet Carrier). * For the 
remaining appointments in DeWolf's career see pp 2&3 of his record of 
service (on file). 
 

• Arandora Star (Liner) 
• Argus, HMS (Aircraft Carrier) 
• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• DeWolf, V/Adm. H.G. -- Interviews 



 

 

 
 
 

• East Coast, Canada -- Naval Operations 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Haida, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Midshipmen 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Patriot, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Resolution, HMCS (Battleship) 
• Restigouche, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Royal Naval College of Canada, Esquimalt 
• Royal Naval College, Greenwich 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• St. Valery, France 
• Staff Officer -- Navy -- Canada 
• U-boat -- German 
• Warrior, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 257 
Interviewee Dillon, Charles Joseph 

Title My Naval experiences by Pay Rear Admiral Charles J. Dillon, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 5 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place 2, 3 March 1983, Victoria BC 

Box/File 1.8, 1.9 
Transcript  tss. 149 leaves 
Summary  Rear Admiral Charles J. Dillon 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
R/Adm. Dillon was rejected on his first attempt to join the Navy because 
of poor eye-sight but was successful after memorizing the eye chart then 
in use. Enrolled in the RCNVR in 1931 as a Naval Cadet. First went to 
sea in a minesweeper. Promoted Midshipman and in 1932 his poor eye- 
sight was discovered and in due course he became an Acting Pay-master 
Sub-Lieutenant. Spent several weeks in the destroyer HMCS Saguenay 
commanded by Cmdr. L.W. Murray. Returns here to the Ottawa Half- 



 

 

 
 
 

Company RCNVR which was housed in an "old shoe shop". Recalls 
officers (5) and men (60). Trained on old equipment (listed) up to five 
nights a week. Felt that they were even more "pusser" than the RCN. 
Joined HMS Dragon (cruiser) in 1936 for summer training where he was 
introduced to coding. Being the only Roman Catholic officer on board, on 
Sunday he led 20 or 30 men forward following the old pipe, "Fall-out the 
Non-Conformists and Roman Catholics". Moving to Montreal he joined 
the Montreal Reserve division located in a former Bell Telephone garage. 
In the summer of 1936 he joined HMS Skeena commanded by Capt. V.G. 
Brodeur. Gives his impressions of Brodeur. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Discusses a picture of the officers in the Ottawa Half-Company and their 
uniform including frock coats and swords. In 1938 he joined HMCS 
Venture for a winter cruise. Anecdotes. Obtained his watch-keeping 
ticket in sail. Visit of the King and Queen in 1939. Called up on 1 Sept. 
1939 and sent to Quebec City to the Naval Control of Shipping Office 
(NCSO) run by the NOIC (Naval Officer in Charge). Dillon was the only 
officer who could speak French. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Describes location of the office, motor launches and the examination 
battery. First all-night duty on 4th Sept. Issued first routing instructions to 
the Cunarder "Alaunia". Next they seized the Italian ship San Giuseppe 
which caused a diplomatic incident since Italy was not yet at war. 
Describes two old coast defence guns in the area which he claims had not 
been fired since 1908! Some "panic" when two enemy submarines were 
reported in the St. Lawrence River. Efforts were made to obtain two army 
18-pounder guns (only shrapnel ammunition), one of which was 
precariously mounted on the forecastle of the buoy tender Druid. Later an 
alarm (red flare) was seen, the artillery opened fire on a buoy and two 
launches nearly opened fire on each other. It was a false alarm, a shooting 
star, not a red flare. So ended the Battle of St. Jean. Appointed to the 
Staff Officer, Intelligence at Halifax where he was involved in ciphering 
and coding. Returning to Quebec, to the Naval Control Office where he 
was Secretary to the NOIC. In June the Italians entered the war and the 
Italian ship Capponoli ran herself aground and was captured. In July, 
1940 posted to Ottawa as Secretary to the Director of Naval Personnel, 
Capt. C.R.H. Taylor, later relieved by Capt. H.T.W. Grant. Promoted 
Acting Pay Lieut. Cmdr. In Jan. 1941. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Naval Headquarters was then in the Robinson Building. Describes various 
duties and several anecdotes of naval life. Sinking of HMCS Margaree 
(destroyer). Speaks of Angus Macdonald, Naval Minister. Lt. Cmdr. 
Dillon went to sea during his next leave, joining HMS Royal Sovereign 
(battleship). A very rough, cold voyage, during which he improved his 
ciphering skills. Appointed to HMCS Prince Henry (AMC) on the West 
Coast as the Supply Officer. Describes the officers and 



 

 

 
 
 

armament of Prince Henry. Work-ups in Georgia Strait. Later routine 
patrols about six hundred miles of the coast. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
HMC Ships Prince Henry and Prince David were sent to aid the 
Americans in the recovery of the Aleutian Islands from the Japanese. 
Poor weather (and a shortage of wardroom liquor). Returned to Esquimalt 
in November, 1942. A hurried marriage as the ship was leaving for the 
UK. Dillon became ill so he did not sail. Appointed to HMCS Givenchy 
in Feb. 1943. Shook up the Supply Office by establishing a strict duty 
roster and arrested a Chief Petty Officer who was stealing food and 
selling it ashore. Dillon received a reprimand from R/Adm. Brodeur for 
allowing it to happen in the first place! Joined HMS Nabob (escort 
carrier) -- Capt. H.N. Lay -- in Jan. 1944 (Seattle/Tacoma) with a largely 
RNR crew. Embarked 802 Sqdn. Fleet Arm (Avengers) -- unfortunately 
running aground. After lightening ship Nabob was refloated with aid 
from a U.S. tug. After a Board of Inquiry the navigator was fired! To San 
Francisco to board 852 Squadron. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
First encountered the low standard of British rations. The low pay of the 
RN crew was another problem. Aircraft crashes--no pilots lost. Capt. Lay 
went to Washington and Ottawa to demand Canadian rates of pay and 
rations for all. By, essentially, putting his career on the line by 
threatening to demand that he be replaced he was successful. In New 
York they embarked 50 crated Mustang fighters as deck cargo and sailed 
in a U.S. convoy to England. Refit at Liverpool where he first 
encountered the "thieving British worker". After work-up joined the 
Home Fleet at Scapa Flow. Operations against Norway (Aug. 1944). 
Torpedoed. Discusses the engine room damage--not really serious. Power 
restored and the ship was able to move at 5-6 knots. Capt. Lay was firm 
about not abandoning the ship. 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) 
About half the crew was transferred. Damage included the main galley so 
the crew was fed from the wardroom galley. Reach Scapa Flow down 
twenty-four feet by the stern. Towed to Rosyth where the ship's stores 
were unloaded in "bulk" as all the ledgers had been "lost" as a result of 
the torpedoing. Recovery of the dead crew by the officers. Crew left--all 
but three Pay officers working on the Pay Books. Joined HMCS Niobe 
waiting for passage in the Queen Mary to New York. Leave in Ottawa. 
Passed interview board to join the RCN. 
(Cassette 4, Side 2) 
Appointed to HMCS Avalon (shore base) in Newfoundland which is 
described from an operational as well as victually and pay points of view. 
VE-Day in St. John's was well planned, liquor stores closed but free beer 
was issued to the troops after a memorial parade. Short course at Naden 
followed by sixty days leave -- which was cancelled after ten days as he 
was appointed Supply Officer in HMCS Protector (depot ship, Sydney, 
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NS). Called to Ottawa, Supply and Fleet Accounting that turned out to be 
another appointment (Acting Commander). Volunteered for the Pacific 
War. Speaks of sending forces to Korea. Appointed to HMC Dockyard, 
Esquimalt. Logistic back-up for the war. Comments on Integration. To 
Ottawa as Naval Secretary (A/Captain) for three years. The Navy build- 
up began. Command Supply Officer, HMC Dockyard, Halifax 1952-54. 
Ottawa as Deputy Supply Officer-in-Chief and in 1955, Supply Officer- 
in-Chief. Imperial Defence College (1960) for a year. NOIC Montreal. 
Returned to Ottawa as Naval Comptroller (July 1962) and Honorary 
ADC to Governor General. Promoted to Rear Admiral. No objection to 
Integration (Note p.140 regarding Navy on alert during Cuban Crisis). 
Unification came 1 Feb. 1968. Dillon retired before that date, so never 
wore green. Resignations of senior officers upon Unification. Comment 
on new Senior Officer positions, boards, etc. Wrote a study on Non- 
Public Funds for DND after retirement. Worked for the War Museum -- 
D-Day diorama. 
 

• Air Squadrons -- Naval 
• Aleutian Islands, Naval Operations 
• Avalon, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• Casualties, Naval 
• Dillon, R/Adm. Charles J. -- Interview 
• Dragon, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Givenchy, HMCS (Depot Ship, Esquimalt) 
• Imperial Defence College -- Gr. Britain 
• Integration, Naval -- Canada 
• Korean War, 1950-53 
• Messing, Standards 
• Morale, Naval 
• Nabob, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• Naval Aviation -- Gr. Britain 
• Naval Control of Shipping -- Canada 
• Naval Service Headquarters -- Canada 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Ottawa Half Company, RCNVR 
• Prince Henry, HMCS (AMC) 
• Protector, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• Rations, Naval -- Gr. Britain 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Staff Officers, Naval 
• Unification of the Armed Forces -- Canada 
• Venture, HMCS (Training Schooner) 
• World War II 
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Interviewee Dingwall, Eileen (née Carr) 

Title My Naval experiences by Able Wren W/T Eileen Dingwall, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent      Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place       1 August 1989, Victoria BC 
Summary      Able Wren Eileen Dingwall 

WRCNS 
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Able Wren Dingwall applied to the WRCNS in September 1942 and was 
accepted in December. Sent to HMCS Conestoga at Galt, Ontario, then to 
Niagara Falls to train as a Supply Assistant but changed her mind and 
requested wireless training. She was sent to Scarborough, Ont. For 
training under Wren Petty Officers Carter and Jardine, both of whom 
were former CNR telegraph operators. From there to Gloucester (HF/DF 
station) near Ottawa where bearings were taken on the U-boats in the 
Atlantic. Sent to Cloverdale near Moncton. Next to HMCS St. Hyacinth 
for Leading Wren course. Returned to Cloverdale. The Wrens considered 
themselves to be in competition with the male operators of other stations 
in the race to get accurate bearing of enemy submarines to Ottawa. Good 
social life in Moncton (large air force stations). While on leave she 
hitchhiked with three friends to New York and Florida. Demobilized in 
November 1945. 
 

• Cloverdale, NB 
• Conestoga, HMCS 
• Dingwall, Able Wren Eileen -- Interviews 
• Gloucester, Ont. 
• Huff/Duff 
• Navy -- Canada 
• St. Hyacinth, HMCS 
• Wireless Interception 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 300 
Interviewee Downton, Eric J. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Eric J. Downton, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place  2 November 1982, Vancouver BC 

Box/File  3.15 



 

 

 
 
 

Transcript  tss, corr. 34 leaves 
Summary  Lt. Cmdr Eric J. Downton 

Royal Canadian Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. Downton was born in Ottawa in 1917. He graduated from the 
London School of Economics in 1938, becoming a journalist in London 
then covered the civil war in Spain. Night Editor in Singapore and 
covered the Sino-Japanese war in Shanghai. Returned to Singapore and 
was conscripted into the Straights Settlement Volunteer Reserve. Left 
before war began, returning to Canada. Joined the RCNVR in Ottawa at 
the end of 1940. Selected to attend HMCS Kings for officer training. For 
a short time served in a minesweeper. Posted to Ottawa as assistant to 
Capt. Frank Houghton, Director of Plans. Favourable impression of 
R/Adm. Percy Nelles. Also comments on Lt. Cmdr Joe Jeffreys, a real 
organizer. Capt. Eric Brand, Director of Naval Intelligence, later followed 
by Captain de Marbois. Houghton found Bill Strange at the CBC and 
brought him to the Information Department. Also Stu Keate, a 
newspaperman. Naval headquarters was a wonderful example of 
improvisation, very relaxed, and with very easygoing security. Nelles a 
real driving force in acquiring corvettes for the navy. Admires the high 
level of pride in the Naval Service Headquarters. Involved in the 
organization of the Special Operations Executive Training camp in 
Ontario. Now Downton moved to the Intelligence side of headquarters 
and was sent to London, partly as he could be a Russian interpreter. Liaised 
with Admiralty intelligence and the SOE. In this case he worked under 
Captain RI Agnew, a very capable officer. Mentions seeing the Cavendish 
Hotel and speaking to the famous Rosa Lewis. Other interesting people met 
in the furtherance of his position included Ian Fleming of 
James Bond fame, Ralph Izard an expert on Germany and war 
correspondent, and Kim Philby who later defected to Russia. Later 
Downton tried to go to Dieppe as an observer but couldn't get away. 
Refers again to Ian Fleming, later on in London, speaks of Kim Philby as 
a correspondent in Spain (the fascist side), where he was wounded. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Later in Beirut Philby became a close friend, while working as a 
correspondent and apparently a Russian agent. Downton wanted to return 
to sea and after a short refresher course at HMCS Kings became gunnery 
officer in HMCS Brantford (corvette), in 1943. Served on the "triangle 
run" (Halifax, Boston, Newfie). Weather very bad in winter and living 
conditions appalling in the mess desk. One fault of the corvettes was their 
slow speed, slower than U-boats, on the surface. Speaks of convoy 
discipline and the restrictions that applied. In Newfoundland good times 
were had at the "Crow's Nest". Newfie was a more pleasant post than 
Halifax. Speaks of wartime morale. Amazed at the present high 
technology available at sea vs. the simple corvette. During the war he was 
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very impressed with the kindness and extreme efficiency of the repair 
work in Boston and New York. Downton and his wife live in Boston for 
several months while working up and commissioning American light 
destroyer escorts (LDEs), later called in the RN, Captain class frigates. 
Downton was contacted by a friend in the Reuters office in New York and 
was offered a job as a war correspondent. He accepted and when just 
about to sail to the UK in an LDE he was ordered to Ottawa where he 
was discharged (1944). To Washington DC, catching up on his trade, 
passing the American security clearance (tougher than the British). Flew 
to England to serve with General Patton. Flew over with an RN admiral 
who was very complimentary about the Canadian Navy. Worked with 
Patton's staff for the rest of the war. Afterwards Reuters sent him to 
Moscow. Looks back on the effort, willingness and respect he held for 
the Canadian Navy, particularly the HQ staff. Here Lawrence speaks of 
Downton being Bureau Chief in a dozen cities around the world and was 
war correspondent in "wars" and the Korean War. Visited a Canadian 
destroyer in Japan and was impressed with the high tech and 
professionalism. At the end mentions the great respect they had for the 
German Navy. 

• Branford, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Canadian Naval Headquarters, London 
• Castle Class Frigates 
• Downton, Lt. Cmdr. Eric J. -- Interviews 
• Intelligence, Naval -- Canada 
• Morale, Naval 
• Naval Service Headquarters 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Philby, Kim (Defector) 
• Reuters, News Gathering Organization 
• Sino-Japanese War, 1937-1945 
• War Correspondent 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 335 
Interviewee Doyle, Donald Francis “Dolly” 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer Donald F. Doyle, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 16 October 1985, Halifax NS 

Box/File 4.11 
Transcript  tss, corr. 45 leaves 
Summary  Chief Petty Officer Donald Francis Doyle 



 

 

 
 
 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
CPO Doyle joined the Navy in 1927 as a Boy Seaman and left in April 
1949. He came from a sea-faring family. Boy Seaman training was 
rugged. Joined HMCS Festubert, a coal burning minesweeper, under JCI 
Edwards. Later in HMCS Champlain. Doyle sent for some months to 
HMS Warspite as an Able Seaman (1930). Then to HMS Excellent for 
his gunner qualifications. Joined HMS Champion. When HMCS 
Saguenay was completed he joined the crew and took the new destroyer 
to Canada. Future Admiral Percy Nelles was the captain of Saguenay. 
The navigator, Harold Grant, later became admiral. Returned to HMS 
Excellent to qualify as a Gun Layer and instructed at HMCS Stadacona 
until 1936. Favourable comment on R. Adm. Hugh Allen who lived close 
by and was much admired. Back to Stadacona, instructing new entries, 
October 1939 to June 1941, when he was acting petty officer. Joined 
HMCS Prince David under Cmdr. Ken Adams. Saw what they took to be 
a German AMC moving very fast -- not able to attack, and the German 
had other priorities in mind. At the same time Prince David took a 
disabled British merchant ship in tow and landed in Bermuda after a 1000 
mile journey. Trained 35 Trinidadians for auxiliary service in the RN. 
Joined HMCS Skeena under Cmdr. Ken Dyer. Comments on Dyer, his 
successor Boak and then PFX Russell. Work-ups in the UK. Protecting 
the west end of the "Invasion". Their group -- EG12 -- Qu'Appelle, 
Skeena and Restigouche, engaged three FLAK ships. During the 
engagement, with Doyle in charge of "A" gun there was a misfire 
requiring the breech to be opened -- without the caution laid down in the 
gun-drill manual -- and the defective charge withdrawn and dumped in 
the sea. This happened three times. Doyle feels that the cordite was 
defective. A very dangerous thing to do. Actions caused several of the 
crew to be wounded, including Doyle. Returned to Plymouth where they 
were met by medical staff and work parties cleaned the ship, re- 
ammunitioned, sent her out again -- second action they suffered heavy 
damage during a collision. A month in Plymouth, replacing the bow then 
to Iceland where the Skeena dragged her anchors and went aground. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Abandoned ship -- some casualties -- good description of the sinking. Sent 
to HMCS Peregrine which was not well run in Doyle's opinion and then to 
Esquimalt to be drafted to HMCS Uganda (cruiser) under Capt. Rollo 
Mainguy. Returns to remarks about the Skeena going aground. Doyle 
served in Uganda during her trip around South America. Later joined 
HMCS Haida under Cmdr. AF Pickard. Cruised in Canadian water 
including to Churchill, Man. Critical comment on the "two year 
volunteer" just after the war. Even the Korean War did not provide any 
actual fighting. Enjoyed a large retirement party at Stadacona. A few 
comments on naval life and some of the personalities who participated in 
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• Boy Seaman 
• Champlain, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Doyle, Chief Petty Officer Donald F. -- Interviews 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery Training Establishment) 
• Gunnery -- Naval 
• Haida, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Naval life -- Canada 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Canada -- Pre-1939 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Seaman Education and Training 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 276 
Interviewee Dzioba, Larry  A. 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain Larry A. Dzioba, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent  Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place  4 May 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.16 
Transcript  tss, corr. 41 leaves 

tss, corr. 40 leaves 
Summary      Capt. Larry A. Dzioba 

Royal Canadian Navy 
Canadian Forces (N) 

 
After passing his Officer Selection Board, Capt. Dzioba joined the RCN 
at Royal Roads with the entry class of 1949. Believes that his may be the 
first class to feel the effect of the Mainguy Report since there were a 
number of cadets from other than an Anglo background. At this time 
Royal Roads was a tri-service institution commanded by Group Captain 
Milroy. Little sign of any naval influence, academics being the thing. 
Cadets who wanted the navy went to sea in the summer. Appointed to 
HMCS Ontario (cruiser). Sailed for the East Coast in order to take 
Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh from Sydney, N.S., to St. 
John's, Newfoundland. While ashore at Sydney, the midshipmen 
misbehaved and the whole class suffered stoppage of leave for a month. 



 

 

 
 
 

One of the class was pressured into approaching the Royal couple to 
suggest that the Royal prerogative be used to grant clemency to all under 
punishment. This was not popular with the ship's Commander. However, 
when Princess Elizabeth went ashore it was announced that clemency had 
been granted. Capt. E. P. Tisdale commanded Ontario, was both firm and 
knowledgeable. Ontario to refit and the ten midshipmen were sent to 
frigates to sail south for additional training in navigation and seamanship. 
Comments on Officer-of-the-Watch with many others filling the bridge of 
Ontario and the single officer (and his midshipman assistant) in a frigate. 
Excellent "role-model" experience very necessary for organizing naval 
vessels. Hard study for their Seamanship Board which he passed in 1952 
(comment here on men's dress in the 1950's -- not all wished to wear 
"Canada" badges). As a midshipman he spent almost four months in 
destroyer before going to Greenwich for Sub-Lieutenant's courses. Hard 
work put the Canadians near the top of the class. Describes his marriage 
at the age of twenty to a Canadian girl and the Anglican priest at 
Greenwich, because he was legally under age, demanded that he obtain 
his parents' permission. Some comment on life at Greenwich. Moved to 
HMS Excellent (Whale Island) and HMS Vernon were hard work. 
Navigation at HMS Dryad. Academics essential but competence at sea 
was the bench-mark. A failure in that meant course repetition. Returned 
to Canada, appointed to HMCS Ontario as a Sub-Lieutenant in 1954 
where they trained HMCS Venture cadets. Comments on the Venture 
system of training young cadets. In Ontario he found himself appointed 
Communications Officer -- the head of a department -- and with a very 
good staff. After six months he obtained his watch-keeping certificate. 
Now a Lieutenant he was sent as divisional officer to HMCS Cornwallis 
together with all of his original class, each in charge of about sixty new 
entry seamen. Anecdote of the young recruits on the station platform 
being told to rid themselves of all the knives, brass knuckles, liquor etc. 
that they were carrying or there would be no supper -- and the lads were 
all hungry. Very effective method. The next twenty weeks of training 
made a vast difference to most young men -- a marked change for the 
better. Dzioba attended the first Canadian Long Gunnery course in 1958, 
qualifying in 1959. After eighteen months in HMCS Kootenay (destroyer 
escort) went to the Long Weapons course then to HMCS Saguenay on the 
West Coast. In 1963 promoted to Lt. Commander and sent as an 
exchange officer to the RN -- to the Experimental Department at Whale 
Island. Returned to the Canadian Gunnery School eventually taking over 
as the Long Weapons Officer. Unification and R/Adm Landymore, 
particularly the dinner organized by the Lt. Commanders for R/Adm 
Landymore and the mess dinner organized by the admiral -- again for the 
Lt. Commanders at which he pointed out that the Lt. Commanders were 
vital to the continuation of the Navy. Returns to his time at Whale Island 
and how much time and effort was put into tactical development, missiles, 
trials etc. Questioned about the influence on the Canadian Navy 
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by the U.S. Navy. This transition did not start until the 1970's -- moving 
into the American style of operations, etc. particularly on the West Coast. 
However, the Americans did train some of our young officers in 
submarine operations. These officers eventually went back to the RN 
system and to the Perisher Course (submarine commanders' qualifying 
course) called Perisher's Course because so many candidates will perish - 
- that is, fail -- as many as fifty percent did! Capt. Dzioba then 
commanded three destroyers in short order -- Algonquin, Halifax to 
Esquimalt to pay her off, Saguenay from Expo '67 to Halifax and into 
refit -- and a new captain, Pat Ryan, then Terra Nova for three years as a 
Commander. Next to Washington as one of the Liaison Officers. Learned 
a great deal about the USN and the bureaucracy. Appointed to Protector 
(operational support ship) as a newly promoted Captain and stayed for 
three years. Retired after thirty-eight years of service. 
 

• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Dzioba, Capt. Larry A. -- Interviews 
• Kootenay, HMCS (Destroyer Escort) 
• Landymore, R/Adm. W.M. 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Protecteur, HMCS (Operations Support Ship) 
• Royal Naval College Greenwich 
• Royal Roads (Tri-Service College) 
• Submarine Operations and Training 
• Terra Nova, HMCS (Destroyer Escort) 
• Unification 
• Uniforms, Naval 
• United States -- Navy 
• Whale Island (Gunnery Training Establishment) 
• World War II 
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Interviewee Elwood, Catherine  (née Popham) 

Title My Naval experiences by Leading Wren Admin. Catherine Ellwood, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 4 March 1988, Qualicum Beach BC 

Box/File 4.12 
Transcript  tss, corr. 18 leaves (in Peggy Parker folder) 
Summary  Leading Wren Catherine Elwood (née Popham) 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
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Mrs. Elwood spent a considerable portion of her childhood on Salt Spring 
Island where her father was an Anglican Vicar. Joined the Navy, a family 
tradition. Sent to HMCS Conestoga in Galt, Ont. For training. Chief Petty 
Officer Sandy Sanderson -- a very strong character -- and Lt. Commander 
Isobel MacNeill with a real power of command and so much respected. 
Scrubbing floors was the usual punishment, meted out as necessary. After 
a month she was sent to HMCS Stadacona and shortly after that to the 
Central Record Office in HMCS Scotian. Discusses "who you know" was 
important in joining the Navy (Lawrence had the same kind of entrée). 
Had a rather restricted social life. The Wren quarters looked out over 
Bedford Basin where often interesting ships appeared. Evacuated the 
barracks during the ammunition explosion at the end of the war. The 
Wrens were evacuated to a park and then to an air force hanger for the 
night. Saw part of the Halifax riot, took some pictures of the rioters. 
Returned to barracks. Mentions Capt. Ken Adams orchestrating the beer 
distributors on VJ Day at Stadacona. Posted to Esquimalt (HMCS Naden) 
in October 1945 in the Leave and Transportation Office. Released from 
the Navy in February 1946. Admits that in order to avoid divisions 
(Sunday) she wrote herself a pass signed by herself -- as a Lt. 
Commander -- and was able to leave the barracks and avoid the parade! 
Some reflections on Wren life and good friends. 
 

• Armament Depot Explosion 
• Conestoga, HMCS (WRCNS Training Establishment) 
• Ellwood, Leading Wren Catherine -- Interviews 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Riot, Halifax (VE-Day) 
• Scotian, HMCS (Dockyard, Halifax) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Depot Ship -- Halifax) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 301 
Interviewee Evans, William “Bill” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander W. Evans, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 3 January 1983, Vancouver BC 

Box/File 3.17 
Transcript  tss, corr. 46 leaves 
Summary  Lt. Commander William Evans 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. Evans, one o the most experienced corvette captains, joined the 
Reserve in 1937. His father as the captain of RMS Akabo which, using 
her stern gun, sank a submarine in 1917. In the Navy he took rudimentary 
training, moved to Toronto and in January 1940 went on active service as 
a Lieutenant (since he was over 26 years of age!). Sent to HMCS Stone 
Frigate at RMC Kingston. Mentions his instructors. Courses in Halifax. 
Appointed First Lieutenant of HMCS Cobalt (corvette) then building. 
Changed to HMCS Eyebright during work-ups and for the following year 
(1941) on convoys with Clyde Escort Force. Returned to Halifax then to 
St. John's where the St. John's-Londonderry route was formed. In 
Charleston, NC for refit when Pearl Harbour was attacked. In January 
1942 took the long N (navigation) course [this may be incorrect, 
transcript says the short N course], which was held at HMCS Kings at 
that time. Took command of the armed yacht HMCS Reindeer -- not in 
very desirable condition. Appointed to the corvette HMCS Kitchener in 
June of 1942. Work-ups in Picton, exercising with two submarines, 
British and Dutch. There they made the movie K225, including the 
"sinking" of the Dutch submarine. Kitchener left -- leaving the film 
unfinished although later produced with "mock-ups" etc. Returned to 
convoy duty. Later sent to the UK to participate in North African 
"TORCH" operation -- sixteen Canadian corvettes were assigned. To 
Liverpool for new weapons and better radar. Tricky navigation due to 
channels having to be used because of mine fields. Sailed with a convoy a 
very strong escort into the Mediterranean. Sailed the same route again in 
January 1943 and again from Gibraltar to Bone in North Africa. 
Promoted to Lt. Commander. Comments on the loss of HMCS Louisburg 
(corvette) which Evans puts down to the light North Atlantic camouflage 
-- as distinct from the darker Med. Cam. -- and that Louisburg was 
temporarily in the convoy position normally held by the convoy senior 
officer -- the RN destroyer HMS Loyal. HMCS Regina, the senior 
officer's ship broke down at Gibraltar. And Kitchener took over with 
Evans as senior officer. Advised by two RN officers that enemy attacks 
were at sunset and suggested smokescreens were advantageous. The 
convoy came under attack; no ships sunk but due to the requirement for 
smoke the speed of the Kitchener was reduced to six knots. (Oil fuel 
improperly burned = smoke) 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Blank for a few minutes, long lead in to the start of the interview. 
Lawrence recapitulates in this transcript about a convoy on February 6 
1943, about six hours from Oran, escorted by six RN and nine Canadian 
corvettes was attacked by German aircraft resulting in the loss of HMCS 
Louisburg (also refer to Hall Tingley's account #332). Evans feels that 
Flower class corvettes could not effectively handle all the heavy signal 
traffic received by a convoy senior officer with only 3 signalmen and 3 



 

 

 
 
 

WT ratings. Under attack a corvette could not handle it -- a destroyer was 
needed. Feels that the Canadian group was effective as they had been 
trained through Capt. Roberts courses (tactics) in Liverpool. Protecting the 
convoy was paramount and so long attacks on submarines was not 
permitted. Points out that the submarines had to operate in the confined 
and shallow water of the Mediterranean. Returns to December 1942 and 
convoy MKS-4 returning to the UK. Confusing navigational instructions 
received that caused the convoy to sail too close to the coast of Ireland. 
Despite turning away one merchant ship (SS Barrister) had gone aground 
on a reef. Kitchener turned back to assist, getting between the merchant 
ship and the shore. This was done without charts, using only an echo- 
sounder. Seventy-three crew were rescued. Apparently the Barrister had 
"romped and passed up the port side of the convoy…ten or fifteen miles 
ahead" (moved smartly ahead and grounded off Galway, 4 January 1942) 
which nobody noticed. (Ref. Harrison Line Letter, No.42, March 1944 -- 
not in this library). Evan's is again critical of RN routing, also in Canada, 
off Halifax. Evans recalls sailing to Canada in convoy ON5-2 (29 May 
1943) and standing by a large fog-bound iceberg for about 2 hours with 
all navigation lights turned on and blowing "U" on the whistle to warn the 
merchant ships. To Newfoundland where Kitchener formed a one ship 
support group eventually to be enlarged by two more corvettes. Sailed 
May 13, 1943 in support of SC130. Joined several convoys as a support 
group although Evans admits they were not in the same class as later 
support groups of ships and destroyers. Later joined C-5, and excellent 
group headed by Hugh Pullen in HMCS Ottawa. To Nova Scotia for refit 
then appointed to command a Castle class corvette then building in 
Scotland. These ships carried squid -- the forward throwing A/S mortar 
mounted ahead of the bridge. In HMCS Tillsonburg was fortunate to 
receive an experienced crew from Canada and sailed to Stornaway for 
work-ups. Cut short by reports of a submarine off Rockhall in the 
Atlantic off Scotland. Despite discharging all their squid projectiles no 
real result was obtained. In Canada joined Jeff Brock who was forming 
an escort group. Later at Liverpool lunched with Sir Max Horton the anti- 
submarine C in C at Liverpool where Brock showed how efficient and 
thoughtful he was regarding A/S warfare. Tillsonburg was in the last 
convoy crossing the Atlantic and half way across the convoy was 
dispersed and all the ships turned on their lights! Left Tillsonburg in 
August 1945. Discusses the Castle class ships and other A/S types. 
Appointed to HMCS Eastview (frigate) on the West Coast but did not 
assume command. Additional discussion of types of ships and how 
difficult it was to protect convoys in 1941 and 1942. Corvettes did their 
primary job -- to keep submarines under the surface. Lt. Commander 
Evans then quotes a poem called The Charter of the Atlantic, written in 
1941 when the Atlantic Charter was instigated by Roosevelt and 
Churchill. This was given to him in 1942 by Frederick George Scott, a 
padre with a First World War Victoria Cross (see below) who was at the 



 

 

 
 
 

1942 commissioning of HMCS Kitchener. 
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Note: Hon. Lt. Col. Canon Frederick George Scott was not awarded the 
VC but was awarded a CMG and a DSO for services with the Canadian 
Corps in the Great War. (WST) 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Barrister, SS (Merchant Vessel) 
• Bombing Attacks -- Italian 
• Brock, Commander JV 
• Convoy Attacks 
• Evans, Lieutenant Commander William -- Interviews 
• Eyebright, HMCS (Corvette) 
• K225 -- Naval War Film 
• Kitchener, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Louisburg, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Mediterranean Sea (Naval Operations) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• North African Campaign, 1943 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Reindeer, HMCS (Armed yacht) 
• Squid, A/S Mortar 
• Stone Frigate, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Tilsonburg, HMCS (Corvette) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 346 
Interviewee Forrester, Thomas H. 

Title My Naval experiences by Leading Stoker Thomas H. Forrester DSM, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 27 March 1987, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.13 
Transcript  tss, corr. 29 leaves 

29 leaves [with Dave Wright -- works for Hal L.] 
Summary  Leading Stoker (MM) Thomas H. Forrester, DSM 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy at the age of 22 in November 1942 as a Stoker 1. Sent to 
Detroit for training on the engines used in Landing Craft (LCIs). Picked 
up the American-built craft and sailed for Bermuda and then to Gibraltar. 
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There were 250 feet in length with a crew of 18 -- 22. Landing troops East 
of Algiers -- behind the German lines, about 250 at the time -- about as 
far as Tunisia. Later he participated in the invasion of Sicily -- landing at 
Syracuse on the East Coast. Explains technique of landing troops and 
getting off again. Came under air attack at night. Helped in the crossing of 
the Messina Strait. Operated on both the West and East coast of Italy, 
again dropping troops off behind the Germans. In the case of the east 
coast they would only leave the troops ashore 24-48 hours. The LCI (273) 
was sunk at Anzio and nearly all the troops aboard drowned. Forrester 
personally saved three soldiers for which he was later awarded the 
Distinguished Conduct Medal. A little later in Malta he appeared he 
appeared to be suffering from "battle fatigue" and was returned to HMCS 
Niobe in Scotland, after a month he volunteered to go to the 65th MTB 
flotilla at Great Yarmouth, then to Brixham where he had a shore 
position, amongst other duties, providing compressed air for torpedoes. 
Made a few trips with Lt. Cmdr JRH Kirkpatrick to the Channel Islands. 
Occasionally to the Dutch coast. Gives and account of his rescue work at 
the Anzio sinking that resulted in the award of the DSM. During period 
of steady sea time or in action they were badly sleep deprived to the point 
where even fifteen minutes of sleep was welcome. Comments on week- 
end leave in Tunis which was wide open -- troops from both sides used to 
go there, quite illegally. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Tries to find the name of the town on a map. Plenty of liquor including 
saving the issue rum. Forrester tells he went ashore in North Africa with 
one of his captains who wore Forrester's extra uniform. A good time was 
had by all as long as the officer remembered that he was a Stoker (MM). 
 

• Anzio -- Naval Operations 
• Casualties 
• Conditions of Service 
• Forrester, Leading Stoker (MM) Thomas H. -- Interviews 
• Great Yarmouth (MTB Base) 
• Kirkpatrick -- Lieutenant Commander James RH 
• Landing Craft -- (LCI) 
• MTB flotilla -- 65th 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niobe, HMCS (Greenock, Sub Depot) 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• Sicily, 1943 -- Naval Operations 
• Stokers, Naval -- Canada 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 367 
Interviewee Fulton, J.A. 



 

 

 
 
 

Title My Naval experiences by Vice Admiral J.A. Fulton, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 4, 5 April 1982, Victoria BC 

Box/File 1.10 
Transcript  tss, corr. 85 leaves “Vice Admiral J.A. Fulton” 
Summary  Vice-Admiral J.A. Fulton CMM 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

As a boy Vice Adm. Fulton crossed the Atlantic many times with his 
father who represented the government of Ontario in London. Returned to 
Canada in 1939 in the Duchess of Richmond (CP Liner). Schooled in 
Grimsby, Ontario. Joined the Naval College, HMCS Royal Roads in 
1944. Comments on several Chief Petty Officers who took the cadets in 
hand -- some very firmly! Academic and naval subjects. The war ended 
and many of the class decided to become RCNVR officers rather than 
RCN. Discusses college uniforms and "going ashore" once a month. 
Mentions several high ranking visitors to Royal Roads and various naval 
officers on staff. PT display at graduation. Bob Welland and Freddy 
Frewer both popular and fair disciplinarians. Duty was taught by very 
good officers. As midshipmen the new graduates were sent to the United 
Kingdom, split between Chatham and Plymouth to take an Anti-Aircraft 
Defence Officers course so that in battleships they could become High 
Angle Control Officers (HACO). Also first experience in a motor cutter 
with a bowman, a sternsheetsman and a coxswain -- a great learning 
experience. Joined HMS Norfolk (cruiser) undergoing a re-fit in South 
Africa. Twelve week cruise in the sloop HMS Neribe to Takarade on the 
Gold Coast and the Niger River. A seamanship learning experience. 
Spent some time in the cruiser HMS Nigeria (cruiser), August 1947 
posted to Greenwich for sub-lieutenant courses and to acquire social 
polish -- virtually a "must" in the West End of London. Thursday mess 
dinners, often dancing after (with WRENS). Great friendships were made 
(worldwide). Halifax in 1948 in HMCS Haida. List officers. Talk of 
mooring ship in Bermuda -- returned to England for more sub-lieutenant 
courses -- gunnery, TAS, signals, navigation prior to specialization. 
Opted for gunnery. Promoted sub-lieutenant. Rejoined HMCS Haida, 
then to HMCS Huron for re-arming with 4" guns and promotion to 
lieutenant. Comments on the generally low state of naval vessels -- a bit 
run down. Korean War, 1950 but before Huron went she joined HMCS 
Magnificent (carrier) and Micmac on a tour of Europe. Londonderry for 
exercises at the Joint Maritime Warfare School. Comment on the well- 
trained (in the UK) officers the RCN was receiving. Much improvement 
in Magnificent's air group. Slated for Korea in January 1951. Returned 
home via Bermuda where there was a little trouble (mistakenly of 
course). Sailed for Korea but suffered an accidental crack in the hull, 
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which had to be repaired in Long Beach, Ca. In Korea shore bombardment 
and escort duties. Two-week rest in Hong Kong. Excellent ship handling 
experience. Shore bombardment at night. Returned to Halifax in August 
1951. Appointed Flag Lieutenant to Admiral Mainguy. Later served R. 
Admiral Bidwell. Went to Norfolk, Virginia for the inauguration of 
SACLANT. Sent to Whale Island (UK) for the Long Gunney course -- a 
very rewarding time. Compares his RN training vis-à- vis the US Navy 
and in particular the senior officers although he feels 
that there was a decline in the early seventies. Speaks of naval morale and 
how to keep it up in "good ships". 
 

• Conditions of Service 
• Fulton, Vice-Admiral J.A. -- Interviews 
• Greenwich, Naval College 
• Haida, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Huron, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Korea -- 1951-1953 -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Neribe, HMS (Sloop) 
• Nigeria, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (Naval College) 
• Whale Island (Greenwich Training Establishment) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 302 
Interviewee Fynn, Derrick Arthur  “Mickey” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Derrick A. Fynn, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (90s). 
Date/Place  26 November 1986, Vancouver BC 

Box/File  3.18 
Transcript  tss, corr. 52 leaves 
Summary  Derrick Arthur Fynn 

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
When war broke out in 1939 Fynn found himself too short to become a 
pilot in the RAF and had the same thing happen in the Fleet Air Arm, 
which he joined as a Naval Airman, Second Class. Then as an ordinary 
seaman he was sent to Halifax to join HMS Maloja (AMC) an old P&O 
liner. Convoy escort, ordered to return immediately to Halifax since the 



 

 

 
 
 

German Bismarck (battleship) was at sea. His ship was paid off and after 
a short time in barracks went to sea in a destroyer and finally to a 
selection board for King Alfred for officer training which he successfully 
passed. Posted to HMS Tormentor, the raiding craft base in Southampton 
Water. Trained to operate LCA's -- Landing Craft Assault- which could 
carry up to approximately 30 men. After training was appointed to HMS 
Royal Scotsman. A former Glasgow to Belfast ferryboat, passengers and 
cattle, of about 4000 tons. The ship carried six LCA's in Orsfield joist 
spurs not davits. Operation Torch (1942) at North Africa. Promoted to 
Sub. Lieutenant. Describes the landing of American Rangers with 
virtually no opposition at Arzew (between Algiers and Oran). Carried 
military stores ashore for several days. Boats damaged due to rough 
weather. Then carried troops from Algiers to Bone. Came under several 
heavy bombing and torpedo attacks as they moved eastward. Now 
carrying reinforcements to Bone. (Kassarine Pass Tale) 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Involved in landing a platoon of the Special Air Service to capture a well- 
protected lighthouse in Sicily. Tested the depth of water at the beach and 
claims that at 10 minutes before the hour, to be the first man ashore at 
Sicily! Anecdote of surveying the beaches and of the CO of the SAS 
group. (pongos = soldiers) Later on sent to India to train the Indian Navy 
in small boat work. This was not a success and the whole idea was 
scrapped. Returned to the Mediterranean to participate in the Eighth 
Army landings in Italy. Taranto, Messina and then Salerno, which was 
seriously defended. Anecdote about a very annoyed Randolph Churchill. 
Participated in the invasion of Elba -- by the re-constituted North African 
French Army. The enemy had been Italian, but now it was German, and 
thus a very different matter. Fynn and his LCA, part of a large group, 
were to attack a mole in the northern part of Elba. Heavily protected by 
coastal artillery and a German Flak boat behind the mole. A detailed 
account of a difficult attack. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Attack continues including the behaviour of the senior officer- of which 
Fynn did not approve. The Germans blew up the mole-many casualties- 
larger landing craft were sinking outside the entrance. Under fire, Fynn 
picked up survivors just outside the harbour entrance. Retired -- the only 
ship moving -- under heavy fire. A motor launch advised Fynn that the 
harbour attack had been abandoned and the remainder of the attack had 
gone in at the secondary beach. His LCA was in danger of sinking -- 
temporary repairs kept the boat afloat and undertow was able to get to 
Bastia in Corsica where the boat was abandoned. Finally returned to his 
mother ship, reported the loss of two men. Some discussion of a lack of a 
DSC for Fynn. Participated in the South of France landings in the Royal 
Scotsman and carried the various commanders-in-chief of the 
Mediterranean theatre -- including Winston Churchill for a short time. 
Fynn returned to England and appointed to an old V&W destroyer, HMS 



 

 

 
 
 

Vesper. Then gunnery officer aboard HMS Deane (captain class frigate) 
part of a hunter/killer group (1945). Three days before the end of the war 
the ship was warned of a U-boat attack, streamed their FOXER to confuse 
acoustic torpedoes. They were luckier than a ship in company- HMS 
Redmill who had her stern blown off. Deane then sank U-boats in the 
minches off Scotland. War ended and accepted surrendered U-boats off 
Cape Wrath (Scotland). As boarding officer he inspected the submarines 
and gives a good account of dealing with the captain and crew. Fynn kept 
watch for the whole trip from the North to Loch Fyne at the mouth of the 
Clyde (his only 24 hour watch). 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Tied up in Loch Fyne -- about half a dozen U-boats at a buoy, guarded by 
the frigate with steam up at all times. RN submarine crews are taken 
aboard the U-boats in 24hour shifts and U-boat crews taken ashore for 
exercise. Appointed First Lieutenant of HMCS Prince Henry which had 
been taken over by the RN and for a short time in command of HMS 
Nizan (destroyer). Came to Canada in 1957 and joined HMCS Discovery 
in Vancouver as Sea Training Officer and Lieutenant Commander. Some 
discussion of the Naval Officers Association of British Columbia. 
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• Deane, HMS (Castle Class Corvette) 
• Discovery, HMCS 
• Elba, Invasion of 
• Fynn, Lieutenant Commander Derrick A. -- Interviews 
• Italy -- Invasion 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Landing Operations 
• LCA’s (Landing Craft, Assault) 
• Loch Fyne -- Scotland (Training Base) 
• Maloja, HMS (AMC) 
• Naval Airmen 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Great Britain 
• Nizan, HMS (Destroyer) 
• North Africa (Torch) -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Prince Henry (RN Accommodation Ship 1945) 
• Royal Scotsman, HMS (Infantry Landing Ship) 
• Salerno -- Italy 
• Sicily -- Invasion 
• Tormentor, HMS (Assault Craft Base) 
• U-Boats -- Germany (Surrender) 
• Vesper, HMS (Destroyer) 
• World War II 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

ID No. 303 
Interviewee Goad, James B. “Jim” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander J.B. Goad, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  2 audio cassettes (60, 60). 
Date/Place 2 October 1985, Toronto ON 

Box/File 3.19 
Transcript  tss, corr. 41 leaves 
Summary  Lt. Commander James Goad 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. Goad joined the Navy, due to family tradition, in May 1941. 
Sent to HMCS Kings for officer training. Posted to HMCS Lynx -- an 
armed yacht -- with a poor hull and before long was judged no longer sea 
worthy. Commanded a pair of motorboats covering an anti-submarine net 
at Louisburg. Eventually obtained a transfer to the RN but first served 
under Capt. Eustace Brock at HMC Niobe as gunnery officer in charge of 
the telephones, shore patrol, etc. then to the RN trials carrier HMS 
Victoria Castle after he took a Hangar Control course at Rosyth. Some 
description of the US built Canadian/British crewed HMS Nabob. Makes 
some comparison of British and Canadian attitudes. The Canadian 
seamen usually tried to do a little more than they were asked. Comments 
on his Air Arm superior, an incredible flyer who had, unfortunately, a 
number of disciplinary problems. As Nabob left Rosyth for Scapa Flow 
the ship hit the gate vessel and caused it considerable damage. Some 
comment on Capt. HN Lay as commanding officer. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Mining operation off the Norwegian coast and later against the German 
battleship Tirpitz. It was decided to send Nabob to join a convoy to 
Russia and while they were proceeding to do this Nabob was torpedoed. 
Just before that event Goad had been ordered to supervise the rum issue 
and with a Petty Officer and a number of seamen was four decks down 
and just unlocking the spirit locker. The area was immediately flooded 
but he was able to find air at the deck head. He was able to remain there 
for some hours before being swept by an inrush of water to the deck 
above which was opened and a petty officer pulled him out of the water. 
Goad covered in oil, put on a life jacket and went to the larger deck to 
assist in moving as much weight forward in order to raise the stern. A 
cruiser had been detached to sink the Nabob but Capt. Lay insisted that 
the ship could be saved. Goad was thought to be suffering from a 
concussion and was transferred to an RN destroyer. Gives an account of 
several things happening in Nabob including the unauthorized shutting 
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down of engines. On the return to Scapa Goad suffered from shock but 
many others were seriously injured and had to be buried at sea. Finally 
reach Scapa after 1600 mile voyage. At Scapa the survivors were issued a 
rum ration but being mostly Canadian seamen they accepted the first 
drink and went to the end of the line to obtain another. Finally, they were 
happily drunk. Goad, in command of this group heard no more about it. 
Discusses the earlier morale in Nabob. Many officers had been "logged" 
for minor misdemeanours. For his actions in Nabob at the time of the 
torpedoing Goad got a MID largely for remaining at his station. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Anecdotes about the damaged Nabob. Including having the officers 
remove the rotting bodies of those who had been trapped for several 
months in the ship and how the Supply Officer was relieved when the 
Admiral told him that he assumed that all the record books had been lost 
due to damage sustained. Goad returned to Canada to face the fact that 
the Navy didn't know quite what to do with him (as a hangar control 
officer). However the Manning Control Officer sent him to Bermuda in 
the corvette HMCS Camrose as navigator, about which he knew little. A 
change of CO brought them across the Atlantic to Plymouth to join the 
anti-submarine forces there. Anecdote re: firing starshell in Bermuda. 
Under James Lamb, the new CO, the ship became both happy and 
efficient. Several experiences including sunken merchant ship, as officer 
of the watch was responsible for a new sub-lieutenant who lost his place 
on the current zigzag diagram, their accompanying RN corvette turned 
and struck Camrose between the boiler rooms and luckily nobody was 
killed. Inquiries and reprimands all round, etc. After repairs and the end 
of the war Camrose ran a ferry service to one of the Channel Islands and 
took the surrender of the German minesweepers that were stationed there. 
The Canadian seamen took as many souvenirs as they could and 
developed a good trade in Britain. They found many Polish and Russians 
in German work battalions. German POW's were set to digging up mines 
with their bayonets. When done the British sergeants would march them 
back over the ground they had swept. This made the POW's work very 
thorough. Convoyed some slow convoys through minefields and 
exploded a deep mine with their cat gear (anti-aircraft torpedo gear). 
Returned to Halifax. Home on leave and a discharge. 

• Camrose, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Cat Gear (Anti-Acoustic Torpedo Gear) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Goad, Lieutenant Commander James B. -- Interviews 
• Hanger Control Officer 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Lay, Capt. H.L. 
• Lynx, HMCS (Armed Yacht) 
• Morale, Naval -- Canada 



 

 

 
 
 

• Nabob, HMS (Escort Aircraft Carrier) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Norway (Naval Operations) 
• Prisoners of War -- German 
• Scapa Flow (Naval Base, Orkney) 
• Victoria Castle, HMS (Trials Carrier) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 277 
Interviewee Grant,  John Moreau 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain John M. Grant, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (120,120). 
Date/Place 7, 8 February 1984, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.20 
Transcript  tss, corr. 42 leaves 
Summary  Captain John M. Grant, CBE 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the first class of twenty-one at the Royal Naval College of Canada 
in January 1911. Much emphasis on practical engineering. Sea time was 
done by sail-training to learn pilotage and seamanship. After two years 
joined HMS Berwick at Sheerness where the Canadian midshipmen were 
the entire gunroom. Cruise in Berwick to the West Indies. Just prior to 
that they joined the Home Fleet manoeuvres. The sub of the gunroom 
would administer a canning from time to time -- six of the best -- which 
the midshipmen all considered to be justly deserved. Discusses his 
classmates who were killed at the Battle of Coronel in 1914. In the cruise 
to the West Indies where he participated in a short expedition, half a day 
up a river where a British concern was being bothered by local bandits. 
Returned to Bermuda and then Halifax where Captain Grant was ordered 
to join the cruiser HMS Suffolk (14 August, 1914). Joined in the New 
York Patrol (against German ships trying to get home to Germany). 
Appointed to HMS Beaver (destroyer) at Harwick -- after his Sub- 
Lieutenants' courses, which he took at the Naval College in Halifax. 
Discusses some aspects of life there, including the then CO Lt. Cmdr. 
Nixon and the Engineer Officer Lt. Tim Bartlett. Very devoted officers. 
Notes that if a cadet fell ill, Lt. Cmdr. Nixon always produced a 
thermometer and if you had a temperature you were sick, and if not you 
were not considered ill! Returns to the Beaver a very fast ship but for 
Capt. Grant, his first experience with a small, neat turbine. They were 
part of the Harwick Force most often escorting supply ships from the 



 

 

 
 
 

Hook of Holland (the Beef Trip) to England. Did High Speed Submarine 
Sweeps -- describes the use of paravanes as sweeps by several destroyers 
in formation in the hope of catching a submarine (at a certain estimated 
depth). In 1917, still in Beaver, resumed anti-submarine patrols and at the 
end of the war entered the Dardanelles. However prior to the war's end 
the Beaver participated in the bombardment of Durazzo on the Albanian 
Coast. Through the Dardanelles to Sulina at the mouth of the Danube 
where the International Pilotage Depot was located. To Galati in 
Romania, showing the flag. Then to Odessa where they were greeted by a 
Loyalist ("white") cavalry regiment. Then to Sevastopol where they saw 
the abandoned Russian Black Sea Fleet. Considerable gunfire in the city. 
Great poverty, much robbery. In Odessa the RN took over such facilities 
as the telegraph office. Since Grant spoke a bit of German, which most 
Ukrainians did, he was used by his Captain as interpreter. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Some discussion of the civil war in Russia and how Beaver did service -- 
patrolling -- carrying senior officers. Returned to Malta for more of the 
same. Eyesight tested at Malta and due to this was returned to Canada 
where he was appointed Supply Officer and eventually Executive Officer 
of the Royal Canadian Naval College at Esquimalt (until 1921). Returns 
again to discuss the Canadian midshipmen who went with R/Adm. 
Cradock in HMS Good Hope. Comment favourably on the efficiency of 
the German ships and V/Adm, Graf von Spee, lost at Coronel. Capt. 
Grant was invalided out of the Navy as a Lieutenant in 1921. Returned for 
a short time to assist in training young recruits, largely in academic 
subjects. By 1924 had joined the new Brentwood College as Bursar, 
which also included teaching duties. Remained there until 1932. In 1939 
was recalled as a Lieutenant shortly promoted to Lieutenant Commander, 
to Ottawa. Involved in gathering information of German merchant 
shipping. Appointed Commander in the naval barracks at Esquimalt 
(HMCS Naden) under Capt. WBL Holmes. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Appointed in command of HMCS Royal Roads, the new naval college. 
The first class of Acting Probationary Temporary Sub-Lieutenants was 
accepted in 1940. The Director of Studies was Ken Ketchum, formerly 
Headmaster at St. Andrews College at Aurora, Ont. Discusses the 
professors who joined from RMC and other institutions. The earlier 
instruction had been involved with naval instructions in order to get 
RCNVR officers to sea in the relatively short time of four months. RCN 
cadets were first taken in 1942. Capt. Grant stayed in command for nearly 
five years. In 1943 he was allowed to tour the training establishments in 
the UK particularly Dartmouth. Capt. Grant was able to arrange that 
Canadian midshipmen were able to have RN training with some emphasis 
on Canadian Engineer Midshipmen. Comments on his assessment of the 
earlier RCNVR students. Replaced by Capt. WB Creery and appointed to 
Ottawa as an assistant to the Chief of Naval Staff. Is of the opinion that 



 

 

 
 
 

the Tri-Service Colleges were an advantageous thing in that scholastics 
were uniform and friendships could be formed throughout the Armed 
Forces. Retired in 1946. 
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• Anti-Submarine Warfare 
• Beaver, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Berwick, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Black Sea -- Naval Operations 
• Coronel, Battle of 1914 
• Danube River -- International Pilotage Depot 
• Dardanelles 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Grant, Capt. John M. -- Interviews 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Naval College Instructors 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Odessa -- Russia 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Naval College of Canada (Esquimalt) 
• Royal Naval College of Canada (Halifax) 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (Naval College) 
• Russian Black Sea Fleet, Sevastopol 
• Suffolk, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Tri-Service College, Esquimalt 
• World War I 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 362 
Interviewee Grimsdick, Joan 

Title My Naval experiences by P.O. Wtr WRCNS Joan Grimsdick, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 2 August 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.14 
Transcript  tss, corr. 
Summary  Petty Officer, Joan Grimsdick 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
 

While visiting Ottawa P.O. Grimsdick visited the naval recruiting station 
just to speak to the officer and see the uniform then returned to her home 
in Winnipeg and in May, 1943 she enlisted as a Probationary Wren. To 
HMCS Conestoga at Galt. Ont. Trained as a Captain's Writer due to her 
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experience with typewriter and short hand. Sent to HMCS Cornwallis 
where she began to work for Commander Beasley who was New Entry 
Officer. On Sundays the Wrens used to be taken sailing in whalers. Once 
caught in fog but able to reach the base. Hers was not the whaler that had 
to remain out all night! Anecdote of how she and some Wrens formed a 
choir so they could attend Sunday Divisions only for a very short time. 
Came and went with the padre! Returned to Galt for a Selection Board 
prior to proceedings overseas and as a result was one of the first group of 
WCRNS to CNMO (Canadian Naval Mission Overseas) at Haymarket in 
London. This was a group of 12 plus two officers that sailed in the Queen 
Mary (August 1943). At Haymarket she worked with the Estate Officer's 
Staff, gathering, writing letters, etc. about naval personnel who had died. 
Transferred to the Pay section dealing with advances, (usually called 
"Casuals") pay usually because pay records often went adrift when a 
person was transferred from one position to another. Good account of 
watching German "doodle bugs" flying over and see them explode. 
Comments that the story that if one could hear the flying bomb it 
wouldn't land on you. This not always true if the motor stopped next to or 
near you! A V-2 rocket landed close enough to shake the building and 
break a couple of windows. Generally she enjoyed a good social life 
including a few high jinks on a treasure hunt organised by the British 
Wrens. Stayed in London through VE-Day and was back in Ottawa for 
VJ-Day as a Leading Wren. Shortly after was promoted to Petty Officer 
during which she served as a counsellor to those leaving the navy. 
Discharged in July 1946. Some discussion of the Wren uniform -- from a 
fashion point of view. Returned to University, graduating with a 
Commerce degree. Further discussion on her counselling efforts. Some 
experiences at Wren reunions. 
 

• Canadian Naval Mission Overseas 
• Conditions of Service -- Navy -- Canada 
• Conestoga, HMCS (Training Base WCRNS) 
• Cornwallis HMCS (Training Base) 
• Flying Bombs -- German 
• Grimsdick, Petty Officer Joan -- Interview 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Personnel and Counselling -- Naval 
• Rockets V-2 -- German 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 304 
Interviewee Hanbury,  Ross M. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander R.M. Hanbury, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (120, 90). 



 

 

 
 
 

Date/Place 11 March 1984, Toronto ON 
Notes First tape has Lt. Comm. Percy at end on side 1, second tape has Lt. Clark 

on side 2. 
Summary  Lieutenant Commander Ross M. Hanbury 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy in December 1940 at Vancouver. Prior service (1939) in 
the 15th Coast Artillery Bde. as a gunner. After an appeal to Lt. Cmdr. 
John Grant (formerly one of his masters at Brentwood College) he found 
himself accepted by the Navy and, very quickly in Halifax. Temporary 
probationary Lieutenant (since he was 26 years of age). Lived out, trained 
in civilian clothes. Sent back to Vancouver for a short time as an 
instructor before being appointed to his first corvette, then building. First 
time at sea in HMCS Sherbrooke as First Lieutenant, commissioned in 
April 1940. Almost no sea-time among the Officers. Ship equipped with a 
wooden gun. Several convoys before convoy to Tobermory Scotland for 
work-up October 1941. In March 1942 sent to the Signal School at 
HMCS St. Hyacinthe for fourteen weeks. Then to HMCS Avalon in 
Newfoundland as Staff Signal Officer in the Autumn of 1942. The wolf- 
packs were appearing, heavy signal traffic a very significant period in the 
Atlantic war. Worked closely with a life-long friend, John Stubbs who 
was Staff Officer, Operations. Comments on the poor state of Canadian 
radar (the 5W1-C) and the better RN-274. In one convoy, pre 1941, they 
had two American destroyers surreptitiously protecting the convoy. Many 
Canadian ships obtained 274's with or without Ottawa's knowledge and 
finally orders were issued to obtain the new sets for all ships (Spring 
1943). In the Fall Hanbury was appointed to HMCS Valleyfield, a frigate 
under construction. This was changed to standing by a new frigate 
building in Victoria (HMCS New Glasgow). Sailed for the East coast 
under Lt. Cmdr. G.S. Hall, RCNR who had been in the Chinese Customs 
Service. Not a good manager of men, much disquiet resulted. Hanbury 
reported this problem to Captain D after explaining to Hall what he was 
about to do. Hall and Hanbury consulted with the Captain D with the 
result that Hall handled the ship, Hanbury attended to all matters, 
discipline, etc. within the ship. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
This resulted in a happy ship and Hanbury got on well with the Captain 
who in fact, was an excellent seaman. Eventually Hall was promoted and 
recommended Hanbury as the new Captain of New Glasgow. Later 
arrived in Newfoundland and found himself appointed to HMCS Halifax 
(corvette) for a short time. Re-appointed to New Glasgow as requested by 
Hall (August 1944) Flash-back: to request by John Stubbs for Hanbury to 
join Athabaskan as First Lieutenant. Hanbury said no -- because he 
wanted his own command (New Glasgow). Later worked with Cmd. Ted 
Briggs, senior Officer of EG-26 (in HMCS Beacon Hill) a "hunter killer" 
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group. In March 1945, near Oban Scotland in light rain by accident they 
found a snorkelling submarine, rammed, hit and damaged the U-boat. 
New Glasgow suffered much damage including a bent port propeller. 
Hanbury appointed to Halifax to take over the Tactical School until the 
war ended. Would not volunteer again for service in the Pacific War. The 
requirement was purely political and un-popular. Returned to work with 
Wood, Gundy investment dealers. First in Victoria, then London, 
England. Retired in 1974. Naval anecdote or two. 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Avalon, HMCS (Depot Ship, St. Johns) 
• Condition of Service 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Hanbury Lieut. Cmdr. Ross M. -- Interviews 
• Irish Sea -- Naval Operations 
• Morale 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Glasgow HMCS (Frigate) 
• Radar 
• Sherbrooke, HMCS (Corvette) 
• St. Hyacinthe, HMCS (Signal School) 
• Tactical School (Liverpool and Halifax) 
• U-boat -- German 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 258 
Interviewee Hanington,  Daniel Lionel “Dan” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Daniel L. Hanington, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (60, 60). 
Date/Place 11 May 1985, Halifax NS 

Box/File 1.11 
Transcript  tss, corr. 46 leaves 
Summary  Rear Admiral Daniel L. Hanington D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
In July 1940 joined HMCS Brunswicker as a midshipman RCNVR. A 
month later was sent to sea in the Armed Merchant Cruiser HMS 
Rajputana (ex P&O), eight old 6-in. guns, the captain a retired RN 
officer. Early convoy work: Halifax-Bermuda-mid-ocean then return to 
Halifax (Nov. 1940). Early corvettes with wooden guns, real ones fitted 
later. Comments on more or less luxurious cabins in former ocean liners. 



 

 

 
 
 

Excellent training included cargo storage as well as gunnery and 
navigation. On patrol in the Denmark Strait, between Iceland and 
Greenland. Torpedoed (13 Apr. 1941) in the engine room and several 
hours later torpedoed again on the opposite side. Speaks of casualties. A 
dozen or more hours in a life boat. Spotted by a flying boat from Iceland, 
in response to an emergency wireless transmitter. Discipline in the boat 
was excellent and commanded by an engineer sub-lieutenant (former 
yachtsman). Rescued by a British destroyer and taken to Reykjavik. 
Telegraphed home "Sunk, Saturated, Saved" Love Dan. Survivor's leave. 
Mentions fast reaction to unexpected alarm-clock and loud noises. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Joined HMCS Skeena (L/Cmdr. J.C. Hibbard) for a short time. Then to 
HMCS Kenogami (Lt. Cmdr. R. (Cowboy) Jackson). Comments on the 
Skeena XO, Lt. Larry Rutherford. Referring to Convoy SC42 he recalls 
poor navigation equipment that resulted in some peculiar situations, 
particularly after a five-day snow storm. Officers, including Hibbard in 
Skeena excessively tired (as much as 72 hrs. without sleep). Picked up 
Kenogami and sailed to Scotland with ninety eight survivors, a crew of 
fifty eight, and no food but hardtack, canned tomatoes and bully beef for 
the last three days. The cook was a German survivor from U-501, who 
was put to work (Lawrence interjects his story of picking up survivors 
and delivering them to Kenogami). Hanington mentions that he spent the 
next two and a half years on the mid-ocean run. Comments on the use of 
the Gladstone Plot and later the Welland Plot and difficulties navigating 
corvettes with no really up-to-date equipment (cf. RN equipment). Partly 
blames Naval Headquarters and the lack of efficient staff officers. 
Comments on the low state of training of seaman in corvettes -- easier in 
the destroyers who had a large component of pre-war petty officers. A 
very uncomfortable time spent on corvettes and hard work. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Some time spent on Sub. Lt. courses at HMCS King in Halifax and the 
exploits of a few on the course. Posted then to HMCS Wetaskiwin (Lt. 
Cmdr. G.H. Windeyer RCN an ex RN officer, a somewhat mercurial 
officer). Sank U-boat refers to Marc Milners history. Good plotting by 
Hanington after the U-boat had been "lost" resulted in the final sinking by 
Skeena. Refit at Galveston, Texas at the end of 1943. Six weeks later was 
drafted to New Waterford (frigate) under Teddie Buggs (Acting Cmdr. 
W.E.S. Briggs DSC) and the XO, Ruddle Brown sometime in the English 
Channel. With HMCS Annan when she sank U-1006. Recounts the story 
of the U-1003, firing two torpedoes at New Waterford but they failed due 
to faulty pistols! Comments on entering Scapa Flow using the new 271 
radar -- in a blinding snowstorm. Account of an RN attack (HMS Cam) 
on a sunken ammunition ship causing it to blow up directly under the 
attacker which caused every member of the crew to be injured, some very 
seriously. New navigation equipment including "Decca" and Loran" and 
stories of the navigation directing efforts of Wrens in England. Returned 
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to Halifax just before VE-Day. Comments that very few of ship's crew 
were involved in the Halifax riot. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Sent to the UK to commission HMCS Crusader (A/Lt. Cmdr. M.G. 
Stirling RCN) who Hanington considers a very fine captain -- cool and 
efficient among other attitudes. 
No further interview held here. 
 

• Annan, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Brunswicker, HMCS (Naval Division St. John) 
• Crusader, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Electron Equipment 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Hanington, Rear Adm. Daniel L. -- Interviews 
• Kenogami, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Waterford, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Prisoners of War -- German 
• Rajputana, HMS (Armed Merchant Cruiser) 
• Seamen -- Education and Training 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Wataskiwin, HMCS (Corvette) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 334 
Interviewee Harrison,  Donald C. “Don” 

Title My Naval experiences by Sub Lieutenant D.C. Harrison, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place  28 October 1986, Toronto ON 

Box/File 4.15 
Transcript  tss, corr. 32 leaves 

tss, corr. 15 leaves 
Summary  Sub-Lieutenant Donald C. Harrison 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined HMCS Royal Roads in 1942, graduated in July 1944. Originally 
Harrison Was RCN but changed to RCNVR. At the College the Chief 
Petty Officers were a very fine group. Harrison had been in the band at 
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Upper Canada College and became the official bugler at Royal Roads and 
thus didn't have to be inspected every morning. Graduated as a "VR" 
midshipman in Halifax (Aug. 1944). He was posted to HMS Nabob 
(carrier) which however was torpedoed before he could join. Later seven 
of the midshipmen went to MTB's, four to 29th Flotilla and three to the 
65th, in which he served. He joined MTB 745 under Oliver Maybe with 
Jim Kirkpatrick as flotilla commander. Harrison became one of four 
officers, the most junior and in effect in charge of everything that the 
navigator and gunner didn't do. Left that boat for 736 where he took over 
as Navigating Officer. Describes the large "Dog" boats. One hundred and 
seventeen feet, four 1250 HP Packard engines, two six pounder guns, 
Oerlikons, machine guns, four torpedo tubes, etc. 2 Patrols of Great 
Yarmouth. Not very much enemy coastal traffic by the Fall of 1944. 
Moved to Ostend after the army liberated the city. Good description of 
the Germans holding the approaches to Antwerp and MTB operations. 
Walcheren, Flushing, etc. Regular night patrols off the approaches to 
Antwerp to prevent E-boats from dropping mines in the sea lanes. The 
MTB would be directed by a frigate with superior radar lying out to sea. 
Ostend a nice peaceful city, good parks and shops, a great contrast to 
their night work. E-boats faster than the MTB's and presented a lower 
target since they were able to plane at high speed. Harrison feels that the 
most frequent danger at sea was "friendly fire". At Flushing the boat was 
able to use an old Thames paddle steamer as a depot ship. They were thus 
able to go aboard for a shower and a little relaxation. Scrounged a few 
items from a sunken U.S. Liberty boat including a dog swimming in sea, 
covered in fuel oil who became their ship's mascot. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
On a quiet spring night, at sea, waiting to be vectored on the enemy, they 
could see the German V-2 rockets blast off from their launch-sites in 
Holland. Returned to England after their last patrol on April 12, 1945. 
Engines were overdue for replacement (usually at 300 hours' operation) 
and thus they were in refit when the war ended. Mentions that in 
February 1945 when the 29th Flotilla was destroyed at Ostend he was on 
leave in London and was re-called to his boat. His Flotilla replaced the 
29th sailed one boat from Great Yarmouth to Dartmouth for paying off 
with Lt. Jack McClelland as C.O. A leisurely voyage, stopping each night 
to party at a new port. He returned to Canada in HMS Puncher (Escort 
carrier) as a passenger. Accepted at the University of Toronto in medicine 
but was late starting (mid-Oct. 1945). Remained in the Navy until he 
graduated in medicine, four years later. Had some regrets in leaving the 
navy. 
 

• Belgium -- Naval Operations 
• E-Boat -- German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Harrison, Sub. Lt. Donald C. -- Interviews 
• Motor Torpedo Boat -- 745 



 

 

 
 
 

• Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla -- 65th 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Ostend, MTB Base 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (Royal Canadian Naval College) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 363 
Interviewee Hauff, Winona 

Title My Naval experiences by Able Wren Wtr Winona Hauff, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 8 August 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.16 
Transcript  tss, corr. 21 leaves 
Summary  Wren Winona Hauff 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
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Joined the Wrens in January 1943 (Edmonton, Alberta) although not 
called-up until March 9th. To HMCS Conestoga at Galt for training. 
Cannot remember much except that Galt was cold! Then to HMCS 
Cornwallis to the office of Commander Mount-Hayes an RN officer who 
was in charge of the RN group. Later she was sent to the Seamanship 
school. Sent to the UK at the end of 1944 in a Danish ship that sailed via 
the Azores. Very comfortable apparently the ship had provisioned in the 
U.S. as the food was excellent. In convoy earlier but alone toward the end 
of the voyage. Come under submarine attach, many depth charges 
exploding near-by but no actual damage. Landed in Hull, train to London. 
Housed with British Wrens in Porchester Terrace. Worked in Haymarket. 
Amusing story -- kept late at work, had to sprint all the way up and down 
steps, through Trafalgar Square where she would have run into the Queen 
if she hadn't been blocked by a lady-in-waiting. Hauff was so shocked 
that she couldn't say or hear anything, despite the Queen speaking to her. 
After V.E. Day she volunteered to go to Australia but the Pacific War 
ended and she returned to Canada in the Ile de France. Worked as a 
secretary in HMCS Peregrine in Halifax then for a time in HMCS 
Nonesuch in Edmonton. Discharged Feb. 11, 1946. At the end of her 
account Hauff speaks of various parades during which she appears in 
photographs including Rosamund Green's book, and how kind many of 
her male "co-workers" were to her. 
 

• Canadian Naval Mission Overseas 
• Conestoga, HMCS (Training Base, WRCNS) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 



 

 

 
 
 

• Hauff, Wren Winona -- Interviews 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Nonesuch, HMCS (Edmonton Naval Division) 
• Peregrine, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 324 
Interviewee Hay, Ian Maclachlan 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Ian M. Hay, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place  24 September 1986, Toronto ON 

Box/File  4.17 
Transcript  tss, corr. 24 leaves 

tss, corr. 12 leaves 
Summary  Lieutenant Ian M. Hay 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Hay joined the Navy in the fall of 1941, trained at HMCS Kings. First 
appointed to HMCS Suderoy VI a former Norwegian trawler doing 
magnetic minesweeping. Appointed in 1942 to HMCS Chambly under Lt. 
Tony Pickard, escort work Londonderry to St. John's. Speaks of Pichard's 
written account of dealing with the German "Gnat" (Sept. 1943). North 
Atlantic consisted of much boredom with a little terror. Gives an account 
of convoy ON-202 during which HMCS St. Croix and HMS Itchen were 
sunk. Just after this time the "Cats" were used to deter the German acoustic 
torpedoes. Comments on the other officers in Chambly. Later 
was sent to Boston to pick up a Captain Class frigate being delivered to 
the RN -- a ship that rolled badly. Appointed to a new corvette in 
Scotland but was drafted to landing craft before work-ups were 
completed. Southampton to join LCI 266 as the second officer. "Piano" 
anecdotes, one legit and one not! LCI 266 assigned as a stand-by ship so 
did not participate in the D-Day landings. Later transported some U.S. 
Army Engineers and later still, a number of nurses to Normandy. 
Accurate but facetious report of LCI 266 standing by. A few weeks later 
was posted to MTB's -- summer of 1944, where his C.O. was Malcolm 
Knox in 65th Flotilla. Comments on C.O's of the other boats, especially 
Lt. Comdr. Kirkpatrick. First patrol was to the Channel Islands. Under 
fire from shore batteries but no damage was done. Later they escorted a 
German hospital ship from Jersey to France. Off the Scheldt their 
encounters with E-boats were always exciting but not conclusive. Points 
out that the E-boards were faster but the "Dog" boats were more heavily 
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armed but also more vulnerable being gasoline operated. However their 
job was to disrupted by E-boats, Mining activities. Says that conditions in 
the boats was much better than it had been in corvettes on the North 
Atlantic. No casualties in his boat. Gives his reaction to the 29th Flotilla 
being burned at Ostend. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Went to a one-week course (general) at Oxford University. Met officers 
from foreign forces. Pleasant interlude. Took an MTB from Great 
Yarmouth for paying off. Returned to Canada (Quebec City), possibly in 
HMS Puncher. About ¼ of side 2 is used by Hay. Remainder taken up by 
Lawrence dictating letters to various persons in Ottawa and elsewhere. 
 

• Acoustic Torpedoes (Gnats) -- German Torpedo 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Chambly, HMCS (Corvette) 
• E-Boats -- German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Hay, Lieutenant Ian M. -- Interviews 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Landing Craft -- No 266 
• Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla -- 65th 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Suderoy VI -- Auxiliary Minesweeper 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 278 
Interviewee Hayes, Godfrey Harry  “Skinny” 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain Godfrey H. Hayes, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place  18 May 1985, Sydney BC 

Box/File 3.21 
Transcript  tss, corr. 49 leaves 
Summary  Captain G.H. Hayes D.S.C. 

Royal Naval Reserve 
Royal Canadian Naval Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

NOTE: Tape almost inaudible; summary taken from transcript. 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Naval career started as a naval cadet in Winnipeg. After high school was 
accepted at the Merchant Navy Training ship HMS Conway at Liverpool 



 

 

 
 
 

(1936). Not favourably impressed by the academics at Conway. Discusses 
life as a cadet. Went to sea in S.S. Silver Fir, as small grubby ship of 
British registry sailing out of New Orleans. Virtually no instruction given 
to apprentices such as Hayes but learned by example of 
the First Mate. The Ship called at various African and Indian ports ending 
in Singapore. A general cargo carrier following the same route back to 
North America to Halifax. As Senior Apprentice he had charge of the fresh 
water supply. In 1939, being part of the Royal Naval Reserve he 
was told to report although not accepted until Feb. 1940, by then returned 
to the UK. Appointed to HMS King Orrery, in Isle of Man ferry boat, 
then a guard ship based in Ramsgate where she monitored the coastal 
convoys in the English Channel. Participated in the Dunkirk evacuation 
as one of the first ships there and where they were shelled by the 
Germans as they left. The soldiers were loaded from the mole at Dunkirk. 
They were sunk due to bomb damage on their next trip, but luckily had not 
loaded any troops. Picked up and transferred to a destroyer. In Dover sent 
off on survivor's leave (14 days). 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
To Falmouth where Hayes was a boarding officer for a few weeks and 
participated in the disarming of the French naval ships then in the U.K. 
Now an Acting Sub-Lieutenant and was appointed to Southampton where 
they were to pick a ship suitable for towing barrage balloons in the 
Channel. Joined convoys from Southampton to Sheerness for nearly a 
year. Their ship was HMS Gatinais a small former cargo vessel. The 
balloons were not entirely successful as the Germans shot many down. 
The convoys were also shelled from Cape Griz Nez. Discovered that the 
Germans also had an RDF (radio direction finder) and were using the 
convoy balloons for ranging. In Hayes' experience no ships were actually 
sunk by shell fire. The ship was armed with two French Hotchkiss 
machine guns and an Oerlikon at the stern manned by gunners who 
joined the ship for each trip, bringing their guns with them. Awarded a 
D.S.C. for good service in the English Channel. Found it a useful award 
when Hayes transferred to the RCNR (for better pay in 1941) as at that 
time not many Canadian sub-lieutenants had received that decoration. 
Joined HMCS Trillium as Navigator (corvette) at Greenock. Stayed with 
her for about eighteen months. Discovered that RCNR officers could 
obtain their Second Mate Ticket and applied for extended leave and after 
some schooling he obtained his ticket. Appointed to HMCS Kenogami, a 
Lieutenant RCNR, as First Lieutenant with a captain who knew nothing 
about convoy work as all his experience had been in large ships. In 1943 
sent to the first Canadian command course and then to be a Working-Up 
Officer for a few months at Pictou, N.S. Describes the work. Appointed 
captain of HMCS Guelph, a new corvette, and sent to Bermuda for work- 
ups. Convoys from Newfie to Londonderry. Escorted an RN submarine 
from Portsmouth to Philadelphia for refit and while there underwent a 
boiler clean. When the war ended gave up command and was given leave 
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before proceeding to the Pacific war, thirty days for the year, thirty days 
for " liars" leave (for all the leave missed during the war) and thirty days 
for the Pacific. Joined the newly commissioned HMCS Warrior (Light 
Fleet Carrier) in Jan. 1946. 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Conway, HMS (Merchant Navy Training Vessel) 
• Dunkirk, 1940 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Gatinais HMS (Balloon Towing Vessel) 
• Guelph, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Hayes, Capt. Godfrey H. -- Interviews 
• Kenogami, HMCS (Corvette) 
• King Orrery, HMS (Ferry Boat) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Trillium, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Warrior, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 272 
Interviewee Hayes, William P. “Willie” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commodore William P. Hayes, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 7 August 1985, Halifax NS 

Box/File 2.4 
Transcript  tss, corr. 50 leaves 
Summary  Commodore William P. Hayes 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
CMDRE Hayes was originally from Swift Current, Sask., where his father 
was a lawyer. Entered RMC in 1937, summer training with the navy. 
Accepted for the RCN in 1939. Two anecdotes of serving under Patrick 
Budge (Snotty's Nurse). Sent to Dartmouth for two terms (war started, no 
training ship) then a year and a half with the British fleet as a Midshipman. 
Joined the cruiser HMS Liverpool (1940). Torpedoed by Italian aircraft off 
Crete and badly damaged. Repaired in California while Hayes was re- 
appointed to HMS York, an 8" gun cruiser. Was in the attack on the Italian 
Fleet at Taranto. York, at Suda Bay, Crete, was attacked by Italian X-craft, 
(Motored torpedo -- one man crew) and had to be beached. Comment on 
the poor state of RN anti-aircraft gunnery. After 
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a period ashore at Alexandria Hayes was appointed to the destroyer HMS 
Isis and participated in evacuation of Crete. Then during the Syrian 
campaign they were hit by a bomb off Haifa and severely damaged. For a 
short time in HMS Valiant sunk by Italian frog men the day after he left. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Jumps forward with tales of additional gunnery courses at Whale Island 
near Portsmouth. In late 1941 Hayes returned to Canada via New York 
where as acting Sub-lieutenant he and others were royally treated. As an 
aside Hayes tells a story about his various sinking's and, to replace his kit, 
he was able to call on his father for funds. Leave in Canada, joined 
HMCS Iroquois then building in the UK. Favourable comment on the 
first captain, Cmdr. W.B.L. Holmes. Hayes remained in Iroquois under 
three captains for the remainder of the war, from Acting Sub-Lieutenant 
to First Lieutenant. Convoy off Spain, a few sinking's occurred, picked up 
many survivors including a few Germans (c.1943) Cmdr. J.C. Hibbard 
now the captain who was "a splendid Captain under fighting conditions". 
Had an "Actions Information Centre" or plot and thus could control the 
tactical situation battle from below. Hibbard a bit jumpy in small things 
but in action, "like a rock". Before becoming First Lieutenant, Hayes had 
been Gunnery Control Officer during many night actions in the English 
Channel. Refers to brush with the German Scharnhorst which was later 
sunk by HMS Duke of York (battleship). After a miss-start or two Hayes 
became First Lieutenant for Hibbard. Leave in London. War ended, 
returned to Canada. 
 

• Crete, Evacuation 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery Training, Whale Island) 
• Hayes, Cmdre William P. -- Interviews 
• Iroquois, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Midshipmen 
• Mutiny -- Naval 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Italy 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Military College of Canada 
• Royal Naval College, Dartmouth 
• Taranto -- Attack 
• Whale Island 
• World War II 
• X-Craft -- Italian Motorized Torpedo 
• York, HMS (Cruiser) 
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Interviewee Heenan, Joe 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain Joe Heenan, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120); on CBC, 1980. 
Summary  Capt. J.A. Heenan, O.B.E. 

Royal Canadian Naval Reserve 
 

Interviewed on the CBC (Title "Days of Sail") by Doug MacDonald, 
Ottawa, March 1980. Courtesy of the CBC and D. Hist. Broadcast 
prohibited. Presented to Hal Lawrence by Mark Lynch, 11 Nov. 1980. 
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(Cassette 1, Part 1) 
At the age of 87, Capt. Heenan gives an account of his service in square 
rigged sailing ships. Born 25 June 1892 in Newcastle-on-Tyne and 
shortly after moved to Liverpool where, at the age of 15, he went to sea 
as an apprentice seaman in the English barque Lincoln. Twice around the 
Horn -- huge seas. Seaman swept overboard and swept back aboard, but 
severely injured. Looked after by Heenan, who became known as "Doc". 
By the time he became second mate, he was able to maintain discipline in 
the approved way, i.e. with his fists if necessary. 
(Cassette 1, Part 2) 
Wonderful view from the mast-top. Difficulty in setting sail in any gale. 
1910 in the Atlantic saw a pod of blue whales. Went alongside and 
Heenan, with a rope around waist, walked on the back of a blue whale. 
Saw the launch of the Titanic at Belfast in 1912 where the wash from the 
launching broke the mooring lines of his ship. Account of the death and 
burial at sea of the captain -- with a white albatross nearby. No account of 
war service. 
 

• Heenan, Capt. J.A. -- Interview 
• Lincoln (Barque) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Titanic, RMS (Liner) 
• Weather, Conditions Under Sail 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 273 
Interviewee Hendy, Robert Ian “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commodore Robert I. Hendy, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 11 May 1985, Halifax NS 

Box/File 2.5 



 

 

 
 
 

Transcript  tss, corr. 46 leaves 
Summary  Cmdre. Robert I. Hendy 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Appointed midshipman RCNVR in August 1936 in the Toronto 
Company. Comments on officers and training. Summer training in 
Halifax. Acting Sub-Lieutenant in 1938. Went to sea for five weeks in 
HMCS St. Laurent. Mentions he obtained his watch-keeping ticket in 
HMCS Assiniboine in 1939/40. Immediately prior to war completed 
seven weeks in HMS Berwick (cruiser). At Sydney, Cape Breton helped 
set up the Naval Control Service where homemade depth charged were 
made from dynamite in milk cans for use in local patrol craft. Helped 
establish the Port War Signal Station. Joined Assiniboine in December 
1939 and sailed for the Caribbean under Cmdr. Rollo Mainguy. Mentions 
the capture of the German merchant ship Hanover with the British cruiser 
HMS Dunedin. Returned to Halifax, April 1940, and a new captain (Capt. 
G.C. Jones) who was also Senior Officer, Halifax Force. Anecdotes. 
Hendy took the Long Gunnery Course (of five months duration) and 
joined the course as an instructor for a short time until appointed to HMS 
Revenge (battleship) as an assistant gunnery officer for six months 
(1941). In December 1941 was re-appointed to the Gunnery School in 
Halifax. After ten months joined the staff of the Director of Naval 
Ordnance in Ottawa. Lawrence interjects here: an account of the sinking 
of U-501 whose captain jumped aboard HMCS Moosejaw claiming to 
surrender. He was later returned to Germany in a prisoner exchange, 
court martialed and shot. Hendy participated in the re-arming of HMCS 
Prince Robert (AMC) as an anti-aircraft cruiser and became Gunnery 
Officer in the ship. Operated in the anti-aircraft role in convoys to 
Gibraltar and through the Mediterranean to Italy. Only under attack once 
(Bay of Biscay). In April 1944 sent to the Naval Staff College at 
Greenwich for ten weeks. Appointed Staff Gunnery Officer, Warfare and 
Training (Ottawa). 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Discusses the arming of the Canadian Tribal destroyers, then building. 
Post-war naval planning. Comments on Canadian desire for a "big ship" 
navy. Left the navy in Sept. 1945 as a Commander and Deputy Director 
of Warfare and Training to go to law school. Re-joined the Naval Reserve 
as Training Commander (HMCS York) and four years later became 
Captain and Senior Naval Officer Toronto Area and later the first 
RCNVR officer to be appointed Commodore in peace time. Comments 
on Unification in some detail. The plan, despite much effort by TRIO, a 
group of all the services opposed to Unification, finally realized that the 
Minister (Paul Hellyer) had more or less boxed himself into a corner and 
politically was unable to change it without ruining his career. In the end 
the Navy felt very hard done by. Some additional comments on the 
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defence establishment and the Navy in particular, during financial cut 
periods. The TSS concludes with a handwritten page by Hal Lawrence. 

• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Berwick, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Caribbean -- Naval Operations 
• Gunnery School, Halifax 
• Hanover, S.S. (German Merchant Vessel) 
• Hellyer, Paul (Min. of Nat. Defence) 
• Hendy, Cmdre. Robert Ian -- Interview 
• Jones, Capt. G.C. 
• Mainguy, Capt. Rollo 
• Midshipman 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Prince Robert, HMCS (Anti-Aircraft Cruiser) 
• Revenge, HMS (Battleship) 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Staff College -- Greenwich 
• Unification -- Armed Forces 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 370 
Interviewee Hennessy, Ralph L. 

Title My Naval experiences by Vice Admiral Ralph L. Hennessy, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 3 audio cassettes (120), 1st part shared with Welland. 
3 audio cassettes (60) 2nd part interview. 

Date/Place  21 May 1983, 8 May 1985, Ottawa ON 
Box/File  1.12 

Transcript  tss, corr. “Report of Interview with Ralph L. Hennessey...” 1st Part 77 
leaves 
tss, corr. “Report of Interview with Vice Admiral Ralph L. Hennessey...” 
2nd Part 48 leaves 

Notes  First part stored with Welland (side 4). 
Summary  Vice Admiral Ralph L. Hennessy, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

Part I 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCN in August 1936, age eighteen. Sent to the cadet training 
ship HMS Frobisher (cruiser). Cadets trained under a Warrant Gunner 



 

 

 
 
 

(Mr. Margot) and NCO's who maintained a strict discipline. Promoted 
midshipman, appointed to HMS Resolution (battleship). Resolution sent 
to northern Spain on a non-intervention patrol -- Spanish Civil War. 
Attended the Coronation Review, 1937, running a steam pinnacle. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Returned to the Spanish patrol. To HMS Neptune (cruiser) for a short 
time. Returned to Resolution and "messenger duties". Discusses captains, 
admirals, and the lack of fitness of the crew. Anti-aircraft defence was 
poor. Seamanship exam, promoted to Acting Sub-Lieutenant. Courses at 
Whale Island (Portsmouth). Commissioned HMCS Assiniboine 
(destroyer) in October 1939 under Cmdr. Rollo Mainguy. Spent the winter 
in the Caribbean, partly due to the lack of North Atlantic heating 
in the ship. With HMS Diomede (cruiser) captured the German merchant 
ship Hanover. Hennessy had to act as paymaster -- an anecdotal account - 
- drinks all 'round when ashore and victualling! A well-fed, happy crew 
resulted. Returned to Halifax, steam heat installed. Later captains, Cmdr. 
G.C. Jones, Cmdr. L.W. Murray, and after him A/Lt. Cmdr. John Stubbs. 
Convoy work, rescued survivors, convoy difficulties in the Minches -- the 
channel between the Hebrides and Scotland. Assisted in the escort of 
HMS Prince of Wales (battleship) carrying Churchill to Argentia in 
Newfoundland. Refit in Halifax. New crew with 85% of the ship 
company having never been to sea! The core was officers and CPO's. 
Convoy to Iceland, anchored at Reykjavik where they experienced 
hurricane conditions while undergoing a boiler-clean. Winds greater than 
120 knots, cables snapped, adrift. Finally able to get steam up in one 
boiler. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
In 1942 Assiniboine, in fog, encountered a U-boat on the surface. Both 
opened fire with light weapons, the German causing a fire in the gasoline 
storage and some casualties to a gun-crew. Eventually the U-boat 
submerged, was rammed, depth charged, came to the surface, shelled and 
sank. Picked up survivors. To Halifax and refit. Additional space provided 
for depth charges. New captain, Pat Tisdal. Good tale of an emergency 
operation taking place during a gale. Hennessy temporarily in command 
during next convoy. Cmdr. Ken Adams next in command. Hennessy to 
HMCS Restigouche as First Lieutenant. Shortly after appointed First 
Lieutenant in HMCS Kings (officer training establishment), becoming 
commanding officer in the spring of 1944. Returned to sea and learned 
that he had been promoted to Acting Lieut. Commander while at Kings. 
Appointed to command HMCS Assiniboine. The ship was fitted with an 
electronic navigational system (GEE), very accurate and a predecessor of 
LORAN. New bow fitted at Chatham. Returned to Canada to command 
the new Tribal-class destroyer HMCS Micmac, being completed in 
Halifax. 

 
Part II 



 

 

V/Adm. Hennessy left Assiniboine in March 1945 on appointment to 
HMCS Micmac. Comments on the distasteful volunteering for the Pacific 
war. The Halifax riot and subsequent Kellogg Commission reported the 
many civilian participants and the Naval Shore Patrol. Short course at the 
Air Force staff college. Two years at the Personnel Branch in Ottawa and 
promotion to Commander. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Organized the junior officers training course (JOTLC) in Halifax. Then 
executive officer in the cruiser HMCS Quebec (Capt. Patrick Budge). 
Mentions some of the routine and problems. To the UK for the 
Coronation Review -- with anecdotes. National Defence College as a 
captain. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Describes some of the work at the National Defence College. Appointed 
to HMCS Algonquin, a destroyer modernized to carry much of the new 
electronics to go into the new St. Laurent-class destroyer escorts. 
Mediterranean cruise. Special orders applied to seamen returning on 
board drunk. If they were not entirely speechless they were deemed to be 
sober! Other disciplinary problems and their results. In a collision with 
the frigate Buckingham the Algonquin lost a portion of her stern. 
Hennessy suffered a neck disc while playing squash and had to be 
relieved of his command. Upon recovery he was appointed in command 
of HMCS Niobe, the shore base in the UK. Involved with NATO 
standardization. During this time he was able to keep Ottawa fully posted 
on the Suez Crisis. The Canadian government required all Canadian 
exchange officers to be removed from RN ships during hostilities and all 
other ranks carried seal letters stating that they could not participate. His 
Niobe appointment cut short after two years and he returned to Canada as 
Director of Naval Training. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Promoted to Commodore in June 1960. Earlier had been critical of 
Brooke Claxton (the Minister) who attempted an early form of 
integration. Too many committees resulted in a "bureaucracy run crazy". 
Later Paul Hellyer a later Minister of National Defence pushed 
integration to a reasonable conclusion. Later during Unification Hennessy 
considered resigning with others but was persuaded to stay, largely for 
economic reasons -- children to educate, lack of suitable alternate jobs, etc. 
Posted to Ottawa as Deputy Chief of Personnel he had to implement trades 
and technical integration. Manpower studies leading up to Unification 
(1966). R/Adm. Landymore was fired by Hellyer and Hennessy promoted 
to Vice Admiral and senior naval officer. He was quite sure that 
Unification would work on the personnel side, at least financially he could 
not afford to resign and by staying on he could preserve what was left. 
Discusses R/Adm. Brock's attitude before he was fired by Hellyer -- a very 
competent officer, but difficult. 
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Brock was bitter about Hennessy staying in the navy (with a sizable 
promotion) as were several others, including R/Adm. Landymore. The 
resignations had to be done singly otherwise it could have been 
considered a conspiracy and thus illegal. In common with other naval 
officers Hennessy had great initial trouble wearing the new green uniform 
(his mother's reaction was "Ugh!"). Discusses the uniform and the 
possibility that they may return to a blue one in time. After thirty-five 
years of naval service Hennessy retired and worked for the Ministry of 
Industry, Trade and Commerce and the Standards Council of Canada. 
 

• Algonquin, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Brock, R/Adm. Jeffrey 
• Buckingham, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Budge, Capt. Patrick 
• Caribbean -- Naval Operations 
• Claxton, Brooke, Minister of National Defence 
• Coronation Review, 1937 
• Coronation Review, 1953 
• Deputy Chief of Personnel -- Canada 
• Director of Naval Training -- Canada 
• Discipline -- Naval -- Canada 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Hanover, S.S. -- German Merchant Ship 
• Hellyer, Paul -- Minister of National Defence 
• Hennessy, Vice Admiral R.L. -- Interviews 
• Integration of the Forces -- Canada 
• Kings, HMCS (Officers Training Establishment) 
• Landymore, R/Adm. W.M. 
• Mainguy, Capt. Rollo 
• Margot, Mr. -- RN Warrant Gunner 
• Micmac, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Murray, Cmdr. L.W. 
• National Defence College -- Canada 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niobe, HMCS (Naval Base, UK) 
• Quebec, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Resolution, HMS (Battleship) 
• Riot, Halifax 
• Staff College -- Canada 
• Stubbs, Lt. Cmdr. John 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Suez Crisis, 1956 



 

 

• Unification of the Armed Forces -- Canada 
• Uniforms, Naval -- Canada 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 259 
Interviewee Hibbard,  James Calcutt “Jimmy” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral James C. Hibbard, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 4 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90, 15). 
Date/Place 21, 22, 23, 28 November 1983, 2, 3, 4, 6 March 1984 

Box/File 1.13, 1.14 
Transcript  tss, corr. 200 leaves -- various drafts 

draft #1 77pp. (incomplete) 
draft #2 pp.1-90 -- end of WWII 
draft #3 pp.1-32 -- post-war 

Notes Plus 1 folder of photocopied “research” files -- 15 items total. 
Summary  Rear Admiral J.C. Hibbard, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
R/Adm. Hibbard joined the Quebec Half-Company RCNVR in 1924. 
Some difficulty in persuading Francophones to join the Reserve. Planned 
to go to McGill but was accepted as a Naval Cadet 1 Sept. 1926. Joined 
the monitor HMS Erebus for training. Graduated as midshipman. 
Appointed to HMS Emperor of India, a coal-burning battleship. 
Comments on the sometimes difficult life of a snottie but had great help 
from much of the crew. Exercises in the Mediterranean. Passed for Sub- 
Lieutenant and to Greenwich for training. Comments on Mountbatten. 
Favourable remarks about training with the Royal Navy (5 years) and the 
importance of tradition. Joined HMCS Vancouver (destroyer). In 1932 
covered British interests during a revolution in San Salvador. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Mentions some of his captains in HMCS Vancouver. Speaks of "forward 
thinking" and refers to his own during the war when captain of HMCS 
Iroquois (destroyer) and fought Channel actions from his operation room 
or plot!* Hibbard appointed First Lieutenant in HMCS Champlain. Sent 
to England where he served in three RN destroyers as First Lieutenant, 
one of which was based at Saint-Jean-de-Luz on the Bay of Biscay and 
near the Spanish border -- part of the Non-Intervention Patrol -- Spanish 
Civil War. Also served in the Mediterranean Fleet where, after 1937, 
training for war was underway. Shocked to find himself posted to HMCS 
Venture (schooner) for a time as First Lieutenant. To England with 



 

 

W.B.L. Holmes (Captain) and Hibbard (First Lieutenant) to pick up 
HMCS Restigouche which was brought to the West Coast. In 1939 was 
Officer for the Colours when King George VI came to Victoria and 
presented new colours to the RCN at Beacon Hill Park. After the war 
started Hibbard was sent to England to pick up HMCS Assiniboine (G.C. 
Jones, Captain). After short service in the West Indies, made captain of 
HMCS Skeena. To England, May 24, 1940 in Skeena. Involved with 
evacuating British troops from France (not Dunkirk). Comments on 
sinking of HMCS Margaree by the freighter Port Fairy. Much local work 
for Skeena then in port for a boiler-clean. Convoy work to "20 West" then 
returned to Canada in March/April 1941. Anecdotes. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Repeats his disappointment at being posted to HMCS Venture. 1941, 
Skeena was based in Newfoundland: Halifax, Newfie, and Iceland -- the 
mid-ocean escort group. Comments that Canadian Navy not as well- 
trained as they should have been, but as well trained as they could have 
been. More ships than trained men, and both against very well-trained 
submariners. SC42, a convoy of sixty-five ships, ten square miles in size, 
escort was one destroyer, Skeena, and three corvettes, Kenogami, Orillia 
and Alberni and later Chambly and Moosejaw joined. Hibbard acquitted 
himself very well although fifteen ships were sunk, but there might have 
been more. Appointed Training Commander in Halifax. Vital training of 
ships and crews resulted in the Battle Trainer invented by Hibbard (see 
documents on file). The first Trainer (1942) was soon followed by a 
second. Both very effective in training ships and men. A Command 
Course was later added, and a Tactical Table. In 1942 appointed C.O. of 
HMCS Iroquois in the UK. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
There had been an "incident" aboard Iroquois and the Canadian 
government wanted to bring the ship back to Canada but Hibbard 
persuaded the Admiralty that Iroquois should stay in the UK. The crew 
were told that there would be no leave for six months and they sailed to 
Murmansk, re-opening the temporarily closed convoy route. Iroquois 
prepared to join an attack on the German Scharnhorst (battle cruiser) but 
the German turned away from the convoy. Joined the Tenth Flotilla in 
Plymouth in 1944 in order to attack German shipping off France (report 
of ships sunk see docs. attached). Refit in Halifax -- Mar. '44 and returned 
to the English Channel in July 1944. Nightly patrols off the French coast. 
Gives an account of an attack by four destroyers led by Hibbard in 
Iroquois. Comment on the WRENs of the signal station, etc. Tells how 
Hibbard became "Emperor" of the Île d'Yeu, met Marie Gaston, whom he 
knew when based in Saint-Jean-de-Luz and formally "liberated" the 
island. Attacked German shipping. Eight ships sunk in one location by 
the destroyers of Tenth Flotilla. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Mentions that one of the guns on the stern of HMCS Haida "cooked-off" 



 

 

killing a number of the gun's crew (gun so hot that the next shell to be 
loaded exploded before the breech was closed). Made an honorary chief 
of the Iroquois Indians. Met a German U-boat officer after the war in 
Baden-Baden. In 1945 became Captain "D" in Halifax. Comments on the 
VE-Day riot. Lays considerable blame for the riot on Halifax -- many 
civilians involved, too. Some comment on civil/military attitudes and 
understanding. Feels that the requirement to volunteer for the war in the 
Pacific contributed to low morale and a breakdown in authority. Ships' 
ammunition temporarily stored ashore blew up, due to too rapid de- 
commissioning of ships despite Hibbard's warning protests to Ottawa. 
Appointed Deputy Chief of Personnel (DCNP) in Ottawa, Christmas 
1945. Some comments on job -- repeated in the post-war summary 
(which see). Ends about half way through Cass. 3, Side 1. Post-war 
Interview with R/Adm. Hibbard: 
As DCNP had much to do with the transfer of RCNVR officers into the 
RCN. Also re-organizing the naval reserve. Appointed Captain of HMCS 
Ontario (cruiser) June 30, 1947. In an aside comments on HMCS Uganda 
(cruiser) and her return from the Pacific war. Shortly after taking 
command of Ontario the ship underwent some unrest. The executive 
officer transferred out of the ship. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
Speaks of a number of cruisers and co-operating with the US Navy, all on 
a local basis and told Ottawa afterwards (Ottawa wanted a low profile 
due to early worries re Russia). In 1950 became Chief of Naval Personnel 
and in 1951 promoted Commodore. Before that attended the National 
War College in Washington D.C. for a year. Dealt with foreign policy at a 
high level. Korean War. Ottawa decisions regarding naval expansion. 
Some problem with the army expansion. Organized Junior Officers 
Technical and Leadership Course (JOTL) and placed Martin Ellis (ex- 
schoolmaster officer) as Training Officer. Resisted efforts to recruit RN 
officers for the RCN. Started the Regular Officer's Training Plan at the 
universities after a major "sales job". Speaks of his relationship with 
Brooke Claxton (Min. of Nat. Defence) and early Integration. As Chief of 
Naval Personnel made an inspection trip to Japan and Korea (see attached 
docs). Feels that naval training produces good citizens. Appointed Flag 
Officer Pacific Coast. R/Adm. Hibbard forced to retire early after 
considerable treatment for "Barry Syndrome" a neurological problem 
(hands and feet became numb and required some fairly constant movement 
to ease the problem). Comments on the Armed Services 
Centre. Important to have civilian participation. Health deteriorating 
somewhat so in June 1955 it was time to go. 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) -- only 10-12 mins. 
Returns to an account when in command of HMCS Iroquois that V/Adm. 
Nelles wanted to visit the ship just as Hibbard was preparing to take three 
days leave. Chief of Staff Capt. "D" of the flotilla advised him to take his 
leave -- get a rest (thinks Nelles may have not forgiven him). Short 
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comments by both Lawrence and Hibbard on Unification. R/Adm. 
Landymore had correct approach. Approves of R/Adm. Jeffrey Brock's 
book (Vol. II). 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Battle Trainer, Halifax 
• Brooke, Claxton -- Min. National Defence 
• Champlain, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Conditions of Service 
• Convoy (SC42) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Halifax Explosion (1945) 
• Hibbard, R/Adm. James C. -- Interview 
• Integration 
• Iroquois, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Junior Officers Training and Leadership Course 
• Korean War 
• Margaree, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Midshipmen 
• Morale 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• National War College, US 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Non-Intervention Patrol (Spanish Civil War) 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Naval College, Greenwich 
• US Navy, Post-war Exercises 
• Vancouver, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 305 
Interviewee Higgs, David A. “Dave” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieut. Cdr. David A.J. Higgs, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place  24, 25, 26 November 1983, Victoria BC 

Box/File  3.22 
Transcript  tss, corr. 96 leaves 
Summary  Lt. Cmdr. David A. J. Higgs 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 



 

 

Applied to the RCN in 1934. After graduating from business college he 
continued to update his file at Naval Headquarters until he was accepted 
in 1937. New entry training at Esquimalt. Breakfast sometimes red lead 
and bacon -- the red lead being stewed tomatoes. They were fed on 
28¢/day. Much parade ground time. Small boat work in Esquimalt 
harbour. Discipline was pretty rigid; insubordination could mean fourteen 
days in the military prison at Work Point Barracks. Much running with a 
heavy pack and constant scrubbing of floors was effective and few went 
back to it again. Thought well of Cmdr. J.E.W. Oland who commanded 
the naval barracks. Higgs discusses the Royal Navy petty officers 
attached to Naden as well as the RCN ones. Comments on the huge Fair 
ledgers, then used to record pay and most of the other details of a man's 
career. When the RCNVR supply officers joined the navy they gradually 
were able to change the system to a simpler one. Goes into some detail 
about this original RN system. Moved to the ship's office and later to the 
Captain's office. Higgs was sent to Chatham as part of the crew 
commissioning HMCS Ottawa under Capt. V.G. Brodeur who was 
replaced shortly after in Halifax by Cmdr. Cuth. Taylor At Esquimalt he, 
in turn, was replaced by Capt. G.C. Jones who Higgs felt was fair but 
with a nasty temper. The XO of Ottawa was Lt. Cmdr. H.F. Pullen, a fair 
but tough officer who demanded much -- including a four-page news 
sheet to be produced for every mess by 7:00AM -- sometimes fabricated 
by Higgs! Comments on some other officers including John Stubbs, lost 
in Athabaskan. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Considers that morale in Ottawa was very good with victualling at about 
37-38 cents per day. No canteen messing -- the cook of the mess got the 
food direct from the galley. Points out that the killick (leading seaman) of 
the mess was a firm disciplinarian with disputes almost always settled in 
the mess. Ottawa escorted the King and Queen from Vancouver to 
Victoria and return (1939). After the Royal Visit, Higgs joined HMCS 
Fraser under Cmdr. Creery, a very hard working officer. Speaks of other 
officers. Mid-August the destroyers were sent to Vancouver for the PNE 
and from there, due to the nearness of war, Fraser and St. Laurent were 
hurriedly sent to the East Coast. Higgs was appointed by the Navigating 
Officer as Cypher Officer in his stead. Heavy message traffic including 
secret messages, sent by land cable to Ottawa stating their estimated time 
for entering the Caribbean. This was important since if Canada was a 
belligerent they could not transit the Panama Canal. In early September 
left with two other destroyers with a convoy (c. Sept. 15) -- not quite to 
mid-ocean. Recounts a later story of the accidental firing of one of Fraser's 
torpedoes, trained fore and aft, it coming to rest on the upper 
deck just above the space where Higgs was working. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Luckily the detonator was safely removed but the ship was damaged and 
ordered to return to Halifax. Later they were in a collision with a mine 



 

 

sweeper which swerved into the side of Fraser. Crew sent on leave but 
Higgs, the captain and one CPO from the engine room remained on board 
for a month while the ship was being repaired. On another occasion 
heavy ice on the ship brought her back to port. A serious sinus infection 
put Higgs in hospital for an operation which caused him to miss the 
sailing of Fraser to the UK. By now a Petty Officer Writer. Posted to 
Venture I and Venture II where accounts were kept for all small craft and 
any outlying bases, the Admirals staff, etc. Related his feelings about the 
sinking of the Fraser and speaks of hearing about the sinking from 
survivors. Returning to Venture where Higgs was now a Chief Petty 
Officer. Served in the Stadacona pay office. Then to a new pay office 
ashore at HMCS Sambro and shortly moved to the Avalon 
(Newfoundland) pay office (Nov. '41) in charge of a draft. Always 
concerned that the crews of ships on convoy duty were paid no matter 
what time they reach port and if leaving they would forward money from 
officers and men even to the point of wiring funds to their families -- 
virtually as the ship sailed. Was involved in the Knights of Columbus 
hostel fire (Board of Inquiry) largely because he could take short-hand. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
The medical inquiry was gruesome with much loss of life. Speaks of 
Admiral Murray and of Capt. Mainguy in very favourable terms. Left 
Avalon in November 1943. Mentions that the crew of HMCS Niagara 
(destroyer) broke up a Chinese restaurant in St. John's. Drafted to 
Stadacona and given one month's leave. Post to HMCS York (Jan. '44) in 
Toronto where for the first time he had WRENs under his command. 
Training new entries for six weeks then sending them to the East Coast. 
The city opened up for the troops on VE-Day -- liquor stores, restaurants, 
theatres -- definitely not like Halifax! Higgs felt that it was an insult to be 
asked to volunteer for the Pacific since he was RCN and had signed up 
for his second seven-year term -- for service anywhere. In 1948 promoted 
to Warrant Write then commissioned Warrant Writer while posted to 
Ottawa. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Sent to HMCS Naden in Esquimalt and from there to Stadacona and 
Cornwallis returning to Stadacona for his Supply Officers' Technical 
Course. For Higgs a academic effort! Took the Divisional Course at 
Cornwallis where, to his dismay, one Saturday morning, was placed in 
command of the guard and band (about which he knew virtually nothing). 
However, a quick one-hour rehearsal helped him to perform with some 
credibility. After course, appointed to HMCS Avalon (Newfoundland) as 
a Lieutenant. Next to HMCS Quebec under Capt. D.W. Piers. Good 
account of Capt. Pier's arranging to pay his respects to the President of 
Mexico and flying from Vera Cruz to Mexico City with a guard and 
bugler and, later, providing a guard for the new International Trade Fair 
Grounds in the Dominican Republic that went off extremely well. Quebec 
paid off and Higgs appointed to HMCS Bonaventure then building in 
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Belfast. Comments on the hospitality of the Irish people. Considerable 
account of lower deck problems and how the new captain, Captain W.M. 
Landymore handled this. Sports and Friday bingo produced great 
improvement in morale. Lawrence describes the flying in HMCS 
Magnificent and inquires about flying in Bonaventure. Higgs says that the 
Banshee jet aircraft were not suitable for Bonaventure and the pilots were 
not entirely trained in jets. Speaks of the death of Lt. Brian Bell-Irving 
who was killed when he ejected from his cockpit as his Banshee went 
over the side (due to a mechanical failure). Promoted to Lt. Commander 
and appointed Supply Officer in HMCS Patriot, the Great Lakes naval 
training centre in Hamilton, ON. Appointed Supply Officer, HMCS 
Discovery in Vancouver in 1960. At that time was in favour of 
integration of the supply services (good economically) but not of 
unification brought about purely for political reasons. (In an aside: in 
answer to a question left the navy in Feb. 1966). Posted to HMCS Cape 
Breton the west coast supply and repair vessel. One final voyage of the 
ship to Pearl Harbour. Appointed ashore after a disagreement with the 
admiral about the time required to de-store the ship and finished his naval 
career as Material Control Officer in the dockyard. 
 

• Accounting, Naval, Canada 
• Avalon, HMCS (Naval Base) 
• Bonaventure, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• Canada, Navy 
• Cape Breton, HMCS (Escort Maintenance Ship) 
• Conditions of Service 
• Discovery, HMCS (Vancouver Naval Division) 
• Fraser, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Higgs, Lieut. Cmdr. David A. -- Interview 
• Magnificent, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• New Entry Training 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Patriot, HMCS (Hamilton Nav. Div.) 
• Quebec, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Rations, Naval 
• Sambro, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (New Entry Training Establishment) 
• World War II 
• York, HMCS (Toronto Naval Division) 

 
 

ID No. 364 
Interviewee Hinton, Jean (née Davidson) 

Title My Naval experiences by P.O. Wtr Jean Hinton WRCNS, as compiled by 



 

 

Hal Lawrence. 
Extent  Audio cassette not available. 

Date/Place 18 September 1989, Victoria BC 
Box/File 4.18 

Transcript  tss, corr. 21 leaves 
tss. 21 leaves 

Summary  Petty Officer Jean Hinton (née Davidson) B.E.M., W.R.C.N.S. 
Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

PO Hinton joined the Wrens in Vancouver in 1943. Sent to HMCS 
Conestoga for basic training. Speaks of her CO, Isabel Macneill and Sandy 
Sanderson, the Master-at-Arms and one or two others in her class. As a 
Writer she went to HMCS Stadacona where she worked in the Pay Office. 
One of the first twelve Canadian Wrens to go overseas under Lt. Grace 
McDowell. Refers here to the B.E.M. awarded to PO Hinton which she 
received from the King at Buckingham Palace (citation quoted). Comment 
on the Canadian Navy Show on stage in London. She lived in a former 
nurses residence in Hampstead Heath. Experienced air raids -- fire bombs - 
- also the V-1 and later V-2 rockets. VE-Day; she missed much 
of the excitement since she was at a wedding. Refers to the Navy Show 
again and a visit by the King. Comments again on her trip to Buckingham 
Palace and Hal Lawrence speaks of his experience -- ordered by the King 
to go. This during a few words spoken during an inspection. Together 
they speak of the Queen in Halifax (1939) and subsequently in Toronto. 
Immediately post-war (1946) Hinton went to France (near Morlaix) to 
visit the grave of a son of an aunt where she had a somewhat difficult 
time as the Air Force, in bombing Brest, had hit a school killing many 
children. De-mobbed in Jan. 1946 (off-tape!). 
 

• Canadian Naval Mission Overseas 
• Conditions of Service -- Navy 
• Conestoga, HMCS 
• Hinton, Petty Officer Jean, B.E.M. -- Interview 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Rockets, V-2, German 
• Stadacona, HMCS 
• Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 336 
Interviewee James, Richard  Edward  “Dick” 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer R.E. James, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 



 

 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 21 October 1982, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.19 
Transcript  tss, corr. 58 leaves 

Notes End of tape with Commander Wurtele, plus 3 leaves with Hal Lawrence 
notes. 

Summary  C.P.O. Gunner's Mate Richard E. James 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined HMCS Naden September, 1940 at 17 1/2 years of age as a Boy 
Seaman. Some of his forebears served in the Royal Navy. Left school at 
fifteen, after finishing Grade 9. Worked for a butcher for $6.00/week. 
Enjoyed his Boy training. Corporal punishment was common, usually 
"kick in the stern" for not performing drill correctly. Played several sports 
for the navy which helped his career. Lists his free time on Wednesday, 
Saturday and Sunday. Discipline was strict but not objectionable. 
Comments that in a later year at HMS Excellent, discipline, running 
everywhere, "around the island, go" but afterward, a beer in the common 
mess. At eighteen, March 16, 1941 became an Ordinary Seaman at 
$37.50/month (cf. Boy Seaman, $15.00/month). Posted to HMCS Cougar 
(armed yacht) at Prince Rupert. A ship too lightly built for service in the 
heavy seas encountered. James later turned out to be a keen sport- 
fisherman and often took others (including R/Adm. Pullen). From Cougar 
he returned to Naden for a Gunnery course. Sent to HMCS Outarde, 
again in Prince Rupert. Some experience with ships in distress, including 
a Russian ship ashore. Took a diving course -- which he could not 
complete due to a sinus condition -- but assisted in placing the Queen 
Elizabeth in the dry dock at Esquimalt. Promoted to Leading Seaman and 
sent to the commissioning of HMCS Beacon Hill (frigate) under Lt. 
Cmdr. Ted Simmons. Went to the east coast, escorting HMS Puncher 
(escort carrier), then work-ups in Bermuda. No permanent force officers, 
but senior petty officers were RCN. Comments on various officers. 
Convoy work to Londonderry -- EG26 where Beacon Hill was Senior 
Officer. Then taking convoys from mid-ocean and through the danger 
areas of the English Channel and the Irish Sea. Joined with other ships to 
sail abreast in a large tactic to chase a submarine into Lough Swilley 
which was subsequently sunk by aircraft. Leaving the Foyle in company 
with others, HMCS New Glasgow ran into a submarine, damaging it to 
the extent that she had to surface. Picked up survivors (U-1003). Rescued 
survivors from another submarine. They were off Dover on VE-Day and 
the captain took the whole group into port and gave the crew 48 hours 
leave in London. James arrived in London the day after VE-Day to find 
the pubs sold out of beer! Returned to the ship after the celebration to 
assist in the round-up of surrendering U-boats. Learned from prisoners 



 

 

that U-boats knew Beacon Hill's pendant number and tried to keep away - 
- Simmons had a reputation as a "dangerous" man. Speaks of the 
importance of the CAT gear. Always streamed if the ship was moving 
faster than seven knots. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
As they left Londonderry for the last time they fired a salute to the Wrens 
who had done a good job for them in many ways, including cleaning all 
the small arms in the ship. On leave, Halifax to Victoria for leave. 
Returned to Liverpool, NS where Beacon Hill was in refit. Took Beacon 
Hill to Esquimalt -- one of only three in the ship who commissioned her 
in 1944. Assigned to the Reserve Fleet for maintenance -- a working job 
but not a lot was done. The destroyers Gatineau, Sioux, Crusader were also 
in the Reserve Fleet at that time. Subsequently drafted to HMCS Crescent 
(destroyer) in 1947 shortly to have Lt. Cmdr. "Scruffy" O'Brien in 
command. A good captain and ship-handler. Popular although he ran a 
tight ship. Then Lt. Cmdr. John Charles took command -- another good 
captain. Participated in the southern cruise with HMCS Ontario (cruiser), 
then into the Caribbean for exercises with the RN and Canadians from the 
east coast. They were the real winners in sports. When he was an AB, 
James managed to spend time in HMS Warspite (battleship) when she 
was refitting in Bremerton, WA. Afterwards firing practice at Nanoose 
Bay -- although firing at long range, close to Vancouver. After the West 
Indies returned to Esquimalt. In 1948 just as they were prepared to sail on 
their southern cruise they were ordered to proceed to China, forty-eight 
hours later. Ammunition, stores, additional fifty men to bring up the full 
complement in addition to a Chinese interpreter. Sailed at twenty-one 
knots to Shanghai where they stayed for some time. Nationalists and 
Communists at war and much confusion in the city. The Canadian ship 
was there to replace a C Class RN destroyer which was out of 
commission. Sailed up the Yangtze to Nanking and remained there for 
two weeks. Crescent had a "mutiny" pretty much caused by changing 
routines (a new XO). The final straw was when the crew, at 1:00AM, 
were told to pick up a large stock of beer ashore -- and as usual, the 
Canadian press got it wrong. Withdrew from Nanking, waited at the 
mouth of the river while the RN withdrew the destroyer replacement for 
Crescent and helped HMS Consort out of the river as all her radar had 
been destroyed by gunfire. Drafted off before the Mainguy Report. Sent to 
HMCS Cornwallis as a Parade Instructor under Commander Patrick 
Budge who was an excellent commander. One always knew where one 
stood. Everyday Budge would inspect one of the blocks or one of the 
galleys. Anecdotes. Applied with three others for a Gunner's Mate course 
at Whale Island (HMS Excellent). After a short course to brush up on 
their mathematics they sailed for England. Welcomed at HMS Excellent. 
Good treatment for a day or so then as the junior class they were really 
run ragged, luckily James had always kept up his sports. Excellent 
training in everything which included a week of firing from a destroyer, 



 

 

land fighting à la commandos, and six-inch firing from a land position. 
Ten months later three Canadians graduated 1-2-3 in the class after about 
two weeks of exams. His course commander was Lt. Cmdr. Henry Leach 
whose father, Capt. Leach, went down with the battleship Prince of 
Wales. Leach became First Sea Lord. James felt in talking to Leach at 
their graduation party that Leach in some way wanted to vindicate his 
father. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
James qualified Gunner's Mate in 1950. Claims that he could take over 
any destroyer as Gunnery Officer. Remained at HMS Excellent on staff 
as an instructor for about nine months. Graduated third in his class -- he 
and two other Canadians all got over 80 points. Standard of instruction 
was second to none. Anecdotes on "characters" in the navy -- incl. 
"Popeye" Chambers who, when he died, the Tudor House pub in 
Esquimalt set aside a table covered with a black velvet cloth and with a 
can and a glass of beer! Returned to Victoria and as an expert on the 
Mark 6 gunnery system was given the choice of joining HMCS Cayuga 
going to Korea or to HMCS Ontario. Chose to go to Korea under Cmdr. 
Willy Hayes. Truce in effect in Korea but James took landing parties 
ashore in deserted areas to familiarize the troops with their weapons and 
firing at any targets (rocks, etc.). Spent fourteen months in Korea. Able to 
spend about ten days in Japan. Did much practice firing -- hundreds of 
rounds -- and became very good at it. Compares the training in HMS 
Excellent with that offered in Canada at HMCS Cornwallis. No way that 
Canadians can match -- not in facilities particularly -- no firing ships, 
firing range, firing six-inch guns at Plymouth, etc. James could easily 
take over as Gunnery Officer. Makes a couple of gunnery points with the 
Gunnery School at Naden. Then acted as Equipment and Trials Officer, 
Chief Gunnery West Coast for four years. Worked on all ships coming 
out of dry-dock or new construction. 
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Note: Cass. 1, Side 1 of Wurtele begins about halfway through Side 1 of 
James'. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Beacon Hill, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Boy Seaman 
• CAT Gear 
• China -- Shanghai/Nanking 
• Conditions of Service 
• Convoy EG 26 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Crescent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Discipline, Naval 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery Training Establishment) 
• James, C.P.O. Richard E. -- Interview 



 

 

• Korean War, 1950-1053 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Glasgow, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Outarde, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 288 
Interviewee Jenson, Latham  Bereton “Yogi” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander L.B. Jenson, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent  3 audio cassettes (90s? (N/A)). 
Date/Place 1 October 1986, Halifax NS 

Box/File 3.23 
Transcript  tss, corr. 103 leaves 
Summary  Cmdr. Latham B. Jenson 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Cmdr. Jenson joined the Navy in 1938 after serving in the Sea Cadets in 
Calgary from the age of twelve where training including cutlass drill as 
performed by their former RN instructors. His father gave consideration 
to a number of naval options for him -- Conway, RMC and the regular 
new entry programme -- and he decided on the latter. Interviewed by Lt. 
Cmdr. Mainguy in Ottawa and deemed to be acceptable officer material. 
To the UK and outfitting by Gieves he joined the monitor HMS Erebus. 
Comment on Gieves. Three months in the monitor and then to HMS 
Frobisher for an additional three months. Discusses training and the 
social order desired in the service, civil service, etc. Training cruise in 
HMS Vindictive to Scapa Flow and Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Man, France. 
August 1939, passed and became a midshipman. Chose to go to the China 
Station although the Mediterranean Fleet was popular and a very good 
professional choice. Joined HMS Renown (battleship) supposedly leaving 
for the China Station. The ship had not been fully worked-up so made a 
number of forays into the North Sea including the Skagenak where the 
ship accidently entered a minefield, luckily without damage. Returning to 
Scapa Jenson found himself in command of a forty-five foot picket boat. 
Renown was bombed at Scapa some damage. Sailed for Sierra Leone 
with HMS Ark Royal (carrier). Searched to South Atlantic for the 
German Graf Spee (pocket battleship). His picket boat did night patrols 
off Freetown with the crew armed with cutlasses. Feels it was great work 
for an eighteen-year old Midshipman. Anecdotes of the captain and 



 

 

gunnery practice. Sixty-eight days at sea then Rio de Janeiro. The Battle 
of the River Plate took place while Renown was fuelling so they sailed 
for Sierra Leone. Escorted HMS Exeter, the major participant in the River 
Plate battle, from Ascension Island to Sierra Leone -- a freshly painted 
and repaired vessel -- at least until Jenson went aboard and discovered 
that the interior was a complete wreck -- blood, fire damage, etc. From 
the outside the ship looked spotless -- wooden guns as required, well- 
painted patches, etc. A good psychological move. Jenson was basically an 
observer. Later he found that the gunroom had been hit and all his 
possessions had been completely destroyed. Jenson next joined HMS 
Matabele (destroyer) which was in dry-dock in Falmouth. His particular 
gun, the pom-pom was mounted ashore for use during air raids. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Jenson put in a claim for all the gear he had lost in Renown but was only 
allowed fifty percent of the amount, unfortunately not sufficient! 
Additional air raid anecdotes. Matabele took over a French ship that was 
eventually re-commissioned in the Free French navy. In Matabele Jenson 
was the Navigator's assistant and the Supply Officer for the ship. To Scapa 
then attacked German convoys off Norway. After Matabele he was 
appointed to HMS Hood (battle cruiser) that he really did not find to be in 
good condition. The officers on board were very considerate and helped 
the senior midshipmen greatly in preparation for their sub-lieutenant's 
exams (April 1941). Left the Hood three weeks before she was sunk. To 
Whale Island on subs courses and spent some time during air raids on 
watch. After passing and after leave he joined HMCS Ottawa. Speaks of 
a number of captains that he experienced in Ottawa and most had their 
eccentricities, some more dangerous than others. Gives his account of the 
torpedoing and sinking of the Ottawa just they were reaching WESTOMP 
(the Western Ocean Meeting Point). 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Explains how he came to be saved -- and by whom. After leave he was 
appointed First Lieutenant of HMCS Niagara (ex-U.S. destroyer). Second 
interview begins -- Oct. 24, 1985. Recounts how he met the Captain and 
joined as First Lieutenant. With the coxswain he changed a good 
proportion of the crew. Some comment on the former captain "Two Gun" 
Ryan. Much convoy work in the winter of 1943. These old ships had a 
continuing problem with rust, mechanical failures and were unpleasant 
sea boats. Despite this Niagara served well as the crew became better 
trained. Jenson mentions the differences between the RCN methods and 
the RN ones, that didn't always work for Canadians. New captain 
appointed -- Lt. Cmdr. W.H. Willson. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Had a few short trips under Willson including one memorable occasion 
when the starboard anchor dropped just as they were passing the Admiral. 
Comments on Willson and his peculiarities. Appointed to HMCS Niobe 
in Glasgow. Joined HMS Valentine which was then building and was to 
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be turned over to the Canadian Navy. For a short time he had command 
of HMCS Long Branch a new Castle-class corvette, commissioned on 
Jan. 1, 1944. In Feb. turned over command to Lt. Cmdr. Skinner. 
Eventually returned to Valentine now HMCS Algonquin where he was 
First Lieutenant under Lt. Cmdr. D.W. Piers. Speaks of running the ship 
for Cmdr. Piers. Recounts action against German ships transiting the 
Norwegian Leads. Explains an ABU -- automatic barrage unit, radar 
control, fired the anti-aircraft guns when an enemy plane came within 
1500 yards, resulting in a curtain of fire. Participated in the D-Day assault 
and with an artillery officer aboard who was able to destroy enemy strong 
points inland (apparently by indirect fire). Also destroyed coast defence 
guns (Sword Beach). With HMS Swift coming into an anchorage the 
Swift hit a mine and Algonquin needing a Whaler and additional breach 
blocks, sent a party over to the sinking ship and although some "loot" was 
obtained, the Whaler was not! One patrol to Omaha Beach then back to 
Sword. Successful, under enemy shell fire, in obtaining the 293 radar 
from the mast of HMS Swift, still above water. Algonquin visited North 
Russia -- anecdote about engineer officer somewhat the worse for drink, 
creating a disturbance on the Red Officers Club. In April, 1945 returned 
to Scapa, fuelled in the Clyde, returned to Newfoundland and then to 
Halifax. (ends about half way) 
 

• Algonquin, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Anti-aircraft Gunnery 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Convoys 
• D-Day Invasion 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Erebus, HMS (Monitor) 
• Exeter, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Hood, HMS (Battle Cruiser) 
• Jenson, Cmdr. L.B. -- Interview 
• Matabele, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Midshipman 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niagara, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• North Sea -- Naval Operations 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Renown, HMS (Battle Cruiser) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Vindictive, HMS (Training Cruiser) 



 

 

• Willson, Lt. Cmdr. W.H. 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 325 
Interviewee Joy, Alex P.G. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Alex P.G. Joy, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place  24 September 1986, Toronto ON 

Box/File  4.20 
Transcript  tss, corr. 27 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Alex P.G. Joy 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lieut. Joy joined HMCS York in Toronto. Originally turned down on 
medical grounds but eventually passed although not actually called until 
March 1940. Lent to the RN, went to King Alfred for training. Upon 
graduation he was sent to an AMC -- HMS Worcestershire. Then 
appointed to HMS Hornet the MTB base near Portsmouth. Training before 
going to sea in MTBs -- which were small, powered by Italian engines 
(Isotta-Fraschini). Their torpedoes were pushed off the stern and as their 
engines started the MTB had to turn away. This was the 10th MTB 
Flotilla later sent to Alexandria. First sent to Crete where they were 
bombed -- only two boats surviving, including his. Took command and 
patrolled along the coast of N. Africa to Mersa Matruh. Boat engines 
were very dirty -- speed down to 23 knots. Eventually got ex-American 
Scott-Payne boats, old but beautiful. His "new" boat broke in two one 
day! Recalls that he also had bad luck with his earlier boat, involved in 
removing a few troops from Tobruk when it fell to Rommel, and 
subsequently in a commando raid on the same port that failed badly. As 
the British Army advancing the MTBs participated in dummy landings in 
order to make the Italians and Germans nervous enough to bring troops 
forward to the coast. Next sailed for Malta so loaded with stores that their 
exhaust pipes were under water. Took part in the Sicily landings (1943). 
Now in MTB 663 -- a dog boat. In company with one or two others, sank 
3 Italian E-boats. Also participated in the Salermo landings. The mayor 
and others in a small boat approached Joy's boat and surrendered the Island 
of Capri! Given leave but very difficult to get out of the Mediterranean. 
Malta then to Alexandria where he was told that he was to be the Naval 
Officer in Charge at Leros -- one of the Greek Islands. Supposed to 
operate MTBs up the coast of Turkey -- which did not work out. Relieved 
by an RN commander although Joy stayed for a time. 
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Eventually another Greek Island, Samos came under their control (later in 
1944). 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Left Samos for neutral Turkey -- where they were locked up for 24 hours 
then sent by train to Ankara and from there to Alexandria. To Canada on 
leave and returned to the UK to HMS Hornet to commission another boat 
(a D-boat, 759) then building on the Isle of Wight. Operated out of Great 
Yarmouth against E-boats in the North Sea/Ostend. War ended and Joy 
returned to Canada on 24-hour notice in HMCS Haida. 
 

• E-boats -- Italian 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Hornet, HMS (MTB Training Base) 
• Joy, Lieut. Alex P.G. -- Interview 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Leros -- Greek Island 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Samos -- Greek Island 
• Sicily -- Naval Operations 
• Tobruk -- Naval Operations 
• Turkey -- Interned (Released) 
• World War II 
• York, HMCS (Toronto Naval Division) 

 
 

ID No. 306 
Interviewee Kellington, Thomas E. “Tom” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander T.E. Kellington, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 27 January 1984, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.24 
Transcript  tss, corr. 46 leaves 

tss, corr. 45 leaves 
Summary  Lt. Cmdr. (E) Thomas E. Kellington 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. Kellington first joined the Canadian Scottish Regiment in 1935 
with a grade eleven education. Applied to the navy in 1935 and accepted 
in 1937 as a Second Class Stoker. Course finished, he joined HMCS 
Fraser. Comments on the destroyer's officers. Later in England was on 
Leading Stoker's course when Margaree was sunk. Just before war started 
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Fraser sailed from Vancouver to Halifax at such a speed in just under 
fourteen days that all the brick-work in her boilers had collapsed. In 
convoy escorted the just Canadian troops to England (Dec. 1939). Then 
watching for German merchant ships trying to leave the Caribbean 
Anecdotes of ship life. Evacuating the army from Dunkirk and then 
moved south to being people off. Later the Fraser was rammed by HMS 
Calcutta (cruiser) and her bow sheared off. Good account of the damage 
done to Fraser from an engine room perspective. Jumped into the sea and 
picked up in HMCS Restigouche's whaler. Speaks of the survivors and the 
very crowded conditions in Restigouche, the shortage of water, etc. After 
survivors' leave was sent to HMCS Dominion, a barracks just opening. 
Mentions his course again when Margaree sunk. Finished the course and 
joined the old ex-U.S. four stacker HMCS Niagara in Glasgow. Finally in 
Halifax he received his survivors leave. Then to St. Francis (another four- 
stacker) as an Engine Room Artificer, (ERA) 4th Class, finally leaving 
her as an acting Chief E.R.A. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Explains some duties of engine rooms. More problems in Niagara than in 
St. Francis. These usually caused by excess vibration and also from 
electrolysis in the hull. Little in St. Francis, much in Niagara. Partly 
explains why these old ships gave so much trouble although on the 
engineering side they were all built exactly the same. Promoted and took 
the Divisional Course at HMCS Stadacona and emerged as a Warrant 
Engineer. Found himself in HMCS Peregrine where there was 
considerable discipline and morale problems (1944) until June 1945 then 
HMCS Stadacona June to Dec. 1945. As part of HMCS Peregrine was 
heavily involved in trying to quell the Halifax riots. Good description and 
several anecdotes about the riot and afterward. Second interview about 
two weeks later, same cassette. Posted to Stadacona. Joined HMCS 
Antigonish (frigate) as the Engineer Officer (Dec. 1945) taking the ship 
to the West Coast where the ship was paid off. Comments on the RCN 
disgust at being asked if they wished to join the Pacific War. Killington's 
interview is a little confusing here and some parts incorrect -- apparently 
all the crew of HMCS Uganda (Quebec) (cruiser) who did not wish to 
continue with the Japanese War were transferred to HMCS Ontario 
(Cruiser), and new crew were posted to Uganda (Quebec). After a short 
time in the dockyard Kellington joined Uganda, in December 1946, after 
her major South American cruise. Later (1955) put Quebec into reserve 
and joined Ontario. Same war-time anecdotes. Ends. 
 

• Antigonish, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Calcutta, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Dunkirk Evacuation 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fraser, HMCS (Destroyer) 



 

 

• Kellington, Lt. Cmdr. Thomas E. -- Interviews 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niagara, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ontario, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Peregrine, HMCS (Manning Established) 
• Restigouche, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Riot, Halifax 
• St. Francis, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stadacona HMCS (Training Base) 
• Stokers -- ERA Education and Training 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 374 
Interviewee Kirkpatrick, James R.H. “Jim” “Kirk” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander James R.H. 
Kirkpatrick, as compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 24 May 1988, Kitchener ON 

Box/File 3.25 
Transcript  tss, corr. 22 leaves 

tss. 19 leaves 
Notes tl to Judge Kirkpatrick from Lawrence Hal, 23 January 1987 and 10 May 

1988. 
Summary  Lt. Cmdr. J.R.H. Kirkpatrick, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

Lt. Cmdr. Kirkpatrick joined the Royal Military College of Canada in 
1934. In the summer served as a Midshipman RCNVR. After graduating 
he studied law at Osgoode Hall while still maintaining his Reserve Navy 
connection. Reported for duty in early September 1939 as a Lieutenant and 
was involved with the examination service at St. John N.B. After a 
Gunnery Course he volunteered for service in the R.N. (1940) and after 
some training at HMS King Alfred was appointed to the Armed Merchant 
Cruiser HMS Petropolis. Served for several months until she was 
torpedoed and was picked up after spending a night in the water. Sent to 
Dover and in command of MASBY 49, an odd, perhaps experimental, boat 
with a crew of twelve. Air/sea rescue, destroying floating mines. 
Transferred to MTB's and saw some action but later when standing by 
other boats became bored and requested that the Admiralty send him 
where there might be some action. Sent to Trinidad for his pains where 
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they patrolled in U.S. made boats pulled up a few survivors of sunken 
ships and after a year returned to England in April, 1943. Served in a RN 
flotillas then appointed Senior Naval Officer organizing two Canadian 
flotilla including Canadian officers already serving in RN boats. 
Remembers that the Dog boats were much steadier platforms for torpedo 
firing. Slow and steady in attack was much better than speed. Some 
casualties during attacks but also some torpedo success against German 
coastal traffic. Patrolled about the Channel Islands during D-Day. Worked 
out of Yarmouth during the Scheldt campaign and were then based in 
Ostend. Returned to Yarmouth and then when the other Canadian flotilla 
(29th) was burned at Ostend on 14 Feb. 1945 they returned there and in 
May, 1945 the 65th Flotilla enjoyed a large paying off party. Some 
interesting comments on morale and training both of a very high order 
and how a new captain could explain his methods of command and what 
he expected of his crew. In a small ship team work is all-important. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belgian Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Caribbean Sea -- Naval Operations (Trinidad) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Greater Yarmouth MTB Base 
• Kirkpatrick, Lt. Cmdr. J.R.H. -- Interviews 
• MASBY 49 (Motor Patrol Craft) 
• Morale 
• MTB -- 65th Flotilla 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Petropolis, HMS. (AMC) 
• Royal Military College of Canada 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 307 
Interviewee Knox, Malcolm C. “Cam” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander M.C. Knox D.S.C, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 3 July 1987, Pointe Claire PQ 

Box/File 3.26 
Transcript  tss, corr. 33 leaves 

Notes  Plus tls to L. Hal from M.C. Knox, Nov. 10, 1987. 
Summary  Lieutenant Commander Malcolm C. Knox D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
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(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
In Montreal he attempted to join the navy at the age of eighteen, taken in 
a year later and sent to HMCS Royal Roads, to the second class (May 
1941). In the intervening time he went to McGill and served in the 
C.O.T.C. becoming a Second Lieutenant. Jumping forward he speaks of 
the future MTB 743 which was powered by four 1500 horse power 
engines and carried 4000 gallons 100 octane fuel. Compares to E-boats 
which were about 10 knots faster and burned diesel oil. The German 
convoy targets were small while the British coastal targets were very 
large and thus a better target for the E-boats. Speaks of treatment of E- 
boat survivors. Returns to May, 1941 when he attended Royal Roads and 
speaks of a number of class-mates. Great respect for Captain Grant. 
Graduated after three months and was sent to HMCS Givenchy in the 
Dockyard for a few weeks. Appointed to the corvette HMCS Givenchy in 
the Dockyard for a few weeks. Appointed to the corvette HMCS 
Chedabucto (Bangor minesweeper) with several officers who were not 
very adept at handling drink and the ship at the same time. Appointed to 
HMCS Goderich (Bangor) then in the fall of 1942 was sent to ML103 in 
Sarnia, Ont., and later ML83 in command, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence 
(1943). Volunteered for MTB's, when the flotillas were forming in the 
UK. Took a number of courses and had valuable experiences on patrols 
with RN MTB's. His first Canadian captain was Bones Bush -- an 
outstanding commander. Went to Kirkpatrick's flotilla (65) initially as a 
First Lieutenant with the promise that he would have his own command 
very shortly. He was appointed to ML743 in command. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Worked up to HMS Bee and in Feb. 1944 was based at Brixham, where 
they could cover the Channel Islands. Speaks of their Commander James 
Kirkpatrick with admiration as a tactical leader as well as a leader of men. 
Later, saw much of the initial Normandy invasion but no action on the 
eastern side of the invasion area. Later on torpedoed small German 
merchant ship and later, by gunfire, an "armed coastal craft". Finally got 
his D.S.C. after two recommendations had been lost! Mistakenly bombed 
by a Lancaster bomber but no damage was done and by a Liberator with a 
Leigh light but luckily the aircraft recognized the ships before attacking. 
Patrolled off Yarmouth then sent to Ostend, patrols into the Scheldt 
Estuary in order to protect against E-boat attacks on supply ships going 
into Antwerp. On leave in London on VE-Day. Speaks of some of the 
members of the 65th flotilla who later did very well in civilian life and 
how as young men in MTB's they learned to be decisive and thinkers -- 
Knox claims that the five years in the navy were the most valuable in his 
life. Lawrence disclaims war but a good war is an adventure. 
 

• Bee, HMS -- MTB Base 
• Belgium Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Chedabucto, HMCS (Minesweeper) 



 

 

• E-Boats -- German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fairmiles, ML103 and ML83 (Motor Launches) 
• Givenchy, HMCS (Deport Ship) 
• Goderich, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Knox, Lt. Cmdr. Malcolm C. -- Interviews 
• Morale 
• Motor Torpedo Boat (743) 
• MTB 65th Flotilla 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Royal Canadian Naval College, HMCS Royal Roads 
• St. Lawrence River -- Naval Operations 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 308 
Interviewee Ladner,  Thomas Ellis “Tommy” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Thomas E. Ladner, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place  26 November 1986, Vancouver BC 

Box/File  3.27 
Transcript  tss, corr. 46 leaves 
Summary  Lieutenant Commander T.E. Ladner, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCNVR at HMCS York in 1939 in Toronto, while studying 
Law at Osgoode Hall. Left for the UK in June 1940. Anecdote of fellow 
officer trainees at HMS King Alfred with an aside on defusing delayed 
action bombs and the high casualty rate. Upon graduation was sent to an 
Armed Merchant Cruiser HMS Forfar (formerly the CPR Montrose) in 
order to obtain watch keeping certificates. Torpedoed about 100 miles off 
Iceland in early December 1940. Describes the sinking, his time in the 
water, and rescue by a merchant ship and landed at Oban in Scotland. 
Spent his leave in Cornwall. Then in January 1941 was sent to HMS St. 
Christopher, the training base for Coastal forces. Did very well in exams 
and was appointed to command an MGB, never having been to sea in 
one. In the meantime had to take an air-sea rescue boat from 
Southampton to the Thames. Picked up the new MGB 19 that originally 
had an RN crew and when Ladner left his coxswain volunteered to go 
with him. Canadians were popular with their crews because they were 
particularly concerned about them. Joined a flotilla on the east coast, 
operating out of Lowestoft but unfortunately his boat was hit by a bomb 



 

 

when in the shipyard. Appointed to MGB75 at Hythe, a 71 foot boat with 
three Packard (Merlin) engines of 1500 H.P. each. Spent some time 
trying out new propellers and doing tests with MTB102, a new type. 
Christmas, 1942, on leave in Vancouver returning in January 1943. The 
account returns to mid 1942, after working up MGB75 he joined the 
flotilla of Robert Hitchens who was the initiator of many excellent MGB 
tactics. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Ladner participated in very successful tactics (explained on tape) off the 
Dutch coast. One particular tactic was to get to within 100 feet of the 
enemy ship (whose guns could not depress sufficiently for that short 
range) and then fire incendiary bullets from their Oerlikon guns; 
preferably into the enemy bridge. (Note: also see Vancouver Province 5 
Feb. 1944) Moved to Dartmouth where they operated off the French 
coast, particularly successful against a convoy exiting Le Havre. 
Returned to Felixstowe and in attacking a convoy off the Dutch coast and 
was caught on the inshore side of the convoy by a German destroyer. 
Ladner attempted to pass though the convoy but was damaged and retired 
to a buoy and the darkness where in daylight was able to limp home on 
two engines and with a hole in bow and several wounded aboard. Had a 
short interlude commanding a C-class boat during the period when the 
German Scharnhorst and Gneisenau made their dash though the English 
Channel. A disorganized effort on the part of the British. Lander then 
gathered a number of crew who had previously served in MGB 75 and 
took them to the Mediterranean in a new MGB 663. Difficult work up 
since about two-thirds of the crew were very inexperienced but 
eventually a first class crew emerged. The voyage to the Mediterranean 
was completed on one engine at about eight knots and barrels of 100 
octane gasoline on deck. On to Algiers then to Bizerte. Patrolling from 
Bône to Cape Bon, where the Germans were trying to escape to Europe. 
Sent to Malta then operated off the coast of Sicily. Anecdotes. 
Preparation for the invasion of Sicily where they were to patrol. 
[Transcript used for the balance of this account.] 
Was able to shoot down enemy aircraft in the Straits of Messina. 
Describes going alongside a small tanker loaded with 100 octane fuel. In 
Sicily they entered Augusta harbour but ordered to take the shore 
(administrative) party back to Syracuse since the local battle appeared to 
be in doubt. Returned to Malta for an engine refit then to Bizerte to join 
the assault on Sardinia. There base was Maddalena Island between 
Corsica and Sardinia. Moved to Bastia and were very active during which 
the four Canadian boats with Canadian C.O.s were formed into the 
"Canadian Flotilla). They were to operate off the Italian coast. The 
Canadian operated together in very close formation and opened fire 
together. Moved slowly to attack, perhaps fifteen knots, ideally when 
attacking, moving out from the shore. Various attacks on the Italian coast. 
Moved certain staff to the Anzio beach-head. Participated in the capture 
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of Capri. Put a port party ashore at Naples. Assisted in the invasion of the 
Island of Elba. Remained off Italy until the invasion of Southern France. 
After refit in Malta they went to the Adriatic where after hard fighting 
they were able, in 1944, to virtually stop all the free movement of 
shipping. The strain began to tell and Ladner returned to Malta as a staff 
officer, operations. A week later he had pneumonia. Shortly after leaving 
his boat it was blown up by a mine with many casualties. Left the 
Mediterranean about March 1945 and arrived in Vancouver in May 6, 
1945. 
 

• Adriatic Sea -- Naval Operations 
• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Dartmouth, MTB Base 
• East Coast (UK) -- Naval Operations 
• Felixstowe -- MTB Base 
• Forfar, HMS (A.M.C.) 
• French Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Hitchens, Cmdr. Robert (RN Tactics) 
• Hythe -- MGB Base 
• Italian Coast -- Naval Operations 
• King Alfred, HMS -- Officer Training Establishment 
• Ladner, Lt. Cmdr. T.E. -- Interviews 
• Lowestoft -- MGB Base 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• St. Christopher, HMS. (Training MTB Base) 
• Tactics -- MTB’s 
• World War II 
• York, HMCS (Toronto Naval Division) 

 
 

ID No. 260 
Interviewee Landymore,  William Moss “Bill” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral William M. Landymore, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 4 audio cassettes (60, 60, 120, 120). 
Date/Place 15 April 1984, 17 Feb. 1986 

Box/File 1.15 
Transcript  tss, corr. 61 leaves -- 1st part 

tss, corr. 38 leaves -- 2nd part 
Notes Summary: page 2 only available of part 2. 

Summary  R/Admiral William M. Landymore 



 

 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the militia -- passed senior matric, accepted at RMC, 1934. 
(Lawrence says his father was CSMI -- Company Sergeant Major 
Instructor at that time). Trained two summers with the RCNVR then sent 
as a Naval Cadet to England. Returns to an account of his RCNVR time, 
sea training in the second year. At RMC he experienced some hazing in 
his recruit year but not as bad as some, due to his being athletic (football 
team, etc.). Recruits worked for senior cadets and Landymore found it a 
great learning experience. To the UK and the training cruiser HMS 
Frobisher. The cadet Gunner in Frobisher, Mr. Margot, a miserable man. 
A difficult cruise to the West Indies (much sickness). A very mixed bag, 
including Indians and Chinese, New Zealanders, Australian and 
Canadians. RN had a world reputation for cadet training with very 
carefully selected officers in charge. As a Midshipman, joined HMS 
Emerald (cruiser) in the East Indies (Ceylon). An easier time of it than in 
the Home Fleet where everyone was constantly on the alert. (in case an 
Admiral went by!) Describes a naval rest camp in the hills of Ceylon. 
(1937) Crews required a break from the extremely hot condition aboard 
ship and so part could spend two weeks in the camp. Midshipmen 
actually spent the whole two months there, during a refit. Nothing to do 
but drill a small colour guard and play sports. They did teach musketry 
when various drafts from the ship attended camp. Were hosts to the 
cadets from a German cadet cruiser (the Emden). More sports and 
splendid singing by the Germans. The work of the Emerald was 
extremely social, at every British stop, or colony, people had to be 
entertained at cocktails or a dance. Midshipman worked hard at their 
studies as well. In 1938 because of Jewish/Arab troubles in Palestine, 
HMS Emerald landed armed parties. Landymore's platoon blocked a road 
leading to Haifa. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Returned to Canada on leave and then to HMS Glasgow (cruiser) in the 
Home Fleet. Sent to Pompeii (Portsmouth). Sub-Lieutenant courses at 
Whale Island. Enquiries as to an appointment to a ship were not 
forthcoming and with money running short he applied to the Admiralty. 
Appointed to HMS Windsor (destroyer) old but had been an escort 
destroyer for the Royal Yacht, many of the crew were Royal Yacht 
sailors and extremely well behaved (there were no defaulters). Convoy 
work until March 1940 when he was found by the RCN and returned to 
Canada. Appointed to HMCS Fraser (destroyer). Patrols in the West 
Indies until France began to fall, then to Plymouth. Evacuated troops 
from Saint-Jean-de-Luz on the Spanish border. Supposed to have taken 
Vanier (our ambassador to France but believed to have transported him to 
another ship. At least Vanier was not aboard when Fraser was sunk in a 
collision with the cruiser HMS Calcutta. Fraser's bridge, including 



 

 

Landymore, ended up on Calcutta's bow. Soon appointed to HMCS 
Restigouche (destroyer) as Navigator. Convoy work. Appointed HMCS 
Margaree (destroyer) being refitted in London, where they were bombed 
(near misses). Anecdotes later in a convoy Margaree cut in half by the 
merchant ship Port Fairy (Oct. 1940). A good account of the sinking. 
Afterwards to HMCS Naden brushing up the navigation skills of some 
RCNR Officers. Back to England to do a Long Gunnery Course and then 
appointed to HMS Belfast (cruiser) on the Denmark Strait patrol with 
HMS Sheffield (cruiser) 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Some time working up after serious mine (or bomb) damage. Then 
gunnery officer to the 25th Flotilla (destroyers), he admits to a mistake, 
Landymore was in the Flotilla before going to HMS Belfast. Good basic 
education in six inch cruisers. Joined HMCS Uganda under Capt. Rollo 
Mainguy, refitting in Charleston, NC all except the electronics that were 
fitted in Newcastle on Tyne. To the Pacific War with the RN. Bombarded 
two Islands (Trok and Sakishima) and offered protection for the aircraft 
carriers. "Volunteering" for continuing the Pacific war. Explains his own 
rationale, not even upset by it. The crew were incensed about being asked 
and voted to return to Canada. In discussion he pointed out that Japan 
was virtually beaten, bombers couldn't find good targets. About six weeks 
later the war ended. A pity no naval officers on active service couldn't be 
at the surrender. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
British Pacific Fleet formed one task group and the Americans three 
more, possibly the largest combined fleet ever assembled. (est. 65 miles 
of sea, side to side). Eventually targets became very difficult to find. This 
may have had some influence on the "volunteers" vote in HMCS Uganda 
that forced the ship to return to Canada. Considers it very unfortunate that 
the Canadian Navy was not among the victors at the Japanese surrender. 
Uganda became a training cruiser, no longer able to do battle. Later 
ashore on the staff of Warfare and Training. Naval Staff College and later 
the joint Services Staff College. Returned as Director of Manning. Agrees 
that the "Korean War was the salvation of the Canadian Navy" The 
government had just previously cut the Navy to 7,500 officers and men, 
cut to the bone. Completely revised when Korea broke out. Large new 
entry many of whom were unsuitable. Landymore commanded HMCS 
Iroquois twice to Korea. Patrols up the west coast with some 
bombardment. Supported South Korean reservists defending islands with 
American advisors and could provide full support very quickly. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
"Train bashing" on the east coast, where Iroquois was hit once by enemy 
artillery. Sailed into North Korea to pick up refugees. Comments on a 
speech Landymore made about the recent history of Korea and how the 
population were virtual slaves of the Japanese. (compares it to the 
German atrocities ending both was a good result of war). After Korea, 
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was sent to the Imperial Defence College in the UK. 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) 
Became Captain of HMCS Bonaventure (light fleet carrier) and here was 
able to increase the number of aircraft in the air patrols (24 hrs) four fold. 
Participated in the rescue of a downed US aircraft in the Atlantic. 
Comments that Bonaventure was the most valuable asset that the RCN had 
and it was scrapped! Later became Flag Officer Pacific Coast. Discusses 
integration as initiated by the Minister Brooke Claxton which he does not 
consider to be a good thing at all. Claxton integrated headquarters staff as 
well as ranks which caused endless trouble. "It was the most unwieldy, 
unsatisfactory, idiotic move that was ever made because it didn't make any 
sense at all". A very messy re-organization. Unification partly initiated by 
flag officers (and others) quietly resigning rather than combining to 
oppose it. Details of the way that many good officers chose to resign. Paul 
Hellyer the Minister rode roughshod over many careers. Lack of support 
by the Prime Minister (Pearson) was a major factor in allowing unification 
to take place. Landymore considers Pearson to have been weak and 
untruthful. Claims that the RCN couldn't be legally challenged except by 
Parliament. Despite this, Unification took place and Landymore sent his 
papers to Alec Douglas (at DND). Comment on Nigel Brodeur's remarks 
to the Minister in Halifax and the near riot it caused! 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belfast, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Bonaventure HMCS (Lt. Fleet Cruiser) 
• British Pacific Fleet 
• Brodeur, Nigel, Lt. Cmdr. 
• Calcutta MS (Cruiser) 
• Ceylon, East Indies Station 
• Claxton, Brook -- Minister of National Defence 
• Emerald, HMS (Cruiser) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• France, evacuation (Dunkirk) 
• Fraser, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Glasgow, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Hellyer, Paul (Minister of National Defence) 
• Integration -- Canada 
• Iroquois, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Japan -- Surrendered, Aug. 1945 
• Japanese Air Attacks 
• Korean War, 1950-53 
• Landymore, R/Adm. Wm.M. -- Interviews 
• Margaree, HMCS (Destroyer) 



 

 

• Midshipmen 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Pacific -- Naval Operations 
• Palestine, 1938 
• Pearson, Lester (Prime Minister of Canada) 
• Port Fairy (Merchant Ship) 
• Restigouche, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Saint-Jean-de-Luz 
• Social Events 
• Uganda HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Unification of the Armed Forces 
• Volunteers, Pacific War 
• Whale Island (HMS Excellent) 
• Windsor, HMS (Destroyer) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 326 
Interviewee Lang, Daniel “Dan” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant D. Lang, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (90s?). 
Date/Place 24 September 1986, Toronto ON 

Box/File 4.21 
Transcript  tss, corr. 39 leaves 

tss, corr. 22 leaves 
Summary  Lieutenant Daniel A. Lang, R.C.N.V.R. 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy in August, 1942. School was Upper Canada College then 
took law at the University of Toronto. Sent to HMCS Kings in Halifax 
for training. As an Acting Probationary Sub-Lieutenant he was sent to 
Hamilton to arrange for the release of a large number of tradesmen from 
Westinghouse, Stelco and Dofasco for induction in the navy which was 
very short of engine-room personal. A rather political effort was required 
to persuade management of the need. Joined HMCS Agassiz (Corvette) 
then in refit with Barney Johnson as captain. Almost immediately sent on 
convoys to Londonderry. In 1942 they were off the American coast with 
the old radar, the SWIC. Later with the Barber Pole group on the North 
Atlantic. Discusses the captain and other officers. Excellent shore staff at 
St. John's. Some experiences including inspection by senior officers. An 



 

 

evening in the Newfoundland Hotel he volunteered for a new Canadian 
MTB flotilla under construction in the U.K. Overseas in the Aquitania, so 
crowded that sleep was by a system with four-hour rotations. To 
Lowestoft a D-Boat flotilla. First night out knowing nothing about the 
boat he stood watch and went into action off the Dutch coast. Mentions a 
particularly tough group of German trawlers. Who were there to sink 
MTB's. Usually had training programmes when they were ashore. Did Z 
patrols, protecting coastal shipping. Some success against E-boats in the 
area of Brown's Bank Buoy near the middle of the North Sea. Course at 
Rhodene. Picked up MGB 727 in construction near Dartmouth. Work-ups 
at Holyhead and joined the other Canadian ships to become the 65th 
Flotilla. First operation in the Channel Islands although the shore 
batteries did not do any damage to them. Attacked German shipping 
including a larger vessel that, due to a very crude sighting apparatus, for 
their torpedoes, they decided on a successful sinking by gun fire. 
Comments on the heavy armament: two fully automated six-pounders, 
twin Oerlikon, twin -- 5" in power mounted turrets on each forward 
corner of the bridge and Vickers machine guns. Feels that torpedoes were 
inaccurate and Lang feels, ineffective and costly. Much time in early 
1944 was off Cherbourg and the Channel Islands. Many short 
engagements. Were part of the outer screen of a large practice operation 
in Tor Bay and although they were told E-boats were approaching, their 
radar did not pick them up. Many American troops were killed in the 
night attack. An E-boat was almost alongside and hurriedly left before the 
MGB's guns could hear. Lang speaks of MTB seamen picked up by the 
Germans were, if they were not held by the Gestapo, allowed to escape to 
England through the underground returning in about three weeks. Has a 
very high regard for the Kriegsmarine, very professional. Posted off 
Cherbourg on D-Day but the sea was too rough for any effective action 
on their part. After D-Day they were put on a Falmouth to Brest run which 
was long, consumed much fuel, with no result except they met many 
fishing boats. One night was spent ashore in a fishing village where they 
were aground due to a falling tide. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Came under fire from the Polish destroyers Blyskawica and Pioren due to 
drifting out of their set area. Left in a hurry! Speaks of Kirkpatrick as a 
very daring leader and much admired. Previous experience in the RN to a 
number of very professional Canadians. The RN were convinced that the 
boats were very expensive but necessary. Some comment on the MTB 
"ace", Hitchens who was admired by all and with an outstanding career. 
Saw HMS Warspite (Battleship) shell the shore batteries on Ushant. 
Many odd offensive and defensive tasks out of Ostend including the bad 
fire in our ships at Ostend that caused many casualties -- from fire as well 
as explosions. Joined the frigate Annan as gunnery officer, part of a 
Canadian hunter group. Home via Newfoundland in a frigate then with a 
friend hitched a ride in a corvette to Halifax, announcing themselves to 
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the captain after they left Harbour! 
• Agassiz, HMCS (Corvette) 

Annan, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Armament, (MGB) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• E-Boats -- German 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Hitchens, Br. Naval Tactician 
• Lang, Lieutenant Daniel -- Interviews 
• Lowestoft MTB 
• MGB -- 65th Flotilla 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Sea -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ostend -- Belgian Port 
• Prisoners of War 
• Warspite, HMS 
• World War II 
• Z Patrols 

 
 

ID No. 337 
Interviewee Lauder,  George Albert “Buck” 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer George A. Lauder, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 21 October 1985, Halifax NS 

Box/File 4.22 
Transcript  tss, corr. 39 leaves 
Summary  Chief Petty Officer George A. Lauder 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined 4 April 1938 as a Boy Seaman (Grade 8 education), pay fifty cents 
per day. Tough regime with a few kicks from time to time. Comments on 
some of his instructors. Served in HMCS Venture (sail) in 1938 where 
the Boys were "up and over" each of the three masts before breakfast. 
Some rough weather getting to Bermuda. Breakfast was red lead and 
bacon (stewed tomatoes and bacon). Bread became mouldy after the 
fourth day. Everybody had a bucket for use in the shower and for laundry 
(dobeying). Much classroom education. In HMCS Saguenay (Destroyer) 
when war broke out. First convoy from Halifax. Went to Whale Island 



 

 

and qualified in Anti-Aircraft gunnery (AA3). Joined HMS Montgomery 
(ex-U.S. destroyer). "Kippers" -- RN sailors; working out of Liverpool. 
Canteen messing where each had to pay a certain amount per day for food 
-- Which one of them had to prepare and take it to the gallery to be 
cooked. This was organized by the Kellick (leading seaman) of the mess. 
Left Montgomery in May 1941. Returned to the Canadian Navy. Drafted 
aboard HMCS Ottawa (Destroyer) in August, 1941. Comments on some 
of the officers, including the captain and the First Lieutenant, Tommy 
Pullen. In May 1942, sent to Whale Island for his AA2 course. Returns to 
his service in Venture where a cheeky remark to his leading seaman 
resulted in punch that knocked him out! Admits that it was fairly given, 
and no use complaining to his C.P.O. or officer. Lauder admits that this 
experience calmed him down. After his course he was drafted to HMCS 
Athabaskan (Destroyer), then building. After comments coming there 
was a little trouble with the crew, discipline a bit too tight, according to 
Lauder, and the First Lieutenant was replaced. Describes the glider bomb 
attack on Athabaskan and the resulting four days of steering from the after 
position. Several casualties including some dead. Good officers, names a 
few, including the new Captain Lt. Cmdr. John Stubbs. Left Athabaskan 
as a Leading Seaman, went to HMCS Ontario (Cruiser) for a short time. 
Would not volunteer for the Pacific, resented it as he was RCN and 
shouldn't have to sign to be sent anywhere. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Back in Canada in July 1945. Cornwallis (Shore base) for a short time 
then back to HMCS Niobe (Shore base) in the UK to join HMCS 
Crusader (Destroyer) then building. Now a Leading Seaman (AA1) sailed 
here to the West Coast and drafted off to Halifax. Lauder tells a tale of 
how he was distracted while in Athabaskan. Speaks of the stress of action 
stations at night, week after week, off the French Coast, back in port 
around 8:00 a.m., clean ship, leave and sleep before leaving again about 
4:00 p.m. One day ashore got drinking scrumpy (apple cider) at a pub and 
when he and others returned they robbed a bacon locker of four sides of 
bacon. Sold it ashore on the black market for ten pounds. Police involved, 
Lauder accused, although he did not reveal the names of two other 
involved, and then lost his rank as leading seaman and good conduct 
badge. Thankful that because of this he left the ship and was not in her 
when she was sunk soon after. Six months later his rank was restored. Also 
stole a case of whiskey destined for the wardroom, but not caught 
for that. After Crusader he was posted to HMCS New Liskeard 
(minesweeper) used as an ocean research vessel. Qualified GI (Gunner 
Mate). Speaks of the course at Whale Island. Served in HMCS Terra 
Nova (Destroyer escort) and later in HMCS Saguenay (destroyer escort). 
What a difference to the war time ships, much comfort in the crew. 
Discusses the guns, 3 inch 50's and 3 inch 70's, both made ships good 
fighting units. Some discussion that the navy today is soft with discipline 
a bit slack . The petty officer today is not respected as they were. It was 
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good, the old way, to "run the ass off" young men! Lauder would do it 
again. 

• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Boy Seaman 
• Discipline -- Naval 
• Lauder, C.P.O. George A. -- Interviews 
• Leading Seaman 
• Montgomery HMS (Destroyer) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Liskeard, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Saguenay II, HMCS (Destroyer Escort) 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Terra Nova, HMCS (Destroyer Escort) 
• Volunteers for Pacific 
• Whale Island (Gunnery School) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 289 
Interviewee Law, C. Anthony “Tony” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander C.A. Law, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent  1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place  19 October 1985, Halifax NS 

21 July 1987 
Box/File 3.28 

Transcript  tss. 34 leaves 
tss, corr. 47 leaves 

Notes Plus 1 cm of photocopied material re: Tony Law. 
Summary  Commander C. Anthony Law, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Cmdr. Law started in the Army in 1937 as a Second Lieutenant of No. 1 
Ordnance Ammunition Company, Royal Canadian Ordnance Corps, at 
Quebec. As a Lieutenant on the outbreak of war in 1939, he was 
promoted Captain and commanding officer. Prior to that, Law had been 
to Upper Canada College and then to the University of Ottawa High 
School. Went to Quebec as a young painter and was approached by the 
C.O. of the local naval division with an offer to join the RCNVR and to 



 

 

train on small boats with the Royal Navy. Thus he became Acting 
Probationary Sub-Lieutenant, RCNVR. Sent to the UK in 1940 and to 
HMS King Alfred for training. Posted to HMS Wolfe (formerly the 
C.P.R. Montcalm) for a short while -- on patrol to Iceland and the ice- 
pack to the north. Appointed First Lieutenant in a Motor Anti-Submarine 
Boat (M.A.S.B.) based in Weymouth. Appointed to MTB 48 in 
command, building in Cowes. Then to HMS Hornet, the training base at 
Gosport (Portsmouth). Describes the armament of his boat, as well as the 
early Scott-Hall engines. Sent to Horwich where he joined a flotilla, later 
moved to Dover (1941) where his first night action occurred. The boat 
suffered some damage and one man was wounded. In February 1942 they 
attempted to stop the Scharnhorst and other heavy German ships during 
their effort to move from France to Germany. His boat fired torpedoes but 
at too great a range, eventually returning to Dover. A real fiasco. Law 
was in forty-six actions against German coastal shipping. Sixty days leave 
in Canada -- married his wife -- returned to command of a 110 foot D- 
Boat building near Glasgow, 4 Packard engines and a crew of thirty. 
Patrols from Yarmouth to the Dutch coast. Discusses the fire hazard with 
so much high octane fuel. Compares them to the German E-Boats. Heavy 
engagements off the Dutch coast with sometimes heavy casualties. 
Appointed to headquarters in London to start organizing the two 
Canadian flotillas (with Kirkpatrick). Found himself in 71 foot 6 inch 
British Power Boats with a pom-pom forward (eventually a six pounder), 
twin Oerlikons and 18" torpedoes, and in command of the 29th Canadian 
Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla. The flotilla was delayed by faulty torpedo 
tubes. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
In the meantime, Law was appointed an official Naval War Artist and 
went to Scapa Flow and painted the RN Tribal class destroyer but had 
some problems with some RN officers who thought he might be a spy. 
Exhibited in the Natural Art Gallery, London and later in the War 
Museum in Ottawa. Commissioned MTB 459 and went to Holyhead for 
work-up (1944). Comments on (Sir) Peter Scott a prominent painter of 
birds. All eight boats of the 29th Flotilla sailed for Ramsgate with Law in 
Command. Their first action was to set a group of Royal Engineers on a 
beach at Cap Griz Nez in order to obtain the latest examples of German 
mines -- which they successfully did, returning the engineers to the UK. 
Battles against flak trawlers. Discusses some of the other countries 
represented in the flotillas -- Dutch, Polish, Australian, Free French, etc. 
At the time of the invasion (D-Day) he, in command of four boats, and 
Bones Burk in command of the other four were expected to be capable of 
alternatively being at sea for two weeks. Due to rough weather this was 
very uncomfortable. They were vectored on to the enemy by HMS Scylla 
(cruiser). Off Normandy they would engage the German "R" boats, 
usually at night. Hurricane force wind did great damage to the beach 
docks but they finally managed to get alongside and eventually all four 
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boats found shelter. Later, off the Canadian beach, his boat was severely 
damaged by shell fire. Two dead in the engine room. Towed to their 
control ship and then towed to a (floating) crane that pulled the boat out 
of the water and put it on the beach. From there she was returned to the 
UK rebuilt and returned to Law much later. The flotilla lost two other 
boats due to mines and suffered twenty-seven casualties. New fast boat at 
Ramsgate. A major attack was mounted against Germans evacuating the 
French coast with many ships being sunk. Eventually they moved to 
Ostend in 1945 and luckily for Law he was in Felixstowe undergoing 
some radar repairs when the news of the explosion and fire among the 
boats was received. Canadian (five of eight boats) and a number of 
British boats were lost. It was a sad ending for the 29th Flotilla. Returned 
to Canada via the Queen Elizabeth to New York. Law was an Official 
Naval War Artist and painted many of the scenes he had seen. In 
command of HMCS Antigonish (frigate) where he was involved in the 
Fraser River floods and spent considerable money (and commandeered 
several things without authority). Returns again to comments about the 
torpedo boat war and how green they initially were and how competent 
they became. Many lost opportunities on the German as well as the 
British side. 
 

• Antigonish, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Casualties -- Naval -- Canada 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fraser River -- Flood (1949) 
• Hornet, HMS (MTB Training Base) 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Law, Cmdr. C. Anthony D.S.C. -- Interview 
• Motor Anti-Submarine Boats 
• Motor Torpedo Boats 
• MTB -- 29th Flotilla 
• MTB 459 
• MTB 48 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Normandy -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ostend -- Fire 
• Ramsgate (MTB Base) 
• Scharnhorst (German Battle Cruiser) 
• Scylla, HMS (Cruiser) 
• War Artists -- Canada 
• Wolfe, HMS (A.M.C.) -- Formerly S.S. Montcalm (C.P.R.) 
• World War II 



 

 

ID No. 347 
Interviewee Lawson, Andrew A. 

Title My Naval experiences by Able Seaman Andrew A. Lawson, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 2 April 1987, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.23 
Transcript  tss, corr. 37 leaves 

Notes Plus 2 hls. from Lawson 1987, including mss 6 leaves. 
Summary  Able Seaman Andrew A. Lawson 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
A.A. Lawson joined the navy in Winnipeg as an Ordinary Seaman, 
October 1940. Several months in Winnipeg, latterly as an instructor in 
drill. Sent to HMCS Naden for further training (1941). Drafted to HMCS 
New Westminster (corvette). Chronically sea-sick and put ashore in 
hospital at the RCAF Station, Cole Harbour. Sent to Naden. Gunnery 
course at Naden and HMCS Stadacona. Upon completion he was drafted 
to HMCS Lethbridge (corvette) at Sydney, Nova Scotia. The chronic sea- 
sickness returned. Eventually drafted to HMCS Assiniboine under Cmdr. 
K.A. Adams. Lawson claims that he fired the one round from B Gun that 
hit a surfaced U-boat. Subsequently the U-boat was rammed and sunk 
although Assiniboine was severely damaged. Anecdote of Lawson 
refusing to let the C. in C. Western Approaches (Adm. Sir Max Horton) 
aboard the ship when dressed in civilian clothes and apparently without 
proper identification. Returned to Halifax where he soon found himself 
drafted to RN cruisers in the UK, one of five hundred men required in the 
future to man HMCS Uganda, shortly to join the Cdn. Navy. He joined 
HMS Sheffield where he boxed for the ship and rose to the position of 
killick of his mess (leading seaman). Sheffield sailed as part of the 10th 
Cruiser Squadron on the Murmansk run -- protecting convoys. Participated 
in the battle against the German battle cruiser Scharnhorst. Describes the 
fight in which the German ship was sunk. Sheffield was next sent to 
Boston for a refit. Anecdote about the Commander in Sheffield whom 
Lawson greatly admired. Returned to Halifax (August 
1944) but quickly sent to Charleston, North Carolina where Uganda was 
refitting. Claims that many of the Canadian crew did not want to go to 
Uganda and were transported in locked railway coaches. Anecdote 
regarding his captain, Captain E.R. Mainguy. At that time morale in the 
ship was very bad although Lawson does not know why. Considers the 
officers to be good. Perhaps because much of the crew were denied leave 
joining the ship. Sailed through the Mediterranean on the way to the 
Pacific theatre. Two weeks in Australia then to their base at Leyte. 
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Bombarded the island of Truk. Accompanied British aircraft carriers 
within range of Tokyo where they attacked shipping. Speaks at length 
about the Canadian government requiring that the crew volunteer (again) 
for service in the Pacific war. A disgrace. Many, including Lawson who 
did not volunteer out of sheer annoyance at being asked! Returned to 
Esquimalt and then to Winnipeg for discharge. Explains why he did not 
get promoted. Basically it was changes of circumstances. Too many 
changes (ships). Comments on two brothers in the navy. 

• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Japan, Attacks on 
• Lawson, Able Seaman Andrew A. -- Interview 
• Lethbridge, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Morale 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Westminster, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Pacific -- Naval Operations 
• Scharnhorst (German Battle Cruiser) 
• Seamen -- Education and Training 
• Sheffield, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Training Establishment) 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 343 
Interviewee Lawson, Robert Hutchinson  “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Petty Officer R.H. Lawson, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (120, 120). 
Date/Place  8 April 1985, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.24 
Transcript  tss, corr. 103 leaves 

tss. 99 leaves 
Summary  Petty Officer R.H. Lawson 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
P.O. Lawson joined the Navy in the spring of 1939, sent to HMCS Naden 
as an Ordinary Seaman. Training started immediately, strict discipline -- 
more strict than when he left the Navy in 1965 -- and, for example, No. 



 

 

16 punishment, two hours extra work was awarded for being a few 
minutes late for a class. Repeated offences meant three days No. 11 
punishment, extra work after hours and moving at the double, followed if 
necessary by stoppage of leave. All minor punishments but irritating 
enough! Speaks of lower-deck punishment where, a thief for example, 
was beaten by his mess-mates or even by a petty officer for some 
infraction. Officers turned a blind eye. In addition, one's locker was left 
unlocked and one never entered another mess unless invited. Describes 
Pussers Corner (Douglas and Yates Street, Victoria) where everyone 
arrived and left when going ashore and returning to Naden. An under-age 
sailor caught in a beer-parlour was sent back to Naden, met at the gate, 
brought up on charge and might receive thirty days stoppage of leave for 
a straightforward first offence. In Sept. 1939 Lawson was drafted to the 
East Coast where he joined HMS Revenge (battleship) for a limited time. 
Canteen messing, which is each mess preparing much of their own food. 
Breakfast was bread and honey with tea or kye (hot chocolate). Served 
for one round trip across the Atlantic, and on the return trip carried Polish 
gold for safe-keeping in Canada. Drafted to HMCS Skeena (destroyer). 
Very favourable impressions of Lt. Cmdr. J.C. Hibbard, the Captain and 
Lieut. Larry Rutherford, the First Lieutenant. Considers both hard, 
efficient, and fair. First experience in action as an ammunition hand -- 
was shocked by the blast from the 4.7 in. guns. Later sailed from 
Plymouth on patrols and later from Scapa Flow, Liverpool etc. Left 
Skeena in June 1941. Comments on "Double L" Willson (later Cmdr. 
W.H. Willson). Remembers that when Hibbard was in command of 
Skeena the crew always felt safe. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Attacks by German aircraft. Anti-aircraft gunnery was not very good. 
Eventually drafted to HMCS Prince Henry under Capt. J.C.I. Edwards. 
While in the Caribbean they were able to take a torpedoed merchant vessel 
in tow (S.S. Lihue). She later sank while under tow by a tug. Several 
anecdotes. Sent to the West Coast, stopping at San Diego. Someone 
mistook the Prince Henry for royalty and a large party was planned -- 
movie stars, etc. -- at the Beverly Hills Hotel. To reciprocate the ship held 
two cocktail parties with a hired band. Speaks of a small mutiny caused by 
shortages -- largely of food. Certain amount of bad management in the 
ship. Some of the crew were characters -- a "bird" in naval lore -- men 
who lived on the edge close to trouble. Later served at HMCS Stadacona 
and then HMCS Cornwallis in training positions. Joined HMCS Oakville. 
Comments on the crew (with Lawrence who was First Lieutenant at the 
time). Interview ends -- Continues one week later - 
- Lawrence speaks of the high quality of the RCN-trained officers and 
how little RCNVR officers (himself) really knew. Anecdotes regarding 
how a leading seaman (killick) maintained control only occasionally with 
a little humanity. Joined HMCS Guysborough. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
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Lawson was not happy and it showed. As a result of verbally attacking his 
captain he lost both two good conduct badges and his leading seaman 
designation. Then to HMCS Charney under Lt. Laurie Wallace a ship- 
handling training vessel. A year later he regained his former rank and 
joined HMCS Buxton (a former U.S. destroyer) which was a training ship 
for Cornwallis. When Buxton was de-commissioned, he joined HMCS 
Joliette (frigate) for about nine months on convoy duty. Remembers the 
food was good! Quiet V.E. day in Sydney, N.S. In 1946 drafted to HMCS 
York in Toronto and then to Montreal where, as he was bilingual, he 
helped to pick up naval deserters. Explains the process. (Lawrence speaks 
of the times when he served with Lawson. Became disenchanted with the 
navy during his last two years -- Unification for one thing.) To Korea in 
HMCS Crusader (destroyer) under Lt. Cmdr. W.H. Willson. Admired 
Willson's coolness and ship-handling ability. Peace-time navy was 
generally "quiet". Courses, old ship-mates, punishments, scrounging 
drinks from senior officers. Anecdotes about Cmdr. Patrick Budge who 
when talking to a class about naval traditions and customs and finding a 
sailor asleep he would whack him on the rear with a stonacky (a leather 
covered rope-end) -- one whack on Monday, five on Friday. Classroom 
sleeping became a thing of the past! Lawson, being bilingual, was told to 
teach French Canadians parade-ground drill. Very difficult to change 
English orders to French. After two weeks he was able to move the men 
fairly smartly. Lawson returns to his life in the 1930's -- how he left the 
farm and joined the Navy. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Budge, Cmdr. P.D. 
• Buxton, HMCS (Destroyer, ex-USN) 
• Caribbean -- Naval Operations 
• Charney, HMCS (Training Ship) 
• Crusader, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Discipline -- Naval -- Canada 
• Guysborough, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Joliette, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Lawson, Petty Officer R.H. -- Interview 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Oakville, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Prince Henry, HMCS (A.M.C.) 
• Revenge, HMS (Battleship) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• World War II 
• York, HMCS (Toronto Naval Division) 
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Interviewee Lay, Horatio Nelson “Nelson” 
Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Horatio N. Lay, as compiled by 

Hal Lawrence. 
Extent  1 audio cassette (120). 

Date/Place 15 March 1984, Victoria BC 
Box/File 1.16 

Transcript  tss, corr. 32 leaves 
Summary  R/Adm. Horatio Nelson Lay O.B.E. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Summary of First Interview [Hal Lawrence]) 
Joined the Naval College of Canada in Esquilmalt in 1918. Trained in 
HMC ships Patrician, Patriot and Aurora. Received one of four 
"commissions" offered. Appointed to HMS Resolution (battleship) as a 
midshipman. Cruises in the Mediterranean. Appointed as a sub-lieutenant 
to HMCS Patrician. In 1929 sent to HMS Vernon to take the Long (T) 
course. Appointed to HMCS Skeena and other River Class destroyers and 
finally to HMCS Restigouche as captain. Convoys (1939/40) to the mid- 
ocean point and return. In May 1940, in company with St. Laurent, 
Skeena and Fraser, Restigouche went to the UK to assist in the 
evacuation of the British Army from France. Also to Saint-Jean-de-Luz to 
take off Polish troops (with the Arandora Star (liner)). 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
An account of the sinking of HMCS Fraser in 1940, although Restigouche 
was several miles away at the time of the collision. Rescued many from 
the after part of the Fraser by going alongside. Moderate damage to 
Restigouche. Comments on the capsizing of the Fraser and how some 
were rescued. Moves on to 1944 to Lay's time in HMS Nabob and her 
torpedoing. Describes shoring up, area of torpedo damage, electrics 
damaged so the fans weren't operating. Four hours later raised steam. 
Despite being down by the stern, two Avenger aircraft were flown off and 
just made it back, out of fuel. Run-away depth charges from the aircraft 
broke loose but luckily were secured. To lighten ship most 
aircraft and two 5 inch guns were jettisoned. In port later the stores books 
were thrown over the side, thus everything could be written off. Good 
account of the four day return to port and the efficient Damage Control 
Party with three times the heavy timber normally allowed. Comments that 
after Munich Lay had a staff appointment (Staff Officer, Operations) and 
at the beginning of the war was also captain of the minesweeper HMCS 
Gaspe. Anecdote regarding himself and President Roosevelt, who was 
visiting Halifax. War started and the Canadian navy in his opinion 
expanded too fast -- should have "expanded less and trained more". When 
Director of Operations Division in Ottawa he was certain that training 
facilities were inadequate, particularly after ships were commissioned. In 
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1941 was also secretary to the Naval Council which gave him some 
exposure to the Navy Minister, Angus MacDonald. Comments on 
V/Adm. G.C. Jones and V/Adm. Percy Nelles. Mountbatten managed to 
acquire seventeen Canadian corvettes for the North African landings 
much to RCN dismay. Some trouble with the exertions of a U.S. admiral 
in Newfoundland -- thought to be exceeding his authority. Comments 
adversely on the need to volunteer for the war against Japan. Talks to the 
Prime Minister about conscription. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Comments on Brook Claxton after the war and how he refused to promote 
Lay to Admiral. Did become Vice Chief of Naval Service, but not 
promoted until Campney became Minister. Flag officers retiring over 
unification and not really making a fuss publicly (except Landymore). 
Others, later, signed a letter to the PM stating how a small organization 
(Trio) were upset about unification. Speaks of some officers staying on 
through unification largely because of financial reasons and to save what 
they could. Mentions O'Brien and Hennessey. Also Rayner (C.N.S.), who 
was about to retire. Comments on Jeffery Brock, later R/Adm. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Claxton, Brooke -- Minister of National Defence 
• Director of Operations -- Ottawa 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fraser, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Gaspe, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Jones, V/Adm. GC, CNS 
• Lay, Rear Adm. H. Nelson OBE -- Interview 
• MacDonald, Angus -- Minister of Naval Service 
• Nabob, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• National Defence Headquarters (NDHQ) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Sea/Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Patrician, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Resolution, HMS (Battleship) 
• Restigouche, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Royal Canadian Naval College -- Esquilmalt 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Unification of the Armed Forces -- Canada 
• Vernon, HMS (Torpedo/Anti-Submarine Establishment) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 262 
Interviewee Leir, Richard  H. “Dick” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Richard H. Leir, as compiled by 



 

 

Hal Lawrence. 
Extent 3 audio cassettes (120, 120, 120). 

Date/Place 10, 11 June 1984, Victoria BC 
Box/File 1.17 

Transcript  tss, corr. 121 leaves -- part 1 
tss, corr. 87 leaves -- part 2 

Notes Plus edited transcript of interview by Vernon Howland (part 1) with 
interment in Japanese POW camps in WW II (part 2). 

Summary  Rear Admiral Richard H. Leir 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Reel 1, Side 1) 
Introduction: Listed "dead" in some Navy lists, "alive" after Oct. 1945. 
P.O.W. from 3 Mar. 1942. Lived in Penticton, spent summers (1929-35) 
with an uncle in the Saanich Peninsula. Naval ambitions since the age of 
twelve. Shawnigan Lake School. Civil Service exam in 1939. Accepted 
after a naval interview, sent to Dartmouth Naval College as a Public 
School Entry. Appointed as a midshipman to HMS Prince of Wales 
(battleship), still building so for a few months joined HMS Nelson 
(battleship). Joined Prince of Wales in which his action station was in the 
four-gun turret (14" guns) in the spotting and control position. Leir was 
also a bridge watch-keeper and commanded a 45 foot diesel picket boat. 
Then commanded a steam-drifter (general supply ship) attached to the 
battleship. Describes the boat-deck, including a Kitchen-rudder cutter.* 
Experiences in command of a picket boat and other sea-duties. Comments 
on his Captain (John Leach) including a fish story. Leir speaks of his 
culture shock in the RN. Is introduced to President Roosevelt at Argentia. 
Back in time to the Bismarck incident. Speaks of mechanical problems 
with the 14 in. guns. In company with HMS Hood (battle cruiser). 
Describes his view of the Hood blowing up and the battle preceding this. 
During this time the Prince of Wales' loading trays in the turret jammed 
this putting three of four guns out of action. 
(Reel 1, Side 2) 
Describes the working of the turret and further battle details. To Iceland 
then to Rosyth for repairs. Discusses the physical strength of the Hood -- 
quite frail. Speaks of early radar in Prince of Wales and later in HMS 
Exeter and comments on George Tidy (which see) the radar officer. 
Returns to details of the ship, Churchill, sailing to Argentia, again 
meeting Roosevelt and returning to the UK. Sent to the Mediterranean 
where they fought the Italian Navy. Opened fire early and the enemy 
turned away. Points out that a successful defence against Italian torpedo 
bombers resulted in later over-confidence when fighting the Japanese 
torpedo bombers. After a few months in England they left for Singapore, 
stopping in Nigeria, and the island in the Indian Ocean. "Peace-time" in 



 

 

Singapore (straight out of Kipling). Navy were alerted to approaching 
war three days before December 7th. Air raids. The ship sailed north 
looking for Japanese ships -- turned back and was attacked by Japanese 
torpedo bombers carrying 2 torps. Prince of Wales hit just under Leir's 
director position. 
(Reel 2, Side 1) 
HMS Repulse (also in company) severely damaged, sinks. Speaks of the 
Prince of Wales sinking basically due to a torpedo that bent a propeller- 
shaft and opened the bearing compartments and allowed water into the 
engine room. Describes bombing attacks, casualties, etc. No power, ship 
sinking, walked along the side of the ship to the bottom of the hull. 
Picked up by a destroyer. Admires the Japanese attack. Singapore. Sent to 
England for his sub-lieutenant's courses but in Colombo, ordered to join 
HMS Exeter (cruiser) on a "short" appointment. (Speaks of Senior Officers 
killed in Prince of Wales). Exeter on convoy duty for about two months 
Sumatra-Java-Singapore. In Singapore, they helped destroy dockyard 
cranes and a large coast defence gun. Took a fire party aboard the burning 
Empress of Asia. Comments on the American-British-Dutch- Australian 
mixed cruiser squadron. Describes Battle of Java Sea. Exeter hit, lost 
power but retained just enough to operate two 8" main turrets and two 4" 
turrets in order to sink a Japanese cruiser. Eventually steamed on four (of 
six) boilers. Remainder of squadron was sunk. Went to sea, met three 
Japanese cruisers and was eventually sunk, unable to report by radio so 
nobody knew what happened. Describes sinking and after 30 hrs. beings 
picked up by Japanese destroyer. Transferred to Borneo in the cruiser 
Asigara then given over to the Japanese army and, as a result, no names 
were taken nor Red Cross advised. Returns to the account of his time in 
the Japanese destroyer, and the excellent treatment they received. 
Comments on the Japanese naval officers -- favourably! (End of first 
interview) 
(Reel 2, Side 2) 
Put ashore and into the hands of the army. Comments on the conditions in 
camps controlled by disciplined officers compared to camps without that 
control. In time he became a "gunkan", a straw-boss for fifty men in a 
working party and took a beating of sorts if the men did not perform 
adequately. Worked for ten days, then one day off, sun-up to sun-down. 
Medical conditions very bad, no doctor, tropical diseases. Twice a day, a 
cup of rice augmented by tropical fruit and "jungle animals". In camps in 
the Celebes, Borneo, New Guinea (where the Japanese were in no better 
health) and Java where they destroyed tea plantations and planted castor 
beans (for engine lubrication). P.O.W. anecdote. In camp he witnessed a 
beheading (two victims). Credits his time in the camp to his now 
complete lack of fear of being intimidated, in our present society. For six 
weeks after the war, Leir commanded a company of Australians -- the 
best leadership course imaginable -- putting civilian internees back in 
their homes. Speaks highly of the tough customers in his group. Tale of 



 

 

assembling Buick and Chev. cars in Batavia and learning strictly on the 
job -- after six weeks they managed to assemble their first engine and 
after that they managed to sabotage the remainder by leaving out 
bearings. Used excess seat covers to make clothes for themselves. In fact 
he flew out of Batavia in his "Buicks". Left Batavia in an American 
hospital plane ("hitchhiking"). Weight 107 lbs. First removal (in a kind of 
sheep-dip) of fleas, lice, etc. Checked for tropical diseases and released 
with £50 -- bought tropical uniforms -- and celebrated. Still officially 
missing and presumed dead. Hitched an air ride to Karachi and from there 
to Britain. Inadvertently became part of "Malaysian Special Force" thus 
opening doors from Karachi to London. Grieves, the naval tailor, 
produced a blue uniform complete with campaign ribbons "including that 
funny Canadian one" (CVSM). Naval H..Q. in London gave him a travel 
advance and sent him to Glasgow to be in charge of returning seamen to 
Canada in HMS Puncher (carrier). Comments that his back pay 
eventually amounted to $11,300! Entering Halifax Leir collapsed. 
(Reel 3, Side 1) 
Hospital in Stadacona where he was treated for a number of tropical 
diseases. Telephoned home to announce that he was alive! Then to 
Ottawa where it took several days to confirm his existence. Mentions that 
it took until 1953 to establish his claim that all his clothing and kit had 
been sunk three times. Sent to the UK to do his complete sub-lieutenant 
courses (as an Acting Lt.). At Greenwich he found the work very hard, 
not having read a book or written for about four years. Remembering was 
very difficult but at the end was receiving good marks. Gunnery course at 
Whale Island then to the Mediterranean in HMS Chevron (destroyer) then 
to HMS Brisendon as First Lieutenant. Duties in the Med. included 
stopping illegal immigration to Palestine. Eleven boardings against 
opposition, armed and carried a night stick with which he was specially 
trained. Describes the boarding technique (p.101). Hours of practice with 
a two foot night stick (demonstrates). The whole boarding routine was, 
especially in 1947/48, a very smooth operation, which Leir found v. 
agreeable. Married in Malta. (p.105) With a considerable culture shock 
appointed to the Reserve Division in Edmonton (Nonsuch). The 
"Canadianization" of Leir began. After a year, appointed to HMCS 
Athabasca (Tribal destroyer) and to Korea. How Athabasca was fitted 
with new radar (a commercial set) and how well it worked. Operations 
with the RN cruiser Jamaica. Sasebo naval base re-activated. Leir speaks 
of Japanese training squadron visiting Esquilmalt when he was Flag 
Officer, Pacific Fleet (1970). Returning to Korea he objected to the plan 
to put a South Korean officer in his cabin. It was not done. (p. 116, 
bottom) Speaks of revenge against the Korean/Japanese guards in Java. A 
great mind-clearing event. Returns to a tale of his back pay. Received 
$1345 as reparations for his P.O.W. time. Now gets a small pension as a 
"burnt-out" veteran somewhat against his will. 
(Reel 3, Side 2) 



 

 

Second interview: R/Adm. R.H. Leir -- by Capt. Vernon Howland RCN 
(ret'd). Tapes 16,17,18. Dated 30 March 1980. Not held by this univ. tss. 
87 pp. Varies from the Lawrence interview in detail and includes much of 
the sinking of Prince of Wales and Exeter and in particular the Japanese 
P.O.W. camps where beheading (Makassar) could be the usual 
punishment for re-captured escapees (two seen). Prisoners' attitude 
changed from plans of escaping to plans for survival. Leir made his own 
clothes from some stolen curtains. Describes method of cooking their 
rations (woks). Became a "gunkan" in charge of a 50-man work party. 
Describes the second camp on the island of Boetoeng, in the Celebes -- 
where they had to build their own camp -- bamboo and palm fronds. Built 
a dock -- a very hard time. Sold by the Jap. Army to the Mitsui Mining 
Corp. Much sickness -- cerebral malaria, beriberi, dysentery. Japanese 
ignored sick men. Became a sick bay tiffee (medical attendant). 
Describes catching fish as tide changed. Sometimes given locally salted 
eggs but full of protein that helped the sick. Camp bombed. Shipped out 
to Makasser then to Batavia. In Java put to work crushing bananas (for 
their oil) in Glodoch, an old penitentiary. Able to build their first radio 
(with stolen parts from the dock). Sent by train to the highlands to prepare 
the ground for castor beans (for oil). White prisoners not popular 
with the Japanese. Speaks of the relationship between officers and men -- 
no distinction after a while. By train again to the General Motors 
assembly plant, building auto engines. This job lasted from early 1945 to 
the end of the war. Better rations too. At war's end three senior P.O.W. 
officers went to the local army headquarters and ordered the Japanese to 
surrender after which the Japanese gave every co-operation. Moved 
Javanese out of the former European sector -- any opposition meant a 
bullet -- and moved European civilians back in. Paramedics parachuted in 
to look after the sick P.O.W.s. Hitchhiked on an American C-54 to 
Calcutta, dressed in his "Buicks" -- shirt and pants. Trip home described 
in about same detail as the Lawrence account. 
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* Kitchen-rudder cutter: A fifty foot cutter with a propeller in a housing, 
controlled by the coxswain, which could revolve 360° causing the boat to 
change direction. i.e. forward, reverse, and to some extent, sideways. 
 

• Asigara (Cruiser) -- Japanese 
• Athabasca, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Automobiles -- Assembly 
• Brisendon, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Chevron, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Discipline 
• Empress of Asia, S.S. (Liner) 
• Exeter, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Far East -- Naval Operations 



 

 

• Greenwich (Naval College) 
• Gunnery (R.N.) 
• Hood, HMS (Battle Cruiser) 
• Hospitals -- Naval 
• Howland, Capt. Vernon -- Interviewer 
• Java -- Post-war Control 
• Jewish Immigration (Palestine) -- 1947/48 
• Korean War (1950-53) -- Naval Operations 
• Leir, R/Adm. Richard H. -- Interview 
• "Malaysian Special Force" 
• Naval Operations -- Korea 
• Naval Operations -- Mediterranean 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Japan 
• Nelson, HMS (Battleship) 
• Nonsuch, HMCS (Naval Division Edmonton) 
• Prince of Wales, HMS (Battleship) 
• Prisoner of War (Japanese) 
• Puncher, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• Repulse, HMS (Battleship) 
• Roosevelt, President U.S. 
• Royal Naval College -- Dartmouth 
• Singapore -- Demolitions 
• Uniforms -- Naval 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 327 
Interviewee Macbeth, John Kenneth “Jack” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant John K. Macbeth, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 6 May 1988, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.25 
Transcript  tss, corr. 21 leaves 

tss. 22 leaves 
Summary  Lieutenant John K. Macbeth 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

Formerly a student at Queen's University, Macbeth joined the Navy at 
HMCS Cataraqui at Kingston. Sent to Halifax and to HMCS Kings for 
training as an Acting Probationary Temporary Sub-Lieutenant. After 
leave he joined HMCS Eyebright (corvette) at St. John's. Macbeth spent 
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twenty-one months in the ship, on mid-ocean patrol, sailing from Iceland 
(1941/42). Sent on a Long N course (navigation) in the spring of 1943. 
Joined HMCS Summerside (corvette) and a short time later was 
appointed to Combined Operations, as flotilla navigator for LCI (L)'s 
being formed in the UK. Did not take up this appointment and was sent to 
HMS Armadillo "W" Commando (Cdn. Beach Commando being 
formed). Originally slated for Juno Beach in the Invasion, although 
trained they were side-lined, partly due to command problems and not 
sent to Normandy until a month after D-Day. The unit trained with 
Canadian army units during which time Macbeth was hurt in a training 
accident. No longer fit for commando training but satisfactory for sea- 
duty. Appointed to HMCS Trentonian (corvette). On D-Day escorted 
Mulberry Harbour units to Arromanches. A week after D-Day they were 
escorting an old British cable-laying ship to Normandy. The cable ship 
and Trentonian were both mistakenly attacked at night by an American 
destroyer (USS Plunkett). The cable-layer, S.S. Monarch was heavily 
damaged, the captain and several others killed. To maintain Allied 
solidarity Trentonian's shore leave was stopped and orders given that no 
mention was to be made of this incident. In August 1944 joined the 29th 
M.T.B. flotilla (Lt. Cmdr. C.A. Law) based in HMS Vernon (Portsmouth) 
as a navigator. Moved to Felixstowe and later to Ostend in Belgium. 
Patrols to intercept enemy shipping. Admires his captain (Law), a quiet 
man who knew how to fight his boat. They were often vectored on to a 
target by a Hunt class destroyer. Macbeth was overdue for leave and left 
the flotilla before the disastrous fire at Ostend. Joined HMCS New 
Glasgow (frigate) for an expected return to Canada. On the last exercise, in 
company with four others, New Glasgow was hit by a U-boat, tearing off 
her port propeller and put a hole in their port side. Spent two months 
in repair. Sailed home after V.E.-Day with full running lights. Both 
Macbeth and Lawrence recount rumour-based, unconfirmed stories as 
examples of how myths and how irresponsible people spread them. 
Macbeth returns to W-Commando and how he and two or three others 
were court-martialed for the unauthorized use of a landing craft on New 
Year's Eve 1943. Guilty: loss of six months seniority and given a severe 
reprimand. 
 

• Armadale, HMS (Beach Commando Training Unit) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Cataraqui, HMCS (Kingston Naval Division) 
• Court Martial 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Eyebright, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Felixstowe (MTB Base) 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Macbeth, Lieut. John K -- Interview 



 

 

• Monarch, HMS (Cable Layer) 
• MTB -- 29th Flotilla 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Glasgow, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Normandy -- Invasion 
• Summerside, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Trentonian, HMCS (Corvette) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 328 
Interviewee MacFayden,  Edward  Arnold “Mac” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Edward A. MacFayden, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 10, 11 June 1985, Esquimalt BC 

Box/File 4.26 
Transcript  tss, corr. 46 leaves 
Summary  Lieutenant Edward A. MacFayden 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCN as an Ordinary Seaman in 1927 at HMCS Naden. Sent 
for sea-time for six months to HMS Durban (cruiser). Previously he had 
been a seaman in oil tankers to and from South America. Rated Able 
Seaman and sent to Whale Island (U.K.) to pass for seaman gunner. 
Joined HMCS Skeena. Navigator yeoman and chief quartermaster. 
Promoted Leading Seaman. Claims that Captain Victor Brodeur was 
nicknamed "Scottie" because he had a member of the crew play the pipes 
when entering or leaving harbour. Speaks of Brodeur, food allowance of 
25 cents per day and if food was short men were sent to catch fish or 
shoot game. Sent to England again to become a director layer (LRI). 
Joined HMCS Vancouver. Married an American from Portland, Ore. 
Returned to England to qualify as Gunner's Mate (1934). Sent to HMS 
Terror (monitor) where he instructed every day. Also sent to the very 
large submarine M-1 which carried a small sea plane and two twin 5 inch 
guns. Returned to Canada where he was Gunner's Mate for part of 
presentation of colours by the King. Comments on the high morale that 
existed in the RCN pre-war. Much PT and sports had a marked effect. 
Mess deck discipline. Taught bayonet fighting and how to protect 
yourself. War was declared and explains about the RN request for 2,000 
men from Canada. Carried the troops for the defence of Hong Kong in 
HMCS Prince Robert (A.M.C.) Returned to Canada via Manila and Pearl 
Harbour, just before the Japanese attacked. Then to join the USN in 
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Alaskan waters. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Comments ashore in Alaska and convoy patrols with the USN. After 
three or four months sent to Cornwallis at the start of the A.A. gunnery 
school. Anecdotes about the Captain -- J.C.I. Edwards -- and some of his 
contemporaries. Drafted to HMS Puncher (escort carrier) where he was 
Gunner's Mate but acting as the Gunner. The ship was at Staten Island, 
N.Y. and required that the gun crews be better trained. It turned out that 
the gun crews (and many others) were criminals released from British 
jails and if they served properly their sentences were commuted (T-234 
ratings). There were about fifty Canadian ratings. Carried American 
aircraft and their crews to Casablanca (supplies for the U.S. occupation of 
North Africa). Returned to the U.S. to load Avengers, Wildcats, and RN 
crews. Liverpool-Clyde-Scapa -- where they fouled the anti-submarine 
boom. Took a Commando raid to Norway, back to Scapa. Guns crews 
landed for 3 days training on the ranges. The Avengers were used for 
mine-laying which, due to the considerable weight of the mine, required 
rocket assisted take-offs. Recounts a crash-landing during which the guns 
of the aircraft sprayed the flight deck. After the war he was appointed 
ashore (West Coast). Spoke of his admiration for R/Adm. Ken Adams -- 
a man of great patience with his men. The account ends with MacFayden, 
at the time of the visit to B.C. of Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of 
Edinburgh, he stood on a rose bush so that H.R.H. wouldn't snag her 
stockings! Was thanked by the Princess. Lastly to Bapco Paint (c.1950) to 
develop a white coating for web equipment that would not run. Claims 
that it is still in use in 1985. Retired after thirty-six years of service. 
 

• Brodeur, R/Adm. Victor 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Discipline -- Naval 
• Durban, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery School) 
• M-1 (Early RN Submarine With Aircraft) 
• MacFayden, Lieut. Edward Arnold -- Interview 
• Morale, Naval 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Pacific -- Naval Operations 
• Prince Robert, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Puncher, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• Rations, Naval 
• Scapa Flow (Naval Base) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Terror, HMS (Monitor) 
• Vancouver, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• World War II 



 

 

 
 

ID No. 309 
Interviewee Maitland,  J. Douglas 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander J.D. Maitland, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (90s?). 
Date/Place 30 May 1986, Vancouver BC 

Box/File 3.29 
Transcript  tss, corr. 12 leaves -- incomplete 

tss, corr. 63 leaves 
tss, corr. 33 leaves -- incomplete 

Summary  Lt. Cmdr. J.D. Maitland D.S.C. 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
Lt. Cmdr. Maitland was sailing at Cowichan Bay on Sept. 2, 1939 when it 
was announced that Britain had declared war on Germany. Joined the 
navy at HMCS Discovery in Vancouver and for the next few months 
trained there five nights a week. In April 1940 saw a request for young 
men, preferably single, who had boating experience. Immediately 
volunteered and sent to the UK for training at HMS King Alfred for three 
months. Posted to HMS Cilicia, an Armed Merchant Cruiser, patrolling 
first off Iceland and the Denmark Straits and later off Portugal. Points out 
that the Captain never stopped the ship at sea which he feels prevented 
being torpedoed. Returning to the Clyde, they were bombed by a single 
German aircraft. Prior to that off Cape Finisterre they were fired upon by a 
German U-boat but when the U-boat discovered that the Cilicia was 
armed with six inch guns they quickly submerged. Maitland was next 
sent to the MTB training base -- HMS St. Christopher in northern 
Scotland following which he was appointed to an American Higgins boat 
then being refitted for RN equipment. Finally in April 1941 the boat 
(MTB 69) sailed with Maitland as a First Lieutenant who was directed to 
sail to Lowestoft where the captain would take over. First operation off 
the east coast in the shipping channel to try to explode acoustic mines 
dropped by the enemy. The MTB's did this by passing over the mines at 
30 knots exploding the mines behind them. Unfortunately MTB 69 hit a 
mine, blowing the stern off. Three killed. Took another, MTB 71. The 
Higgins boats were basically good but they just "weren't put together 
properly" (mechanically). The Higgins boats were paid off. New boat, 
American built British designed seventy foot six inches (MTB 14), three 
Packard/Rolls engines. Worked up and joined the 21st Flotilla in early 
1942. Describes two actions undertaken by the flotilla in 1942 -- between 
Lowestoft and the Dutch coast. Often passed E-boats in the dark. Before 
radar this happened so rapidly that neither they nor the enemy could open 
fire. In the second case an armed German trawler was attacked by gun- 



 

 

fire and then by going alongside was sunk by MTB 14 by means of a 
depth charge set at fifty feet! At other times in calm weather MTB 14 lay 
with engines off just listening with hydrophones for enemy shipping. In 
August 1942 MTB 14 was lost to a German air raid while alongside the 
jetty at Lowestoft. This resulted in several weeks leave in Vancouver. 
Obtained command of a "Dog boat", 100 foot Fairmile, four 
Packard/Rolls engines, being sent to the Mediterranean with extra fuel 
tanks mounted on the decks due to the distance from England (3,000 
extra gallons). A large group of some 25 boats. Weather dangerously bad. 
Came under surveillance by a German aircraft that was watching them 
and a disabled U-boat ahead. Came across a surfaced U-boat who opened 
20mm gun-fire -- which was returned -- but their boat suffered bridge 
damage and a large fire in their deck tanks. Getting away under full power 
Maitland succeeded by great good luck in getting a sea to wash over the 
deck and extinguish the fire. Later picked up some of the U-boat crew 
since the German boat had sunk. Anecdote about their rum locker being 
damaged and at the suggestion of his coxswain never repaired and 
after every action, in some mysterious way up to four bottles of rum were 
destroyed, but rum saved in other bottles! This resulted in a good supply of 
rum in the flotilla. Served off Tunisia and then to Malta where they 
participated in the invasion of Sicily. Recalls the disaster that happened to 
British glider troops who landed in the sea rather than on shore. Shot up a 
German-run train and undertook several patrols in the Messina Straits, 
Augusta Harbour, etc. To the Strait of Bonifacio between Corsica and 
Sardinia then to Capri a few days after the Germans had left. Ran patrols 
up to Genoa. Maitland acquired an English-speaking Italian Petty Officer 
and through him a car and a villa formerly owned by Count Chiano. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
The flotilla was placed under American command for a special operation 
which turned out to be a publicity stunt for Douglas Fairbanks Jr. 
"capturing" Capri. Maitland's boat carried Fairbanks, some staff, two war 
correspondents, mistakenly thought they had sighted an enemy ship but 
was reported as fact by the correspondents. A large party was held at the 
"liberation" of Capri and finally broken up by Maitland who felt the 
exposure for his boats was a bit excessive. The whole thing was a PR set- 
up. Compares the British charts which in most cases were better than the 
American ones, particularly as to details. The Americans in error 
torpedoed a very tall rock. Served out of the Italian naval base on Corsica 
but later based about sixty miles north at the small village of Bastia. Due 
to attrition in the Med. the RN decided to join the boats into three new six 
boat flotillas, one of which commanded by Maitland had all Canadian 
captains (Maitland, Burke, Ladner, Rendell, Pickard, MacLachlan). 
Participated in the attack at Anzio during which they went into action 
against a German F-lighter -- similar to a large landing craft. She and an 
E-boat were sunk. In total 56 Flotilla had three successive and successful 
nights in action. Great for morale. About July 1944 they left Bastia for 
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the Adriatic. Based in the island of Viz in the Dalmation Islands where 
they ferried Tito's partisans. Much action against German coastal traffic, 
including E and R boats. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Moved to Ancona in Northern Italy where the Dog Boats were not really 
suited to that area. MGB 657 was sent out (Maitland was away) and the 
boat hit a mine but returned to port. Now left with only three boats. Here 
Maitland returns to an account of him as captain of MGB 655 out of Elba 
where Free French forces were invading Elba and was in action with two 
other boats against two enemy destroyers. Unexpectedly Maitland found 
himself facing two destroyers -- at a range of about 800 feet. Got close 
and poured shells at the waterline into one destroyer although he was 
much damaged and with several wounded. Maitland went ashore as 
Operations Officer Northern Adriatic. Later directed an attack by MTB 
against enemy coastal traffic from a Mitchell bomber. Very successful, 
three F-lighters were sunk. Flew to Malta to join Ladner and Burke 
returning to England. Had to fly down in a bomber in very poor shape 
and which eventually could not get airborne. Eventually to the UK in a 
Dakota. Returns to Augusta, Sicily where Maitland, after a party and a 
bet fired a torpedo through the harbour gate -- but missed. Took a 
considerable dressing down by the local admiral but no black mark on his 
record! 
 

• Adriatic -- Naval Operations 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Cilicia, HMS (A.M.C.) 
• Discovery, HMCS (Vancouver) 
• East Coast-U.K. -- Naval Operations 
• Fairmile, "Dog Boat" -- MGB 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officer's Training Establishment) 
• Maitland, Lieut. Cmdr. J.D. D.S.C -- Interview 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• MGB 14 
• MGB 69 
• MGB 71 
• MGB 655 
• Motor Torpedo Boat Flotilla -- GB -- 56th D Boats 
• Navy -- Canada 
• St. Christopher, HMS (MTB Training Base) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 290 
Interviewee Makovski, Hugh Eric Francis “Eric” 



 

 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander Hugh E.F. Makovski, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 11 April 1986, Oak Bay BC 

2 April 1988 
Box/File 3.30 

Transcript  tss, corr. 40 leaves 
Summary  Commander H.E.F. Makovski 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
Joined the Supplementary Reserve in Vancouver in 1937. In February 
1940 was sent to HMCS Stone Frigate at the Royal Military College, 
Kingston for two months officer's training. Sent to Halifax and became a 
divisional officer for new entrees. Gunnery School courses -- finished in 
Oct. 1940. To Ottawa to the Directorate of Naval Operations and was 
made "Fitting-out Gunnery Officer" doing gun trials on ships launched on 
the Great Lakes where he discovered that it was illegal to fire guns there. 
Anecdote of removing the gun from HMCS Kenogami (corvette) frozen 
in and sending by rail to Montreal for HMCS Chambly. Sent to Royal 
Roads as Gunnery Officer. Comments on some officers he knew at Royal 
Roads, left in 1942. Appointed to HMCS Prince Robert which did West 
Coast patrols. Comments on Capt. F.G. Hart and Capt. F.L. Houghton. 
Patrols in Alaska, Kodiak to Dutch Harbour (Dec. '42). Almost opened 
fire on a U.S. ship that did not return Prince Robert's night challenge. In 
August 1943 sent to Halifax as Assistant Gunnery Officer on Capt D's 
staff. In February 1944 sent on a High Angle Control Officer (anti- 
aircraft) course in Chatham, England preparing for an appointment to 
HMCS Uganda (cruiser) then refitting out in Charleston, N.C. Anecdote 
of Uganda's commissioning in Charleston. Work-up at Scapa Flow. 
Director and gunnery problems. Final work-up in Alexandria. Sailed for 
Colombo, stopped at the Cocos Islands and on to Sydney. Escorted the 
carrier HMS Formidable to Leyte. Oil refuelling hose tangled in one of 
the screws. Bombarded Truk with two other cruisers, HM Ships 
Newfoundland and Delhi. Joined the U.S. Third Fleet which was 
operating close to Okinawa. This fleet was fifty-eight miles wide, flank to 
flank. Gives details of the composition of the British Pacific Fleet -- a 
task force of the American Third Fleet: four carriers, two battleships, half 
a dozen cruisers and twenty destroyers. Describes his duties during air 
attacks (automatic barrage unit). Escorting the carriers at high speed (30 
knots) meant frequent re-fuelling. Ship's morale was very good, although 
that changed somewhat when Ottawa asked the crew if they would like to 
participate in the Pacific War! The Uganda voted against staying in the 
Pacific and sailed for Esquimalt, in need of a refit, in any case. Makovski 
left the navy but re-joined the navy during the Korean War. 
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• Alaska -- Naval Operations 
• British Pacific Fleet 
• Chambly, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Far East -- Naval Operations 
• Gunnery 
• Japanese Air Attacks 
• Kenogami, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Makovski, Commander H.E.F. -- Interview 
• Morale 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Pacific -- Naval Operations 
• Prince Robert, HMCS (A.M.C.) 
• Stone Frigate, HMCS (Officers Training Establishment) 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Volunteering -- Pacific War 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 291 
Interviewee Manfield, William Alexander “Chili” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander William F. Manfield, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (60). 
Date/Place 2 June 1982, Sidney BC 

23 June 1982 
Box/File 2.6 

Transcript  tss. 28 leaves 
tss, corr. 28 leaves 

Summary  Cmdr. William A. Manfield 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Cmdr. Manfield lived in Chilliwack, B.C. and at age seventeen joined the 
RCN in Victoria (HMCS Naden) as a boy seaman (pay 50¢ per day). 
Besides general knowledge he was taught "electricity" and as an extra, 
navigation and pilotage. Ordinary Seaman in 1929. Drafted to HMCS 
Vancouver (destroyer) where the First Lieutenant was Lieut. W.B. 
Holmes, a strict disciplinarian. Manfield found himself "in the rattle" (up 
for punishment) in due course. Comments favourably on Lt. Harry 
DeWolf who taught him navigation at Naden followed by an anecdote of 
Mr. Seabrook, the First Lieutenant, and himself. In 1930 drafted overseas 
to England to qualify as a Seaman Gunner and to join the new HMCS 
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Skeena (destroyer) under Cmdr. V.G. Brodeur. Comments on life in the 
mess decks. Points out the large social gap between officers and men. 
Manfield rose to be Gunner's Mate in 1936. Applied for a Warrant 
Officer's course in England as a road to marry his fiancé (1939). Account 
of his trip to England in the "Lancastria". 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Returned to Canada after completion of his course, on less than one day's 
notice but was still able to take his wife on the Duchess of Bedford (liner). 
Appointed to HMCS Assiniboine (destroyer) under Cmdr. G.C. Jones. 
Comments on the rift between G.C. Jones and L.W. Murray. (Interviewer 
wonders if this is accurate) Appointed Commissioned 
Gunner. Unrest in the lower deck where the seamen locked themselves in 
(problem: insufficient leave and inability to carry complaints to officers). 
Soon rectified by Cmdr. Jones. Besides being captain of Assiniboine 
Jones was Senior Naval Officer of the Halifax area and had 
administrative duties ashore. (In 1940, there was a shortage of senior 
officers both at sea and ashore.) At sea, rescued torpedoed seamen in life- 
boats. Next employed at working-up ships and then promoted Lieutenant 
after a short period at Headquarters, returned to sea in HMCS Huron 
(destroyer) in which they participated in the last Russian convoy. VE-Day 
excitement in Scapa Flow. 
 

• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Boy Seaman 
• Gunnery 
• Huron, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Jones, Cmdr. G.C. 
• Manfield, Cmdr. Wm. A. -- Interview 
• Mess Life and Customs 
• Russia, Naval Operations 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Vancouver, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Whale Island (HMS Excellent, Gunnery Training) 

 
 

ID No. 279 
Interviewee Mason, John William 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain John W. Mason, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 10 September 1981, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.31 
Transcript  tss. 15 leaves 



 

 

Summary  Capt (E) John W. Mason 
Royal Canadian Navy 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
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Capt. Mason joined the navy in February 1943 as a second class stoker 
and underwent training as prospective Engine Room Artificer (E.R.A.) in 
a seven month course at Guelph, Ont. Describes his very early naval days 
at the Canadian National Exhibition buildings in Toronto. Returns to 
training at Galt, mostly in the machine shop, and later in Toronto where 
they trained on internal combustion engines. Finally to Halifax -- poor 
quarters and food. Describes going ashore in Halifax. Intensive training 
and a little sea-time in HMCS Niagara (former U.S. destroyer). Formed 
part of the crew of a frigate (No. 29) then building, but in the meantime 
was held at HMCS Hochelaga II in Montreal where he was permanent 
"Captain of the Heads"! Finally sent to HMCS Fort Erie at Quebec City. 
Work-up in Bermuda. Served six months as a First Class Stoker then an 
E.R.A. fourth class. Fort Erie was on a local escort for a long period. 
Returned to Halifax when war ended, with navigation lights burning -- 
remembers the novelty. Discussed his uniform, pay -- as a first class 
Stoker, $1.45/day and when he became a petty officer, an E.R.A. fourth 
class, $3.05/day. Felt himself rich. Comments on the mess-deck and the 
crowded conditions. Where the leading seaman and the largest of the 
crew ruled, and where the food was, at best, mediocre. Posted to HMCS 
Antigonish, re-fitting n Pictou, N.S. After two trips to Bermuda returning 
soldiers to Halifax he was released in December 1945. Using his D.V.A. 
credits he returned to university and obtained a degree in mechanical 
engineering in 1949. The same year he applied to re-join the navy as an 
Engineer Officer. Sent to the RN for training at HMS Thunderer, the RN 
Engineering College including four months of hands-on training at John 
Brown's shipyard on the Clyde. Appointed to the cruiser HMS Kenya, in 
Japan at that time. A long trip via troop-ship, Hong Kong, and eventually 
Sasebo, Japan. Speaks very favourably of his time in the Royal Navy. He 
learned to be a Naval Officer, gain self confidence, self respect, and how 
to handle men. 
 

• Antigonish, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Fort Erie, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Kenya, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Mason, Capt. (E) John Wm. -- Interview 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niagara, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stokers, Naval, Canada 
• Thunderer, HMS (Royal Naval Engineering College) 
• World War II 



 

 

ID No. 329 
Interviewee McClelland, Jack G. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Jack G. McClelland, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90). 
Date/Place 19 May 1982, Toronto ON 

Box/File 4.28 
Transcript  tss, corr. 44 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Commander Jack G. McClelland 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. McClelland joined the navy at HMCS York as a Probationary 
sub-lieutenant. Had been studying engineering physics at the University 
of Toronto. In the spring of 1942 was sent to HMCS Royal Roads for a 
four-month course. Very impressed by Captain John Grant and of some 
of his instructors. They were to become in very good physical condition, 
the navigation training was very valuable although they did not spend 
much time in boats or at sea. They thoroughly learned naval tradition, an 
officer's obligations and how one was supposed to behave. The time was 
short and much was left out. Appointed to HMCS Chedabucto 
(minesweeper), convoy escort, from Sydney to Quebec. A few hours after 
sailing for the first time the convoy suffered a submarine attack, one ship 
sunk. Once a submarine was found on the surface and the merchant ships 
immediately opened fire, with no obvious result. Left the ship after a few 
months and, as he requested, was appointed to Fairmiles. The flotilla 
worked out of St. John's to Conception Bay and patrolled to protect 
shipments from the iron-ore mine at Wabana. Spent about a year there 
and eventually got his own command (1943). In contact with a submarine 
off Wabana but lost contact after star-shell was fired. It was a mine- laying 
submarine that disappeared at high speed. Spent several weeks 
with an explosive expert (George Rundle, George Medal) de-fusing 
several of the mines. Goes into some detail of the method used. 
McClelland awarded a Mention in Despatches for his work here. 
Anecdote regarding an attempt to bring his boat into St. John's harbour in 
a very heavy fog which, as it turned out, he had missed by miles! 
Fairmiles served a lot of useful chores and were excellent for training 
crews. McClelland returns to earlier days when he had told his captain 
what he thought of him, was reprimanded and sent more or less in 
disgrace to Halifax. Sent next to Toronto to join the senior officers' boat 
as first lieutenant and bring down a new flotilla. Volunteered for coastal 
forces in England (Jan. 1944). Joined the new Canadian 65th Flotilla 
under Lt. Cmdr. J.R.H. Kirkpatrick in Fairmile "D" boats. First 
Lieutenant to Lt. Oliver Maybee, based in Brixham and operating off the 
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Channel Islands. Once they got too close to a small German convoy 
escorted by a flak-ship which caused them several casualties and in the 
confusion (smoke, etc.) fired on another of their flotilla. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
The flotilla went to sea as half a flotilla -- half on alternate nights, directed 
on target by the radar of a destroyer or frigate. Great admiration for the 
professionalism of the Royal Navy. Not happy with the training of the 
U.S. Navy -- feels they tend to be "trigger-happy" and lacking somewhat 
in seamanship common sense. Poor control of radio transmissions. His 
flotilla came under fire from two Polish destroyers due to a mix-up of 
signals. This caused a couple of casualties even though the Poles were 
firing high. After D-Day they attempted to go into St-Malo, believing that 
it was occupied by Allied troops. Came under fire from shore batteries and 
left quickly. In action against E-boats, but no result. Earlier he had gone to 
Scotland to pick up a new MTB and thought it fun to attempt a dummy 
torpedo attack on the Queen Elizabeth leaving Greenoch. Ordered ashore 
and given a severe lecture by the Admiral. Shortly after D-Day the flotilla 
was moved to Lowestoft for operation against Belgium and Holland. 
Mentions the fire at Ostend that destroyed the other Cdn. flotilla (29th). 
Not a lot of action. Stayed on for a while delivering MTB's to Dartmouth 
for de-commissioning. In Canada, he returned to university, although not 
in engineering. Comments that they never thought they just did -- at sea or 
ashore they enjoyed the life. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Brixham (MTB base) 
• Channel Islands -- Naval Operations 
• Chedabucto, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fairmile (Motor Launch) 
• McClelland, Lieut. Jack G. -- Interview 
• Mines and Mine Laying 
• MTB -- 65th -- Flotilla 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Canadian Naval College -- HMCS Royal Roads 
• St. Lawrence River -- Naval Operations 
• World War II 
• York, HMCS (Tor. N.D.) 

 
 

ID No. 351 
Interviewee McDowall, Grace (née Lovatt) 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander WRCNS Grace McDowall, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 



 

 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 11 July 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.27 
Transcript  tss, corr. 26 leaves (in Parker folded) 
Summary  Commander (Chief Officer) Grace McDowall (née Lovatt) 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
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Offers a good account of the approach by Chief Superintendent Carpenter 
WRNS to the Naval Board regarding the formation of the WRCNS and the 
appointment of Captain Eustace Brock as the first Director. Details of a 
number of WRNS officers who organized the early establishment. 
McDowall was in the second class in November, 1942. No direct officer 
entry, all had to enter through the ranks. HMCS Conestoga opened in 
Guelph then Hardy House at Sandy Hill in Ottawa for officers training. 
Lists the WRNS Directors, after Brock -- Isherwood, Sinclair, MacNeill. 
Wrens came under the Discipline Act of the RCN. McDowall 
commissioned in February, 1943. Naval ranks were instated in 1943. 
Speaks of her officer selection board. Sent to work for the Paymaster 
Director General (Cmdr. Tony Wright). Grace McDowall was one of two 
officers with twelve ratings sent in the first overseas draft to the staff of 
the Senior Naval Officer in London, later the name was changed to the 
Canadian Naval Mission Overseas under Captain F.L. Houghton. Points 
out that some Canadian Wrens were loaned to the RN to participate in Y 
communications (secret) work. Capt. Houghton replaced as head of the 
Cdn. Naval mission by V/Adm. Percy Nelles. Despite being ordered to 
Canada after two years in London, McDowall was retained in her job (to 
provide "continuity") by Capt. Houghton until January, 1946. Speaks of 
some of the persons who she dealt with in London and of a number of 
other Wren officers. Describes air raids and the V-1's and how the Wrens 
coped. Explains a number of photos in her album, many of the people -- 
from Galt, Ottawa, to London, and what she and some them did. 
Describes the opening of the Canadian Navy Show in London -- at the 
Palladium -- and attended by the Board of Admiralty and later a 
Command Performance for the King and Queen. Anecdote of the Wrens 
having to do a major "tidying-up" of a Catholic chaplain before his visit 
to the Palace and his annoyance that an Anglican chaplain got to Rome 
before he did! 
 

• Canadian Naval Mission Overseas 
• Canadian Navy Show, London 
• Conestoga, HMCS (WRCNS Training Establishment) 
• Discipline 
• Houghton, Capt. F.L. 
• McDowall, Cmdr. Grace -- Interview 
• Navy -- Canada 



 

 

• Officers, Education and Training 
• World War II 
• WRCNS Directors 

 
 

ID No. 344 
Interviewee McLean, William Moodie “Bill” 

Title My Naval experiences by Petty Officer William M. McLean, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 1 October 1983, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.29 
Transcript  tss. 35 leaves 

Summary  Petty Officer William M. McLean 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy in Winnipeg in October, 1941 and stayed there for about 
six weeks. Drafted to Victoria (HMCS Naden) for training as a gunnery 
rating. Describes wartime Halifax. Mentions the names of some officers 
including Capt. Ken Adams and Cmdr. Wurtele. Joined HMCS 
Annapolis (ex-U.S. destroyer) at St. John, later to go on the Halifax- 
Newfoundland-Boston convoy run. Mentions "harvest-leave" then 
available to those who were to help with the harvest. Annapolis was 
present when the destroyer HMCS St. Croix was sunk. Mentions that 
many of the crew in a ship lacked full training; had to learn on the job. 
Joined HMCS St. Laurent (destroyer) in Halifax. Speaks of his captains, 
Armstrong, Pullen and Windeyer. (In order, this should have Windeyer 
before Pullen, and all three were RCN WST) Recounts one Atlantic 
convoy, under Windeyer, where they were under attack from the Bay of 
Biscay to Newfoundland. Speaks highly of Windeyer -- although McLean 
may be a little confused as to the order of events. Lt. Cmdr. George 
Stephen RCNR was the next captain. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Picked up survivors from a bombed submarine astern of the convoy. 
Describes the prisoners and their treatment before landing them in 
Newfoundland. Returned to Canada via the Azores for a refit. Then 
drafted to HMCS Sioux (destroyer) then completing at the Isle of Wight. 
The ship was commissioned, 1944 -- work-ups -- during which McLean 
injured himself by running into the torpedo-tubes at night. Sent to 
hospital and, finally, to HMCS Niobe in Scotland to recuperate. Later 
joined Sioux at Scapa Flow. Mentions RN rations, which were not so 
good -- as compared to Canadian sources. McLean felt that the crew was 
a good and efficient one. Discusses the air attacks that Sioux came under. 
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Anecdote by Lawrence about driving a train from Rosyth to Edinburgh. 
Convoy to Russia. Speaks in some detail about former ship-mates. 
Participated in the D-Day landing. The crew were kept up-to-date by the 
Captain. Volunteered for the Pacific War and received 90 days leave 
during which the war ended. Returned to Winnipeg after discharge. 

• Annapolis, HMCS (Destroyer, ex-USN) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• D-Day, Normandy 
• German Air Attacks 
• McLean, Petty Officer Wm. M. -- Interview 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niobe, HMCS (Shore Base, Greenock) 
• Prisoners of War -- German 
• Rations 
• Seamen, Education and Training 
• St. Croix, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Volunteer -- Pacific War 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 345 
Interviewee Miller, Robert Charles “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Petty Officer Robert C. Miller, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 2 September 1980, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.30 
Transcript  tss. 11 leaves 

Summary  Petty Officer Robert C. Miller 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
P.O. Miller joined the Reserve Army -- the Cameron Highlanders in 
Winnipeg -- until he was seventeen and a half when he joined the Navy at 
HMCS Chippawa (Winnipeg naval division), immediately after the war. 
Sent to HMCS Cornwallis, to find it closed, and then sent across the 
country to Esquimalt for his new entry training. The service was somewhat 
chaotic at that time and as a new entry he felt that something was missing. 
Served later in HMCS Rockcliffe (minesweeper), not a happy ship. Was in 
HMCS Ontario (cruiser) during the "mutiny", when 
the hands locked themselves in the mess deck. Prior to that he had been in 
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HMCS Uganda (Quebec) for a time in 1946. Fuel (money) was short so 
Uganda did not do much steaming. Was on course at HMCS Naden to 
become a Seaman Torpedoman then to HMCS Stadacona to become an 
Electrician's Mate and gradually increased in rank. Discusses the naval 
police and the Regulating Petty Officers who, he felt had too much power 
and often not the best type of petty officer to wield it. Spent much time in 
frigates -- lists half a dozen. Also served in the new HMCS MacKenzie 
(destroyer escort). Miller was the high-power technician in Ontario at the 
time of her paying-off. Describes the procedure. Retired in 1965. 

• Chippawa, HMCS (Winnipeg Naval Div.) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Discipline 
• MacKenzie, HMCS (Destroyer Escort) 
• Miller, Petty Officer Robert C. -- Interview 
• Mutiny 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Rockcliffe, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 

 
 

ID No. 330 
Interviewee Moyse, Robert J. “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Robert J. Moyse, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 28 May 1987, Beaconsfield PQ 

Box/File 4.31 
Transcript  tss, corr. 39 leaves 

tss, corr. 24 leaves 
Notes Some problem with surname (Moyse), shows Moyes on N.A. tape. 

Summary   Lieutenant Robert J. Moyse 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCNVR in the summer of 1940 as an Ordinary Seaman with 
the intention, after three months, of becoming an Officer Candidate. 
Training in Halifax then to England to HMC Raleigh for officer training. 
Volunteered for the Fleet Air Arm but rejected for poor eye-sight. 
Eventually drafted to HMS Castletown (destroyer). Escorted mine-laying 
ships off Northern Ireland. Approx. six months later Moyse was posted to 
HMS King Alfred to finally obtain his commission. Drafted to Fort 
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William (Scotland) for MTB Training and then to Dover. Experiences off 
the French coast. Described a number of events against enemy shipping. 
Volunteered for service in the Mediterranean. Sailed around South Africa 
to Suez -- Alexandria where he joined MTB 260 as First Lieutenant. 
Anecdotes. Sent out supposedly to sink an enemy tanker -- experiences 
ashore, behind enemy lines. Captured two prisoners. Dropped off agents 
behind the Germans, etc. Farther west, they participated in an attack at 
Tripoli. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Recounts an engine break-down in sight of enemy held land. Towed by 
another MTB for a short time -- engine started and they were able to get 
safely away. Anecdotes about Bône (Tunisia), Alexandria. Entitled to 
leave in Canada. Hitched a ride in an American freighter -- New York -- 
Winnipeg -- Halifax where he joined the minesweeper HMCS Melville 
on the triangle run. Returned to the UK to join 29th Flotilla at Dover and 
Great Yarmouth and for a time sailed with the Free French flotilla at 
Dartmouth. Enjoyed his fellow officers although they were confusing -- 
poor at station-keeping! With 29th Flotilla with a new boat -- work-ups at 
Holyhead during D-Day they operated off the River Seine estuary. One 
night found themselves in a minefield, from which they escaped by 
carefully pushing the mines away from the boat. His boat returned to 
England for an engine re-fit thus missing the fire at Ostend that destroyed 
most of the 29th Flotilla. General comments on personnel, boats, 
operations. As an afterthought Moyse mentions he had a "Ghoulie Chit" - 
- the square piece of white cloth with a message in Arabic identifying the 
holder. One problem, many Arabs couldn't read! (Lieut. Moyse 
discharged in Canada 4 July 1945 -- W.S.T.) 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Castletown, HMS (Destroyer) 
• D-Day -- Invasion 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Melville, HMCS (Bangor Minesweeper) 
• Minefields 
• Moyse, Lieut. Robert J. 
• MTB -- 29th Flotilla 
• MTB (260) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Free French 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Raleigh, HMS (Officers Training Establishment) 
• World War II 



 

 

ID No. 263 
Interviewee Murdoch,  Robert Waugh “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Robert W. Murdoch, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  2 audio cassettes (120, 120). 
Date/Place 10, 12 Sept. 1984, Oak Bay BC 

Box/File 1.18 
Transcript  tss, corr. 63 leaves 
Summary  R/Adm. Robert W. Murdoch 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
R/Adm. Murdoch joined the RCN in 1936 after one year at Victoria 
College and passing his Public Service Commission exam and interview 
(both of which he describes) then the UK. Outfitted in London by 
Grieves, the Naval tailors, and appointed to the training cruiser HMS 
Frobisher at Chatham. Anecdote of Mr. Margot, the cadet Gunner, who 
was, as far as the cadets were concerned, God, and carried a starter, a 
small switch to be applied to laggard cadets. Describes the regular RN 
staff -- just sufficient crew to run the ship -- all experienced and many 
were "badgemen" (long service badges). First cruise to the West Indies, 
second, and harsher cruise to Norway in the winter. Comments on the 
Captain who always had cadets to breakfast or dinner, in order to assess 
them in a "social" setting. As a Midshipman (1937) appointed to HMS 
Sussex (cruiser) which became part of the Spithead Naval Review for 
King George VI. Digresses to a NATO review for the Queen (1969?) 
when Murdoch was the Canadian Military Representative at NATO. 
Excited about the Royal yacht Britannia, for a dinner -- wonderfully 
served. In the Mediterranean in HMS Sussex where the first "real" 
gunroom was experienced. A friendly Sub-Lieutenant in charge, with six 
whacks on the backside being the alternative to the friendly approach. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
R/Adm. Murdoch concluded that one of six was sufficient to imbue a 
healthy respect for authority. Explains the purpose of midshipman 
training where specific duties are expected. Considerable training was 
done in the Greek Islands. Experienced Non-Intervention Patrols during 
the Spanish Civil War. They were bombed and later picked up British 
subjects and delivering them to French or African ports. The British 
wanted to remove the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem from Palestine since he 
was causing some trouble. Murdoch commanded a boat-load of marines 
sent ashore to the Port of Haifa to kidnap the Grand Mufti for eventual 
exile in the Seychelle Islands. Saved one of Gen. Franco's sons from an 
air-crash at sea. Met the Generalissimo. A great education. Trained in 
destroyers -- comments on the excellent training that he received from the 



 

 

late R/Adm. H.F. Pullen who was Flotilla Gunnery Officer. After leave in 
Canada, returned to the UK for Sub-Lieutenant's courses. Not at 
Greenwich, but at Portsmouth (Whale Island) where he was cured of 
Gunnery and opted for Signals. The war started and, because Canada was 
not yet in the war, in the interval, Murdoch was promoted and placed in 
command of a large yacht patrolling Portsmouth Harbour, the Solent, etc. 
In late September navigator of an old coat-burning sloop, HMS Foxglove. 
Convoys escorted to Brest. Heavy fog during which the Foxglove ran 
aground (since most ships were doing it there was no court of "inquiry"! 
Later joined HMCS Skeena under Lt. Cmdr. J.C. Hibbard. Early convoy 
work including both the East and West coasts of England. Was sent on 
the Long Signals course (with R/Adm. Sterling) at that time at Portsmouth 
where air-raid precautions were included in their duties. The signals 
school was moved to a quieter area and he stayed on as an instructor. In 
1941 he returned to Canada as Chief Instructor at the Canadian Signals 
School at St. Hyacinthe, PQ, commanded by Capt. A.P. Musgrave. 
Remained for approx. three years. Wrote a report on U.S. 
Navy communications and whether the Canadian Navy should adopt 
some of their methods. His comments were not appreciated by the 
Director of Signals in Ottawa and resulted in his appointment as 
Communications Officer of the 11th Destroyer Flotilla operating at 
Trincomalee in Ceylon (1944). Comments on the U.S. Navy method of, 
in effect, man management. Strange, Murdoch thought but on balance, 
effective. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Joined the Flotilla Leader at Trincomalee (April 1944). Anecdotes 
including being handed the letter asking him to volunteer for the war 
against Japan while they were actually engaged in shelling the Malayan 
Peninsula in support of minesweepers. Sailed into Singapore to take the 
surrender of the Japanese navy, destroyers, cruisers, Kamikaze boats with 
Canadian-made Chevrolet engines, and others. The Japanese were very 
correct in all respects even offering to provide naval patrols, under the RN, 
to maintain order, gather weapons, etc. Very well-organized tour of the 
communication and spare parts facilities. Murdock tested this when 
he required the Japanese to produce a tube for his American radio -- and 
they did. A Japanese admiral offered Murdock his sextant and binoculars 
before they could be "liberated" by someone else and he still has them. 
R/Adm. Murdock recalls some convoy experiences spent in Atlantic 
convoys in HMCS Skeena with Cmdr. J.C. Hibbard (who may have been 
suffering from considerable strain). Comments on Reports of 
Proceedings. Very much in accordance with the "good" things that 
happened. Refers to the Canadian-made radar sets as largely being "junk" 
(SWIC and SWIC II). Feels on balance that Canadian industry did well, 
but not as well as the British and Americans did. More on the Canadians 
at "TRINCO". Anecdotes. Some more experiences with Japanese coast 
defence. RN destroyers were paid off and Murdock at a loose end for six 
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months so the RN taught him to fly, although not up to the final standard. 
Returned to Canada (1946) as Deputy Director of the Signal Division and 
comments on Capt. Sam Worth, the Director. Appointed to the Army 
staff course, a considerable change of pace. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Coronation Review, 1937 
• Discipline, Naval 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Foxglove, HMS (Sloop) 
• Grand Mufti of Jerusalem 
• Indian Ocean -- Naval Operations 
• Intervention Patrol, Spanish Civil War 
• Mercury, HMS (Signal Training Establishment) 
• Midshipmen 
• Murdock, R/Adm. Robert W. -- Interview 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Radar Equipment -- Canadian 
• Shropshire, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Singapore (Japanese Naval Base) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• St. Hyacinthe, HMCS (Signals Training Establishment) 
• Sussex, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Volunteering for Pacific War 
• World War II 
• Worth, Capt. Sam, Director of Signals Division 

 
 

ID No. 280 
Interviewee Musgrave, Alured P. “Pip” 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain A.P. Musgrave, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 9 February 1984, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.32 
Transcript  tss, corr. 32 leaves 
Summary  Capt. A.P. Musgrave O.B.E. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Capt. Musgrave discusses his father's time in the RN later joining the 
Canadian Hydrographic Service and was eventually posted to the West 
Coast. His son, A.P. Musgrave, joined the Royal Canadian Naval College 
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in Halifax on Aug. 1, 1914. Life as a cadet. Comments on his Chief Petty 
Officer instructors and on Commander A.E. Nixon. Halifax explosion, 
although Musgrave was not there. Midshipman, Feb. 2, 1917. Service in 
the RN. Served in HMS Minotaur (cruiser) out of Scapa Flow. Convoys to 
Norway. Later on the Northern Patrol (to Iceland). Midshipman's 
duties and instruction. Present at the surrender of the German Fleet. 
Problems of seniority in the Gun-room with younger RN Midshipmen. 
Resigned from the RCN just after the war, later feeling it was a mistake. 
Mentions knowing Cmdr. Walter Hose in Victoria and later as Admiral 
Hose in Windsor. Returned to Canada in 1921 and in 1924 joined 
Shawnigan Lake School as a physical training instructor. In 1934, with 
$250, opened a coffee shop on Government St. in Victoria (coffee -- 5 
cents/cup) and was soon exceeding his break-even point of $20 per day. 
Bank loan allowed him to expand. In September 1939 he re-joined the 
navy. On staff at Naden, Boom Defence Officer in Halifax then 
connected with officers' training. Gauvreau (Lt. Cmdr. L.J.M.), Finchey 
(Lt. Cmdr. E.W. Finch-Noyes), Sam Worth (Capt. G.A. Worth, Director 
of Signal Division). Large influx of recruits made training difficult. Over- 
crowding caused HMCS St. Hyacinthe at St-Hyachinthe PQ to be 
established in 1940. Musgrave became commanding officer. By the end 
of the war there were about three thousand men under training. As well as 
signalmen and telegraphists there were radar operators and radio 
artificers, coders, WRENS, Y-station operators as well as officers under 
training. Qualified "S" officer: signals. John Charles (later R/Adm. J.A. 
Charles), Scruffy O'Brien (later V/Adm. J.C. O'Brien), Murdock (later 
R/Adm. R.W. Murdock). Describes periods of leave, local and to 
Montreal (by train) which was (officially) the preferred area. VE-Day 
caused some concern but two special leave trains (one each to Toronto 
and Montreal) were ordered which resulted in a minimum of trouble in 
St-Hyacinthe. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
The base was later used as a de-mobilization centre. Closed the base after 
VJ-Day and went to Ottawa as Director of Sea Cadets. Opened HMCS 
Cornwallis again -- as a new entry -- training base. Returned three years 
later. Some comments on training bases both RCN and RN and in 
particular the too-short war-time training time and some disorganization 
in preparing the seamen as well as the bases. Anecdote. Rec'd a scroll 
from the mayor and people of St-Hyacinthe. 
 

• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Establishment) 
• Midshipman -- Education and Training 
• Minotaur, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Musgrave, Capt. A.P. -- Interview 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Great Britain 
• Nixon, Cmdr. A.E. 



 

 

• Royal Canadian Naval College -- Halifax 
• St. Hyacinthe, HMCS (Signals Training Establishment) 
• VJ-Day-Halifax (Riot) 
• World War I 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 353 
Interviewee Neave, Penelope Lee “Penny” 

Title My Naval experiences by Sub Lieutenant RCNR, Penelope L. Neave, 
R.C.S.C.C, as compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 28 June 1987, Oak Bay BC 

Box/File 4.32 
Transcript  tss, corr. 35 leaves 

Notes Not wartime. 
Summary  Sub-Lieutenant Penelope L. Neave 

Royal Canadian Sea Cadet Corps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

Sub-Lieut. Neave was born in 1963, joined the Sea Cadets in 1975 
although not officially a cadet (too young) until 1976. Her bank manager 
father moved a number of times so Neave was a member of a number of 
Corps -- Alberni, Amphion (Nanaimo). By 1980 was promoted to Petty 
Officer Second Class and qualified as a Bosun at HMCS Quadra at 
Comox. Petty Officer First Class in 1981. On exchange for two weeks 
with the USN in San Diego. Back in Canada, went to sea for a month in 
the barquentine Svanen, a Dutch vessel hired by the Navy League. Made 
an officer cadet. Qualified as an acting lieutenant R.C.S.C.C. at HMCS 
Quadra (eight weeks) during which eight or nine cadets were sent on a 
two-day, "cruise" in a whaler short of food, oars, blankets, etc. and they 
had to make do in a trip of about thirty miles (each way). After receiving 
her commission she took a Tender Commander course -- so that she could 
take a YAG (75 ft. harbour craft) to sea although qualified for a vessel of 
125 feet. Lawrence questions Neave on the duties of a division 
petty officer. Neave points out that as the older officers and petty officers 
leave, it is becoming harder to maintain the old naval traditions. On 
course for promotion to a Lieutenant -- largely covering all aspects of 
administration. Neave received her Gold Duke of Edinburgh award in 
1980. In Victoria she joined and continues in R.C.S.C.C. Beacon Hill. 
[Sub-Lieut. Neave -- as a Lieutenant -- to join the regular Naval Reserve. 
Did this happen? -- WST] 
 

• Navy -- Canada 
• Neave, Sub. Lieut. Penelope L. -- Interview 



 

 

• Royal Canadian Sea Cadet Corps 
• Sea Cadet -- Education and Training 

 
 

ID No. 281 
Interviewee Nixon, C.P. “Pat”  “Baby-Face” 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain C.P. Nixon, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent  3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place 1 August 1986, Victoria BC 

Box/File 3.33 
Transcript  tss, corr. 77 leaves 
Summary  Captain C.P. Nixon, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy in 1935 which was understandably a family choice. His 
father was RN and joined the RCN as commander of the new RCN 
College in Halifax. Some comment on the Roman Catholic and Protestant 
parts of the RCN and both Nixon and Lawrence agree that the separation 
of personnel for church services was not really a good idea. Speaks of his 
father and naval officers who knew him as well as naval and army officer 
ancestors. In 1935 he wrote his civil service exams as part of the process 
for selection as a naval cadet. Spent a year in HMS Frobisher, the training 
cruiser. Usual cruiser, speaks of the cadet gunner in Frobisher and of 
officers who influenced them. One felt part of a social as well 
professional "club". 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Sea time was invaluable. RN training was extremely important, if for no 
other reason than the RCN did not have proper facilities for doing that. 
Moves ahead to Midshipman time in HMS Exeter (cruiser) in the West 
Indies and South America. Exercises with the whole squadron in the West 
Indies, sometimes joined by four Canadian destroyers. Sub- Lieutenant's 
courses in Portsmouth finishing in the summer of 1939. Requested an 
anti-submarine course before leaving for Canada and when Nixon joined 
HMCS St. Laurent on the West Coast he was the only officer aboard who 
had any anti-submarine training. Just before war was declared they were 
ordered to Halifax. Upon arrival they refuelled and escorted the first 
trans-Atlantic convoy HX1 and were on convoy runs until May, 1940. 
Anecdote of zigzagging with the convoy. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Nixon speaks of Lt. Cmdr. A.M. Hope ("Boomer") and very flatteringly of 
his successor, Lt. Cmdr. Harry DeWolf. In May 1940 they were told to 
leave post haste for England as the evacuation of Dunkirk was under way. 



 

 

One of three destroyers sent -- St. Laurent (DeWolf), Restigouche (Lay) 
and Skeena (Hibbard). A great respecter of Lt. Cmdr. DeWolf and of Lay 
for first class management efforts at N.D.H.Q. Comments also on Hibbard, 
Rutherford, Stubbs. Sent to Saint-Valery-en-Caux supposedly to evacuate 
the 51st Highland Division. No Highlanders but took off a few French 
soldiers and returned under German shell-fire. In return they fired at the 
Germans thus St. Laurent became the first RCN ship to fire in 
anger. Picked up an amazing number (861) German and Italian P.O.W.'s 
from the Arandora Star which had been torpedoed, so many that St. 
Laurent was slightly unstable! Captain changed to A/Lt. Cmdr. Herbie 
Rayner. Comments on Rayner including the fact that initially he was not 
a good ship-handler. Much convoy work in 1940/41. Attacked an Italian 
submarine -- damaged but able to return to base. Picked up some 
survivors of HMS Forfar (AMC) ex Montrose (C.P.R.) Begins an 
anecdote about an ill fellow officer who insisted on staying aboard 
despite near constant action stations. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Describes air raids on Liverpool, including putting part of the crew ashore 
to help fight fires. In the spring of 1941 they returned to Halifax and 
found that many of the ships company were to be transferred, two or three 
at a time to new corvettes in order to provide some experience to an un- 
trained crew. A month's leave; describes a "short-hop" flight across 
Canada via T.C.A. Returned to St. Laurent where, after six months they 
received a new captain, Cmdr. "Shakey" Armstrong. Uneventful six 
months on convoy duty (no attacks, mid '41 to April '42). Appointed to 
HMCS Chaudiere (destroyer) in command, in the fall of 1943. Work-ups 
at Scapa Flow then to Londonderry. Attended Tactical School, both 
against U-boats and later, E-boats. Returns to commissioning of 
Chaudiere in Portsmouth where the commander-in-chief was invited 
aboard. Originally some misfits in the crew but eventually was very 
efficient. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Became part of a support group (hunter/killer group). Met an American 
group who thought Chaudiere was a U-boat and opened fire (twice) but 
they were not hit. However the group brought U-744 to the surface to 
surrender. Chaudiere took several prisoners back to Derry. Prior to the 
Invasion they formed part of Escort Group Eleven, five Canadian 
destroyers, Ottawa, Gatineau, St. Laurent, Kootenay, and Chaudiere 
under command of Commander Douglas Prentice. This group took part in 
the sinking of three U-boats. Later joined by the frigate Swansea. 
Anecdote about Chummy Prentice. Returns to other U-boat sinkings: U- 
61 and U-985, although the latter not credited until after the war. No 
survivors. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
Chaudiere was in the Bay of Biscay, June to August 1944 for anti- 
submarine and anti-E-boat attacks. Drove off two E-boat attacks -- 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

against part of the Invasion Fleet. Later patrols in the Irish Sea and then 
to Iceland where very bad weather caused HMCS Skeena to run aground 
which Nixon discusses and also of the subsequent Board of Inquiry and 
Court Martial. Buried Skeena's dead on Iceland. Returned to Halifax for 
refit. Nixon left the ship in April 1945. Prior to that they were visited by 
Admiral Murray. Discusses. Both Nixon and Lawrence lament the fact 
that the Canadian Navy served under direct British control rather than 
Canadian when in the Eastern Atlantic and adjoining waters. There 
should have been more Canadian operational control. Nixon recounts 
some of the happenings in Esquimalt, the Naval College and his father 
the Captain -- the first naval occupant of the present Admiral's House. 
After Chaudiere, was appointed captain of the new HMCS Crescent 
building in Scotland. They visited the Channel (Islands) then to the West 
Coast of Canada for a year. 

• Arandora Star, S.S. (Liner) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Bay of Biscay -- Naval Operations 
• Chaudiere, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Convoys, Atlantic 
• Crescent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• D-Day, Normandy 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Exeter, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Forfar, HMS (A.M.C.) 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Hunter-killer Groups 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Midshipman -- Education and Training 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Nixon, Capt. C. Patrick -- Interview 
• Prisoners of War (Ger./Italian) 
• Royal Canadian Naval College, Esquimalt 
• Royal Canadian Naval College, Halifax 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 352 
Interviewee Parker, Frances 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant WRCNS Frances Parker, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 28 August 1989, Victoria BC 



 

 

Box/File 4.33 
Transcript  tss, corr. 19 leaves 
Summary  Lieutenant Frances R. Parker WRCNS 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

Lieut. Parker joined the Wrens in 1942 at HMCS Chippawa (Winnipeg 
Naval Div.). Sent to HMCS Conestoga at Galt where she did basic training 
and much parade ground work for four weeks. Still without uniforms 
(only an arm-band) she was sent to Halifax and since there were no 
barracks ready for her group she had to live in town. Expensive since their 
pay was small. First work was censoring mail at the Fleet Mail Office. 
Trouble with uniforms -- issued patterns but the tailor at Tip Top Tailors 
had never made women's clothes -- quite odd looking result. Promoted to 
Sub. Lieutenant (Third Officer) and sent to Newfoundland 
by boat and train. Billeted with full board in an old house. Some 
experiences in St. John's including Captain D's cocktail parties for the 
officers of ships newly arrived. Invited to social events in ships. Returned 
to Ottawa for more formal officer's training (six weeks). Remembers it 
being uncomfortably hot (1943). Returning to St. John's she joined the 
Extended Defence Office that dealt with the use of the harbour. The 
office was on the top floor of the Newfoundland Hotel and from there the 
whole harbour was visible. Controlled the docking and the boom defence 
gate -- much to the annoyance of the fishermen who had to seek 
permission to enter or leave. Promoted to Lieutenant, Mar. 1, 1944. 
Remembers a good social life. Drafted to St. John, NB in much the same 
work but not as busy. Discharged in 1946. 
 

• Avalon, HMCS (Depot Ship -- Newfoundland) 
• Censorship Duties 
• Chippawa, HMCS (Winnipeg Naval Division) 
• Conestoga, HMCS (WRCNS Training Establishment) 
• Extended Defence Office 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Parker, Lieut. Frances -- Interview 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 310 
Interviewee Parry,  Leslie “Les” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Les Parry, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  1 audio cassette (90). 
Box/File  4.33 

Transcript  tss, corr. 23 leaves 



 

 

Summary  Lieut. Commander Leslie J. Parry 
Royal Canadian Navy 
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Headings 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. Parry joined the RCN as a Boy Seaman in 1933. Trained at 
HMCS Stadacona. Soon promoted to Ordinary Seaman. Sent to sea in 
HMCS Saguenay in 1934. Exercise in the West Indies with the RN and 
the Americans. Went to the UK to commission HMCS St. Laurent in 
1937. Speaks of pay at $1.25 per day, beer at five cents, and the same by a 
naval barber. Part of the Royal Guard at the dedication of the great 
memorial at Vimy Ridge. Took over the new French liner, Pasteur, which 
they took to Liverpool in the UK. Liverpool blitzed. Returned to Canada 
to HMCS Prince Henry (A.M.C.). Speaks favourably of his captains. In 
Prince Henry when they came across two German merchant ships -- both 
set fires to themselves despite Canadian efforts to save the second vessel; 
she had to be sunk. Discusses training and armament (old) in Prince 
Henry. Acting Petty Officer. Gunnery qualification. Sent to HMCS York 
in Toronto for a short time then drafted to HMCS Iroquois (destroyer) 
under Cmdr. W.B.L. Holmes who was "foolishly strict". Returned to 
Canada in 1943 to train for Gunner's Mate (Cornwallis). Promoted to 
Chief Petty Officers in 1944. In January 1944 joined HMCS Haida. 
Drafted to HMCS Carlton in Ottawa for a few months, then back to 
Whale Island (UK) to requalify as Gunnery Instructor. During that time 
he qualified as a radar instructor (in the Isle of Man). Transferred to the 
West Coast to HMCS Naden. Returned to England to qualify as Acting 
Commissioned Gunner (1947). Joined HMCS Ontario (cruiser) for the 
usual cruises, including Australia and New Zealand. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Further details of Australian-N.Z. trip. Returned to Canada and a new 
captain and new commander. Mentions Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of 
Edinburgh being in Ontario. Promoted Lieutenant. Became First 
Lieutenant of HMCS Granby (minesweeper) where he had trouble with 
the captain. Returned to Cornwallis after Granby payed-off. Later joined 
the frigate Stettler, then joined Ste. Therese. Became Staff Officer, 
Recruiting at HMCS Naden, then Queen's Harbour Master (temp.). 
Returned in 1965. At the time of volunteering for the Pacific War was 
very reluctant. Unification was too fast -- good could have been 
accomplished easier he feels. Caused the downfall of the RCN, 
particularly dropping of the "Royal" and calling the navy military. Speaks 
again of his later time at Whale Island and of his early days as an Able 
Seaman. Thinks the Navy today is not a good career choice; the old ways 
were better. 
 

• Carlton, HMCS (Ottawa Naval Div.) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Establishment) 
• Excellent, HMS (Naval Gunnery Establishment) 
• Granby, HMCS (Minesweeper) 



 

 

• Haida, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Iroquois, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Parry, Lt. Cmdr. Leslie J. -- Interview 
• Pasteur, S.S. (French Liner) 
• Pay and Allowance, Naval 
• Prince Henry, HMCS (A.M.C.) 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Seaman -- Education and Training 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Depot Ship -- Halifax) 
• Staff Officer -- Naval -- Canada 
• Ste-Thérèse, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Stettler, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Unification of the Armed Forces -- Canada 
• Vimy Ridge -- Memorial Dedication 
• World War II 
• York, HMCS (Toronto Naval Division) 

 
 

ID No. 312 
Interviewee Pember, Wilfrid “Wilf” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Wilfrid Pember, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 16 March 1984, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.35 
Transcript  tss, corr. 37 leaves 

Notes Plus 1 audio cassette (60) “Conversation between Pember and 
Tunnycliffe” by Draper? 

Summary  Lieut. Cmdr. Wilfrid Pember 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RN as a Boy Seaman in 1918 (age 15). Sent to HMS 
Impregnable one of three boys' training ships -- wooden hulks, including 
HMS Inconstant, formally an "up funnel, down screw" vessel. Gives 
some detail about joining his ship and the routine aboard. After about 
nine months was sent to barracks and then to HMS Cairo -- a brand new 
cruiser. After a few months stay in Egypt, due to sickness, he rejoined 
Cairo on the China Station, based in Hong Kong. Pember remembers 
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being caned (six of the best) in the presence of a medical officer for 
failing to get his hair cut! Summers in China were at Wei Hai Wei in 
north China. Returned to England in 1923 and signed on for a twelve year 
enlistment. Drafted to HMS Vernon and to the torpedo and electrical 
school at Devonport as an Able Seaman ST, (Senior Torpedoman). Drafted 
to HMS Curlew (cruiser) in the West Indies squadron. Promoted leading 
Seaman in 1925. Took the Prince of Wales to Argentina on a 
state visit. Returned to China again in 1926. To HMS Ambrose -- a 
submarine depot ship. Back to UK to Portland where Pember trained in 
Asdic. Transferred to the RCN and in 1930 rated as Acting Petty Officer. 
Halifax next as coxswain in HMCS Ypres (minesweeper). Married -- sent 
back to Naden in 1932. Anecdotes of life at that time. Master at Arms as 
Chief Petty Officer in the barracks. In 1940 became Warrant Master at 
Arms and in 1942, as an acting Lieutenant, was in charge of Shore Patrol 
training school. New recruits were taken in including former policemen. 
Some bad feelings in the early days but that soon dissipated. Points out 
that many participants in the Halifax riot (1945) were civilian. Mentions 
that Ken Adams was later in command of the barracks. In 1949 promoted 
to Lieut. Commander. Retired in 1957. Spent ten years after at Rocky 
Point at the naval magazine and retired in 1967 at 65 years of age. 
Additional Cassette (no date) Draper interview: three-way conversation 
with background talk (wives?); household noises as well 
(Side 1) 
Life aboard ship -- meals, etc. in RN days. Generally anecdotal account 
of part of Pember's life including service in China. Audio improves from 
about the half-way point. 
(Side 2) 
Gunnery school -- some descriptions of dockyard and barracks at Naden 
in 1940 and later. Anecdotes. Comments: much gossip but could, 
perhaps, be of some interest. Could be deciphered with time and effort! -- 
W.S.T. 
 

• Ambrose, HMS (Submarine Depot Ship) 
• Boy Seaman 
• Cairo, HMS (Cruiser) 
• China Station -- Gr. Britain 
• Curlew, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Discipline -- Naval 
• Impregnable, HMS (Training Hulk) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Pember, Lt. Cmdr. Wilfrid -- Interview 
• Riots -- Halifax 
• Shore Patrol 
• Vernon, HMS (Torpedo and Anti-Submarine School) 
• Ypres, HMCS (Minesweeper) 



 

 

 
 

ID No. 311 
Interviewee Percy, Herbert Roland “Bill” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander H.R. Percy, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120); ends with Lt. Cdr. Hanbury tapes. 
Date/Place 13 May 1983, Peterborough ON 

Box/File 4.36 
Transcript  tss. 76 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Commander Herbert R. Percy 

Royal Navy 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the navy as an artificer apprentice on Aug 18, 1936 in HMS 
Fisgard, at Chatham. First, learned to use a cold chisel on steel and to 
make a solid steel hexagon from a round steel bar of about three inches in 
diameter. Exams every six months. Explains that the school, in Fisgard 
was on a hill above Chatham, approached by a flight of seventy-four 
steps which was a favourite place for petty officers to order "double 
march". Gymnastic displays always put on -- after much practice -- 
during the annual Navy Week. Describes punishment for breaking 
discipline which could be doubling around the parade ground for half an 
hour holding a rifle above your head. The school was moved to 
Devonport, met his future wife, and graduated as an Engine Room 
Artificer, 5th Class. Drafted to the battleship HMS King George V. 
Provided convoy escort to protect against German surface ships. When 
the King visited K.G.V. Percy was the E.R.A. of the Royal barge. 
Participated in the sinking of the German battleship Bismarck -- saw the 
German ship, just a small dot on the horizon but could see the fall of shot. 
K.G.V. was so low on fuel before returning to Scapa Flow, she was 
steaming on diesel oil! Comments on the battleship HMS Prince of Wales 
in her earlier battle with the Bismarck. Next Percy joined HMS Hawkins 
(cruiser) laid down in the Great War but finished in 1925. Convoy to 
Capetown and from there on convoy duty across the Indian Ocean. Returns 
to the leave policy when he was a boy apprentice. Every other weekend 
only and return by 9:00pm. One evening a week in the second year -- 
5:00-9:00pm. Returned from the Indian Ocean in 1944. Story of ramming 
of a Japanese submarine and Hawkins' suffering heavy damage. (Cassette 
1, Side 2) 
Here Percy recounts a talk of his voyage to Gibraltar, before he served in 
K.G.V., when his troopship was sunk by a submarine. He was picked up 
by the destroyer HMS Griffin and returned to England. Reached Gibraltar 
to find the ship that he suppose to join wasn't there so he returned to the 
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UK in HMAS Australia. Then drafted to HMS Hawkins. More on the 
attack on the Japanese submarine. Mechanical problems aboard Hawkins. 
Poor food, better food ashore was always welcome. Returned to the UK 
to participate in the D-Day landings. Actually had an opportunity ashore 
at Courseulles for an hour or two. Heavily bombarded shore targets 
causing such wear to Hawkins' guns that she was ordered to return to the 
UK. Percy was now a senior third class E.R.A. Describes various engine 
room components, and their problems. In 1945 Hawkins was paid off. 
Drafted to HMS Buccaneer (salvage and rescue tug), based in Portland. 
[Lawrence's summary ends] Post-war begins. Took Chief E.R.A. exam. 
Passed and promoted two years later. Joined HMS Belfast in the 
meantime in the Far East. Applied to join the RCN, was accepted and in 
June 1952 he and his family sailed for Canada. Reported to HMCS 
Stadacona and almost immediately sent to HMCS Cornwallis to take a 
three-week leadership course. Anecdotes of senior officers. Joined a ship 
being used for apprentice training, HMCS Cape Breton where he taught 
Engineering Drawing. Also dealt with men under punishment -- made 
them double (with rifle) to the dockyard main gate and return. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Put in an application for promotion to commission rank. Sent to HMCS 
Uganda/Quebec (cruiser) as Chief E.R.A. in charge of the boiler room. 
Uganda on a long cruise around Africa. Compares the RCN method of 
training apprentices and the differences in discipline. Percy was called a 
"kipper" (for Englishman) and "DK's" for displaced kippers (D.P. for 
displaced persons). Mentions trouble with the feed-water supply and 
occasional difficulty in providing enough water for the boilers. Uganda 
went on a cruise around South America. Percy won an essay contest for 
which the first prize was one hundred dollars and lunch in the House of 
Commons with the Minister of Defence. Now a CW (Commissioned 
Warrant) candidate and in 1954 moved to the West Coast to the "prep" 
school (officer training). After appointed Commissioned Engineer he was 
sent to HMS Manadon an RN engineering school for six months. Back to 
Canada and appointed to HMCS Sioux for several months. Returned to the 
Dockyard (Halifax) where Percy was responsible for trade-testing the 
civilian employees. Comments on dockyard mateys and the attitude of 
sailors to them. The dockyard would always "come through". Joined 
HMCS Swansea as Engineer Officer then posted to Ottawa to write 
training manuals (lists them). Now a Lieutenant. Promoted to Lieut. 
Commander in 1963 or 1964. Turned down an opportunity to write a 
speech for the Minister, Paul Hellyer since he did not agree with Hellyer's 
policies. Went to Methods Study and Design in new ship construction. 
Retired to pension in April 1971, one of the last to wear the blue uniform 
largely because as he was leaving the navy the powers-that-be didn't think 
it was necessary for him to change! 
 

• Artificer Apprentice -- RN 
• Atlantic, Battle of 



 

 

• Australia, HMAS (Cruiser) 
• Bismarck (German Battleship) 
• Buccaneer, HMS (Salvage Tug) 
• Cape Breton, HMCS (Repair and Training Ship) 
• D-Day -- Normandy 
• Discipline 
• Dockyard, HMC -- Halifax 
• Fisgard, HMS (Apprentice Training Establishment) 
• Hawkins, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Indian Ocean -- Naval Operations 
• King George V, HMS (Battleship) 
• Manadon, HMS (Engineer School) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Percy, Lt. Cmdr. Herbert R. -- Interview 
• Prince of Wales, HMS (Battleship) 
• Sioux, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• Staff Officer -- Naval -- Canada 
• Swansea, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Uniforms -- Naval 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 264 
Interviewee Piers, Desmond W. “Debby” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Desmand W. Piers, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 14 audio cassettes (13 -- 90, 1 -- 60). In length c. 90 to 4 mins. 
Date/Place  2 Jan. 82; 1, 2 June 85, Chester NS 

Box/File 2.7, 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 
Transcript  tss. 216 leaves -- Part 1 

tss. 216 leaves -- Part 1 (complete) 
tss. 31 leaves and 27 leaves (incomplete) -- Part 2 
tss. 133 leaves -- Part 1 (incomplete) 
tss. 216 leaves -- Part 1 (complete) 

Notes Plus photocopy of ‘H.M.C.S., “Algonquin” and The Invasion’ by D.W. 
Piers C.O. -- 26pp. Piers claims copyright. However, he is now deceased 
(WST). 
Part 1 
3 copies and 1 partial 
Part 2 



 

 

1 copy and 1 partial 
"D-Day" 
1 copy 
[8 cassettes] Summary of TSS (216 lvs.) -- PART 1 
Written in conjunction with the audio tapes and is, as far as known, 
complete. The transcript might be used if necessary with reference to the 
National Archives audio tapes, which are noted in the summary. 
[no cassette] Summary of Piers account of HMCS Algonquin 
participating in D-Day operation. 
Notes on the "duplicate" audio tapes (wrapped separately). These are not 
exact duplicates of the Nat. Archive tapes. Some "blanks". 
[same 8 cassettes as above] Summary of the National Archives cassettes 
and one cassette of Part 2. 

Summary  Rear Adm. Desmond W. Piers, D.S.C 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Royal Military College at Kingston in 1930. Applied for 
summer training with the navy and in 1932 became the first RMC Cadet 
to formally join the RCN. To the RN as a Cadet. Served in HMS Erebus 
(monitor), HMS Frobisher (training cruiser). Describes routine, social life. 
First cruise to the West Indies, second to the Baltic, where, on a visit to 
Kiel, they played sports with the German navy. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Appointed as a Midshipman to HMS Resolution (battleship) in the 
Mediterranean. Comments on the RCN automatically inheriting the life 
and background of the Royal Navy. Served as the Commander's Doggie, 
no easy task. Full social life. Greek Islands for naval exercises. Three 
months destroyer time (HMS Antelope). Considerable Italian sea-borne 
traffic due to the war in Ethiopia. Huge naval review at Spithead for the 
Silver Jubilee of the King (1935). In order to prevent unauthorized boats 
and yachts to approach within 50 yards, Piers commanded a picket-boat 
circling the Royal Yacht on the evening of a State Dinner. No frog-men, 
heavily armed guards as would be the case now. Compares it to the 
Coronation Review in 1953. Midshipman's exams in HMS Royal 
Sovereign and as a result promoted to Acting Sub-Lieutenant at four 
dollars a day. Royal Naval College at Greenwich. Describes buildings, 
studies, social life. Completed courses with good marks, gaining eighteen 
months seniority. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Returned to Halifax in 1937, appointed to HMCS Saguenay (destroyer). 
In 1938, accompanied by the destroyer HMCS St. Laurent joined the 
West Coast "fleet". Returned to Halifax, promoted to Lieutenant. Joined 
HMCS Restigouche, upon commissioning, in the UK, a West Coast ship. 
Sailed for Halifax in Nov. 1939. Helped convoy the 1st Canadian 
Division to England. Assisted in the evacuation of the British Army from 



 

 

France -- particularly from Saint-Valery-sur-Somme. Piers went ashore 
but the army had not received orders to evacuate. Later to Saint-Jean-de- 
Luz near the Spanish border. HMCS Fraser (destroyer) cut in two by 
HMS Calcutta (cruiser). Rescued survivors. Assisted in "take over" of 
French ships in British ports. Discusses French attitude. Appointed First 
Lieutenant in HMCS Assiniboine (destroyer). In 1941 HMCS 
Restigouche in command. Film crew aboard. To Iceland and Argentia for 
Churchill-Roosevelt meeting aboard USS Augusta (heavy cruiser) Senior 
officer of the Fourth Escort Group. Efforts at morale boosting (viz. 
Archival cass. #28, side 1). Iceland (Dec. 1941). Huge gale. Foremast 
broken, one funnel lost, flooding fore and aft. Bucket brigade necessary. 
Repairs -- three months in Glasgow, much new modern equipment. 
Returned to convoy work in 1942. Heavy shipping losses. (In 1943 
hunter-killer groups formed.) Heavy weather caused high fuel 
consumption. Comments on high frequency direction finders (HF-D). 
Required to provide close escort protection. Convoy SX107, one 
destroyer, five corvettes, 45 ships (Nov. 1942). Piers escort commander. 
Heavy attacks, 15 ships sunk in the mid-ocean gap. Report of the action 
and that later learned that the Germans had commented on the vigorous 
defence put up by Restigouche and that they had expected to sink more 
ships than they were able to do. In June 1943 wrote a report 
"Observations on the Operation and Administration of the Canadian 
Ships in Mid-Ocean Convoy Groups": equipment shortage, lack of 
training, excellent crews, morale difficult, better recreational facilities 
needed, etc. Piers requests that some tapes be returned to him and 
acknowledges his own copyright. An additional tale of Restigouche and 
the visit to Saint-Valery-sur-Somme, France in 1940. Could not persuade 
a naval liaison officer (Cmdr. Robt. Elkins) to leave. Elkins was later 
personally captured by Gen. Erwin Rommel!. Later managed to escape to 
England in a stolen boat. When Piers was commandant of RMC he met 
Elkins again (now V/Adm. Sir Robert). As captain of Restigouche Piers 
relates a 24-hour period in detail on the bridge routine, and in his sea- 
cabin at sea with a convoy. Nights could be very busy with actions 
stations at 8:00pm followed by A/S exercises. Tactics by Restigouche 
designed to keep U-boats at a distance. Speaks of letter to Captain D 
covering content and reasons for the "Piers Report", see above. As a Lt. 
Cmdr. posted to Halifax as Training Commander. Later was involved in 
plans to capture escaped German P.O.W.'s who were to be picked up on 
the coast by a U-boat. Piers next appointed to HMCS Algonquin 
(destroyer) in command and building in England (Dec. 1943). During 
trials Pier's sister-in-law Lt. Cmdr. Isobel Macneill, WRCNS took 
Algonquin to sea (under Pier's instruction). Scapa Flow. Work-ups with 
Home Fleet. Operations off Norway. In May the flotilla sailed for the Isle 
of Wight (see TSS Appendix "HMCS Algonquin and the Invasion". 
Returned to Scapa and carrier operations against Tirpitz. Comments on the 
torpedoing of HMS Nabob. Murmansk and Polyarnye. Successful 



 

 

attack off Norway and merchant ships and escorts -- all enemy sunk. 
Good social events (1945) with Russians -- hockey, hunting, parties. 
Returned to Halifax in mid-February (1945). Appointed ashore to 
command officer's training at HMCS Cornwallis. Comments on D-Day 
riot at Halifax. Has sympathy for R/Adm. Murray. 
Second recording with Lawrence at Chester, NS (some repetition). 
(Reel 1, Side 1) 
Some comment by Lawrence on shortcomings/problems of the Cdn. 
Navy. Piers: Restigouche experience -- lacked equipment. Best way to 
obtain through refit in the UK. Low U-boat "kill" due to requirement that 
escorts remain with a convoy. Discussion of British customs in Canadian 
ships. "Mutiny" in HMCS Magnificent (1948) and the casual attitude of 
air-crew to naval customs. Naval Officers Conference, old ship-mates, 
etc. Regrets the lack of war-time books by senior officers. Unification, 
Hellyer, and those who left and those forced to leave. The "TDK 
Cassettes" same as National Archives Cassettes, largely dictated by 
R/Adm. Piers. Some extra material. 
(Cassette 22, Side A) 
Ashore at Saint-Valery-sur-Somme, France (1940). Cmdr. Elkins, RN, 
naval liaison officer ashore. Captured, escaped and eighteen years later as 
Vice Adm. Sir Robert Elkins visited Piers when Piers was commandant at 
RMC. Long account of a 24-hour period at sea in HMCS Restigouche as 
convoy escort. Good morale in ship. The Piers Report (1 June 1943), 
intended for HMC Ships of the Mid-Ocean Escort Force. Lack of 
equipment, morale dropped due to necessary crew changes. Insufficient 
training time. 
(Side B) 
Facilities at St. John's and Londonderry initially poor, eventually good. 
Extra equipment available at Londonderry, frequently through the "old 
boy network", not as a result of Canadian staff -- there were none in 
'Derry. Two years in Restigouche provided excellent war-time 
experiences. Appointed as a training commander in Halifax. Summer, 
1943, hunted escape German P.O.W. and a U-boat attempting to land a 
spy. Appointed to HMCS Algonquin, in command, then building. 
(Cassette 23, Side A) 
Mentions Lt. Cmdr. Isobel Macneill WRCNS. Algonquin to Scapa Flow. 
Work-ups in the Home Fleet. Operation against the German Tirpitz. 
Admiral's inspection -- King visited the Fleet. Algonquin part of D-Day. 
Again attacked Tirpitz. Battleship (Royal Sovereign) given to the 
Russians. Social exchanges with the Russians. Torpedoing of HMS 
Nabob (escort carrier). Algonquin took off about 200 of crew. In Sept. 
1944 joined Algonquin on her first Russian convoy. Three days in 
Polyarnye, Murmansk. 
(Side B) 
-- blank -- 
(Cassette 24, Side A) 



 

 

Returns to St. John's Newfoundland in HMCS Algonquin. Appointed 
ashore in Halifax (HMCS Cornwallis). Acting Commander -- CO of 
Navigation School. VE-Day -- riot -- mistake to close liquor stores. 
Atomic bomb dropped. End of war. Appointed to HMCS Stadacona. 
(Side B) 
-- blank -- 
(Cassette 28, Side A) 
Comments on book by Capt. J.M. Waters USCG, A Bloody Winter, 
about convoy SC107 and HMCS Restigouche. Dr. Rohmer gives German 
account. Christmas (1942) in UK. Anecdote. Participated in Operation 
Torch (N. Africa). Appointed to Algonquin. Report on the Canadian navy 
-- lack of equipment, etc. Insufficient training. Better recreational 
facilities needed. 
(Side B) 
-- blank -- 
(Not on Cassette) 
A personal account by Lt. Cmdr. D.W. Piers, the CO of HMCS 
Algonquin, of the ship's experiences during the invasion of Europe in 
June 1944. Proceeded from Scapa Flow as part of the 26th Destroyer 
Flotilla to southern England (Portsmouth) -- 27 May 1944. Night patrols. 
Conferences and operation orders. Social gatherings. Press officers and 
photographers aboard. Quiet period on June 5th, waiting for invasion to 
start which for Algonquin was 4:00 PM. Escorted HMS Hilary carrying 
the HQ ship of the 3rd Cdn. Division. Résumé of the D-Day strategy. 
Normandy: Algonquin detached and approached the coast in order to 
commence the bombardment. Several targets demolished. Describes the 
landing, engineers clearing obstacles, landing craft on the beach, etc. 
Accepted six badly wounded Royal Marine casualties for medical 
treatment, three of whom died before they could be transferred two or 
three days later to a hospital ship. Demolished a German battery by 
indirect fire controlled by an army forward observation officer ashore. 
Watched airborne troops arriving. On June 7th Algonquin shelled and 
destroyed a stone house used by the Germans as a strong point. Anti- 
submarine patrol, and return to the D-Day anchorage. Visited 3rd Cdn. 
Div. HQ ship. Returned to patrol. Wonderful sight to see the great mass of 
ships and landing craft. Lack of targets for bombardment resulted in 
restful days but with a certain amount of German air attacks. On D-Day 
plus 4 they returned to Portsmouth. V/Adm. Percy Nelles visited that 
evening to join the ship and sail to France. Patrols off Portsmouth. Depth 
charged several wrecks (just to be safe). Took a landing craft in tow. After 
several experiences Algonquin returned to Normandy -- carrying Gen. 
Crerar, the commander of the First Canadian Army. On the 19th, at night, 
fired in support of 45 Royal Marine Commando during their attack on 
German positions on the eastern flank of the landing area. Stormy 
weather caused many problems on the beaches. By the 22nd the storm 
was very strong. On the 23rd Algonquin was attacked at night by a 
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German aircraft, suffering a near-miss, but no damage. Piers and other 
officers managed to go ashore and inspect the defences and the damage. 
Near-by destroyer sunk by a mine. Enemy shelling from positions to the 
east. Air attacks. Shelled enemy troops on the eastern flank for some 
time. Patrols at sea. On the 27th returned to Portsmouth and then ordered 
to rejoin the Home Fleet (at Scapa). 

• Algonquin, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Argentia, Newfoundland (Churchill/Roosevelt) 
• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Communications, Naval 
• Convoy, ONS 137 
• Convoys, Assembly and Protection of 
• D-Day, Normandy 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Erebus, HMS (Monitor) 
• Fraser, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Macneill, Lt. Cmdr. Isobel, WRCNS 
• Malta, Naval Base (Pre-War) 
• Mid Ocean Convoy Groups -- Canadian 
• Midshipmen 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Nabob, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• National Archives Cassettes 
• Naval Reviews, 1935, 1953 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- France 
• Navy -- Great Britain 
• Navy -- Russia 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• "Piers Report", Equipment, Tactics, Administration 
• Piers, R/Adm. D.W. -- Interview 
• Resolution, HMS (Battleship) 
• Restigouche, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Riots, Halifax 
• Royal Military College of Canada 
• Royal Sovereign, HMS (Battleship) 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Scapa Flow -- Naval Base 
• Shipping Losses -- Convoys 
• Storm Damage -- Atlantic 



 

 

• U-boats -- German 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 368 
Interviewee Pike, Jenny (née Whitehead) 

Title My Naval experiences by P.O. WRCNS Photo Jenny Pike, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 27 July 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.37 
Transcript  tss, corr. 28 leaves 

Notes Page 20 of transcript missing. 
Summary  Petty Officer Jenny Pike (née Whitehead) 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
 

Petty Officer Pike applied to the Wrens in December 1942, enlisted at 
HMCS Chippawa (Winnipeg Naval Division) in February 1943, and was 
sworn in on May 7, 1943. Reported to Galt (HMCS Conestoga) on July 
22, 1943. Three weeks training, then to Preston, back to Galt to a hotel. In 
August 1943, drafted to Ottawa for photography training. In October sent 
to HMS Canada where the Wren photo section was. It was a shock to find 
that her first developing work was of naval VD patients! Drafted overseas 
to London in February 1944 with twenty-seven other Wrens. She worked 
for Cmdr. Peter MacRichie at 53 Haymarket, the Chief Public Relations 
Officer, and for Lieut. Jerry Richardson, her immediate commander. Her 
job was largely printing and enlarging photographs received from 
Canadian ships. Saw many London shows and famous stars in the West 
End. Coming under attack by flying bombs which was not pleasant. 
Produced the first D-Day pictures and they were flown to Canada 
immediately, taken by Vice Adm. Percy Nelles, who was returning 
anyway (although Pike not completely certain it was Nelles). A scoop! 
because they were not supposed to be released that soon. At Christmas 
the Canadian Wren choir sang at the St Martin-in-the-Fields. Shows 
picture of a number of Wren officers and an anecdote or two. Returned to 
Canada via a "pier head jump" (i.e. very short notice to leave) in the Île- 
de-France, sailing from Scotland; one Wren and four hundred and eighty 
sailors! Landed in New York. Note: p.20 of the transcript is missing. 
Describes her Christmas, 1944 when her plans were disorganized since 
she was required to work. Went to Londonderry to take publicity photos 
in HMC Ships Strathadam, La Hulloise, and Jonquière who, together, had 
sunk a U-boat. Mentions the British Wrens knickers (or "blackouts") 
superior to the Canadian ones. Other Wren stories including British 
Wrens driving MTB's, landing craft, picket boats, etc. within the harbour 
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confines. 
• Canada, HMS (Shore Establishment Halifax) 
• Canadian Naval Mission, London 
• Chippawa, HMCS (Winnipeg Naval Division) 
• Conestoga, HMCS (Training Establishment, WRCNS) 
• D-Day, Normandy (Photographs) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Photography 
• Pike, P.O. Jenny -- Interview 
• Public Relations 
• Submarine Warfare 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 331 
Interviewee Poapst, Thomas Osborne “Tom” 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Thomas O. Poapst, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (90’s). 
Date/Place 27 March 1987, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.38 
Transcript  tss, corr. 51 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Thomas O. Poapst 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lieut. Poapst joined the navy at Edmonton in the Spring of 1941, aged 
eighteen. New entry training at HMCS Naden. Drafted to the tug 
Sandpoint with an RCNR captain bringing coal to Prince Rupert and the 
northern coast, also worked as an Examination Vessel. Participated in the 
confiscation of Japanese fishing boats. Drafted to Halifax to join the 80th 
LC(M) Flotilla then forming. Describes the Landing Craft Mechanized 
with a capacity of one tank or two jeeps or fifty or sixty men. Arrived for 
training at Inveraray (and Loch Fyne) early 1942. The crews were spoken 
to by Lord Mountbatten of whom he has a high opinion. Trained British 
and Canadian troops in landing operations. Due to a knee injury Poapst 
was in hospital and did not join his flotilla when they participated in the 
Dieppe raid. (At Dieppe the flotilla used LCA's). Became a Boat Officer - 
- in charge of an LC(M) and as a Leading Seaman was in charge of four 
boats. Describes the base and training at Inveraray -- where the idea was 
to land troops dry if possible and go astern almost as you touched the 
beach. The flotilla was sent to North Africa to be part of Operation Torch. 
Sailed with their boats in a tanker -- food awful. Off the town of Arzeu 
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they loaded U.S. troops, direct from the U.S. and not trained well. 
Brought several loads ashore and again two days later into Oran. 
Mentions his twin G.M.C. diesel engines that produced nine or ten knots 
with fifty to sixty troops aboard. After about ten days he returned to 
Inveraray to train additional troops. Troop ship around South Africa to 
train 8th Army troops in Egypt. Moved to Malta and then to the beaches 
of Sicily. Heavy enemy air attacks. Transported many troops, food, 
ammunition over about a 30 day period. Moved troops from Sicily to 
Italy (Strait of Messina) then participated in the landing at Salermo -- 
which he left after four days to go back to the UK for officer-training 
(Fall of 1943). 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Voyage to the UK in an aircraft carrier, and in charge of three German 
P.O.W.'s, one of whom might have been a general (he thinks). Landed at 
Plymouth then to HMS King Alfred for officer training. Found it fairly 
easy since he was very experienced in seamanship, navigation, etc. Upon 
graduation he opted for MTB's -- thinking that he had no choice. 
However he went to the 7th MTB Flotilla and then discovered that the 
Canadians were forming two flotillas. Joined the 65th MGB Flotilla and 
offers some discussion of other flotilla officers and the C.O. Lt. Cmdr. 
Kirkpatrick. Several anecdotes -- including some time around the Channel 
Islands. Poapst is navigator of MGB 743 under Malcolm Knox. 
Operations were first, the Channel Islands and then following the 
American army moving westward -- around Brest. Returned to Jersey 
where they tried to insert themselves into a German convoy but 
accidentally were illuminated by a large aircraft light (Leigh-light?). 
Mentions approach tactics; high speed, slow down, fire torpedoes and get 
out. (tss p. 36/37) Describes the guns installed in MGB 743 -- one six 
pounder -- 50 cal. M.G.'s -- twin pom-poms, etc. Several anecdotes. 
Beginning to feel weary -- day after day out at sea from England, no 
leave for three years. Finally granted leave in Canada and on the trip 
home he stood watch on the Queen Mary. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Landed in New York where the Americans were very friendly and 
generous. In Canada he managed to obtain 60 days leave. Christmas in 
Halifax. In hospital at Stadacona with pneumonia. Came under 
psychiatric care, suffering from fatigue. Finally discharged in December 
1945. Generally comments on service in the MTB's -- a "casual" bunch! 
 

• Channel Islands -- Naval Operations 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Inveraray (Training Base, Landing Craft) 
• King Alfred, HMS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Landing Craft, 80th LC(M) Flotilla 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• MGB 743 



 

 

• MTB -- 65th Flotilla 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• Poapst, Lieut. Thomas O. -- Interview 
• Sandpoint, HMCS (Naval Tug) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 371 
Interviewee Porter,  Harry  A. 

Title My Naval experiences by Vice Admiral Harry A. Porter, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 18 March 1982, Halifax NS 

Box/File 1.19 
Transcript  tss, corr. 23 leaves 

Notes Plus 2nd copy 22 leaves, 1st leaf is missing, the letter, tss. i.e. from Porter 
to Lawrence 18 March 1982. 

Summary  V/Adm. Harry A. Porter 
Royal Canadian Navy -- Canadian Forces (N) 

 
Joined the navy as an Ordinary Telegraphist on 20 Nov. 1939 at Esquimalt 
BC. Drafted to HMCS MacDonald (auxiliary vessel). Joined the RCN and 
re-trained. Accepted as officer candidate. In 1940 went to sea as a leading 
seaman to take seamanship (1940). Returns to a discussion of lower deck 
conditions ashore. Good conditions and food including red-lead and bacon 
(stewed tomato and bacon). Discipline was strict. In HMCS Prince Robert 
(armed merchant cruiser) used as an escort to Commonwealth Air Training 
Plan cadets coming to Canada from Australia/New Zealand. Upper 
yardman course (officer candidate from 
the lower deck). Sent to HMS Collingwood in UK for this course. 
Commissioned as Acting Sub-Lieutenant in 1942. Uniforms, etc. were 
paid by the government. Sub's courses until Xmas '42. Leave in Canada. 
Commissioned a British destroyer as HMCS Kootenay. Joined the Fifth 
Canadian Escort Squadron (Cmdr. H.F. Pullen). Comments on mess- 
decks, very crowded and, together with rough seas, often resulted in 
considerable tension with subsequent "trouble". Atlantic convoys -- St. 
John's to Londonderry and return. Comments on the Fifth Squadron 
"Barber Pole" song (tune: The Road to the Isles). "Chummy" Prentice 
took command of the escort group and L/Cmdr. Bill Willson became 
Captain. Porter, First Lieutenant. Joined the invasion fleet -- patrolled the 
Atlantic side of the invasion. Post to HMCS St. Hyacinthe, Quebec to take 
the Long Communications Course. Hard work and lively mess. At 
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the end of the course posted to Ottawa on the staff of the Director of 
Signals (Capt. Sam Worth). Later Porter learned to fly and flew in the RN 
in an operational squadron, returned to Canada as Staff Officer 
Operations to Flag Officer, Pacific Coast. Posted to the RN Staff College, 
then to HMCS Magnificent (light fleet carrier). Later served as captain of 
HMCS La Hulloise and HMCS Lauzon (frigates). Director of 
Communications in Ottawa and later on the Pacific Coast promoted 
A/Capt. in command of the Fourth Cdn. Escort Squadron (training). To 
Ottawa as Director of Naval Training. Commanded HMCS Bonaventure 
(light fleet carrier) for a time, then to Ottawa as Director General of 
Maritime Forces as a Commander and later Commander of Maritime 
Command at Esquimalt. Promoted Vice Admiral and to Ottawa as 
Comptroller-General then Assistant Deputy Minister, Evaluation. Retired. 
Also points out that at the end of his career, every officer or many who 
had served before unification had the right to be known by his naval rank. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Barrack Conditions 
• Bonaventure, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• Discipline 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Kootenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• La Hulloise, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Lauzon, HMCS (Frigate) 
• MacDonald, HMCS (Auxiliary Navy Vessel) 
• Magnificent, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• Mess Life and Customs 
• National Defence Headquarters 
• Naval Aviation 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Prince Robert, HMCS (A.M.C.) 
• Seamen, Education and Training 
• St. Hyacinthe, HMCS (Signal School) 
• Staff Officers, Naval 
• Upper Yardman Course (HMS Collingwood) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 282 
Interviewee Pullen, Thomas Charles “Tom” 

Title My Naval experiences by Captain Thomas C. Pullen, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (120, 120). 
Date/Place  22, 23 March 1985, Ottawa ON 



 

 

Box/File 3.34 
Transcript  tss, corr. 69 leaves 

Notes Plus 1 photocopy leaf re: R/Adm. H.F. Pullen OBE. 
Summary  Capt. T.C. Pullen 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
In the beginning is a list (read by Lawrence) of the Pullen family naval 
service from 1780 -- a total of 425 years! Capt. Pullen has been a serious 
writer of letters and diaries, volumes of which have been kept. Capt. 
Pullen was born in Oakville. Met his future wife two weeks before 
leaving for the RN in 1936 and eventually married her in 1942! Civil 
service examinations in 1936, interview board, then to HMS Frobisher, 
met by Mr. Margot, the Gunner. Cruises -- Norway and around the UK. 
The second, the West Indies. As a Midshipman he served in HMS 
Shropshire (cruiser) of the First Cruiser Squadron in the Mediterranean. 
The ship sailed for the 1937 Naval Review at Spithead. Experience as 
part of a boat's crew and the help offered to young midshipmen by the 
lower deck. Patrols off Spain during the Spanish Civil War. Appointed 
next to the cruiser HMS Sussex. Some discussion about "navigation 
tables". HMS Sussex operated from Malta where his action station in 
daylight was in the high angle control position (4" guns) and a night at 
the port searchlight position. The fleet did considerable time exercising 
the guns. Based in Malta he was appointed to HMS Hotspur for his three 
months destroyer time. Seamanship exams (for Sub. Lieutenant) were 
approaching. Meantime, some discussion about a fortnight in an aircraft 
carrier. Mentions that Sussex carried the Grand Mufti from Palestine to 
Haifa and eventually exile in the Seychelles. Returned to the UK for Sub- 
Lieutenant courses. In 1939, joined HMCS Assiniboine (destroyer). 
(Cassette ends) 
[Lawrence transcript: pp. 24-26 are not on the current cassette] Repetition 
of some info. on cass. #1 
Joins HMS Hotspur. Midshipman. "Showing the flag" in Oran and the 
Greek Islands. Joins HMS Hostile for a time. In Malta, destroyer 
anchored stern first in Sliema Creek which offered great ship-handling 
experience. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Subs course at Whale Island. Well know that war was fast approaching. 
Joined Assiniboine 23 Oct. 1939, with Rollo Mainguy as C.O. Several 
favourable comments on Mainguy and other officers including Hibbard, 
Budge, and Porteous, the engineer. Participated in the capture of the 
German ship Hanover in the West Indies. Convoy work out of Halifax 
with a new captain, G.C. Jones -- later Chief of the Naval Staff. Pullen 
comments on the attitude to ships company that had to be recognized by 
RN trained officers. The Canadian sailor had to be treated differently and 
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some took a while to adjust. Various remembrances of Assiniboine which 
he left in Jan. 1941. Appointed to HMS Excellent for the Long Gunnery 
Course (6 mos.). Pullen became very ill during the course (epistaxis -- 
excessive bleeding from nose) and fell behind but later passed his exams. 
Back to Canada and then to HMCS Niobe, the base at Greenock which he 
opened under a difficult captain. Felt lucky that he was appointed to 
HMCS Ottawa as XO under a captain that he felt could have been more 
efficient. Replaced by Larry Rutherford (1942), a very capable and 
efficient officer who demanded a high standard. Ottawa was torpedoed on 
13 Sept. 1942. Earlier assisted the ship's doctor in removing the appendix 
of a Leading Seaman -- a fair sea running. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Good account of the ship after the torpedo hit -- including going below 
deck to assess the serious damage (bow broken off) and was there when a 
second torpedo hit and was able to survive by walking up the hull as the 
ship turned over. Watched the stern sink with, luckily, all depth charges 
set to safe. Sixty-five officers and men were eventually picked up by the 
corvette HMS Celandine and landed in St. John's. After leave was 
appointed to the gunnery school at HMCS Cornwallis. Later appointed to 
HMCS Chaudière (destroyer) as the executive officer. They were 
involved in the destruction of U-744 which, after a long hunt, came to the 
surface. Describes the long hunt but in the end were unable to capture it. 
Picked up survivors. Worked up for the Invasion of Europe. After D-Day 
he returned to Canada to take command of the destroyer HMCS 
Saskatchewan (Aug. '44-Aug. '45). Refit in Liverpool. Work-up in 
Tobermory. Ordered to transport Vincent Massey from Belfast to 
Liverpool. Massey was asleep when a U-boat contact was made. A five 
depth charge attack spilled Massey to the deck! Rescued from the Irish 
Sea one of his crew who went a little crazy, attacked the Chief and P.O.'s 
mess, then jumped overboard. Returned to Halifax. Sent to gunnery school 
with the RN then was Staff Gunnery Officer in Halifax. 
Anecdotes. [Some material that comprises pp. 24-26 of the transcript 
appears here.] 
 

• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Celandine, HMS (Corvette) 
• Chaudière, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Coronation Review, 1937 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery Training Establishment) 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Hanover, S.S. (German) 
• Hotspur, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Massey, Vincent -- Canadian High Commissioner to Britain 
• Midshipman 



 

 

• Naval Operations -- Caribbean 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Non-Intervention Patrol (Spanish Civil War) 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Pullen, Capt. Thomas C. -- Interview 
• Saskatchewan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Shropshire, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Staff Officers -- Navy -- Canada 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Sussex, HMS (Cruiser) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 338 
Interviewee Richardson, W.J. “Jack” 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer W.J. Richardson, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 2 July 1985, Esquimalt BC 

Box/File 3.35 
Transcript  tss, corr. 45 leaves 
Summary  Chief Petty Officer W.J. Richardson 

Royal Canadian Navy 
Canadian Forces (N) 

 
A peace-time steward interviewed at the request of R/Adm. Yanow 
FOPC. 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCN in 1954 and is now, officially, a Chief Warrant Officer 
but prefers the old Navy designation. Richardson dropped out of school 
in Grade 10 and took a job making Venetian blinds and working part- 
time serving at weddings, dance halls, etc. Six months training at HMCS 
Cornwallis. Sent to the Supply School at HMCS Hochelaga in Montréal 
for a six-month course. Not as thorough a training today as then and 
certainly not in the Naval manner. Drafted to the West Coast to act as a 
steward in HMCS Naden's wardroom. Next, posted to HMCS Sussexvale 
(frigate) for two years. Speaks of the difficulty of serving officers in ships. 
Stewards are the recipient of many complaints which are often beyond 
their work. Stewards had a post during "Action Stations" -- his was 
supplying ammunition to a 40mm gun. Transferred to HMCS New 
Glasgow in 1960. From there to Admiral's House as steward to R/Adm. 
H.S. Rayner, a very strict and religious man, particularly at home. 
Anecdote: the right way to install a roll of toilet paper! In those days the 
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Admiral had two stewards, a cook, driver and a stoker to look after the 
Admiral's Barge. Currently the Admiral has a driver who also works in 
the house -- no other staff. A few anecdotes about some visitors staying at 
Admiral's House. Richardson shined the shoes for the Admiral and guests 
-- and still does his own daily. Admiral and Mrs. Rayner had the reputation 
of being a difficult pair to work for. Eighteen months later was posted to 
HMCS St. Laurent and became the Squadron Commander's steward. 
Cmdr. Robert Peers whom Richardson thought "a fine officer". Speaks of 
the power of command exercised by himself and officers. Somewhat softer 
in general but still there to be used. Comment on what he felt was a more 
slack approach used by the air force. Feels that the unified form of 
discipline is less than it used to be. Some "incidents" are treated too lightly 
-- especially in officer training. Richardson became an 
instructor at Camp Borden for two years and returned to the West Coast 
until 1975 when he was promoted to Warrant Officer and sent to Ottawa. 
Comments on the fact that Chiefs and Petty Officers had separate messes 
and how there was resentment when the messes were brought together 
finally as Warrant Officers and Sergeants Mess. Became "Career 
Manager" for the Forces -- a seven day a week job. In August 1983 
posted as Chief Steward for Naval Officers in training, instructing in 
etiquette, protocol, customs of the service, the old knife, fork and spoon 
trick to ensure that officers knew how to eat. A real challenge. Young 
officers must learn how to behave, especially when Captains of ships and 
when ashore. Many young officer trainees are very awkward socially, just 
have no idea how to behave. Richardson expects nothing but the best 
from his men and his trainees. 
 

• Admiral's House, Esquimalt 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Customs of the Service 
• Discipline 
• Flag Officers 
• Hochelaga, HMCS (Supply School) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Glasgow, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Richardson, Chief Petty Officer W.J. -- Interview 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stewards, Naval, Canada 
• Sussexvale, HMCS (Frigate) 

 
 

ID No. 339 
Interviewee Rimmer, John Bretheton  “Zip” 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer J. Rimmer, as compiled by 



 

 

Hal Lawrence. 
Extent Audio cassette not available. 

Date/Place 28 June 1989, Esquimalt BC 
Box/File 4.40 

Transcript  tss, corr. 20 leaves 
tss. 20 leaves 

Summary  Chief Petty Officer (Gunner's Mate) John B. Rimmer 
Royal Canadian Navy 
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CPO Rimmer joined the RCN at HMCS Naden, as a Boy Seaman, age 
seventeen. Pay fifty cents a day, schooling, sports, much exercise 
including marching from Naden to Beacon Hill Park to watch rugby 
games. First served at sea in the mine-sweeper HMCS Armentières. Joined 
HMCS Skeena under Lt. Cmdr. Victor Brodeur, "a very fair man". 
Telegraphist training at HMCS Stadacona and then in July 1934 joined 
HMCS Champlain (destroyer) for exercises in the Caribbean. Describes 
homemade "blue bell" -- brass polish. Boy Seamen used part of the five 
dollars pay per month that they were allowed for shaving cream, soap, 
tooth paste, shoe polish, and all other incidentals such as minor tailoring 
of their uniforms. Later served in HM Ships Dragon and Apollo. 
Qualified as Gun Layer at HMS Excellent, 1938. Served in HMC Ships 
Fraser and Ottawa (destroyers). In 1939 to Halifax -- a few convoys as an 
Acting Leading Seaman. Qualified Gunners Mate and Petty Officer in 
1941 in HMCS Saguenay. Comments on the officers. Describes the 
damage to Saguenay after a major storm. Chief Petty Officer in 1943. 
Posted to HMCS Kootenay (destroyer) and served in her until the war 
ended. During his time in Kootenay on convoy duty and in the last two 
months of the war, on night patrol in the English Channel. Ninety days 
leave, partly served working for Yarrows shipyard! Sent to Cornwallis 
and then to the reserve division HMCS Prevost in London, Ont. Qualified 
in Ordnance -- a year's course at Stadacona, then served in HMCS 
Antigonish. Retired on a pension of $126.00/month (after 20 years). 
Moved to California and worked as Secretary of the local Farm Bureau, 
then a Certified Seed Representative, managed a very large cotton gin. 
 

• Antigonish, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Armentières, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Boy Seamen 
• Champlain, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery Training Establishment) 
• Fraser, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Kootenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 



 

 

• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Prevost, HMCS (London Naval Division) 
• Rimmer, CPO (Gunner's Mate) John B. -- Interview 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Naval Training Base) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 313 
Interviewee Robertson, Ian W. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander Ian W. Robertson, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 1 October 1986, Ottawa ON 

Box/File 4.40 
Transcript  tss, corr. 34 leaves 
Summary  Lieutenant Commander Ian W. Robertson 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. Robertson joined the navy in Winnipeg in 1942 as a 
Midshipman and was sent to HMCS Kings in Halifax. When finished 
Sub-Lieutenant's courses he volunteered to go to the RN on a two-year 
loan. Advised that his preferred appointments (MTBs or Fleet Air Arm) 
were unavailable, he returned later and was sent on intensive MTB 
training courses at Roedean (torpedo), HMS St. Christopher (Navigation, 
Gunnery, Communication). He knew that his marks had to be very close 
to the top to be accepted. He was posted to an RN flotilla (6th MTB 
Flotilla) at Lowestoft. Describes his first action in MGBs where they 
entered a German convoy off Holland from the stern hoping that the 
Germans, firing inwards at the MGB, would also hit their own ships in the 
others column. This would allow MTBs, hopefully unnoticed to seaward, 
to fire torpedoes into the convoy. This went on for a number of hours. 
Later ordered transferred to 29th Canadian MTB Flotilla in the short 
MTBs under Tony Law and where his Captain was Bones Burk. 
Robertson was the third officer under Burk. Very complementary about 
Burk -- a natural leader, special touch in tactics, calm and courageous, and 
the "instinctive ability" to go about attacks in the "most economical and 
effective way". A minimum of damage and crew killed considering 
the large number of actions. Robertson joined the Flotilla in May of 1944. 
Stayed until Christmas 1944 when the war in the Channel was winding 
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down. By then the E-boats were disinclined to take aggressive risks. The 
29th had been on the western side of the invasion -- as an outside screen - 
- of Cherbourg. Expected German destroyers. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Returned to Portsmouth for fuel, ammunition, and rest. Constant patrols 
off Le Havre and the coast with the main object to prevent German 
surface ships from attacking the Invasion ships. Fought many battles 
including German one-man torpedoes. In harbour, they delivered a 
wounded man to the battleship HMS Rodney where they surprisingly 
came under attack by a German aircraft. Describes an action with 
German destroyers. Fired at German shore batteries, who could be quite 
effective. Later Dover became their base in order to more effectively 
attack German shipping farther up the coast. Mentions the Germans 
shelling Dover from batteries in Calais and he, personally, came under 
attack by a "near-miss" that did considerable damage to his building. Sent 
to Felixstowe and from there worked against the Belgian and Dutch 
coasts. Joined the Flotilla commander, Tony Law in a joint operation in 
November to Rotterdam. They found a German convoy just forming, but 
the attack was not as successful as it might have been due to target 
illumination being too soon. The same night they ran into a heavily armed 
four-ship German group called the "Four Horsemen", then several E- 
boats approaching harbour which they could not catch due to the E-boats 
superior speed. Mentions that the German E-boat commanders were 
sometimes prone to let British prisoners from MTB go free! Also 
comments that by late 1944 they found that the E-boats would disengage 
as soon as possible in order to save damage to their boats. About 
Christmas 1944 Robertson and another officer thought that if they trained 
as pilots they could go to the Far East in the Fleet Air Arm. Only partly 
trained by V-E day and not really finished by VJ-day. Left the "active" 
navy in the Fall of 1945, returned to university while serving in his reserve 
status for some years. 

• Belgian and Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Burk, Lt. Cmdr. Charles A., DSC 
• Convoys -- German 
• D-Day Invasion -- Naval Operations 
• E-boats (German MTBs) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Gunnery (Naval and Coastal) 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• MTB 6th Flotilla 
• MTB 29th Flotilla 
• MTB Tactics 
• Naval Aviation 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Robertson, Lieut. Ian W. -- Interview 



 

 

• St. Christopher, HMS (MTB Training Base) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 274 
Interviewee Robertson, O.C.S. “Big Robbie” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commodore O.C.S. Robertson, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  3 audio cassettes (90, 120, 120). 
Date/Place 20 May 1984, Oakville ON 

Box/File 2.11, 2.12 
Transcript  tss. 84 leaves 

tss. corr. 79 leaves #3 
tss, corr. 66 leaves #4 
tss. 85 leaves 
tss, corr. 64 leaves, draft #1 
tss. 64 leaves #2 

Notes Interview part of Lt. J.A. Coates on cassette 1, interview part of R. Adm. 
Willard on cassette 3 (duplicate). 

Summary  Commodore O.C.S. Robertson G.M. (Big Robbie) 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, "Side 1") 
[Begins 3/4 through Side 2 (Side 3 of Lt. J.A. Coates -- alphabetically 
under Robertson). Some small editing by Lawrence and some audio 
distortion in Cassette 3.] Cdre. Robertson was educated at boarding 
school. In the summer, beginning at about nine years of age, went to sea 
in "Marine Fisheries" on the west coast as deck boy (at twenty-five cents 
a month). Joined the Empress of India as a bridge boy, then the Empress 
of Russia (1917). Anecdote re modern wireless control of naval ships. At 
sixteen he signed on with Canadian Forrester in Montréal on a voyage to 
the West Indies. Robertson's father then had him sign on as an apprentice 
for four years. Speaks of his sea-going family. Served his apprenticeship 
with the Canadian Government Merchant Marine and rose to third mate. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Story much later of a scientific trip to the North in a U.S. nuclear 
submarine well shielded from reporters. Purpose: to examine icebergs -- 
describes them (Aug. 1960) and other oceanographic studies (as made in 
HMCS Labrador). Reached the North Pole -- came to the surface. 
Organized a baseball game -- with first and third bases in different 
hemispheres! Radio connection made to the South Pole. R. talked to his 
wife! Returned via the Bering Sea to Pearl Harbour where R. left the 
boat. Returns to the merchant marine (Canadian Sapper) and then to the 
Lady boats for nine years running to the West Indies. Sub-Lieutenant 



 

 

RCNR in 1931. Master's ticket in 1932. Took a year's leave to serve in the 
RCN for a year. In HMCS Saguenay under Cmdr. Len Murray exercised 
in the West Indies with our west coast destroyers and RN ships. Robertson 
as First Officer in the Lady Somers was mobilized in 1938 -- 
at the time of Munich. At Naval Service Headquarters he was to keep 
track of German merchant shipping. Later served as Sailing 
Master/Executive Officer to HMCS Venture for about seven months, 
1938-1939. Took young seamen to sea for five months. Comments very 
favourably on Godfrey Hibbard, the captain. Venture anecdotes. Captain 
of the minesweeper HMCS Fundy in Halifax. Later to Ottawa to help 
with RCNR officer naval recruiting for the RCNVR, purchasing yachts -- 
but, including the Ambler, a gift. Comments on Rollo Mainguy. Returns 
to naval recruiting during which six thousand men were recruited over 
establishment. Severely reprimanded. Supposed to command HMCS 
Columbia but changed to the establishment of HMCS Kings (officer 
training). First class of 196 probationary, acting temporary sub- 
lieutenants. Officially not yet in existence. Hard to get stores, food and 
furniture obtained from a British liner converting to an AMC in Montréal, 
etc. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Appointed First Lieutenant of HMCS Stadacona as Lt. Cmdr. Comments 
in an aside about the quality of young prospective officers and their 
teacher. At Stadacona had to acquire buildings and build new ones. 
Appointed Executive Officer in HMCS Prince Robert (AMC). To Alaska 
in Feb. 1942. Kodiak-Dutch Harbour. Sent to the east coast as staff 
officer escorts in which position he felt distinctly surplus. Complained and 
was made Captain of the dockyard where he remained for four and a half 
years, to 1947. Discusses the somewhat disorganized naval command 
system in Halifax, including shore patrols; some incidents in Prince 
Robert; the West Coast, including a well-practiced offensive against the 
naval police (pp.49-50). [Sound deteriorated a bit.] This lack of co- 
ordination led, in part, to the Halifax riot in 1945. Robertson claims that 
senior officers in Halifax warned Ottawa that there could be trouble, the 
NOIC position had been eliminated, but nothing was done. Halifax 
facilities were very sparse, many seamen had to live off base -- and many 
civilians took advantage of the navy. Robertson offers considerable 
background. Appointed captain of HMCS Cayuga. Anecdote: visit to 
Hawaii, mounting guard for former members of the U.S. 44th Regiment 
(Japanese-Americans). (tss left out a few off-hand comments here) 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Did not volunteer for the Pacific, resented being asked! To London, to 
take senior officers technical course then became Captain of HMCS 
Ontario (cruiser). Lawrence returns the account to Halifax where 
Robertson took a burning ship out of Halifax Harbour -- the American S.S. 
Volunteer, the officers were drunk, fire in the boiler room. Small 
explosion blew Robertson and others out of the hold. Robertson and other 
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personnel kept the fire from reaching the heavier explosives deeps in the 
hold. Sailed down-harbour and beached the ship, which flooded. Also, 
Robertson was in command of the armed (not entirely legally) forces 
during the Fraser Valley flood (1947). Rescued and fed people, cattle, 
built dykes, kept industry functioning where possible. Sent a small boat 
with a volunteer dressed as a naval officer, mounting a machine gun (no 
ammunition) to guard against looters -- announcing that looters would be 
shot on sight. No authority to do much of what was accomplished, 
including blowing up a bridge, feeding civilians, etc. Borrowed an LCI 
(from the owner in Vancouver) in order to evacuate Pitt Meadows. A 
little trouble about a warrant for arrest since the LCI had been under court 
order. Robertson phoned a friendly judge and had the arrest held over. 
Returns to a dull time in UK -- for three and a half years. Finally offered 
command of the new HMCS Labrador (Arctic patrol vessel). 
Hydrographic officers and scientists, all designated ship's officers, with 
part of the crew allocated to them -- and trained by them. Comments on 
the commissioning and going to sea (with a very green crew) to Halifax 
and eventually to Resolute. Carried supplies, undertook surveys, carried 
Eskimos, rescued ships stuck in ice. Sent signal to Ottawa that he was 
"proceeding to Halifax via Esquimalt" knowing that Ottawa would not be 
with a full staff on weekends. Got beyond the point-of-no-return before 
Ottawa answered. Reached Esquimalt -- through the Panama Canal and 
reached Halifax, circumnavigating North America -- the third ship to do 
so and first naval vessel. Accidentally lost an engine in Grenada, thus 
getting to Halifax on one engine. Remained another year in Labrador, 
making one more trip north. [Interview ends about 15 minutes from end. 
Welland interview starts.] 
 

• Armed Yachts 
• Cayuga, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Dockyard, HMG, Halifax 
• Fraser Valley Floods, 1947 
• Fundy, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Halifax, NS -- Conditions 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Labrador, HMCS (Arctic Patrol Vessel) 
• Naval Service Headquarters 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Polar Oceanography 
• Prince Robert, HMCS (AMC) 
• Riot, Halifax, 1945 
• Robertson, Cdre. O.C.S., G.M. -- Interview 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Depot Ship) 
• Venture, HMCS (Training Schooner) 



 

 

• Volunteer, S.S. (U.S.) -- Fire, Halifax 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 314 
Interviewee Schober, George S. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander George S. Schober, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (90, 90). 
Date/Place 12, 13 November 1985, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.39 
Transcript  tss, corr. 71 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Commander George S. Schober 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. George Schober joined as an Ordinary Seaman, Officer 
Candidate on April 16, 1946 at HMCS York in Toronto. Joined the 
cruiser HMCS Uganda for training which was similar to that of Royal 
Roads but compressed into one year with theory closely connected to 
practical tasks. Course officer was the future Captain Freddy Frewer, a 
strict, very fair, yet popular officer. The XO was Cmdr. Fich-Noyes who 
was replaced by Cmdr. Jumbo Webber, whom he also regarded 
favourably. Schober was happy in the ship despite the constant push to 
excel. A few comments on the crew and their "mutiny" under Jeffrey 
Brock as XO. Some details of ship-board life. While later in HMCS 
Warrior, he offers an anecdote of running a boat as a midshipman and 
trouble with the XO and Captain as a result. Sent to the RN for 
midshipman training where they were accommodated in HMS Renown 
(battle cruiser) together with several hundred Chinese Nationalist seamen, 
who were being trained to take over two surplus RN ships. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Sent to HMS Implacable (aircraft carrier) for his sea-time. Some remarks 
about Canadian naval officers, training for as long as five years with the 
RN, picked up the accents and mannerisms of RN officers that didn't go 
over well with the Canadian lower-deck in particular. Not all did but 
those that did were not generally admired. Returned to Canada for a short 
time -- in HMCS Magnificent (light fleet carrier). Joined HMCS Ontario 
(cruiser) on the west coast. An account of how a 16-inch gun brass 
tampion had been unscrewed from battleship HMS Nelson as she was 
being dismantled and ended in Ontario's gun room.* 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Started sub-lieutenant's courses at Greenwich in Sept. 1948. Sent for sea- 
time to the 2nd Training Flotilla at HMS Osprey, the anti-submarine 



 

 

training establishment in Portland. Schober was appointed to HMS 
Hedingham Castle (Castle-class corvette) for four months and then ashore 
for technical courses although they did participate in one NATO exercise. 
Returned to Canada just after the Korean War began. Took a course in 
U.S. Navy signalling then appointed to the frigate HMCS La Hulloise 
under Lt. Cmdr. Tommy Pullen. Obtained watch-keeping ticket. Trained 
UNTD personnel. In 1952, appointed to HMCS Huron (destroyer) being 
re-commissioned for Korea with a captain with whom Schober did not feel 
entirely comfortable. Sailed in company with HMCS Iroquois working up 
as they went. First stationed at Yang-do, two small islands off the NE 
coast of Korea. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Describes shooting at a railway on the mainland. Attempts to destroy 
floating mines. Good account of the grounding of Huron in fog and the 
subsequent successful efforts to re-float her. They were towed to Sasebo 
where they were in drydock for nearly three months having a new bow 
fitted. After more patrols the ship was relieved by HMCS Haida and they 
returned to Halifax via Suez. New captain, Cmdr. T.C. Pullen. Lt. Cmdr. 
Schober returns to an account of actions in company with a U.S. 
destroyer during which the American suffered casualties and Huron had 
to provide their medical officer to assist. Offers some 16mm film taken 
by himself to the Directorate of History. 
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* As an aside, I saw the famous tampion in Victoria hanging on a former 
midshipman's dining room wall -- W.S.T. 

• Hedingham, HMS (Corvette) 
• Huron, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Implacable, HMS (Fleet Carrier) 
• Korea, 1951-53 -- Naval Operations 
• La Hulloise, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Osprey, HMS (Anti-Submarine Establishment) 
• Schober, Lt. Cmdr. George S. -- Interview 
• Uganda, HMCS (Training Cruiser) 

 
 

ID No. 375 
Interviewee Sivertz, Ben 

Title My Seagoing experiences by Lt. Cmdr. Ben Sivertz, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 4 audio cassettes (90, 60, 90, 90) (partial). 
Date/Place 20 Sep., 16 Oct. 1992 and 20 Nov. 1993 (possibly 1992) and 2 Apr. 1993 



 

 

(cass. #4), Oak Bay BC 
Box/File 1.20 

Transcript  tss. 201 leaves -- Edited. 
Notes The events depicted do not conform to the audio, parts of which are 

missing. 
Full name: Bent Gestur Sivertz. 

Summary  Lieut. Cmdr. Ben G. Sivertz, O.B.E. (Civil) 
Merchant Navy 
Royal Canadian Naval Reserve 
Commissioner Northwest Territories, 1963-67 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Ben Sivertz was born of Icelandic immigrants in Victoria, BC Aug 11, 
1905. Comments on community life and the work of his father who 
eventually became a postman and later prominent in the Labour 
movement. At the age of ten Sivertz went to work for a local dairy at five 
cents an hour and later drove the dairy's Model T Ford, when on Jan. 1, 
1920 BC changed from driving on the left to driving on the right. Victoria 
High School and various summer positions. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Young people from out-of-town put up at the Sivertz house for school and 
a taste of the "big city". Graduated from high school in 1922 and failing to 
get a job timber cruising Sivertz applied to most of the ships in Vancouver 
harbour before finally being taken on as a deck hand on the steam tug 
Alcedo. Sailed first to coal in Nanaimo. Describes duties. To Powell River 
to pick up a crib of cedar bolts (for shingles). In Vancouver Sivertz 
applied to the barquentine Forest Friend* and was immediately hired as an 
ordinary seaman ($40 per month). Describes the captain, a German, 
holding a master's certificate in square rigged ships. Sivertz became a 
night watchman, patrolling around the upper deck, virtually without stop. 
The Forest Friend, 250 ft. in length, mast 160 ft. and, in some detail, 
describes the sails. Water tanks used by the crew and the small steam 
donkey engine (for deck use). Well constructed but "no frills". The ship 
left Hastings Mill with a cargo of lumber for Australia (1922-23). 
Remarks on the various nationalities of the crew and their positions 
aboard. Sivertz was the smallest and youngest ordinary seaman. List the 
crews' pay--Captain, $210/month to ordinary seaman $40/mo. Much work 
in storing the lumber deck load, 12 feet high, chained every ten feet. 
Towed to sea by a tug. Salt beef or pork appeared at meals after ten days 
at sea. Not a happy time for Sivertz for the first six months largely 
because he did not know the work very well, "no allowance for ignorance, 
sloppy work, or blunders a purgatory for every young sailor". ropes and 
rope work. Typhoon as they approached Australia, and some sails badly 
ripped, ship laying over to about forty-five degrees. Towed into Sydney 
harbour, 73 days from Vancouver. Left Sydney (9 Jan. 1923) 



 

 

for Newcastle (60 m. North) to take on coal for Iquique, Chile. Heavy 
weather. Caught two albatrosses using baited traps. Unharmed birds 
couldn't take off from the ship and the now well-fed birds were put over 
the lea side and flew off. Seventy-five days from Newcastle. Describes 
town and the potassium nitrate mine. With load of saltpetre in two 
hundred pound bags the ship sailed for Honolulu. No cargo so sailed in 
ballast for Seattle. Picked up by tug Storm King off Cape Flattery and 
towed to Lake Union. Paid off July 27, 1923. After a number of 
additional voyages, without Sivertz, the Forest Friend was bought by 
Island Tug and Barge to carry saw dust or hog feed. Condemned about 
1950, bought by Crown Zellerbach Lumber and sunk off Royston, BC, as 
part of a breakwater. Sivertz joined the Forest Pride (1925) and left her a 
few weeks later believing that the ship was unsafe. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Joined the tug Respond working between Victoria and Nanaimo. Learned 
much of the BC coast and the tug-boat business. Thus has no trouble 
being employed, even during the Depression of the thirties. Towed coal 
barges and booms of logs. Sivertz served as quartermaster on the Eastern 
Gale for one trip to Alaska and the Bering Sea. There he served as captain 
of an eighty foot tug (Rudolf) whose charges included forty-two lug- sailed 
gill netters at the Naknek River, fishing for salmon for processing nearby. 
Towed a "tally" scow carrying two cooks, 24 hrs/day to provide meals for 
the fishermen. Joined the SS Coaster (1925) as mate. Carried general 
cargoes from Prince Rupert and Seattle. Offered a job as second mate on a 
US ship, the Guy C. Goss but unfortunately before he could 
take it a US citizen claimed the position so Sivertz sailed as an able 
seaman. Lumber to Auckland, NZ. The Goss was a three masted barque 
(square rigged) of 1,572 tons. Followed the trade winds, rough seas. Ship 
leaking, several hours daily pumping ship. At Auckland, they discovered 
that the dis-used port bowport for loading long lumber, badly needed 
caulking. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Later the crew learned that the owners had abandoned the ship. Captain 
and crew obtained legal assistance and in Admiralty court the ship was 
sold for a modest amount and Sivertz was repatriated to Canada. Sivertz 
joined the salvage tug Salvage King and sailed for the Japanese Kyqui 
Maru wrecked on "Ripple Shoal" and drifted ashore several miles to the 
north on Helmcken Island. Accident caused by "pilot error" in misjudging 
depth of the water. Cargo removed, ship sealed and low pressure air 
pumped into the holds. Considerable detail of this operation, including 
patch to hull. Drydock, Vancouver. Sivertz left the Salvage King after 
several months but returned when the Union Steamships S.S. Catala was 
wrecked on Sparrow Hawk Rock north of Prince Rupert. Total loss 
according to the underwriters but the officers of the Salvage King thought 
salvage was possible with the promise of payment if they could bring the 
ship to drydock. Miners were hired to blast the rock under the ship, two 



 

 

barges were lashed to the ship, filled with water at high water, pumped 
out at low water and just before next high water they were pumped out. 
Catala listing but afloat. Eventually patched and towed to Vancouver. 
The American ship North Western ashore at Cape Mudge. Salvage King 
removed cargo and with large pumps were able to pump out and tow to 
Vancouver. About a three week operation. 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) 
Returning to 1924, in January joined the cable ship Restorer. Hal 
Lawrence reads a certificate stating that Sivertz served as seaman until 
Mar. 1, 1924. Restorer sailed for San Francisco and the Farallon Islands, 
about thirty miles off the coast. Cable to Honolulu grappled and repaired 
after being damaged by a ship's anchor, thought to be of a rum runner. 
The Puget Sound/Lake Union area of Seattle is described. In 1924 Sivertz 
went aboard the Benjamin F. Packard as an able seaman. He and five 
others replaced and repaired all the standing rigging. Ship of fine quality 
despite having been built in Maine in 1883 and offers an account of 
American-built sailing vessels. In 1924 she carried 250 passengers and all 
manner of supplies to the cannery on the Naknek River, Alaska. See 
above for another account of the Naknek River. 
(Cassette 4, Side 2) 
Salvage King: The Princess Charlotte on an Alaska cruise went smoothly 
aground on Prince Edward Island. Passengers taken off by another C.P.R. 
vessel. The oil tanks in the Charlotte being damaged they were able to 
obtain sufficient wood fuel from a local sawmill, re-convert the boilers to 
wood-burning and steam slowly to Vancouver, accompanied by the 
Salvage King. Next Sivertz joined the S.S. Amur, an ore carrier, as third 
mate. Gold ore was carried from Stewart, BC to a smelter in Tacoma, WA. 
Often carried general supplies as they travelled north. Poor opportunities 
caused Sivertz to leave the Amur in 1931. Audio ends. Handicapped by 
deafness in his right ear Sivertz had trouble navigating small ships on the 
B.C. coast. The direction of sound presented problems in foggy 
conditions. He left the sea in 1932 and attended the Normal School in 
Victoria. Taught for one year at Ucluelet. Attended Victoria College, 
graduated from UBC in 1939. During this time he could always find a 
summer job in coastal shipping. This included the tug Goblin and the large 
tug Moresby. Joined the navy in 1939. Taught navigation at HMCS Kings 
(and later at Royal Roads). After the war Sivertz went to 
the Dept. of External Affairs then to Northern Affairs and was 
Commissioner of the Northwest Territories, 1963-1967. Retired. 
Awarded OBE for his northern service. 
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* Barquentine: sailing vessel with foremast square rigged and the 
remainder fore and aft rigged (or schooner rig). Forest Friend, 1614 tons, 
five masts, built 1919, Aberdeen, Wash. 
 

• Admiralty Court -- New Zealand 
• Alcedo -- Tugboat 



 

 

• BC Coast 
• Benjamin F. Packard -- Barque (U.S.) Fisheries Supply 
• Catala, S.S. -- Wreck, Union Steamship Co. 
• Coaster, S.S. -- Cargo Ship 
• Conditions of Service -- Merchant Sail 
• Eastern Gale -- Supply Ship, Alaska 
• Forest Friend -- Barquentine (U.S.) 
• Forest Pride -- Barquentine (U.S.) 
• Guy C. Goss -- Barque (U.S.) 
• Kyqui Maru, S.S. -- Merchant Ship (Japanese) 
• Lumber and General Cargo -- Sail/Steam 
• Merchant Service -- Coastal, Steam 
• Merchant Service -- Foreign Going, Sail 
• Navigation -- Naval Instructor 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Normal School -- Victoria, BC 
• Northern Affairs -- Commissioner, Canada 
• Respond -- Tugboat 
• Restorer -- Cable Ship 
• Rudolf -- Tugboat, Alaska 
• Salvage King -- Deep Sea Salvage Tug 
• Sivertz, Lt. Cmdr. Ben -- Interview 
• Storm King -- Deep Sea Tugboat 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 372 
Interviewee Stephens, Robert St. George “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Vice Admiral Robert St. George Stephens, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 26 July 1986, Galiano Island BC 

Box/File 1.21 
Transcript  tss, corr. 37 leaves 

Notes “Report of Interview with Vice Admiral Robert St. George Stephens...” 
Summary   V/Adm. Robert St. George Stephens 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
V/Adm. Stephens came from a naval family. As a special entry cadet, 
sent to Dartmouth in 1941 for a period of six months. Colonials and 
foreigners were called "black troops" but nobody minded -- it was just a 
nickname. Describes the rigorous routine at Dartmouth. Started to 



 

 

become an executive officer but discovered that he like engineering 
subjects so decided to switch. Royal Engineering College at Keyham and 
at HMS Manadon where junior midshipmen lived. Joined in May 1942 
and left in June 1945. Later Keyham became a degree-granting college. 
More "hands-on" training than civilian universities which was good 
grounding for repairs in a confined engine room. In 1943, as a 
midshipman, went to sea for four months in HMCS Iroquois (destroyer) 
in Scapa under Cmdr. J.C. Hibbard. Learned that the ship was under three 
months stoppage of leave (due to the well-know "incident"). Despite this, 
under Hibbard, the ship was a reasonably happy one. Served under an 
excellent Engineer Officer but spent much time on the bridge. Uneventful 
Murmansk convoys. Back to Keyham to finish his course. Returned to 
Canada then appointed to the Royal Navy (in Australia) joining HMS 
Swiftsure (cruiser) with Adm. Sir Bruce Fraser then C-in-C of the British 
Pacific Fleet, saying "good-bye" to the Far East. Many ports including a 
visit to Peking where he met Chiang Kai-shek. Thought very highly of 
Fraser and his Captain in Swiftsure. To Greenwich to take a post- 
graduate design course (2 years). Comments on the effect the RN had on 
young Canadian officers and the shock when returning to Canadian ships 
and finding discipline somewhat loose but necessary for Canadians. 
Loyalty to the service and to their men was the attitude most admired in 
the RN. Cruise to Europe in HMCS Huron (destroyer) with many 
exercises at sea. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Then to Korea where much time was spent screening British aircraft 
carriers. Stephens was Chief Engineer Officer. Not a very active sea war, 
probably somewhat monotonous. Later to Ottawa as a design engineer -- 
an exciting time as the work involved the new St. Laurent-class. Stephens 
talks about his father, an RN apprentice at fourteen and came to Canada 
with HMCS Niobe as an Engine Room Artificer in 1910 and who went 
from ERA to ERA (Engineer Rear Admiral). R/Adm Stephens created the 
Electrical Branch and the Ordnance Branch and was Chief Engineer in 
Construction and a member of the Naval Board. Returns to construction 
of the St. Laurents. Sent to Britain as a Liaison Officer and then Harwell 
to study nuclear engineering until 1958. Looked into the possibility of 
building nuclear submarines in Canada. The report suggested three, as 
well as six General Purpose frigates. The government turned it down but 
offered three conventional submarines and the six frigates. The latter 
were turned down by a new government leaving no new ships coming on. 
Then the DDH 280's (four) came on but the naval construction business 
had taken a blow -- shipyards and people lose knowledge of how to do it. 
Points out that he was promoted to Commander in 1956 in England and 
in 1961 as Squadron Technical Officer about 1961 and promoted to 
Captain when he left. To staff appointment in Ottawa and in Montréal. 
Surveyed engine design in Europe. Finally decided on a gas combination 
for the DDH 280's. Sent to the Imperial Defence College. Discusses 
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integration/unification. In the early days, as R/Adm. Victor Brodeur said, 
some had to stay -- all those who felt strongly couldn't leave. Stephens 
agrees and points out that he "flew his flag" as a R/Adm. in Training 
Command and became military representative for NATO as a Vice Adm. 
Things that would never have happened to an engineer five years ago. 
Before that was in command of HMC Dockyard in Halifax with 
responsibility for all ships. Later to Material Command. Comments on 
R/Adm. Landymore leaving the navy. 

• DDH-280's (Frigates) 
• Design, Naval, Canada 
• Engineers, Navy, Canada 
• Iroquois, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Korean War, 1951-53 -- Naval Operations 
• Manadon, HMS 
• Midshipman (E) -- Accommodation 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• NATO 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Royal Engineering College, Keyham 
• Royal Naval College, Dartmouth 
• Royal Naval College, Greenwich 
• Staff Officers -- Naval 
• Stephens, R/Adm. G.L., C.B.E. 
• Stephens, Vice Adm. Robert St. George -- Interview 
• Swiftsure, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Training Command 
• Unification of the Armed Forces 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 340 
Interviewee Stiner, Fred 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer Fred Stiner, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (120). 
Date/Place 15 October 1985, Halifax NS 

Box/File 3.36 
Transcript  tss, corr. 50 leaves 
Summary  Chief Petty Officer (Gunners Mate) Fred Stiner 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 



 

 

C.P.O. Stiner joined the Navy in 1929 as a Boy Seaman. The pay was 
fifty cents a day, part withheld for the Boy's leave. Disputed the quality of 
his supper, threw it down, and as punishment had 14 days No. 11 and 
dinner at Paymaster's window for two weeks -- standing at attention. Was 
a good welterweight boxer. Gives a good account of the training for Boy 
Seamen. Up at 5:30AM, an hour's gymnastics or boat-pulling before 
breakfast, school for an hour or two, parade ground, and seamanship. 
Joined HMCS Champlain (destroyer) where he passed to Able Seaman. 
Speaks of his officers. Sent to Whale Island (UK) to train as Seaman 
Gunner and later to Chatham (Gun Layer) and Layer Rating, First Class 
(LR1) at Whale Island. Comments that Champlain in a sea was very cold 
and wet in the mess decks and it was preferable to go south in the winter. 
Served in HMCS Saguenay (destroyer) as a Leading Seaman and from 
that ship to Whale Island to complete his LR1 rating. Describes work as a 
Director Layer. Speaks of an old friend Bunker Hill, a C.P.O. and 
Warrant Officer. Saguenay was in Jamaica in October 1939 for a short 
time, Lt. Cmdr. Gus Miles, Captain. Mentions other officers -- 
particularly Lieut. Ainsley (anecdote) about a search for liquor. In those 
days the Leading Seamen ran the mess and never ran any seaman in 
(report to an officer). Transgressions were dealt with by the Leading 
Seaman, either through extra work or his fist -- a method carried on by 
Gunners Mates. Rejoined Saguenay on completion of LR1 then 
recommended for Gunners Mate. Course in Halifax. A three-badge P.O. 
Gunners Mate. Joined St. Laurent (destroyer), C.O. Cmdr. Hugh Pullen, 
in 1943, convoy duties. Also spent three months in HMCS St. Clair 
(destroyer). Gunnery school at HMCS Cornwallis. Anecdote about a 
gunnery officer, Trigger Wadds. In 1944 joined Captain D's staff -- 
training crews. Begins a tale of a small meeting in HMCS Champlain -- 
where J.C. Hibbard was XO. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Hibbard was very upset by this but Champlain had to follow the 
movements of the senior ship there (RN) which interfered with the crew's 
breakfast in Champlain. At Cornwallis he enjoyed teaching gunnery -- 
anti-aircraft in particular. Just before the war Stiner was a leading hand in 
HMCS Venture (training schooner). Comments favourably on Big 
Robbie (O.C.S. Robertson ), the First Lieutenant. Speaks of the RN 
keeping the peace in the Caribbean. Anecdote of the Champlain running 
out of bread. Opened the emergency rations to find the biscuits full of 
worms! Ashore on VE-Day (at Stadacona). Comments favourably on 
R/Adm. Murray who he thought was let down by his staff. No doubt that 
closing the liquor stores, movies, etc. was a major mistake and a cause of 
the riots. Spoke very favourably of Capt. Ken Adams at this time. 
Gunnery school as an instructor. Here Stiner says he retired from the Navy 
in 1957. Before that he went to sea in HMCS Haida (destroyer) and with 
HMCS Nootka (destroyer) with Capt. H.F. Pullen who enjoyed 
doing "bull in the ring" night exercises. During one of these, Haida 
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straddled Nootka with star shell! Became Gunnery Regulating Chief -- 
where he had to control or restrain senior chiefs and Gunners Mates. 
Then President of the Chief's Mess where his main control was stopping 
privileges for a month. On another subject -- he admired Cmdr. Brodeur 
who told the French-Canadian sailors that they had to learn English. 
Anecdotes about instructing in bridge, the Oland family, and the 
Coronation parade (1953). 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Boy Seamen 
• Champlain, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Coronation Parade, London, 1953 
• Discipline 
• Excellent, HMS (Gunnery School, Whale Island) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stiner, C.P.O. (Gunners Mate) Fred -- Interview 
• Venture, HMCS (Training Schooner) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 265 
Interviewee Stirling, Michael Grote 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral M.G. Stirling, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent  3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 120). 
Date/Place 7, 8 October 1984, Oak Bay BC 

Box/File 1.22 
Transcript  tss, corr. 101 leaves 
Summary  R/Adm. M.G. Stirling 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Came from a naval family and joined the RCN as a naval cadet in 1933. 
Sent to the cadet-training cruiser HMS Frobisher in the UK. Comments 
on officers and other Canadian cadets. Describes the Dartmouth Naval 
College cadets and the "Pubs" (public school direct-entry cadets) who 
were much closer in experience and education to the Canadian cadets. 
The differences disappeared when they all went to Sub-Lieutenant 
courses. As a Midshipman he joined HMS Sussex (cruiser) and a cruise 
to Australia, carrying the Duke of Gloucester. Some fuss made in 
Western Australia as Mid. Stirling was a descendent of the first British 
governor. Later joined the Mediterranean Fleet at Alexandria. Landing 



 

 

party protecting trains during the Arab/Jewish troubles in Palestine. Later 
the ship served in the Spanish Neutrality Patrol. Gun-room anecdotes. To 
Greenwich for Sub-Lieutenant courses. Both a social and academic life. In 
1936 returned to Canada on leave. Comments on Royal Navy training for 
Canadian officers. How very good it was and how, even in 1938, when 
Stirling joined his first Canadian ship (HMCS Skeena), the crew was 
treated somewhat differently than he had been used to in the RN. 
"Scotty" Brodeur, a terrific officer and well-liked by Stirling. The Skeena 
was at Acapulco when R/Adm. Stirling joined as a Sub-Lieut. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Describes some of the crew. After exercises, returned to Esquimalt. 
Speaks of the Royal Visit in 1939 where he participated in the granting of 
new RCN colours by the King. Considers the Queen (later "Queen 
Mum") as a wonderful person and met her again when Agent General for 
B.C. in London. Returns to the 1939 presentation of Colours to the RCN. 
How to stand still for long periods, etc. and how, in later years, men of a 
Royal Guard who fainted where quickly replaced by the Gunners Mate 
who watched from the side. Peacetime naval exercising including a 
torpedo exercise in Nanoose Bay. A speedy trip in HMCS St. Laurent 
before Canada declared war in 1939 and just cleared the Panama Canal 
thus avoiding the possibility of being interned! From Halifax they took 
the first convoy to the UK. Comment on senior officers in Halifax and 
Ottawa. Despite RCN/RCNVR mutual resentment the system finally 
worked quite well. Sent in 1940 to the Long Signals Course in 
Portsmouth and later, Petersfield. In 1941 joined HMS Onslow 
(destroyer) under H.D. Armstrong (Beaky), a bit of a terror, respected but 
not liked by Stirling. Later, participated in attacks on German-held 
Norway (Vågsøy) with the Home Fleet. In Canada (1942) as Assistant 
Director of the Signal Branch (Ottawa) then Deputy Director. 
Unsuccessful attempt by Canada to develop its own radar set although 
Stirling was not directly involved. Much effort spent in replacing the 
poorly operating Canadian sets with the British 271 set that worked. 
Speaks of the Huff-Duff direction finding stations which were good. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Capt. Sam Worth the Director of Signals, an absolute workaholic (and 
drinker) who did a great deal for the expansion and training of the Signal 
Branch (Stirling replaced Worth in 1949). Speaks of L/Cmdr. Ross 
Hanbury who advised Canadian ships to pick up British 271 radar sets in 
Londonderry if they could. This caused a row with Worth. Stirling then 
became Staff Officer, Signals on the Atlantic Coast as a L/Cmdr. Offers 
an insight to R/Adm. Len Murray. Then to sea as Captain of the HMCS 
St. Laurent. Stirling retraces his steps, describing why he went into 
Signals and with a later anecdote regarding Lord Louis Mountbatten. St. 
Laurent returns to Canada and into refit, then in 1945 to Somers Isles, 
Bermuda for working up. Shortly after was appointed as Captain of 
HMCS Crusader, then building in UK. The war ended. Discussion of the 



 

 

request to volunteer for the Pacific and the unhappiness that it caused. 
American signals system began to be introduced at the end of the war and 
shortly after the signal branch, divided into Visual and Telegraphist 
branches, became one (Communications). This became unwieldy and was 
eventually reversed. Partial agreement with Integration, particularly in 
Supply, but then only at the Staff level. Stirling re-affirms the fact that he 
and R/Adm. Landymore did not resign in conjunction -- although 
coincidently both did on the same day over Unification. Discusses 
"Leadership" again, a term much preferred to Man Management, and 
requires that a man should want to do what is required. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
A short spell as First Lieutenant at HMCS Naden, then the New Entry 
Training establishment later moved to HMCS Cornwallis in Digby NS. 
Anecdote: obstacle course and leadership. Staff position in Washington. 
Comment on the U.S. Navy -- critical of their seamanship and on strong 
family ties that by the very nature of them, hindered sharp focusing on 
the Navy. returns to his Washington time (Naval Member of the 
Canadian Joint Staff) and the early days of High Frequency Radio and a 
further drift from the RN toward methods of the U.S. Navy. The start of 
teletype in naval vessels -- common now. Points out that the old, visual 
methods are still vital during periods of radio silence. In 1951 became 
Commander in HMCS Ontario in time for the Royal Tour in the 
Maritimes (Princess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh). Anecdote re 
the unexpected return of the Royal Party to the slip (at Sydney, NS). 
Stirling comments on Royal Tour organizing when he was Agent-General 
for BC in London (1971). Ontario went around South America -- a very 
successful cruise -- a popular "showing the flag" especially among the 
Canadians in various ports. Social functions on board ended in Beating 
Retreat with guard and band which was always very well received. Entire 
ships company participated in social functions ashore. Collision in 
Buenos Aires that badly damaged a propeller and was partly repaired in 
dry dock in Rio and then through the Panama Canal and to Esquimalt. 
Promoted to Captain and posted to the SACLANT staff in Norfolk, VA 
(Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic). 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Sent to the National Defence College in the late fifties. A very valuable 
and mind-broadening experience for both senior service students and 
those from government and industry. From there Stirling became Senior 
Officer Afloat as CANCOMFLT (in HMCS Bonaventure). Anecdote 
about arriving in Bermuda as a Commodore with twenty-six ships and an 
RN Vice Admiral arriving with one ship. Comments on the flying in 
Bonaventure and some changes made. Returned to remarks about wives - 
- used to be proud to have their men in the Navy, now wanted them home 
more. Affected efficiency. Two years as Chief of Naval Personnel -- a 
difficult time as Integration was starting, quickly to be followed by 
Unification. Feels that the Navy should have been more politically 
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minded. As Flag Officer Pacific Coast he carried on with Armed Forces 
Service Leave Centre in Victoria which has now disappeared. The Fleet 
Club near Dockyard has taken its place. Unification was a great factor in 
naval matters but less so personally, in the fact that it was not discussed 
in that light by flag officers -- and it probably should have been -- 
possibly with happier results. Some comment here on the resignation and 
firing of senior officers of all services. Several pages of transcript laying 
out who said what and what was misinterpreted now follow, changed 
appointments, dismissals, some previously secret, etc. 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Australia 
• Bonaventure, HMCS (Light Fleet Cruiser) 
• British Columbia, Agent-General (1971) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Crusader, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Integration -- Canada 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Mercury, HMS (Signals Training Establishment) 
• National Defence College -- Canada 
• Naval Aviation 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Radar -- Canada 
• Royal Visit (1939) 
• Royal Visit (1951) 
• SACLANT -- Norfolk, Virginia 
• Senior Officers -- Resignations 
• Signals Branch, DND 
• Signals Instruction -- U.S. 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stirling, R/Adm. Michael G. -- Interview 
• Sussex, HMS (Cruiser) 
• U.S. Navy, Criticism 
• Unification of the Armed Forces 
• Wives -- Navy -- Canada 
• World War II 
• Worth, Capt. G.E. -- Director of Signals 
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Interviewee Storrs, Anthony H.G. “Tony” 
Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Anthony H.G. Storrs, as 

compiled by Hal Lawrence. 
Extent  2 audio cassettes (120, 120). 

Date/Place 30 June 1983, Langford BC 
Box/File 1.23 

Transcript  tss, corr. 83 leaves 
Summary  R/Adm. A.H.G. Storrs, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Naval Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
At the age of fourteen joined HMS Worcester, one of the Merchant Navy 
training ships that had formerly been a "64", a fully rigged wooden ship- 
of-war moored in the River Thames. Storrs attended under a P&O 
Steamships scholarship. After two years had risen to Chief Cadet. 
Wanted to try his hand at sail and served in a cargo carrier, the William 
Mitchell, including a voyage of 153 days. United States to Australia, non- 
stop. In Melbourne, the ship picked up additional crew from the gaol, 
people that the authorities wanted to get rid of! Describes under sail in 
storms, the food, half a gallon of water per day for washing, and the 
considerable unpleasantness of salt-water "boils", etc. For this privilege 
Storrs paid £40 indenture. There was no pay! Joined the P&O line as a 
cadet (no pay again) but eventually got his mates ticket and stayed for 
four years. Retraces his career: Worcester, 1923-25, RNR time as a 
Midshipman in the Royal Naval Reserve, 1925-26, under sail for two 
years, then in the 1930's, P&O time. Returns to comments on his RN 
service in the 20's, and later service in a P&O liner sailing to Australia 
and later to China and Japan. In Shanghai met an officer of the Chinese 
Maritime Customs Service who, after a few gins at lunch, invited Storrs 
to meet his superior officer that resulted, one sailing later, in being 
offered a position with the Chinese Maritime Customs Service with 
whom he stayed until the beginning of the war. Their primary job was to 
counter smuggling. Smugglers caught at sea usually were not sent to gaol 
but their boats were confiscated and sold, often bought back by their 
previous owner! The Customs often recruited their seamen from caught 
smugglers. Tale of actually being fired upon by a muzzle loading cannon! 
Describes a sea-going, sailing, Chinese junk. Some, especially fishing 
junks of 50-60 feet in length, were "suspect sea boats" and very fast, as 
much as fourteen knots. Comments on the international make-up of the 
smaller coastal ports -- very relaxed atmosphere. Surveying in the 
Yangtze River estuary. Chiang Kai-shek government in power. Points out 
that the Chinese Maritime Customs Service was established after the 
Boxer Rebellion basically to collect, through custom duties, the heavy 



 

 

financial indemnities required by powers injured in the revolution. After 
the Sino-Japanese War started in 1937 the Customs vessels began to 
withdraw from the northern coast. Describes the Japanese attack on 
Shanghai. In 1940 in Foochow escaped by sea, after walking 35 miles 
over land, arriving in Shanghai, leaving a few weeks later in the Empress 
of Asia. At Esquimalt joined the Canadian Navy as a Lieutenant RCNR. 
In command of HMCS Armentières (patrol vessel) and later the new 
corvette HMCS Dawson. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Participated in driving out the Japanese from the Aleutian Islands. 
Appalling weather, many undersea contacts but no submarines were 
actually discovered. Next, east coast corvettes out of Newfie to 
Londonderry. In January 1944, promoted to Acting Commander in 
command of the 31st Minesweeping Flotilla to go to the UK to prepare 
for the D-Day invasion. In an aside, comments on CAT gear as an anti- 
torpedo device. After a fuel-short voyage to Plymouth (via the Azores) the 
flotilla discovered that they knew nothing about modern minesweeping. 
They were successfully "washed up" by the Royal Navy (despite their 
doubts). Swept mines for the American invasion of Omaha Beach. 
Comments on the poor control exercised in launching "swimming tanks" 
in rough seas -- many drowned. Later involved in mine-clearing along the 
French coast. In Canada on VE-Day. Returned to the UK in May 1945 to 
sweep mines in the Channel and the North Sea. Canada in Sept. 1945 and 
joined HMCS Antigonish (frigate). Transferred to the RCN. Sent to 
Ottawa under Nelson Lay as Deputy-Director of Plans. Captain of HMCS 
Nootka (Tribal-class destroyer) in 1949. Anecdotes. Posted to the staff at 
the National Defence College in Kingston, much to his dismay. The Navy 
did not approve of staff college training in 1950, and later. Points out that 
this worked against the Navy at the time of Unification -- the other 
services were far advanced in staff work and thus had more than their 
share of staff appointments. Promoted to Acting Captain and served under 
Lt. Gen. Guy Simonds at the College. A 
valuable but tough learning experience. Anecdote regarding a college trip 
to Germany. Comments on senior lecturers -- Mountbatten, St. Laurent, 
Person, Americans, etc. More discussion on reservists in the RCN. Some 
RCN unhappy about it and about the lack of university training in naval 
officers. Flag officers, early on, were of the opinion that all the training a 
naval officer required could be learned at sea. It later cost the Navy, in 
particular, the Unification battle. Director of Plans in Ottawa at the start 
of the Korean War. Appointed C.O. of the air base HMCS Shearwater in 
1953. Too many flying accidents that gradually changed as the flyers took 
a more professional attitude and similarly in the carrier, HMCS 
Magnificent where the flying improved greatly. Anecdotes while at 
Shearwater and one regarding alcohol poisoning in HMCS Magnificent. 
Appointed as captain of Magnificent. Exercises in Europe, then showing 
the flag around Europe -- Lisbon, Genoa, Gibraltar, etc. Notes that before 
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joining Magnificent there was not as much professional operation and 
training taking place -- too much that was new was not in the RCN. To 
Ottawa as Vice Chief of Naval Service, Warfare then took over the air 
element for two years. Commandant of the National Defence College in 
Kingston as a Rear Admiral. Much entertaining. Speaks of the 
military/civilian mix of students (55/45%) for a total of about thirty 
students. Retired (1962) and then spent nine years as Director of Marine 
Operations for the Canadian Coast Guard. Although Storrs retired before 
the event, he speaks of Unification and the problems, including a 
perceived lack of combat capability (1983) and the failure to resolve 
inter-service rivalry. In total, a complete exercise in futility. Returns to a 
tale of the Far Eastern time. Storrs and his wife took flying lessons -- and 
became flyers and he repeated it at the Halifax Flying Club when in 
command of Shearwater -- but never told anybody when connected with 
Navy Air that he could fly -- just wanted to get the "feel" of flying. 
 

• Aleutians, Naval Operations 
• Antigonish, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Armentières, HMCS (Trawler -- Patrol Vessel) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Canadian Coast Guard 
• China 
• Chinese Maritime Customs Service 
• Dawson, HMCS (Corvette) 
• D-Day -- Invasion 
• Magnificent, HMCS (Light Fleet Carrier) 
• Mine Clearing -- Normandy 
• Minesweeping, 31st Flotilla 
• National Defence College -- Canada 
• Naval Aviation 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Nootka, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• P&O (Steamship Line) 
• Pay and Living Conditions 
• Shearwater, HMCS (Naval Air Base) 
• Sino-Japanese War (1937) 
• Staff Officers -- Navy -- Canada 
• Storrs, R/Adm. Anthony H.G., D.S.C. -- Interview 
• Unification of the Armed Forces -- Canada 
• William Mitchell (Sailing Vessel) 
• Worcester, HMS -- Merchant Navy Training Ship 
• World War II 
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Interviewee Summers, Kenneth J. 
Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Kenneth J. Summers, as 

compiled by Hal Lawrence. 
Extent 4 audio cassettes (90, 120, 90, 60?). 

Date/Place 
Box/File 2.13, 2.14 

Transcript  tss. 137 leaves (2 copies) 
Notes Photocopy of correspondence -- Capt. Dusty Miller and C.P.O. John 

Polan (ret'd) (Miller served under Summers in the Gulf War). 
Summary  Rear Admiral Kenneth J. Summers, OMM, M.S.C. 

Canadian Forces (N) 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined Navy (RCN) in 1963 through Royal Roads and the Royal Military 
College, graduating in 1967. Served in HMCS St. Croix, submarine 
course, then HMCS Cowichan (minesweeper) where he was one of only 
two officers. Jump ahead. Promoted Commodore and Chief of Staff 
Operations in Halifax and Commander of the Fleet (equivalent to the 
former Senior Officer Afloat). Considerable sea-time in command of 
exercises, NATO for example. Iraq invaded Kuwait 2 August 1990 and 
the Navy began consideration of a possible Canadian naval contribution 
on the fourth of August. Aware that air protection equipment was 
available from new ships building. Three ship decision made on 10 
August, one of the first countries to do so in compliance with UN 
resolutions). Canada a leader in this stance. Very good "co-operation and 
co-ordination" between navies as to their capabilities and government 
restriction. Returning to 10 August in Canada. The dockyard responded at 
great willingness and speed in out-fitting the Cdn. ships, 24 hours a day 
to 24 August when the ships sailed. Daily 3:00PM progress meetings. 
Appointed in command 15 August 1990. Incredible logistics. Discusses 
some of the new equipment and who ran parts of the system to achieve 
this. Comments on the publicity and the emotional departure. Army 
provided Javelin missile system for close-in air defence. Trained hard on 
the voyage to the Gulf -- considerable new systems and crew to operate 
them. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Minister of Defence and Associate Minister came to Halifax when they 
sailed. Both very concerned that the families of the crews would 
thoroughly be looked after while the ships were away. R/Adm. Summers 
comments of the key officers (named) on his staff -- all carefully picked 
and very competent. Very high level of morale in the crew. Anti-air 
warfare training including attacks off Gibraltar by F-18's and electronic- 
warfare aircraft. In the beginning one aircraft "got through" but after that 



 

 

none were successful. A great morale-builder, the crew knew they could 
protect against air attack -- from any direction, at any time. Pleased that 
the Canadian gov't allowed "telephoning home" by the crew. Transited 
the Suez Canal with HMS Gloucester (destroyer). Discusses meetings in 
Bahrain -- and all the different countries, European and Arabian including 
a representative of the French-led Western European Union. Intelligence, 
operations, rules of engagement, communications discussed at these 
regular meetings. Describes operating areas and the naval nationalities in 
control. It turned out that there were many different capabilities in the 
various Gulf locations but Canada was best equipped to operate and assist 
the U.S. Navy, that eventually allowed the Canadians to operate in the 
Central Gulf -- due to their communication equipment (satellites, etc.) 
and the fact that they were very experienced in operating with the 
Americans. Quick approval by Ottawa. Highly trained six-man boarding 
parties delivered by helicopter, dropping down about 20 feet of rope. 
They would be on the ship's bridge in about thirty seconds. This is 
technique learned through HMS Gloucester. Mentions that the Canadian 
group needed Cdn. House of Commons approval to transit the Suez Canal 
on 16 Sept., the day they entered the war zone. Red Sea: very high 
temperatures, watched Sudan and Yemen very carefully, visited the French 
Navy at Djibouti. At Bahrain the night of 26 September. Canadian Air 
Force was established in Qatar (F-18's). Summers appointed Commander, 
Canadian Forces in the Middle East. Required to establish a headquarters 
ashore -- for which he had to return to Canada for consultation. Details of 
the headquarters staff including an air force chief of staff and an army 
signals squadron. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Retraces his account to explain comments made by R/Adm. Fred 
Crickard, which he later retracted, about the suitability of the Canadian 
ships for the Gulf. Returns to a description of Bahrain and its port at Al- 
Manamah and airport at Al Muharraq, Good relations with the local 
authorities and, as well, the U.S. Navy task force flagships were there. A 
logical place for the future Canadian shore-based headquarters. However, 
initially the Cdn. Navy and the Canadian Air Force were separate 
organizations and reported to separate commands so amalgamation made 
sense; although basically it was a Cdn. Army H.Q. unit (Signals). 
Operationally it was a simple chain of command, Summers to the Chief 
of Defence Staff in Ottawa. The three Canadian ships maintained two 
ships on patrol at all times for an eight to ten day period then four or five 
days in port. HMCS Athabaskan (flag ship), HMC ships Terra Nova and 
Protecteur, the latter very much an operational ship. The Canadians 
played a significant role in boarding merchant ships, finally achieving 
26% of the total. Mentions all the countries that sent ships to the Gulf -- 
also that they were not under the UN flag but only operated under the UN 
resolutions, the effect of which he discusses. Very proud of the 
capabilities and operations of the Canadian ships and comments on their 



 

 

weapons, including the 40mm Bofors, and communications. Points out 
that Protecteur was the best armed support ship in the area and used by all 
ships for fuel and supplies. Nicknamed the "Chuck Wagon". Discusses 
the very effective work done by the female members of the Canadian 
contingent in the Gulf. Discusses operational control within any national 
constraints and the tremendous co-operation exhibited by the air forces 
and naval forces (points out that there were no Canadian casualties). 
Mentions Scud attacks. General comments on the C.O.'s of Canadian 
ships, training of officers, etc. The "war" began on January 15th, 1991 
when Saddam had to leave Kuwait. The U.S. carrier group commanders 
(R/Adm. Dan P. March) became the Arabian Gulf Battle Force 
Commander to co-ordinate operations. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Summers' force was in danger of being split so he and Capt. Dusty Miller 
(Athabaskan) saw R/Adm. March and suggested that Protecteur and the 
Canadian ships were to run the entire logistics train for the major 
combatants. The Canadians provided escort for the very large supply ships 
assisted by perhaps fifteen destroyers from Americans, French and Dutch 
navies. Placed an air and a naval officer on board the carrier to work -- 
and command -- the logistic train and the air battle staff. Discusses the 
Canadian role again -- how could they best contribute to 
the overall Allied effort. Is proud of the Cdn. Air Force F-18's who 
operated very well once they got used to operating over shipping, 
controlled by the air direction officers in USN cruisers, very quickly and 
effectively and the Canadians gradually took over part of the northern 
Gulf. Eventually our F-18's took up sweep and escort missions over 
Kuwait and Iraq and prepared for a ground attack role. No other national 
air force took up so many roles. Compliments the Canadian medical 
services -- a surgical team in Protecteur, a ten-man surgical team aboard 
the hospital ship, USS Mercy. The Protecteur team went to help the local 
hospital in Bahrain. Also an army Field Hospital (mobile) at Al Jubayl on 
the Saudi coast and later at Al Qasauma. Also a security force (army) and 
Explosive Ordnance Disposal team, cleared a large section of Kuwait 
City. Points out that some 300 men from the Engineering Battalion 
(Chilliwack, BC) were originally part of the UN peacekeeping force -- 
but came under Summers' command when clearing Kuwait. Points out 
again the excellent communication between his HQ and Canada. He saw 
all the important traffic -- a satisfactory point for his perspective since 
included were messages for other commanders in the area. Speaks of that 
group, including Schwarzkopf, large and determined in every way. Other 
British and American commanders are mentioned. Summers points out 
some factors influencing the beginning of the war -- 16 February, at 
night. The Allied forces were keeping a close watch on the enemy -- in 
case of an Iraq pre-emptive attack. Due to the heavy Allied forces against 
him, Saddam Hussein should have withdrawn -- thus averting war, except 
perhaps a skirmish -- but Hussein's pride prevented him from doing that. 



 

 

Iraqi military included the air force. The U.S. air attacks were the initial 
offence and due to "smart bombs", were extremely effective. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Comments on the poor state of logistics situation in Iraqi army -- partly 
caused by air strikes. The Allied army quickly moved north against 
troops of poor morale. Saudi forces liberated Kuwait City, the Allied 
forces attacking the west areas. The war was over the 28th February. 
Opened the Canadian Embassy on 1st March. Literally opened since 
Summers had to shoot the lock in the front door to gain access (later they 
discovered a broken door in the basement!). R/Adm. Summers was 
present at the cease-fire meeting at Safwau, Iraq (March 3rd). Arrived by 
helicopter -- the Allied "hospitality" tent was air-conditioned -- a surprise, 
although the cease-fire tent was not! A very polite and correct meeting 
discussing Iraqi movements, P.O.W.'s, etc. Discusses some decisions -- 
no-fly zones, for safety, orange paint on vehicles and planes. 
Interestingly, many of the Iraqi senior officers were British-trained. Saw 
the road devastation in the Mutla Hill area when the Iraqi army tried to 
pull out of Kuwait. The UN finally approved the agreement. Comments 
on the great co-operation between Canadians, Americans and British, 
especially as to parts -- aircraft, ships and communication. Also 
exchanging technicians from time to time. There was also CAN MAR 
LOG DET -- Canadian Maritime Logistics Detachment in Bahrain who 
co-ordinated engineering duties, supply, postal, movement of personnel, 
etc. and liaison with the dockyard, ship chandlers, etc. Vital for 
maintenance of the ships. R/Adm. Summers returns to an account of his 
naval career. From a junior officer -- executive officer -- Ottawa -- 
Captain of HMCS Algonquin (a French-language ship), Commander of 
the Second Destroyer Squadron on the West Coast, etc. Summers returns 
to the account of his Canadian staff officers including Lt. Cmdr. Jim 
Hewitt, an ex-RN mine-sweeping officer, aboard the mine detection ship 
USS Tripoli. Also the USS Princeton hit a mine and was towed back to 
the dockyard by HMCS Athabaskan -- who supplied the Princeton with 
cases of beer to improve morale! 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
[BLANK] 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) 
[About 15 minutes] 
Continues with Princeton/Athabaskan. Discusses with Hal Lawrence the 
need to make notes and re-visit some events, including removing 
ammunition from Kuwait. During the loading one worker dropped a box 
of grenades that luckily did not explode. Gun-fire indicated the Kuwaitis 
were dealing with traitors. [pp. 133 (part) to 137 are not on cassette] 
General conversation Summers/Lawrence: the navy, green uniforms -- 
other officers that might be interviewed -- bearing in mind that this was 
the first fighting war that the Canadians had been in for forty years. And 
thanks all 'round. Also, there are several photocopies of correspondence 
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Headings 

from John A. Polan (retired Petty Officer) and replies from Capt. D.E. 
Miller, Commander of the Canadian Naval Task Group in the Persian 
Gulf. Neither had known each other in 1991 but Miller replied 
interestingly to Polan about some of the work in the Gulf. 

• Aeroplane Type, F-18 
• Air Defences, Naval, Canada 
• Algonquin, HMCS (DDH "280"s) 
• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Bahrain, Port, etc. 
• Canadian Embassy -- Kuwait City 
• Canadian Forces (Air) 
• Canadian Maritime Logistics Detachment 
• Commander, Canadian Forces (Middle East) 
• Communications Equipment 
• Co-operation, Inter-Allied 
• Dockyards, HMC 
• Engineers -- Army -- Canada 
• Gulf War (1990 -- Kuwait) -- Naval Operations 
• Iraqi Army and Air Force 
• “Logistics Train" -- Canadian Navy in Command 
• Medical Services -- Canada 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- United States 
• Princeton, U.S.S. (Cruiser) 
• Protecteur, HMCS (Operation Support Ship) 
• Staff -- Naval -- Canada 
• Summers, R/Adm. Kenneth J. O.M.M., M.S.C. -- Interview 
• Terra Nova, HMCS (Destroyer Escort) 
• Training, New Systems -- Canada 
• Tripoli, U.S.S. (Mine Detection Vessel) 
• United Nations 

 
 

ID No. 315 
Interviewee Tidy, George H. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander George H. Tidy, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 
Date/Place 4 October 1985, Ottawa ON 

Box/File 2.15 
Transcript  tss, corr. 47 leaves 
Summary  Lt. Commander George H. Tidy 



 

 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lt. Cmdr. Tidy was working toward his MSc at the David Dunlap 
Observatory when he heard that technical officers were being trained as 
RDF officers at the University of Toronto. He joined in April 1940. Sent 
to Portsmouth for training in electronics for six weeks. Familiar with the 
older radar sets (50 cm.). Posted to Fareham, the only naval coastal radar 
station. Joined HMS Exeter (cruiser) in the spring of 1941 and discovered 
he was the only Canadian. Several trips to Africa/Aden as part of the 
convoy screen. Arrived in Singapore about the time that the Japanese 
sank HMS Prince of Wales and HMS Repulse. Off Batavia they were in 
action against Japanese aircraft. Mentions that Exeter's high angle 8 inch 
guns were used against enemy aircraft. Exeter became part of the cruiser 
group under a Dutch admiral. The Japanese hit the Exeter in the boiler 
room so they had to return to Soerabaja for repairs. Ordered to retire to 
the Indian Ocean. Attacked by the Japanese and sunk. A Japanese 
destroyer picked him up (and R/Adm. Leir). Makes the point that the 
Japanese navy was very correct and not unpleasant in the circumstances. 
Recounts his time in the water, in and around a Carley Float with others. 
Transferred to a captured Dutch hospital ship for a time and then to a 
POW camp in Makassar. Nickel mine in the Gulf of Bone where the men 
were put to work -- officers did not have to work. About 150 men died 
there due to tropical diseases. Shipped to Batavia to join a much larger 
group. Korean guards who were brutal. The primitive food was just 
adequate and mainly rice. Tidy had his appendix removed in camp by an 
Irish doctor -- better food since the doctor agreed to look after the 
Japanese as well. In Batavia the junior officers worked at light duties -- 
largely to fill in the time. A better time in their camp than "the troops had 
in the Celebes". Later worked maintaining automobiles at Tandjungpriok 
where they tried to sabotage the cars and trucks when they could. After 
three years began to feel depressed (for the next six months). 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
The prisoners were able to barter with Chinese who were just outside the 
gate -- strictly on a commercial basis. Comments that, basically, he 
maintained a good state of health and didn't lose a lot of weight (cf. Leir). 
Because the Japanese had included Tidy's name in POW lists his mother 
was able to send a few letters to him and he could send telegrams 
occasionally to her -- censored. When the war ended the Japanese attitude 
became greatly changed. The prisoners received more food and clothing 
although for three weeks they remained in camp since the civilian 
population could be unfriendly. The Americans came in by air and Tidy 
and Dick Leir hitched a ride with the Americans to India. Tells of how he 
and Leir promoted themselves to Lt. Cmdr. and Lieutenant. Both returned 
to Canada in HMS Puncher, landed in Halifax and after a short stay in 
hospital was shipped home to Toronto. Lawrence comments that he 
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Headings 

appreciates Tidy coming to talk to him as Tidy was obviously under an 
emotional strain just through talking about his POW time. Tidy mentions 
that he spent years as a scientist at the Defence Research Board. 

• Exeter, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Indian Ocean -- Naval Operations 
• Java -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Navy -- Japan 
• Prisoner of War -- Java 
• Puncher, HMS (Escort Carrier) 
• Radar 
• Singapore -- Naval Operations 
• Sundra Strait, Battle of 
• Tidy, Lt. Cmdr. George H. -- Interview 
• Tropical Diseases 

 
 

ID No. 267 
Interviewee Timbrell, Robert  W. “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral R.W. Timbrell, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (60). 
Date/Place 5 June 1982, Ottawa ON 

Box/File 2.16 
Transcript  tss. 47 leaves 

tss. 52 leaves 
tss, corr. 55 leaves -- 2nd draft 

Notes For 1st part see also Commodore F.B. Caldwell. 
Summary  Rear Admiral Robert W. Timbrell 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 2 of Caldwell) 
R/Adm. Timbrell joined HMS Conway, the merchant navy training ship 
in 1935, aged fifteen years. Described a senior cadet applying a "teaser" 
(a rope) across his bottom! Two years in Conway then in Aug. 1937 to 
Dartmouth to new entry cadets and joined the HMS Erebus. In January 
1938 ten RCN cadets joined the training cruiser HMS Vindictive in 
which they had two cruises, the West Indies and the Baltic. As 
midshipman joined HMS Barham (battleship) in the Mediterranean. Set 
to return to the UK but they were diverted to the River Plate (Admiral 
Graf Spee incident) but then diverted to Halifax to escort the first 
Canadian troop convoy to the British Isles. Approaching the Clyde, 
Barham rammed and sank one of the escorting destroyers. North Sea 



 

 

patrol. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Torpedoed on the West Coast of Scotland. Repairs at Liverpool where the 
ship was attacked by members of the IRA! Posted to HMS Hood that was 
in a poor state of naval readiness. On a patrol was damaged by a bomb 
near-miss. Transferred to HMS Warspite (battleship). However, finished 
and sent to Portsmouth for sub's courses (April 1940). While there he 
suddenly discovered himself the CO of a large, brand new yacht, 
Llanthony, to be part of the evacuation at Dunkirk. The crew were 
inexperienced but they made passage to Ramsgate where charts and 
orders were obtained. Describes the beaches and the embarkation of 
British troops. Bombed on the third or fourth trip to the beach. Lost several 
of the crew, engines stopped due to fuel-line breakage but it was a small 
bomb (or shell) and the boat drifted on to the beach. Able to dig the sand 
away from the propellers and rudder after the tide came in again. Reached 
Ramsgate with troops. Found himself part of a four-trawler "fleet". 
Acquired some British guardsmen and some Bren guns and anti- tank 
rifles as a part of the crew and on the last trip were able to fight off a 
German E-boat. Also took one soldier -- drunk -- who had a case of 
brandy -- his ticket to England. Humorous tale of the crew, including 
guardsmen, anti-tank rifles, rifles, ammunition and the case of brandy 
boarding a bus in England which diverted to Whale Island. The soldiers 
were returned to their unit by train -- after Timbrell had guaranteed that 
the Royal Canadian Navy would pay the cost of tickets should there be 
any dispute! A few weeks later the sub-lieutenants were called out, 
wearing running shoes, to command seamen in seizing the French naval 
ships in British harbours. Timbrell led his group aboard at midnight, 
disarmed the captain and peacefully took over the Chasseur -- a sub- 
chaser. Anti-invasion guard duties. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Appointed to HMCS Margaree, fitting out in London. Describes some of 
the officers. Subjected to heavy air raids. Joined a convoy in 
Londonderry. Collision with the freighter Port Fairy. A good description 
follows -- evacuating the remaining crew to the freighter but he and a few 
others left on board when the ships drifted apart. Good details of this and 
a final pick-up from a Carley Float by the Port Fairy. Landed in Bermuda, 
after eight days returned to Saint John NB, then by rail to Halifax. 
Survivor's leave. Appointed to HMCS Annapolis (ex-US) in January 
1941. Executive Officer in April and left the ship in January 1942 to take 
the long anti-submarine course in the UK. Describes the ex-US destroyers 
and their local convoy duty. Describes the usually inexperienced crew with 
a small permanent force nucleus. Timbrell did not notice any of the 
rumoured, so-called friction between RCN and VR. Finished his Long 
A/S course and remained for three months at the school, HMS Osprey. 
Returned to Canada to set up a Canadian A/S school. In 1943 joined 
HMCS Ottawa as an A/S staff officer to a group commanded by Cmdr. 
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Headings 

Hugh Pullen. Later Capt. Chummy Prentice took command. Anecdotes 
about both and what superior commanding officers they both were. (As 
an aside: just before D-Day, in Qu'Appelle (destroyer)) More about Hugh 
Pullen and Cmdr. Chummy Prentice and his ever-present monocle. In 
HMCS Chaudiere (destroyer) the captain, A/Lt. Cmdr. C.P. Nixon, 
contacted U-678 off Beachy Head where because of the current was 
unable to destroy the U-boat with hedgehog but because of the shallow 
water did so by dragging a depth charge the sea bottom by a cable. 
Prentice as destroyer group commander thought this a bit unsportsman- 
like! Later U-321 was sunk and again in the Bay of Biscay. U-984 was 
sunk by the Group commanded by Capt. Prentice. Near the war's end 
Timbrell was appointed Executive Officer in HMCS Micmac (destroyer) 
then building in Halifax. During the Halifax D-Day riot, took a large 
truck and some seamen to pick up and return rioters to their barracks. 
 

• Annapolis, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Barham, HMS (Battleship) 
• Chaudiere, HMCS (Destroyer) -- Sinking of U-678 
• Conway, HMS (Merchant Navy Training Vessel) 
• Dunkirk 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Erebus, HMS (Monitor) 
• Hood, HMS (Battle Cruiser) 
• Margaree, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Micmac, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Midshipman 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Osprey, HMS (Anti-Submarine Establishment) 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Port Fairy, S.S. (Merchant Ship) 
• Prentice, Capt. "Chummy" 
• Pullen, Cmdr. Hugh 
• Riots -- Halifax 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Timbrell, R/Adm. Robert W., DSC -- Interview 
• Vindictive, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Warspite, HMS (Battleship) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 332 
Interviewee Tingley, Hall W. 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Hall W. Tingley, as compiled by 



 

 

Hal Lawrence. 
Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 

Date/Place 3 July 1986, Galiano Island BC 
Box/File 3.37 

Transcript  tss, corr. 36 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Hall W. Tingley 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Lieut. Tingley was born in Vancouver. Joined Royal Roads in August 
1941 (at 31 yrs.) where he played serious rugby. Graduated in December. 
High regard for Capt. Grant. Had disappointing results with celestial 
navigation. Appointed to St. John's where he was drafted to HMCS 
Louisburg (corvette) in Jan. 1941. Coastal patrols, including going ashore 
at Saint-Pierre and Miquelon. Speaks favourably of Capt. Mainguy and his 
wife and their cocktail parties for sea-going officers only. Saw the corvette 
HMCS Spikenard torpedoed and blow up. Discusses Londonderry and 
noticed a lack of training but leave was granted 
anyhow. Prepared for the Torch invasion of North Africa. Sailed south in 
rough but uneventful trip to Gibraltar. Talks of the armament of the 
corvette and the 271 radar although the equipment in Canadian ships was 
not as good as that of the RN. First into Gibraltar, carrying confidential 
books and papers. Escorted a few ships in convoy, including one US 
convoy that they couldn't keep up with. Returned to the UK at the end of 
November. Hit by an RN frigate in Londonderry, repairs in Belfast while 
the officers went to Liverpool for a tactical course under Capt. Roberts. 
Noted that Adm. Max Horton had an eye for good looking Wrens -- and 
his staff certainly reflected this! Convoy to the Mediterranean and then 
sent to the north coast of Africa where Louisburg was sunk by an aerial 
torpedo. A more visible ship than usual due to North Atlantic 
camouflage, not Mediterranean. Tingley survived but with a leg broken in 
two places. A month in hospital then returned to the UK. Describes the 
torpedo aircraft tactics done, if possible, during a high level bombing 
attack by other aircraft. Anti-aircraft gunnery was poor, put down to lack 
of training, or lack of opportunity to train during skimpy work-ups. By 
1945 (in the frigate HMCS Beacon Hill) he felt that efficiency had 
greatly improved, especially after having an RN captain for a month or 
so! Mentions a short appointment to HMCS Grou that ended in a 
disagreement with the captain. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Then appointed to HMCS Beacon Hill. Participated in an anti-submarine 
sweep with a number of Canadian frigates (Escort Group 26) during 
which one U-boat collided with HMCS New Glasgow. The U-boat (U- 
1003) was eventually brought to the surface and destroyed but not 
credited to New Glasgow. Discusses some of his personal files including 



 

 

a newspaper account of the sinking of the Louisburg. Tingley returns to 
Beacon Hill, sailed from Esquimalt to Halifax then to Somers Isles for 
work-ups. Mentions his trouble with the captain of Grou -- basically a 
failure to get along; beginning with the work-up at St. Margaret's Bay. 
The work-up in Grou was good experience for the work-up in Somers 
Isles for which Beacon Hill passed out with very high marks. To 
Newfoundland then to the UK to join EG 26 which was a strike group 
around England. Describes sailing from Londonderry as far east as Dover 
and reverse -- about a month's sailing time (Oct. '44 to VE-Day). 
Describes a three-group operation where 20-21 frigates sailed in line 
abreast at 500 yard intervals dropping depth charges every 15-20 seconds. 
On leave on Salt Spring Island in the summer of 1945. Wanted to be 
demobilized but was sent to rejoin the ship at Lunenburg where he 
complained to the Senior Officer Appointments and was immediately 
sent to Cornwallis for his discharge. Later Tingley mentions his naval 
cadet connection with RCSCC Beacon Hill and the fact that the ex- 
commanders of HMCS Beacon Hill contributed toward an annual prize 
for the unit. 
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Note: EG 26: Beacon Hill, New Glasgow, Montreal, Ribble, Sussexvale 
 

• Air Warfare 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Beacon Hill, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Camouflage 
• EG 26 -- Canadian Five Ship "Strike" Group -- UK 
• Grou, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Irish Sea -- Naval Operations 
• Louisburg, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• New Glasgow, HMCS (Frigate) 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• Radar Equipment (271) 
• Royal Roads, HMCS (Canadian Naval College) 
• Somers Isles, HMCS (Working-Up Base) 
• Spikenard, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Tingley, Lieut. Hall W. -- Interview 
• World War II 
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Interviewee Trenholme, Harry  Edgar 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Harry E. Trenholme, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 1 audio cassette (90?). 



 

 

Box/File 4.42 
Transcript  corr. 24 leaves 
Summary  Lieut. Harry E. Trenholme 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the Navy at HMCS Donnacona in Montréal, 1940 and went to the 
first class at HMCS Kings in Halifax. Earlier he failed eye test -- 
memorized eye chart -- and was accepted. As a Midshipman was sent to 
HMS Winchester (AMC) for a few months. Convoy duties. Appointed to 
HMCS Swift Current (minesweeper) building in Montréal. Anecdote 
including the Naval Minister. Due to a damaged boiler the ship was 
relegated to a training role. Volunteered for Combined Operations, sent to 
the UK. After training in Landing Craft Assault he took part in Operation 
Torch (North Africa). From an American ship he participated in the 
invasion at Arzen, not an entirely successful landing -- with some 
opposition from the French Foreign Legion. Returned to England where 
he was little used. Finally appointed to the former P&O liner HMS Otranto 
which carried LCA's. A "mutiny" occurred since the food served to the 
Combined Operation people was of a lower grade food than the ship's 
company received. Sailed around to Suez where they trained with the 
British army in preparation for the invasion of Sicily. Difficulty in 
lowering the LCA's due to the rough sea. Eventually landed troops in 
south east Sicily. Returned to England and brought out more troops. Later 
ferried American troops from North Africa to Italy (Salerno). Returned to 
the UK for training in Landing Craft Infantry, Large (LCI (L) 255) of 
which he was in command. Very good relations with the dockyard in 
Newcastle where, in return for a good supply of rum, they were 
extremely well fitted with all the "comforts of home", so much so that they 
became the squadron navigation leader and carried a Lt. Cmdr. R.N. and 
three others to look after that aspect during the D-Day operation. LCI (L) 
255 led one column of British troops into Gold Beach. Considerable 
difficulty in the big June storm. Round trips to Southampton carrying 
stores and troops, and this went on for two or three months. Volunteered 
earlier for two-man submarines but was given a different (un-memorized) 
eye test and failed. At home on leave in Montréal and was released from 
the Navy. Went to McGill in January 1946. Anecdotes about civilian life. 
Trenholme has a copy of the operation order for the invasion -- as well as 
the different beaches, the order in which ships were to land -- and what 
they carried was landed at the right time. 
 

• D-Day Landing (Gold Beach) 
• Donnacona, HMCS (Mtl. Nav. Div.) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 



 

 

• Landing Craft, Infantry (Large) 
• Mediterranean -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• North Africa -- Naval Operations 
• Otranto, HMS (Infantry Landing Ship) 
• Sicily, Landings 
• Swift Current, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Trenholme, Lieut. Harry E. -- Interview 
• Winchester, HMS (A.M.C.) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 292 
Interviewee Turner,  Maurice Aikins “Migs” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander Maurice A. Turner, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 28 April 1989, Victoria, BC 

Box/File 2.17 
Transcript  tss, corr. 21 leaves 

tss. 21 leaves 
Summary  Cmdr. Maurice A. Turner 

Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
Summary from transcript. 

 
Cmdr. Turner was formerly in the militia (7th Fld. Reg't) for three and a 
half years before joining the Navy in 1943. As a teenager in Victoria as 
part of the crew of the tug Valiant, towing the naval garbage scows off 
Albert Head where the garbage was shovelled overboard. As an Ordinary 
Seaman was sent to HMCS Cornwallis to train for eight weeks. Comments 
on bilge cleaning and again when Fleet Manager for the Coast Guard. 
Posted first to HMCS Reynard, a converted yacht and used for torpedo 
training. Appointed to Kings College (HMCS Kings) for officer training. 
Acting Sub-Lt. in HMCS Midland on the triangle run (New York, Boston, 
Halifax) and then appointed to HMCS Guelph part of the "Checkerboard" 
section of Group C8, a mid-ocean group out of Londonderry. Ordered to 
Portsmouth to escort a leaking submarine to Philadelphia for repairs, 
during which time they were attacked by a U.S. blimp, luckily without 
success. Returns to his training as an Ordinary Seaman in HMCS 
Hamilton (ex-U.S. destroyer). Arrived in Halifax on VE-Day -- ship paid- 
off in Sorrel, PQ. Promoted and became First 
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Lieutenant in HMCS Drummondville (minesweeper). Appointed to 
HMCS Saint John (frigate) and there joined the RCN. A short time as a 
staff officer in HMCS Prevost, a reserve division in London, ON. 
Applied for and accepted in the first Canadian Long Signal Course. 
Anecdote about Capt. Sam Worth, the Director of Signals and Turner 
wanting a sea appointment after graduation. At a party he stayed sober 
and in the end put Capt. Worth to bed. Feels that this contributed to his 
seagoing appointment (the only one) in HMCS Ontario (cruiser). In Dec, 
'48 or Jan. '49 went as part of the first seagoing exchange with the U.S. 
Navy: USS Cone (destroyer) later in the Headquarters Command ship, 
then the cruiser Newport News as a liaison officer, then in the USS Coral 
Sea and in USS Midway (aircraft carriers). Recounts story of an aircraft 
crashing in the sea take-off. Lastly, comments on a look-out who went 
overboard in the North Atlantic when in Guelph -- Turner dived in after 
the man and dragged the man into a dropped Carley Float before passing 
out himself. 
 

• Aircraft Carriers -- US 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Cone, USS (Destroyer) 
• Drummondville, HMCS (Minesweeper) 
• Guelph, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• Midland, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Newport News, USS (Cruiser) 
• Ontario, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Saint John, HMCS (Frigate) 
• Sea Rover, HMS (Submarine) 
• Turner, Cmdr. Maurice A. -- Interview 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 341 
Interviewee Vander Hagen, Charles George “George” or “Van” 

Title My Naval experiences by Chief Petty Officer Charles G. Vander Hagen, 
as compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place 12 April 1983, Sidney BC 

Box/File 4.42 
Transcript  tss. 122 leaves 
Summary  Chief Petty Officer Charles G. Vander Hagen 

Royal Canadian Navy 



 

 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
C.P.O. Vander Hagen joined the RCN in April 1938 (age 19 years). Sent 
to the West Coast for training at HMCS Naden (naval barracks) for a 
period of about six months. Gives some details about the pre-war training 
naval life. Joined the destroyer HMCS Ottawa (Capt. V.G. Brodeur) on 
the East Coast. Returned to the West Coast in the ship, then Spring cruise 
to the Caribbean in Company with other Canadian destroyers. High state 
of smartness -- not so high in general operational efficiency. War in Sept. 
1939 caused Ottawa to return to the Atlantic. Vander Hagen sent on first 
gunnery course at HMCS Stadacona (training base). Returned to Ottawa 
for convoy duty. The ship was in an accident with the Dartmouth ferry in 
Halifax harbour which necessitated weeks of repair. Convoy patrols 
again. Left the ship in Scotland for another gunnery course held at HMS 
Drake (naval barracks) (Plymouth). Drafted to HMCS Saguenay 
(destroyer). Promoted to Leading Seaman. Fast Atlantic escort, 
particularly with the Polish liner Batory. Escorted Churchill (in HMS 
Prince of Wales) on return from Argentia. Speaks favourably of the 
captains of Saguenay (Jones, Mainguy) and Lieuts. E.M. Chadwick and 
John H. Stubbs of HMCS Ottawa. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Drafted to Ottawa but missed the sinking in September 1942 (on leave to 
be married). Later drafted to HMCS Assiniboine (destroyer) where he 
was made an Acting Petty Officer. Retraces his account to Ottawa. Severe 
storm -- winds at 120 MPH and lost fifty-five miles in one day. Merchant 
ship standing by to render assistance. Good account of his eighteen-hour 
personal struggle in the tiller flat where, due to the storm, he and another 
could not be relieved. Returns to the Assiniboine where J.H. Stubbs is 
now captain with R.L. Hennessy as XO. Good account of 
the ramming and sinking of a U-boat (U-210). Vander Hagen was caught 
having a "forbidden" shower and on "Action Stations" raced to his 
position as director-layer apparently clad solely in sea-boots and his cap. 
Assiniboine suffered considerable damage due to enemy gun-fire, a fire, 
and in ramming the submarine. One killed and about twenty wounded/ 
They picked up eighteen survivors and an RN sloop, additional survivors. 
Drafted to the gunnery school at Stadacona then to HMCS Cornwallis 
(training base). Where he instructed gunnery to new entries. Drafted to 
"new construction", in this case HMCS Sioux (destroyer), building in the 
Isle of Wight. Commissioned -- with a very efficient and happy crew. 
Describes some gunnery trials. Anecdotes of the ship and crew. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Joined the Home Fleet. Describes the Sioux's gunnery, especially at D- 
Day. They came under fire from shore batteries off Le Havre. Russian 
convoys, RN rations and over-crowding in the mess decks, rough weather, 
air attacks. Vander Hagen became coxswain for more than a year. 
Describes the demise of the former coxswain -- due largely to drink 
-- and other minor disciplinary problems. Experiences ashore in Russia. 
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Tape continues on the "next day" (25 Apr.). Recalls the RCNVR officers 
at the start of the war and how the RCN felt about it. French Canadians in 
the RCN. Those they had were very good although sometimes the new 
entries were not necessarily so. Tale of four who were sent to the army 
detention barracks for three weeks and who were happier to be back 
under regular routine. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
Discusses serving at cocktail parties (extra "goodies") but raising the 
stanchions and awnings were a trial. No real animosity to officers having 
privileges. Points out that most of the crew in Sioux volunteered to go to 
the Pacific -- a close-knit crew who wanted to go. On leave when the war 
ended. Requested transfer to the West Coast to be an instructor at the 
gunnery school. Drafted to HMCS Crescent (destroyer). Accidently 
Vander Hagen did well the first time he played cricket and was always 
"volunteered" until he fell in the harbour at Santa Barbara. Drafted to 
Royal Roads as Seamanship Chief Petty Officer (1948) where he stayed 
for three years. Drafted to HMCS Crusader under Cmdr. H.V.W. Groos. 
Tale of carrying Princess Elizabeth to Victoria after considerable 
renovation. Transferred to HMCS Naden on course (QI -- quartermaster 
instructor). Then to HMCS Athabaskan under Cmdr. J.C. Read who was 
an excellent officer. Sailed for the Korean War. Much patrolling of both 
courses. Some comments on the internal routines of a happy ship and he 
offers as proof the very low number of punishments handed out. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Describes shore leave in Kure, a good leave port. Particularly mentions the 
bath houses and massages that would do wonders for sore muscles. 
Anecdote about selling a car in 1940 for the R/Adm. Mainguy. Returned 
from Korea on Dec. 13, 1953. Joined the Flag Officers' staff at Esquimalt. 
Surprisingly he was then drafted to HMCS Porte de Quebec (training 
vessel -- formerly Boom Defence) acting almost as the only other officer 
apart from the captain -- even took her to sea. Did more work in her than 
in any other ship -- paper work, reports, stores, the log, etc. -- sometimes 
fourteen hours a day. Later drafted to HMCS Venture, the sub-lieutenants 
training school. Feels that the graduates were very good officers -- many 
of whom became pilots. Sent to HMCS Fraser (destroyer escort) (1959) for 
a year -- another happy ship. Returned to Venture for a year and then 
to Naden for retirement processing which included a ruckus over Vander 
Hagen's medical board. "Lost" his car after his retirement party but found 
it the next day on Government St. in Victoria. Worked for Investors' 
Syndicate for fourteen years and then took up a job as a gardener, 
healthy, outdoor work deemed necessary for his health. 
 

• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Batory, S.S. (Polish Liner) 
• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 



 

 

• Crescent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Crusader, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fraser, HMCS (Destroyer Escort) 
• French Canadian -- Navy -- Canada 
• Gunnery 
• Korean War, 1950-53 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Naden, HMCS (New Entry Training) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Ottawa, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Porte de Quebec, HMCS (Gate/Training Vessel) 
• Russia 
• Saguenay, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Seamen, Education and Training 
• Sioux, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Submarine, German, U-210 (Sunk) 
• Venture, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 316 
Interviewee Watson, Alan Graeme 

Title My Naval experiences by Lieutenant Commander A.G. Watson, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 2 audio cassettes (60, 60). 
Date/Place 25 June 1982, Halifax NS 

Box/File 2.18 
Transcript  tss, corr. 36 leaves 

Summary  Lt. Cmdr. Alan Graeme Watson 
Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the navy in May, 1941. Probationary Temporary Acting Sub.- 
Lieutenant after several weeks at HMCS Kings, graduating in July 1941. 
Appointed to HMCS Ottawa under Cmdr. Hugh Pullen. Comments on Lt. 
Cmdr. Gus Bolton and a subsequent captain Cmdr. C.D. (Doh) Donald. 
Appointed to the short Gunnery Course in Halifax. Became an instructor 
of DEMS personnel (Defensively Equipped Merchant Ship) in Halifax. In 
Dec. 1942 joined HMCS La Malbaie (corvette). Anecdote of collision with 
the jetty, court martial, etc. New captain, Lt. Cmdr. J.S. (Foghorn) Davis. 
Anecdote. In May 1943 ordered to join HMCS Huron (destroyer), 
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Headings 

still under construction in the UK (Newcastle). Two weeks instruction in 
Gunnery at Whale Island (Portsmouth). Quartered in the old Royal Yacht, 
Victoria and Albert. Sent to Chatham where senior gunnery ratings were 
under instruction. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Commissioned Huron. Gunnery work-ups at Scapa Flow under Lt. 
Landymore, gunnery instructor. Murmansk trip. Then convoy escort 
(with anecdotes of life aboard). Finally, poor morale in the ship -- due to 
isolation in Scapa Flow and the harsh trips to Russia. Some concern 
because the German Scharnhorst was at sea and soon to be sunk. Huron 
sent to Plymouth to operate in Destroyer Flotilla D-10 where after 
training with a cruiser made several sweeps of the coast of France. Failed 
a torpedo attack against a German destroyer, although eventually sunk by 
gun fire. Huron in collision with HMS Ashanti (destroyer) which caused 
a little dry-dock time. Later, in company with HMS Eskimo (destroyer) 
they attacked a small convoy escorted by trawlers. After D-Day their 
group intercepted four German destroyers, sinking one and Huron and 
Haida drove one ashore. Some discussion of this and another night action. 
A rare Canadian gun action. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Comments on escorting the fast mine-layer HMS Manxman. Speaks of 
Herbert Rayner, as captain, highly competent and demanding. Lt. Pat 
Budge was First Lieutenant and according to Watson of very wide 
experience and knowledge. Budge was quite aggressive in many ways 
and a good psychologist as well. In the last year of the war Watson was in 
Ottawa in the Directorate of Weapons and Training. Learned something 
of the bureaucratic life. Concern with space in ships. Considered that 
officers' space was too generous. Discusses this. Credits his war-time 
experiences as having an important effect in their civilian career as a 
highly placed chartered accountant. 
 

• Budge, Lieut. Patrick 
• Directorate of Weapons and Training 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Eskimo, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Gunnery 
• Huron, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Kings, HMCS (Officer Training Establishment) 
• La Malbaie, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Manxman, HMS (Fast Mine-Layer) 
• Morale 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Officers, Education and Training 
• Rayner, Lt. Cmdr. Herbert 
• Watson, Lt. Cmdr. Allan G. R. -- Interview 



 

 

• World War II 
 
 

ID No. 268 
Interviewee Welland, Robert P. “Bob” 

Title My Naval experiences by Rear Admiral Robert P. Welland, as compiled 
by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 3 audio cassettes (120, 120). 
Date/Place 24, 25 May 1983, Ottawa ON 

Box/File 2.19 
Transcript  tss, corr. 70 leaves -- To end of WWII -- Part I 

tss, corr. 74 leaves -- Korean to retirement -- Part II 
Notes Earlier draft also available, last part of audio cassette also on Hennessy. 

Summary  Rear Admiral Robert P. Welland, D.S.C. 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
Part I 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
At the age of eighteen R/Adm. Welland, having passed his Civil Service 
examination, joined the navy in 1936. Comments on the training cruiser 
HMS Frobisher and the usual three month cruises. Canada not having any 
facilities to train young officers it was necessary to begin their five-year 
stint in the UK. Also other Commonwealth and some foreign cadets 
trained there. Requested an appointment to the East Indies Station and 
joined HMS Emerald at Trincomalee in Ceylon. Heat in the ship (120° F) 
and in the boiler room was considerably hotter and required Somalian 
stokers (civilians under contract) who were able to stand the heat. 
Goanese messmen were carried and being Muslims set their prayer mats 
around the upper deck and prayed to the east; the direction given to them 
daily by the midshipman of the watch. Occasionally patrolled the Red Sea 
attempting to catch smugglers. Anecdotes of naval life ashore in the 
colonies as well as aboard ship. All the ships gathered every two months 
at Trincomalee for battle practice--both exercising the guns and landing 
parties of fully armed Royal Marines. In 1938 the Royal Navy "captured" 
Singapore. According to Welland the Air Force lost all their aircraft to 
the Marines, the army lost coast defence guns and the centre of the city 
but laughed it off as it was an exercise! Returning to England, the ship 
was diverted to Israel where the Arabs and Jews were killing each other 
again. Two days on Mount Carmel as part of a small patrol, searching for 
grenades on civilians. The last few months as a midshipman was served 
in HMS Glasgow (cruiser). Many exercises in the Home Fleet. Serious 
gunnery and torpedo practice. Much thought about a future war but a 
general lack of attention to anti-aircraft gunnery, which was poor as was 
the equipment. Sub-Lieutenant's courses at Whale Island. At the end of a 



 

 

course, war was on and Welland appointed to a destroyer HMS Fame. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Rescued passengers and crew of sunken ships north of Scotland. After 
about six months Welland was returned to Canada to join HMCS St. 
Laurent (destroyer) in Halifax. Two weeks later under Lt. Cmdr. Harry 
DeWolf they sailed for Britain. Helped evacuate the British army from 
France including the refusal of the British at Saint-Valery-en-Caux. Later 
participated in the rescue of the crew and many POWs from the sinking 
liner, the Arandora Star. Those rescued (over 700) were covered in oil 
and in poor shape. Many died and Welland was ordered, with two 
seamen, to stack them up on Y-gun deck. Comments on Harry DeWolf, 
an excellent ship handler. Welland remained in the ship about a year, 
during which time they were able to sink one submarine. Trained in anti- 
submarine warfare (8 mos. course) and was appointed to the anti- 
submarine school at Halifax. He and a few others worked from Pictou 
preparing partially trained corvette crews for war and after three or four 
days sent them off to sea! Invented the Welland Plot so that the ships 
could locate their changing position on a chart relative to that of a 
submarine. Next sent to Esquimalt to establish an anti-submarine school 
and within three months had 400 students enrolled. In 1942 became 
executive officer in HMCS Assiniboine (destroyer) which he joined in the 
UK while under refit in Liverpool. The captain was Cmdr. Ken Adams, 
also an excellent ship-handler who took pains to instruct his officers in 
that skill. Welland became acting captain when Adams was ill (1943) and 
later was confirmed in that position. Returns to 1942 when Herbie Rayner 
was captain, a different style from Adams. Assiniboine, later in the 
summer of 1944, was in action off the French coast. Near Brest was a 
battery of 11-inch coast defence guns that were being used against the 
American army advancing toward Brest. Off Ushant (88mm 
guns) Assiniboine's patrol area ended at a range of about one mile, and by 
mutual consent the Germans did not open fire on the more heavily armed 
destroyers. Describes the German use of glider bombs which could be 
radio-controlled to their targets. The 11-inch guns (Brest) were attacked 
from the sea and heavily bombed by the air force but survived, opening 
fire as Assiniboine, other destroyers, and a battleship retired. The coastal 
battery was eventually blown up by Royal Marine commandos. Off 
Plymouth Assiniboine attacked a submarine lying on the bottom that 
blew up and caused considerable damage to the ship. The Admiralty 
advised the submarine had been recently sunk. Assiniboine had caused 
the torpedoes to explode. Returns to an account of an unsuccessful attack 
on a submarine by St. Laurent--after a 10-hour attack and another after 
leaving Plymouth harbour when the seaman passing the telephone order 
to fire, simply froze due to his nervous strain and contact was lost. Later, 
in command of HMCS Haida, they attacked and brought a damaged 
British submarine to the surface which they had not been advised was part 
of the exercise! Welland clarifies the time--returned to Canada to 



 

 

Haida (Dec. 1944) and again sailed for Scapa. Russian convoys to 
Murmansk, survived a torpedo attack. At Trondheim, Norway Welland 
accepted the surrender of a number of submarines and, with a Norwegian 
officer, accepted the surrender of a German airfield. Before Haida left 
they treated many Norwegian citizens and gave away all their medical 
stores of every kind. 

 
Part II 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
The navy underwent serious downsizing between 1945 and 1950. At the 
beginning of the Korean War (1950) Athabaskan, Sioux and Cayuga took 
on war stores and quickly left Esquimalt for Korea via Pearl Harbour, 
other Pacific islands, and Sasebo, Japan. The North Koreans had 
occupied nearly all of South Korea so the ships were in action almost 
immediately under British control on the west coast. Coastal shipping 
was the main target and were sent into nearby ports. Describes the 
Korean civilian attitude to the war. Many refugees that as much as 
possible were helped by the Canadians. Some trouble with N. Korean 
mines in rivers and harbours. Describes using Bofors to explode mines at 
a range of about 150 yards. Inchon Harbour and checking if N. Korean 
troops were occupying a series of islands and the close-by mainland. 
Bombarded partially-built fortifications on the coast. 
(Cassette 3, Side 2) 
Next on the east coast with the American navy. They were part of an 
invasion fleet to attack a large harbour just south of the border. The 
Americans decided that they had to have a minesweeper so that they 
could clear the enemy harbour so they waited several days for one to 
come from Japan. There was much entertaining in Haida--including the 
U.S. Admiral and the captains of many ships were there for lunch. After 
eight days the minesweeper arrived only to find that the North Koreans 
had withdrawn, so there was no fighting invasion! Good account of the 
move up the Chinnampo River to the city to assist the retreating U.S. 
army. Several ships ran aground. Haida did not and participated in the 
shelling of the oil tanks at Chinnampo. 

 
Second Interview 
Welland returns to an earlier time with a story of re-supplying a group of 
islands, the Kokunsun Gunto--archipelago well off the coast and his 
relationship with the local head man. Interesting account of the ship's 
doctor, Surg. Lt. Bruce Ramsey who spent much time looking after 
civilians brought on board for medical treatment often bullet wounds by 
bullets from U.S. naval aircraft. The captain's dining room table was the 
operating table and, as Welland says, nine people died on his dining room 
table. They ran into ice off N. Korea that can wear through the hull unless 
protected, ours were and the RN was not resulting in one destroyer 
having to retire in a leaking condition. Athabaskan was able to supply 



 

 

HMS Kenya (cruiser) with 30 sets of Canadian winter clothing since the 
RN gear was insufficient for the below freezing weather. This "gift" in 
return for Athabaskan smashing the Kenya's officers gangway when 
coming alongside the RN ship. Anecdote of propeller problems. 
The main effort in Korea was the sea blockade with a limited amount of 
firing against railroads. Continuous propaganda radio commentators by 
the North Koreans, including remarks that the Canadians should go 
home--what's happening to your wives and children at home, etc. It was 
banned in the ship as likely to be demoralizing. 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) 
The ship was very concerned with morale and held classes and 
examinations leading to promotions. The entire ship's company received 
an increase in at least one rank. The crew was paid at their new rank but 
carried on with their jobs. As Welland says "I didn't want the whole 
bloody ship full of petty officers". Static sports were played in the ship, 
such as loading depth charge throwers by hand--weight of almost four 
hundred pounds. Several could! Compulsory church service on Sunday 
led by the captain and at which time he spoke of news and other items of 
interest. Comments on Information Officers and the efforts made by 
Headquarters to saddle Welland with the job which was firmly refused. 
Eventually it was organized that Welland would send reports to the 
Toronto Star--by radio, by key, about two hours work in a slack radio 
time (July to October 1950). Welland found writing it hard work--the 
stories were mostly human interest--the crew, Koreans at sea, and 
rescued, etc. After the war (c. 1955) Welland was Director of Naval 
Training in Ottawa. It wasn't a good time to acquire officers, particularly 
flying officers. Discusses a new programme to be entirely within the 
navy. In officer training the candidates should not be over-educated such 
as in the services colleges where former students were more likely to 
leave the navy rather than make it a career. Thus the beginning of the 
Venture programme. Designed to be broadly based--from all over the 
country. In practice and studies the plan was loosely based on Royal 
Roads. R/Adm. Hugh Pullen was very keen on this since he felt it was a 
"proper" naval college. Early emphasis on pilots but soon broadened to 
include all branches. Six days per week instruction. The number of cadets 
built to nearly four hundred, first and second year inclusive. A great 
source of young naval officers, most of whom wanted to get to their jobs 
as soon as possible. Welland comments on Integration (approved) and 
Unification (disapproved). Much discussion about trade schools since the 
navy and army, for example, had very different performance 
requirements for the same nominal trade description. Showed the Minister 
of defence his disapproval and eventually retired seven years early (1967). 
While in command of HMCS Shearwater, Welland took flying training, 
graduated, and applied for his wings. He was turned down because his 
training had not been "authorized". 
(Cassette 4, Side 2) 
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Some remarks about other officers, Jeff Brock in particular. Basic officer 
training or the lack of it made a considerable difference when in 
command of a ship. Very much against the new green uniform. No real 
reason for it and it annoyed the navy very much. Welland discusses his 
career and on balance was satisfied. Very difficult time during unification 
all the Flag and General Officers acted independently, there was no 
"Admirals Revolt" or anything like it. Basically senior officers were 
convinced the plan would not work and many didn't want any part of it. 
Every branch of the armed forces deteriorated for quite some time. 
 

• Arandora Star, S.S. (Liner) 
• Assiniboine, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Athabaskan, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Bay of Biscay -- Naval Operations 
• Chinampo, Korea. City and River 
• Director of Naval Training -- NDHQ, 1955 
• Dunkirk, France -- Evacuation 
• East Indies Station, RN 
• Emerald, HMS (Cruiser) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Fame, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Glasgow, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Gunnery 
• Haida, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Kenya, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Korean War (1950-53) 
• Ladybird, HMS (Headquarters Ship) 
• Medical Assistance -- Navy, Canada 
• Murmansk -- Naval Operations 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Norway -- Naval Operations 
• Palestine -- 1938 
• Resignation -- Flag Officers, etc. 
• Shearwater, HMCS (Naval Air Base) 
• Singapore -- Naval Base 
• St. Laurent, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Submarine Warfare 
• Submarine, Royal Navy 
• Unification of the Armed Forces -- Canada 
• Uniforms -- Navy, Canada 
• Venture, HMCS -- Officer Training Establishment 
• Waramunga, HMAS (Destroyer) 
• Welland, R/Adm. Robert P. -- Interviews 



 

 

• World War II 
 
 

ID No. 293 
Interviewee Willson, William Herbert “Bill” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander W.H. Willson, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent  2 audio cassettes (120, 120). 
Date/Place 12 September 1984, Pender Island BC 

Box/File 2.20 
Transcript  tss, corr. 61 leaves 

Notes Plus 7 leaves from W.H. Willson tss, corr. 
Summary  Cmdr. W.H. Willson, D.S.C. 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
(Casual remarks for a few seconds) 
Cmdr. Willson was born in Calgary (c. 1920). Several years as a sea cadet. 
Wrote exam for entry to RCN as a Cadet. Joined HMS Frobisher, the cadet 
training cruiser (Jan. '37) after the obligatory visit to Grieves for uniforms. 
Good description of the famous Cadet Gunner, Mr. Margot. Willson 
scared rigid. Anecdote of an Indian cadet who replied "Muslim" when 
asked his religion but the RN had only two choices, Roman 
Catholic or Church of England. On paper, he became C. of E.! Cruise to 
the West Indies. Considerable sickness, one cadet dying of spinal 
meningitis. Banned from going ashore in Bermuda (the 'Bermuda 
Incident') but finally some cadets were taken to hospital in Puerto Rico. 
Second cruise to the Mediterranean. Last cruise in HMS Vindictive 
(cruiser) during which time they met friendly German naval cadets. As a 
Midshipman joined HMS Cumberland (cruiser) on the China Station. 
Later in HMS Dorchester where the sub of the gun-room had a poor 
opinion of Canadians who had no idea of the Classics and ordered that 
books on the subject were to be bought and read. Shanghai in 1938 and 
relations with the Japanese (e.g. the British had some small ports, islands, 
etc. "under lease", not always recognized by the Japanese navy. War 
declared in Sept. 1939 and Willson was returned to Canada in the Empress 
of Canada (CPR). Joined HMCS Skeena as a Sub. Lieut. Sailed to the UK 
at the time of Dunkirk although due to an accident during a 
fuelling causing a flood of oil they did not participate in the evacuation of 
the army. Convoy duty. Recounts story of man lost overboard. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Quite complimentary about Lt. Cmdr. J. C. Hibbard although didn't like 
Hibbard's "social side". Upon reflection also feels that Cdr. "Chummy" 
Prentice also very good. Speaks of convoy SC 42 under Hibbard and his 



 

 

reactions in the battle. Critical of continuous action stations when nobody 
got any sleep. In ASW all ranks didn't need to be at action stations. 
(Continued on Sept. 25) 
After leave in Canada Willson joined HMCS St. Clair (destroyer). Tried 
to maintain RCN discipline but often baulked by the more easy going 
RCNR captain but things were easier in the ship after a ship's dance was 
organized and Willson had a drink with some of the crew. Quite critical 
of the old former U.S. destroyers--many mechanical faults. Re-appointed 
to HMS Skeena. Comments on the use of the Battle Trainer ashore at 
Halifax. Appointed captain of HMS Kootenay (destroyer) in 1944. Good 
account of ASW tactic developed by Lt. Cmdr. Ken Dyer in order to 
attack submarines ahead of the convoy being escorted. Before joining 
Kootenay, Lt. Cmdr. Willson commanded HMCS Niagara (destroyer) 
1943-44. Account of the Niagara grounding in harbour on her first trip to 
sea. Participated in a blockade Cape Breton to Channel-Port aux Basques. 
Describes a scheme whereby German P.O.W.'s tried to build a radio and 
contact submarines at sea. P.O.W.'s escaped and eventually recaptured. 
Torpedo attack on Niagara who responded with depth charges. He was 
not supposed to react against the submarine since it broke up the carefully 
laid plans to recapture the P.O.W.'s (which was done) and sink the sub. In 
March 1944 took command of Kootenay and left for the Invasion of 
Europe. Describes some U-boats sinking during English Channel 
operations. Suggests that of the roughly thousand U-boats sunk, the 
Canadians sunk only 30 odd, not very much! Partly due to lower standard 
of equipment in Canadian ships. Willson's opinion that the Admiralty did 
not pass sufficient ASW transmissions to the Canadians cf. RN captains, 
McIntyre and Walker, the "aces". Willson rec'd a DSC for the second 
submarine sinking in the Bay of Biscay. (In company with Ottawa (Cmdr. 
Prentice)) The third submarine in shallow water sunk by a method of 
hooking a depth charge to a wire and dragging it up against the submarine 
where it was exploded. Returns to a tale of the Battle Trainer in Liverpool 
and the tremendous effort made by Capt. Roberts RN in mapping the 
wrecks in the English Channel. An advocate of searching and recording 
the bottom of the sea-bed to establish more efficient ASW tactics for 
shallow waters. In mid-1945 returned to Halifax. The ship was returned 
to England to return Canadian troops (300 per trip) to Quebec--made 
three trips. Much equipment became surplus and was destroyed at the end 
of the war--including food jettisoned at sea. Demoted from A/Lt. Cmdr. 
to Lieutenant due largely to his strong complaint that he had to volunteer 
for the Pacific War and eventually came face-to-face with the Minister. 
Informed that he would not be allowed to resign and appointed to the 
West coast in the Seamanship School. 
(Cmdr. W.H. Willson: Post-war Career) 
Comments on post-war manpower problems at HMCS Naden. Later in 
Ottawa in the Directorate of Naval Intelligence at the Russian and Eastern 
European desk. Many problems blending fleet operations and 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subject 
Headings 

intelligence, in fact, non-existent in many cases. Almost nothing received 
of solid information. Sent to the RN Staff College, and the Univ. of 
London School of Slavonic Studies. Staff at RMC 1950-53. Posted to the 
West Coast and secondly to command of HMCS Crusader and promotion 
to Commander. Later in Training Command and Commander of HMCS 
Naden. Ottawa, Dep. Director of Manning--problems with officers who 
could not be promoted since there was simply not positions for those of 
higher rank. Appointed to command HMCS Ottawa (DDE). Tried 
innovative navigation aid. Monitored the Russian fishing fleet off the 
Grand Banks as well as suspected submarine radio transmissions. On the 
West coast as the first captain of the new HMCS Terra Nova (DDE). 
Organized better use of radio for his tactical operations and despite 
complaints from Ottawa but with support of R/Adm. Pullen was able to 
inaugurate new users. Altered his high definition Sperry radar so that just 
a certain sector could be "observed". Against regulations but it did shield 
the ship's radar transmissions from possible detection by an enemy 
further out to sea. In 1960 returned to Ottawa as Deputy Director of Naval 
Intelligence. A good team but dominated by the Dept. of Foreign Affairs 
who did not approve of military operational intelligence. Thought it 
dangerous! 
 

• Atlantic, Battle of 
• Battle Trainer, Liverpool 
• Bay of Biscay -- Naval Operations 
• Convoy SC 42 
• Crusader, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Cumberland, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Deputy Director of Naval Intelligence 
• Dorchester, HMS (Cruiser) 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Equipment, Naval 
• Frobisher, HMS (Training Cruiser) 
• Margot, Mr. (RN Cadet Gunner) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy, Canada 
• Niagara, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Ottawa, HMCS (DDE Destroyer) 
• P.O.W.'s -- German 
• Shanghai -- Japanese Occupation 1938 
• Skeena, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• St. Clair, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Staff College (RN) 
• Terra Nova, HMCS (DDE) 
• Vindictive, HMS (Cadet Training Cruiser) 
• Volunteering, Pacific War 



 

 

• Willson, Cmdr. William H. D.S.C. -- Interview 
• World War II 

 
 

ID No. 348 
Interviewee Wright, David Christopher “Dave” 

Title My Naval experiences by Leading Seaman D.C. Wright, as compiled by 
Hal Lawrence. 

Extent 4 audio cassettes (90’s?) and 3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place  12, 13 November 1986, Victoria BC 

Box/File 4.44 
Transcript  tss, corr. 42 leaves 

tss, corr. 44 leaves 
Notes Also narrative by L.S. Wright (cassette #2). 

Summary   Leading Seaman David C. Wright 
Royal Canadian Navy 

 
(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
Joined the RCN as a Boy Seaman (age 17) in September 1940 at HMCS 
Naden. The pay: 50 cents/day. Comments on Capt. W.B.L. Holms doing 
Saturday rounds at the barracks. Drafted as an Ordinary Seaman to 
HMCS Kamloops (corvette) in March 1941. Sailed for Halifax but had a 
steering breakdown and a week later they again left for Halifax. 
Transferred to HMCS Vegreville (minesweeper) in 1942. Returns to 
Kamloops with a tale of wet mess decks and losing food due to the action 
of the sea and wind when moving from the galley to the mess deck. In 
Vegreville they did coastal convoys and then in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 
Describes ships being sunk and being closed up at action stations. Short 
course as a radar operator, unfortunately using the unreliable SW1C set. In 
barracks for a time and due to his desire to get to sea was 
"volunteered" for service in MTB's in England. Sent to HMCS Niobe 
where they were forced to use tents. Very wet. Given two weeks leave. 
Sent to HMS Hornet for ASDIC (sonar) training on the 271 set. To 
Felixstowe to work-ups with the RN in the MTB shorts (71.5 ft.). Then 
joined MGB 745 building on the Thames under Lt. O.B. Mabee, work- ups 
in North Wales. To Brixton to join the flotilla. Patrols off the Channel 
Islands. Came under "friendly fire" due to being out of position resulting 
in fatal casualties. After the funeral the grave and others were well looked 
after by volunteers. In action most nights before D-Day but due to being 
shot up by the enemy they were kept ashore although had a terrific view 
of the shipping involved at D-Day. Describes the tiny radar cabin, barely 
room to turn around. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Suggests that some chances were taken to taunt the Germans. Went 



 

 

ashore for a few days on the French coast after the enemy had withdrawn. 
Discipline was good on the MGB's -- very close knit crew. Moved to 
Yarmouth and patrolled off the Dutch coast. With two others Wright 
went on leave to London and discovered that due to the general labour 
shortage they could get a job. The local brewery paid them a pound a day 
and as movie extras they received thirty-five shillings a day. Returned to 
patrol between Ostend and Holland. Occasionally were able to obtain 
extra clothes from a mined ship that was aground. Mines were a real 
problem. Some worry from shore batteries. Several anecdotes. Left 
Ostend to be replaced by the 29th Flotilla that later burned in Ostend 
harbour. A week before the war ended he returned to England to get 
married to a girl in the ATS. Sent to HMCS Niobe and there was given 
the chance to take an officer's dog to London -- which he smuggled on 
the train. Posted to HMCS Peregrine which meant a return to Canada in 
the Ile de France. Leave in Victoria. Drafted to HMCS Uganda where he 
served during the South American cruise. Ends. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
Narrated by L.S. David C. Wright 
Experiences recalled after the first recording and which he feels may not 
have been adequately covered. As a teenager he worked on a chicken 
farm and to his considerable relief he finally was called up by the navy. 
Describes signing on for seven years, first as a Boy Seaman, then home to 
show off his new uniform (thinks the present (green) uniform makes 
seamen look like delivery men for the Hudson's Bay Company!). Heavy 
schedule of class and parade ground. Sunday was not a day of rest -- 
clean barracks, church parade, etc. Regular morning runs -- breakfast, 
often cold -- work until 4:00 PM -- no smoking, forbidden the wet 
canteen. "Make and Mends" were a good weekly break. Promoted to 
Ordinary Seaman. Posted to HMCS Kamloops where he found himself 
Quartermaster with no idea of his duties. Most importantly he must not 
fall asleep and thus could answer the hail from the harbour craft 
patrolling the harbour, every four hours. Great improvement in the 
quality of the meals. Speaks of Roy Denny (Standard Furniture family) 
the First Lieutenant. Further comments on HMCS Vegreville off Gaspe 
(ends about 60% through side 1). 
(Cassette 2, Side 2 -- begins about half way through) 
Convoys in the St. Lawrence. Sea-boat damaged coming alongside 
another ship. Fitted with radar. 1942/43 heavy winter weather. Mess 
decks very wet. Vegreville anecdotes: painting, discipline, entertainment 
(gambling). Crossing Canada by train -- sitting up for six nights, 
preferred CNR over the CPR since the conductors were friendlier on the 
former. Discusses the MTB's (in fact MGB's) -- semi automatic 6 pdr. 
guns, twin 5" machine guns just forward of the bridge, light machine 
guns on the bridge, twin Oerlikon mid-ships -- power controlled pom- 
pom on the quarter deck and a few depth charges, and four 18" torpedoes. 
Describes enemy ships. Patrols -- often with a mother ship to direct the 



 

 

MGB's. Evening patrols. His ship was replaced by a 29th Flotilla boat in 
Ostend. Civilians in Ostend preferred the Germans to Canadians as being 
better disciplined. Surprisingly many consumer goods for sale, 
unavailable in the UK. Extra food purchased in the NAAFI store. Night 
patrols and actions. Much duty -- dawn to dusk -- as the radar operator; 
often six nights per week. Well treated ashore in Torquay and Brixton. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Halifax barracks where he as a Leading Seaman would occasionally lead 
a small party ostensibly for duty at the Dockyard and spend the day in 
Halifax, returning in time for Evening Quarters. Luckily never caught. 
Speaks of "friendly fire" when on patrol and enemy coast defence shell- 
fire. Leave in London always enjoyable. Returned to Canada, requested 
to volunteer for the Pacific. War ends. Served in HMCS Uganda at the 
time of the "mutiny". Daughter born, party in his mess. Returns to patrols 
from Brixton. "Music follows". Side 2 blank. 
(Cassette 4, Side 1) 

Party in progress (reunion). Tale of accidental firing of 6 pdr. while in 
port, etc. Anecdotal in the extreme. A gathering of old seamen. Many 
calls to the deity and "do you remember the night when…" and on and 
on. To be listened to by the other keen types among us. Ends about half 
way through side 1. Side 2 blank. 
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Additional Cassettes (originals?) 
Cassette 1, Side 1 -- party -- marked "Reunion" (Nat. Arch. Cass. #4) 
Cassette 1, Side 2 -- blank 
Cassette 1, Side 1 -- to about half way through Side 1 -- see National 
Archives Cass. #2, Side 2 
Cassette 1, Side 2 -- blank 
Cassette 3, Side 1 -- see National Archives #39 Cass. #3, Side 1 
Cassette 3, Side 2 -- blank 
 

• Belgian/Dutch Coast -- Naval Operations 
• Boy Seaman, Education and Training 
• Casualties, Naval, Canada 
• East Coast (Cdn.) -- Naval Operations 
• English Channel -- Naval Operations 
• Gunnery -- Coastal 
• Hornet, HMS (MTB Training Base) 
• Kamloops, HMCS (Corvette) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Navy -- Canada 
• Niobe, HMCS (Shore Base, Greenock) 
• Peregrine, HMCS (Drafting Depot) 
• Radar 
• Uganda, HMCS (Cruiser) 
• Vegreville, HMCS (Minesweeper) 



 

 

• World War II 
• Wright, Leading Seaman David C. -- Interviews 

 
 

ID No. 294 
Interviewee Wurtele, Alfred Charles “Alf” “Aggie” 

Title My Naval experiences by Commander A.C. Wurtele, as compiled by Hal 
Lawrence. 

Extent 3 audio cassettes (90, 90, 90). 
Date/Place 27 October 1982, Esquimalt BC and later, 14 January 1983 

Box/File 2.21 
Transcript  tss. 86 leaves 

Notes Chief Petty Officer James end of #3 on 1st cassette. 
Summary  Cmdr. Alfred C. Wurtele 

Royal Canadian Navy 
 

(Cassette 1, Side 1) 
In 1913 he joined the Royal Canadian Naval College, while his brother 
went to RMC. Mentions classmates and the difficult time that the 
commandants (Cmdr. E.A. Nixon) had keeping the college operating. 
Discipline and curriculum. Appointed to the RN heavy cruiser HMS 
Leviathan. Speaks of midshipmen lost at sea and remembered at St. Paul's 
Naval and Garrison Church at Esquimalt. 
(Cassette 1, Side 2) 
Remembers that he was both under weight and under height when he 
joined the Naval College but was accepted because there was only four in 
his term. Returns to time in the Leviathan and later was appointed to 
HMS Renown (battle cruiser). Scapa Flow and running a steam picket 
boat. Returned to Canada and joined HMS Shearwater (later HMCS 
Shearwater) which Cmdr. Wurtele describes and which was used in 
training Canadian Boy Seamen. Promoted to Sub-Lieutenant, returned to 
England to HMS Swift (destroyer), badly damaged by a mine and with 
bow damage as well. Swift formed part of the Dover Patrol, sometimes on 
the coast of Belgium. Escorted the British monitors HMS Terror and 
HMS Erebus, each carrying twin 15 inch guns and HMS General Wolfe 
with one 18 inch gun. Saw the German Fleet surrendering at Rosyth (and 
later at Scapa Flow). An aside re the Royal Navy at Jutland: critical of 
Adm. Beatty. At the end of the war HMS Swift was partly paid-off but 
subsequently went on day training cruises. Later in 1919 appointed to 
HMS Cleopatra on general patrol duties in the Baltic. In 1920 was 
appointed to the (new to Canada) destroyer HMCS Patrician under Lieut. 
G. C. Jones. Sailed for Halifax and then to Esquimalt. 
(Cassette 2, Side 1) 
In an aside Wurtele speaks of his time as Councillor and as Reeve of 



 

 

Esquimalt, the breakwater at McAulay Point and other matters (20 years 
in all). Comments that a considerable number of RN ratings manned 
Patrician (also Patriot and Aurora). Returned to England to complete 
Sub's courses interrupted by the war. Appointed to HMS Malaya 
(battleship) in which he describes his duties. Returned to Canada to help 
in the peace-time establishment of the RCNR and RCNVR, formed into 
companies. Many problems including lack of instructors. Anecdote 
regarding the English pronouncement of French Canadian names but with 
boat pulling and PT (both by Wurtele) much was taught in two weeks. In 
1925 returned to the RN for a six month appointment in HMS Ramilles. 
Returned to Halifax as the Intelligence Officer. In 1929 to the RN, to the 
new HMS Sussex (cruiser) in the Mediterranean. Describe their work as 
well as the crowded harbour at Valetta (Malta). Describes a difficult 
captain, problems with church service. Speaks favourably about the 
Commander, later Sir W. Tennant. Wurtele returns to the beginning of 
the Canadian Navy and of our first naval cadets. 
Wurtele left HMS Sussex in Sept. 1931, to be part of a New Entry 
Training plan first in Ottawa then in Esquimalt. In 1933 appointed to 
HMCS Vancouver (destroyer). After eighteen months was appointed 
training officer at HMCS Naden where he remained until the war broke 
out. 
(Cassette 2, Side 2) 
By then was First Lieutenant of the Barracks with the rank of 
Commander. Later (1940) as Executive Officer of HMCS Prince Henry 
(armed merchant cruiser). After conversion was sent to the west coast of 
South America to capture or sink German merchant ships. Caused one, 
the Munchen to set fire to herself (and sink). A second ship, the 
Hermonthis was caught, boarded, but eventually was sunk by the Prince 
Henry as they were unable to put out the fire in that ship. Returned to 
Esquimalt. Much of the crew on leave when ordered to sail south to 
check on a German raider (an AMC). Luckily they did not see the 
German ship--which would have been a more powerful vessel. At the end 
were ordered to Bermuda then to Halifax and finally to Newfoundland to 
act as depot ship but not used. Crew gradually left--some on leave--but 
ordered to Halifax after the war with Japan started so they sailed with 
very few officers and crew--no gyro compass, no signalmen--but found 
their way. Wurtele then retraces his steps to an account when training the 
reserves before the war and using the old trawler, HMCS Ypres, a ship 
with a number of mechanical faults. The Prince Henry went to sea with a 
new captain and with Wurtele as Executive Officer. Sailed for the West 
Indies to serve under U.S. Navy command but withdrawn as the Henry 
not suitable for anti-submarine operations. Sent to Esquimalt in 1943 then 
to Halifax as Executive Officer of HMCS Stadacona, the Halifax barracks 
eventually to become an Acting Captain and in command. Not a happy 
appointment, Wurtele felt that there were too many ratings and there was 
some lack of proper control, serious lack of accommodation, the Shore 



 

 

Patrol not handled to the best effect, etc. 
(Cassette 3, Side 1) 
Comments by both Lawrence and Wurtele about Shore Patrol conditions 
as they affected naval personnel in Halifax. 
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(New interview: 14 Jan. 1983) 
Captain of the barracks (Stadacona)--1944. Discusses the Halifax riots in 
1945 and how a divided command structure affected the naval forces in 
Halifax. Shore Patrol reported to the Admiral, the Manning Depot reported 
elsewhere and Wurtele commanded the barracks. Cmdr. Wurtele returns to 
command structure as it affected him in the barracks--finally resulting in 
his transfer to Esquimalt and, after a period of inaction, 
retired from the service as a Commander. Wurtele felt badly about this and 
requested interviews, wrote letters (including the Minister) and went to 
Ottawa in an endeavour to find out why he couldn't get another 
appointment. Had to accept retirement. Comments on his 20-year 
occupation as Councillor and Reeve of Esquimalt. This turned out well as 
W. was popular and had a good municipal staff behind him. Returns to 
comments about the RCN-RCNVR-RCNR "mix". Comments by both 
Wurtele and Lawrence about their respective careers and Admiral 
Murray. Cmdr. Wurtele returns to 1932/33 and the New Entry Training 
Scheme and concludes. 
 

• Belgian Coast--Naval Operations 
• Cleopatra, HMS (Destroyer) 
• Dover Patrol 
• English Channel--Naval Operations 
• Erebus, HMS (Monitor) 
• General Wolfe, HMS (Monitor) 
• Hermonthis, S.S. (German Merchant Vessel) 
• Leviathan, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Malaya, HMS (Battleship) 
• Munchen, S.S. (German Merchant Vessel) 
• Naden, HMCS (Naval Barracks) 
• Naval Reserve--Establishment 
• Navy--Canada 
• Navy--Great Britain 
• Patrician, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Prince Henry, HMCS (AMC) 
• Ramilles, HMS (Battle Cruiser) 
• Reeve of Esquimalt 
• Renown, HMS (Battle Cruiser) 
• Riots--Halifax 
• Royal Canadian Naval College, Halifax 
• Shearwater, HMCS (Patrol Vessel) 



 

 

• Shore Patrol, Halifax 
• Stadacona, HMCS (Depot Ship, etc.) 
• Sussex, HMS (Cruiser) 
• Swift, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• Terror, HMS (Monitor) 
• Vancouver, HMCS (Destroyer) 
• World War I 
• World War II 
• Wurtele, Cmdr. Alfred C.--Interviews 
• Ypres, HMCS (Minesweeper) 

 
 

ID No. 369 
Interviewee Yorke, Winnifred Mary “Mollie” 

Title My Naval experiences by Leading Wren Winnifred M. Yorke, as 
compiled by Hal Lawrence. 

Extent Audio cassette not available. 
Date/Place 15 August 1989, Victoria BC 

Box/File 2.22 
Transcript  tss. 20 leaves 

Notes 
Summary  Leading Wren W.M. (Mollie) Yorke 

Women's Royal Canadian Naval Service 
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Leading Wren Yorke had worked for three years at the John Inglis 
Company in Toronto before she joined the Wrens in 1944. At that time 
she could only join as a steward or cook. Basic training at Galt, ON. 
Talks of two Wrens who had been caught stealing and dismissed from the 
service after their buttons and cap tallies were removed in a humiliation 
parade before the whole company. Moved to HMCS Cornwallis for 
cook's training. Thorough training under excellent instructors including 
every kind of stove, entrees, deserts, whole dinners. Impressed with the 
great slabs of navy chocolate, wonderful for making kye (hot chocolate). 
Had an unfortunate bout with warts (hands--caused by prior industrial 
employment) and painfully burned off which caused a change in her 
naval category to Supply Assistant. Administrative work on cleaning 
supplies, food supplies, etc. Good social life at Cornwallis--nearly all 
occurring on the base. Dances, bands, the Salvation Army canteen. 
Personal history. Transferred to HMCS York in Toronto in Supply-- 
"victualling"--trying to keep track of the feeding of men who were being 
discharged. Demobbed in 1946. 

• Conestoga, HMCS (WRCNS Training Establishment) 
• Cooking and Victualling 



 

 

• Cornwallis, HMCS (Training Base) 
• Morale 
• Navy--Canada 
• World War II 
• Yorke, Leading Wren Winnifred M.—Interview 
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